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This book presents a critique of dominant governance theories grounded in an un-
derstanding of existence as a static, discrete, mechanistic process, while also identifying
the failures of theories that assume dynamic alternatives of either a radically collec-
tivist or individualist nature. Relationships between ontology and governance practices
are established, drawing upon a wide range of social, political, and administrative the-
ory. Employing the ideal-type method and dialectical analysis to establish meanings,
the authors develop a typology of four dominant approaches to governance.
The authors then provide a systematic analysis of each governance approach, thor-

oughly unpacking and critiquing each one and exploring the relationships and move-
ments among them that engender reform and revolution as well as retrenchment and
obfuscation of power dynamics. After demonstrating that each governance approach
has fatal flaws within a diverse global context, the authors propose an alternative they
call Integrative Governance. As a synthesis of the ideal-types, Integrative Governance
is neither individualist nor collectivist, while still maintaining the dynamic character
required to accommodate responsiveness to cultural contexts.
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Foreword
Nowadays, it is impossible to ignore the voices blaming the existing systems of

governance within the borderless globalization system for being incapable of adequately
responding to the problems and needs of the current age. The rage and discontent of
a growing portion of the population who feel they have been left aside or who feel
more insecure within prosperous Western societies is demonstrated in the growing
support for anti-system parties and candidates. Most recently—last but not least—
the majority vote for “Brexit” in the referendum in the United Kingdom to leave the
European Union, leaves us confronted with a burning question: What went wrong?
The necessity of finding an answer to this question has never been greater than

today. The growing concerns regarding progressive climate change, rapid technological
development, wars and conflicts affecting different parts of the world, terrorism, the
migration crisis, an unstable and weak job market and the general insecurity of the
populous cannot simply be criticized as collective paranoia against globalization. The
rising inequality or insecurity of even the middle class related therewith puts pressure
on the existing social order and elites who often fail to keep pace with these latest
developments or to adequately respond to them in a time of crisis.
The authors of this book argue that in order to provide a sustainable and acceptable

alternative to the current system, the existing concepts of governance need to be crit-
ically assessed. Similarly to medicine, the symptoms indicate that a purely technical
solution remedying only the negative consequences will not be sufficient—a thorough
diagnosis aiming to examine the roots and source of the problems is needed. With
respect to governance it means that the philosophical underpinnings of the existing
governance and administrative concepts, including the language and epistemological
concepts or belief systems associated therewith, need to be critically assessed and
evaluated. The philosophical analysis might then serve as a proper basis for an in-
terdisciplinary analysis of governance systems from a perspective of ethics, political
theory, economics, or theory of administration. This evaluation necessarily needs to
include citizens, whose lives are shaped and influenced by the quality and system of
governance and administration in their respective countries. This relationship is inter-
dependent: citizens might be pillars of the public order and system, but history teaches
us that they might also be the first ones calling for its reform or overthrow. Existential
crisis might be a first step toward revolution.
Even though many expressions of discontent with the system might be regarded as

evidence of personal frustration, they might also be symptoms of the impact the social
order and systems of governance have on individuals. Man is a social being, craving
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independence and freedom while seeking to belong somewhere. These contradictory
aspects of Man’s personality accommodate various philosophies, political theories, and
religions, whereas they find their reflection in concepts of governance as well. The
assumption that people can understand themselves and form their identity within
social relationships led, for example, to the creation of a socialist utopia aiming to
eliminate sources of oppression represented by the privilege and wealth preventing
those relationships. On the other hand, the insecurity of the Hobbesian state justified
the existence of a society based on hierarchical order, where the citizens agreed to
sacrifice Part of their freedom in order to preserve their liberty and existence, thus
subjecting themselves to the authority of government. A softer alternative represents
a social contract inspired by John Locke, which gives individuals more discretion to
pursue their individuality and self-interest. Government in this meaning is understood
as a necessary evil, which enables individuals to enjoy their freedom and pursue their
happiness. Both of these last two alternatives, the Hobbesian as well as the Lockean
model, serve as a basis for different variations of liberalism.
The current crisis of most of the classical models of governance rests inter alia in the

fact that—despite trying to do so—they are not fully capable of enabling satisfactory
participation of citizens or responding adequately to the major issues of the current
age. Even the democratic concepts of governance, based on the idea of representative
democracy, cannot prevent erosion to what Francis Fukuyama calls “vetocracy” and a
feeling that the state has been in fact captured by the ruling class and elites elected
paradoxically in free elections. The postmodern critique is to a large extent directed
also against neoliberalism, blaming its ideology of unregulated markets for turning
social identities into market commodities driven by the forces of consumerism. What
appeared to Friedrich Hayek as an alternative to the totalitarian state crushing the
individual will seems now to unveil enough of its dark side to justify its reform. The
business class and producers have the power to manipulate social narratives in order
to shape the desires of individuals. The implications might go even beyond the realm
of sheer consumerism; the latest news, for example the Panama Papers, or the 2008
financial crisis, demonstrate that the focus on individual gain might lead to an off-
shoring of wealth and power. This form of individualism without borders is naturally
insensitive to broader economic, social, cultural or environmental issues and the in-
terests of the public in general. Since the logic of the marketplace and consumerism
applies also to the government, public affairs become in the end only an extension of
the market. This approach is unsustainable in the long term and might lead inevitably
to environmental or social crisis. Moreover, it may lead even to political crisis, since
the focus on consumerism might effectively disempower the middle class and the poor,
whose frustration might turn against the establishment and thus, contrary to Hayek’s
intention, might lead to totalitarianism. Examples from history demonstrate that to-
talitarian ideologies, such as fascism, draw their support mostly from those who feel
that their voice is not being heard.
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To overcome the existential crisis leading to anti-establishment tendencies, gover-
nance systems need to be adjusted so as to enable and guarantee economic, social,
cultural and environmental sustainability. Despite trying to accommodate different
interests and involve citizens in the process, current systems of governance are not
able to adequately address the citizens’ expectations, which results in a tendency to
reject the system. But remedies seem to be at hand. Public participation is already
an established instrument of environmental law, which effectively integrates citizens
in the process of decision making in environmental matters. It represents a tool en-
abling public authorities to coordinate their steps with citizens, which results often
in a compromise acceptable to all parties involved. Moreover, public participation is
an essential step toward sustainable development. Different stakeholders involved in
the process represent different interests—social, economic, or environmental— which
need to be integrated to the widest extent possible. In fact, public participation as an
integrative approach is, as the authors of the book suggest, radically democratic.
The rapid development of technologies and natural sciences often leaves the impres-

sion that social science is a few steps behind in its reactions to contemporary challenges.
This book has the potential to prove the contrary. The crisis in governance systems
is not yet at its peak, but the deficiencies are visible even to the average citizen. The
interdisciplinary analysis undertaken by the authors of this book represents a valuable
contribution to the discussion about the feasibility of governance systems, including
identification of the roots of their deficiencies. It undertakes the bold step of envisaging
the reform of governance systems, bringing them closer to citizens and adapting them
to the reality of the current interdependent and interconnected world. The question of
how to govern society in the twenty-first century then becomes not only a matter to
be feared, but also a challenging task worth studying and thinking about.
Paolo Davide Farah
Editorin-Chief for the Routledge Publishing Book Series “Transnational Law and

Governance”
West Virginia University, USA and gLAWcal - Global Law Initiatives for Sustainable

Development, UK
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Preface
This book is the outgrowth of over seven years’ research on this topic that resulted

in a variety of conference papers (Love 2010b, 2011, Stout 2009a, 2010c, 2011, Stout
and Love 2012), an encyclopedia entry (Stout and Love 2016), journal articles (Love
2008, 2012, 2013, Stout 2006, 2009b, 2010a, 2010d, 2010e, 2012a, 2012b, 2014, Stout
and Love 2013, 2014a, 2014b, 2015a, 2015c, Stout and Salm 2011, Stout and Staton
2011), and books (Stout 2013, Stout and Love 2015b). As authors, we share a schol-
arly lineage that converges through Thomas Catlaw, who served on our respective
dissertation committees (Love 2010a, Stout 2007) and suggested that we might be mu-
tually interested in one another’s work. We discovered our shared passion for exploring
how fundamental philosophical assumptions shape governance practices and their out-
comes. A collegial friendship was formed and blossomed with serial panel presentations
at subsequent academic conferences.
After engaging in two such panels, we realized that each of our respective typologies

was actually missing a type. In our individual attempts to explain and affirm what we
now call Integrative Governance (Stout and Love 2015c) within a two-by-two concep-
tual matrix, we were missing its synthetic quality. By pulling it out of the matrix and
inserting one another’s missing types instead, the full dialectical character of each po-
sition was revealed. In short, this move resolved a number of conceptual shortcomings
and illuminated the full argument presented herein.
In the interest of ontological disclosure, we would each like to say something about

what brought us to these explorations in the first place. Margaret writes:
My worldview and associated experiences have led me to be at odds with most

practices in Western society. I find myself a stranger in a strange land where people
behave toward one another based on self-interest and instrumental purpose rather than
relating with one another as co-creators of a common good. I have little respect for
authority based purely on patriarchal familial patterns or hierarchical organizational
structures rather than on merit and leadership by example. I cannot comprehend the
greed countenanced by capitalism nor abide by the social injustice it generates. I do not
understand extreme prejudice and even hatred based on “us” versus “them”. I cannot
imagine a notion of selfhood based on a lack of connection to others and feel those
who operate under such assumptions are irrational given our human condition of social
being, if nothing else.
In short, I believe that the way I have been brought up, as strange as it may sound to

many, provides a fairly good recipe for democracy as a way of life—one that I endeavor
to express throughout my personal, political, and economic life. Frankly, I am quite
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tired of being colonized by the dominant model of Western society. I am weary of being
derisively labeled “socialist”, “anarchist”, “Pollyanna”, and even “delusional”. I am worn
down by being marginalized by majoritarian views. I am exhausted by the cognitive
dissonance I constantly experience being democratic in an authoritarian world. But
I am heartened by those who share this sensibility and are inspired to proclaim my
truth.
(Stout 2010e)
Similarly, Jeannine writes:
I have always felt slightly out of place in the world around me. While I easily

mastered the “game” of Western society—moving between situations of authority and
places of competition—frankly, it always seemed a bit absurd. As a child I would
often engage in mini-rebellions, ways of shrugging off authority, refusing to engage
in the competition, and earning myself the label of “obstinate” from my parents. My
childhood refusals expanded as I grew and I realized that what I was refusing were
specific expectations of how to exist in the world. As I have moved through life I
have become increasingly disillusioned by the assumptions that underlie our collective
life, refusing assumptions that seem only to disintegrate the possibility of fostering
community and understanding, which harm and oppress ourselves and others, breeding
inequalities and destroying our world in the process.
However, simply refusing, always being at odds with the assumptions of the world

around you, is tiring business. One seeks to not only refuse but also affirm. In place of
these refusals I affirm a life in which I am formed through my relationships with others,
recognizing the positive and negative impacts my relationships have on my own sense
of self and those of others. I affirm a life in which I am not separate from other beings,
human and nonhuman, but intricately connected with them. I affirm a life in which
such recognition of interconnection supports not only community but also demands
the hard work of mindfulness in my interactions with the world, for every action I take
ripples out into the universe.
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Part I: Barriers toglobal governance



Part I establishes the need for the project of examining existing approaches to
governance and looking for a radically democratic approach to fit the global context.
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the book. Chapter 2 provides a sketch of our
current crisis of sustainability. It ends with an overview of how contemporary gover-
nance theory is responding to this context, summarizing the conversation to which this
book responds. Here, we find that attempts to establish a globally acceptable approach
to governance elude us. Chapter 3establishes the argument that a principle barrier in
this search is the existence of multiple and competing worldviews. Specifically, gover-
nance practices are ultimately grounded in deep philosophical commitments. We first
explain the concept of ontology and how it is related to language. We then explain how
ontology serves as a basis for governance, including how worldviews shape political,
economic, and administrative theory and practice—the core elements of governance.
From this foundation, Chapter 4 explains the methodology of this inquiry and the
conceptual elements of a Governance Typology that can be used to compare and con-
trast approaches and their likely outcomes. These primary governance ideal-types are
labeled: Hierarchical, Atomistic, Holographic, and Fragmented.
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1. Introduction
This book is Part of a larger project to conceptualize and develop a radically demo-

cratic approach to governance in a global context. Herein, we explore both empirical
evidence of and theoretical barriers to global governance and propose an approach that
may be able to overcome those barriers through a more relational and dynamic praxis.
Part I provides the foundation from which to launch this theoretical exploration of

the barriers to global governance. Here, we introduce basic definitions and the plan of
the book. The term “radical” means going to the root or source (as opposed to going to
extremes). In reference to democracy, this means grounding theory and practice in the
individual subject or world-citizen.1 Radical politics shifts the subject from a unified
People or particular group identity to each and every person, and rights are no longer
tied to community identity. Radical understandings of democracy move from liber-
alism’s parties and elected representatives to direct, participatory democracy. Taken
together, radical democracy is differentiated from conservative, liberal, and communi-
tarian approaches to democracy. Following Deleuze, we might call this move becom-
ingdemocratic (Patton 2005, 64). This project builds a theoretical argument of both
critique and affirmation, and offers empirical illustrations.
Chapter 2 provides a sketch of our current crisis of sustainability in the global

context. It ends with an overview of how contemporary governance theory is respond-
ing to this context, summarizing the conversation to which this book responds. By
governance, we mean all of the practices used to organize collective action in any
societal context, from formal rules and institutions down to unstructured everyday
interactions. Governance theory can range from the macro to the micro level of anal-
ysis and can be found in the context of both public and private organizations. It is
both a political and administrative or management concept that is intra-organizational,
inter-organizational, intergovernmental, intersectoral, and international in the contem-
porary context.
By global, we imply that many contemporary problems transcend the boundaries of

jurisdictions and nations, thereby demanding global governance of some type. Yet in
attempting such actions, we confront grave challenges to identifying globally acceptable
approaches. These difficulties are evidenced in a global crisis of sustainability whether
considering social, economic, or environmental indicators. These challenges are also

1 We must note that the term “citizen” is problematic in radical political theory, given contested
legal identities.
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evident in demands for deeper democracy within particular governments and conflicts
among governments holding competing worldviews—whether they are declared or not.
Chapter 3establishes the argument that political and administrative theory and

practice—the core elements of governance—are framed by assumptions that can be
traced back to a variety of philosophical commitments and core beliefs. In short, gov-
ernance is always a matter of praxis. We argue that ontological concepts provide the
foundational assumptions we use to frame our understanding of the world, ourselves,
and others. Ontology is embedded in our very thoughts because it is represented in
our languages; therefore, it is the grounding for all ideas that follow.
To inform our understanding of ontology, we look to diverse sources: philosophy,

psychology, sociology, theology, and ethics. Furthermore, rather than limiting our lit-
erature review to a handful of leading scholars, we seek to bring at least some marginal-
ized or nontraditional academic voices into the conversation. Our approach is similar
to that of Progressive-era pragmatist Mary Follett (2013b), who drew from many dis-
ciplines to identify correspondences, correlations, and “cross-fertilizations” (xvii) for
the philosophical underpinnings to her governance theories (Stout and Love 2015b). It
may be that a different ontology “can be made plausible to more people and accepted
by others as a worthy competitor for attention, if we draw upon multiple resources
to express it” (Connolly 2011, 9). The goal of this book is to identify the need for a
robust philosophical, metaphysical, and physical ontological grounding for a radically
democratic approach to governance.
Using a broad literature, we construct and explain a typology that provides analo-

gous comparisons across the key conceptual elements that inform and shape governance
practices. As explained in Chapter 4, the ideal-type method can be used to compare
and contrast approaches and their likely outcomes. In our Governance Typology, we
explain in straightforward terms the principal positions that undergird the most com-
mon systems of governance, providing a conceptual map for clarifying the full meaning
of competing prescriptions. We claim that the elements most important to governance
practices are: ontological assumptions and associated language, psychosocial theory,
epistemological concepts, belief systems, ethical concepts, political theory, economic
theory, and administrative theory. These concepts fit together like the layers of an
onion, with ontology at its core. In explaining each ideal-type, we follow a logical
congruence from ontological commitment through administrative practice.
This conceptual layering approach is consistent with the notion of stratalism —

that existence itself is layered in an interconnected fashion (Dziadkowiec 2011, 98).
As mediated by language, ontological assumptions are embedded in each conceptual
element, each working with the next as building blocks to shape forms of governance.
Therefore, to change governance, we may need to work our way through conceptual
strata to the anchoring ontological assumptions. In other words, we cannot simply
implement change in theory or practice at any other conceptual level while keeping
a mismatched ontology—eventually the ideas or behaviors will revert to congruence
with our most fundamental assumptions.
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By identifying pairs of logically fitting dialectical dualisms in each element, in Part
II,Chapters 5-8, we develop four primary governance ideal-types grounded in an un-
derstanding of reality as a static, discrete, mechanistic process, along with those that
seek more dynamic approaches of either a radically collectivist or individualist nature.
We begin with the static state ontologies most familiar in modern Western societies,
then move into the less familiar dynamic state ontologies. Chapter 5 explains Hierarchi-
cal Governance; Chapter 6 explains Atomistic Governance; Chapter 7 explains Holo-
graphic Governance; and Chapter 8 explains Fragmented Governance. Each Chapter
ends with an illustration to demonstrate how the conceptual elements play out in lived
experience.
In Part III, Chapters 9-11, we present a critique of these dominant approaches to

governance, employing dialectical analysis to reveal the dystopian conditions created
by each imagined utopia. Through a careful analysis explained in Chapter 9, we show
that each possible position along the ontological continuum has fatal flaws that prevent
us from achieving a sustainable future—one that ensures just and fruitful outcomes
socially, economically, and environmentally. Differences among the approaches foster
mutual critiques, while similarities enable hybrids between ideal-types. Hierarchical
and Atomistic Governance are grounded in static ontologies that hold collectivist and
individualist assumptions in dialectical tension. Holographic and Fragmented Gover-
nance are grounded in dynamic ontologies that carry collectivist and individualist
assumptions to their logical extremes, breaking the static continuum into dynamic but
opposing poles. These competing qualities create barriers to finding a globally accept-
able approach to governance. Adopting any one of these options will fail to achieve
universal acceptance and will maintain the polarizing tensions we find in the global
governance context.
As explained in Chapter 10, resistance and reform efforts tend to push the main-

stream static state approaches toward dynamic ontological terrain in what we call the
Arc of Reform. This ontological dynamism can foment existential crisis in the indi-
vidual or societal revolution, potentially causing a leap from one dynamic position to
another. However, as explained in Chapter 11, in response to discomfort with insta-
bility in the dynamic positions, hegemonic systems typically generate counter-reforms
that pull governance back from utopian extremes in what we call the Arc of Reifica-
tion, forming hybrids that may obfuscate underlying philosophical commitments for
manipulative purposes. Together, these chapters develop a deeper understanding of
the implications of differing governance approaches, provide a new perspective on gov-
ernance reform movements, and foster thoughtful choice making among philosophical
assumptions.
Finding all four primary governance approaches as well as their hybrids to have fatal

flaws within the global context, in Part IV we argue that an innovative approach to
governance is needed. Chapter 12 explains why a relational process approach may be
more fruitful in terms of both experiential and ontological rationales. As international
relations scholar Sergei Prozorov (2014a, 2014b) notes, a universalism that will not
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produce particular substantive content that can become hegemonic or totalizing is
difficult to find. In a globalizing context, the challenge is to provide an ontological
grounding that is not dominating in its prescriptions, but rather flexible and culturally
inclusive. Such a governance approach will need to meet the principal goals of the
primary approaches while avoiding their pitfalls and generating more fruitful outcomes.
To craft such an approach, we must locate its core assumptions on ontological ter-

rain. We demonstrate that rather than generating another reified hybrid, an ideal-type
can be constructed through a dialectical synthesis of concepts found in the four pri-
mary approaches to governance. In Chapter 13, we argue this synthesis would provide
a fundamentally different ontological ground while addressing the central concerns
of each of the other four ideal-types. We believe this synthesis may provide a better
approach to governing social, political, and economic institutions as they interact glob-
ally. We call this synthesis approach Integrative Governance following Follett’s (1918,
1919, 1924) use of the term to describe dialectical synthesis in a non-Hegelian fashion
(see Stout and Love 2015b). Its concepts can be found in a rapidly growing body of
work from a vast array of disciplines and worldviews that share an understanding of
reality as a dynamic and relational, organic process—what we call relational process
ontology (Stout and Love 2015c).
Many scholars argue that a relational process understanding of existence has mean-

ingful and positive implications for public policy and governance. However, these as-
sertions and even prescriptions for alternative approaches typically lack a structure
and framework that can anchor them into traditional understandings of governance of
groups, organizations, and societies in a manner that can effect change in practice. As
public administration scholars, we seek to close the gap between governance practices
and emerging understandings of political ontology, which includes assumptions about
the nature of human being, identity, and social life (Catlaw 2007a, Howe 2006). We
look forward to continuing our project through theoretical development and empirical
analysis using the Governance Typology presented herein and encourage others to do
so as well.
Before embarking, we must note that while this phase of the project is an exercise in

speculative philosophy and we draw upon particular philosophers in this project, this
is decidedly not a book for scholars who wish to engage other scholars in robust and
nuanced conversation about these philosophers’ ideas. Our aim is to foster transdis-
ciplinary cross-pollination by identifying shared concepts that can offer a foundation
for broad-based discussion. In ideal-typing, the subtle differences in actual systems of
thought or an individual’s full set of propositions are lost in the necessarily broad brush-
strokes and the demands for logical coherence across concepts. This is why idealtypes
are never real. Presenting intact theories, schools of thought, and actual experience
would lead to nuanced argumentation within each element of the typology that would
serve to confuse. Actual situations pull the core logics in various directions, creating hy-
brids between ideal-types. Where such conflicts in logic are noticeable, we have called
out contradictions in the narrative or end notes.
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The typology is meant to identify basic characteristics, linking them to principal
philosophers and theorists for the reader’s further investigation. We make explana-
tions as straightforward as possible to provide a framework for analytical comparison.
Therefore, we anticipate that anyone deeply familiar with any of the philosophers and
theorists mentioned may challenge our truncated presentation and logical arrangement
of ideas. We invite this kind of critical dialogue, yet we have not let such possibilities
deter us from our purpose of showing how ontological assumptions weave themselves
into our theories and practices, compete for primacy, and generate barriers to global
governance.
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2. Why now?
As noted by Karl Marx, it is during unstable times that revisiting the relationship

between the individual and society becomes crucial (Schaff 1970). We argue that dialec-
tical escalation of mutual critiques of governance approaches push ideologies toward
polarized ideals. Despite the difficulties encountered in instantiating radical democ-
racy on any scale, we agree that “it is more important than ever to hold this utopian
place of the global alternative open, even if it remains empty, living on borrowed time,
awaiting the content to fill it in” (Zizek 2000, 325). While this book is primarily a the-
oretical inquiry into this endeavor, the motivation for changing governance practices
comes from lived experience. This Chapter provides a brief summary of the current
social, economic, and environmental predicaments that drive a widely shared sense of
global crisis and a growing desire for transformation of governance practices, thereby
establishing the empirical rationale for this inquiry.

A crisis of sustainability
Together, collectivist and individualist approaches to political economy have man-

aged to produce unprecedented levels of crisis in all areas of life. We live quite literally
on the brink of destruction, to which many now argue the only reasonable response is
total system change (Alperovitz et al. 2015). This section provides an account of the
empirical conditions in which we find ourselves struggling for a sustainable—let alone
flourishing—existence, carefully considering the implications as our world becomes
increasingly globalized and a capitalist market-oriented worldview becomes more pro-
nounced. We then highlight particular crises in the three pillars of sustainability—the
social, economic, and environmental arenas of life. As similarly argued by others, we
find the political effects of ontological competition have led us to the brink of disaster
in all three pillars. This book joins the growing call to “reorient ourselves profoundly in
relation to the world, to one another, and to ourselves” (Coole and Frost 2010, 6), and
to uncover ontological foundations that “are prerequisites for any plausible account of
coexistence and its conditions in the twenty-first century” (2).

The contemporary context of globalization
There appears to be widespread agreement that the forces of globalization have

impacted every natural and societal system. Drawing from a sample of theoretical
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physics, new materialism, process theology, post-humanism, relational sociology, and
contemporary political theory, we can see the human condition is rife with crises. As
theoretical physicist David Bohm (2004) puts it, “What are the troubles of the world?
They seem so many that we can hardly begin even to list them” (55). However, we
generally categorize them as social, economic, and environmental issues, with particular
emphasis on “the major problems of climate change, global inequality, and warfare that
face the world today” (Edwards 2010, 297). In each of the crises outlined below, the
conditions are bleak.

Social crises
Relational sociologist Pierpaolo Donati (2014) argues that modern Western culture

“has been governed by the principle of ‘institutionalized individualism’ ” (9). Beck
and Beck-Gernsheim (2001) describe the sociological impact of this ideal as individ-
ualization, an impossible dislocation from social life. Indeed, postmodern society is
experienced as “ ‘paradoxical community’: a community made by people without any
real community” (Donati 2014, 13), or a “a paradoxical collectivity of reciprocal indi-
vidualization” that “assumes that individuals alone can master the whole of their lives”
(Bauman 2001, xxi). Amidst such isolation, fruitful coexistence is difficult to achieve.
Nor can a collective culture be fabricated through our standard attempts to balance
freedom and control through social contract. While globalization is bringing more
people into an ever-widening communications and economic community, the “ethic of
individual self-fulfillment and achievement” is fracturing all other forms of community
(Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2001, 22). This leads to “a society where no one is any
longer recognizable by anyone else” (Debord 1994, 152).
Yet despite this increasing drive toward individuation, globalization and techno-

logical advances mean that we are simultaneously becoming more interconnected. As
Bauman (2001) explains, we are “increasingly tied to others, including at the level of
world-wide networks and institutions” (xxi). However, by and large, this interconnec-
tion through technological and market systems does not represent a shift toward a
sense of ontological or psychosocial interconnection. As Bohm (2004) argues, “in spite
of this worldwide system of linkages, there is, at this very moment, a general feeling
that communication is breaking down everywhere, on an unparalleled scale” (1). By
this he means that our capacity for actual dialogue—the listening and sharing that
enables mutual understanding—is decreasing. In many respects we are more diverse
and less connected than ever before and have fewer skills to “make common” (i.e.,
communicate) shared meanings.
Instead, individuals seek out other like-minded individuals to connect with, creating

what Pariser (2011) describes as a “you loop” in which individuals use social media to
foster groupthink while avoiding or attacking those who adhere to different political
positions or worldviews. However, it must be noted that there is also tremendous
potential inherent in such communication technologies to foster common ground and
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support for community action and social movements (Castells 2015). The increased
ease of communication across geographic barriers is bringing together a wider range
of individual voices and experiences, as seen in revolutionary actions such as the Arab
Spring and resistance movements such as Occupy Wall Street and Black Lives Matter.
As argued by Minkler, “Social media are effectively being used to engage thousands
of people in a variety of issues to create social change” (as quoted in Satariano and
Wong 2012, 269). Still, such movements are often more successful in linking individuals
of common perspective to organize oppositional politics than engaging individuals in
genuine dialogue across differences.
This may be tied to culture. For instance, in Western cultures we are typically

engaged in discussion that aims to break up or analyze ideas rather than to find
interconnections. Bohm (2004) argues that this occurs because Western languages and
worldviews actually disable our abilities to be open, withhold judgment, and allow
shared meanings to emerge. We use adversarial modes of deliberation and debate to
proliferate our own understandings while resisting or refusing the understandings of
others, thereby co-creating fragmentation and divisions (Bohm 2004, Keating 2013).
In her analysis of such oppositional approaches, womanist AnaLouise Keating (2013)
explains that “oppositional politics fragment from within” (3). As social agreements
about everything from language meanings to identity and political ideology break
down, the human condition is rapidly becoming that of the fragmented individual (Love
2012)— an isolated and decentered self that is at the effect of many shifting social
constructions of identity that have less and less to do with an authentic self. While
“society is based on shared meanings, which constitute the culture . . . at present, the
society at large has a very incoherent set of meanings” (Bohm 2004, 32). This condition
corresponds with the social type of atomism, in which there is a very limited sense of
group, thereby deteriorating social order (Douglas 1996). Proliferating identity politics
thus serves to divide and separate individuals across various characteristics, while
broadly inclusive communities disappear. As a result, society is rife with conflict—
these conflicts become amplified rather than seeking out commonalities within our
differences (Keating 2013).
To address the paradoxical situation in which the individual is rhetorically empow-

ered while disempowered economically, socially, and politically—where communication
technology is advancing means of self-expression while mutual understanding between
individuals is atrophied—we must seek a “posthuman politics” (Braidotti 2006) that
recognizes the primacy of relation, interdependence, and life writ large. Because we
still waiver among eternal or lifeless ontologies, feminist theoretician Rosi Braidotti
(2013) argues; Our public morality is simply not up to the challenge of the scale and
complexity of damages engendered by our technological advances. This gives rise to
a double ethical urgency: firstly, how to turn anxiety and the tendency to mourn the
loss of the natural order into effective social and political action, and secondly, how
to ground such an action in the responsibility for future generations, in the spirit of
social sustainability.
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(112-113)

Economic crises
Most contemporary critical social theory perspectives see advanced capitalism driv-

ing or exacerbating this human condition, and many characterize the globalizing pro-
cess as an “Economization of the World” (Waldo 1988, 931), through which all forms
of social relationship become transactions with an economic or market-like character
(Ramos 1981). In this process “all living species are caught in the spinning machine of
the global economy” and natural resources and living organisms alike are commodified
in a “bio-technological industrial complex” (Braidotti 2013, 7). This machine has, in
many ways, taken on a life of its own, such that it has created a “contemporary global
condition that now exceeds the control of any market system, state, or network of
states” (Connolly 2011, 127).
As such, many feel that globalization “is increasingly forcing us to live in an economy

rather than a society” (Smadja 2000)—the result is an “economic polity” as opposed to a
political economy (Wolin 1981, 31). Indeed, the citizen’s role in government has almost
disappeared—governance has been depoliticized (Stivers 2008) and we have replaced
civic virtue with “civic commercialism” (Ventriss 1991, 121). We have become little
more than “citizens of corporate-nations” (King and Zanetti 2005, 21). This “coloniza-
tion of the life-world” (Habermas 1989, 54) has allowed the infiltration and hegemony
of market values throughout all social institutions and the corresponding loss of other
values is damaging political and civic life.
In this market-dominated context, attention to power dynamics illuminates the

reality that producers are in control of market exchange—and therefore the primary
means of social connection within capitalism—thereby demonstrating that the promise
of consumer autonomy is merely rhetorical manipulation (Thorne 2010). The market-
oriented policies and rhetoric of neoliberalism therefore increasingly obscure concen-
trated power within the globalizing market while creating a visible, though false, sense
of individual empowerment (Thorne and Kouzmin 2006). Indeed, Debord (1994) likens
the neoliberal marketplace of late capitalism to a flashy spectacle, because it is intended
to distract and mislead the consumer in order to obfuscate power imbalances.
Ostensibly, individuals are free to consume as they choose. However, “the dynam-

ics of consumption actually render the individual more rather than less vulnerable to
control” (Barber 2007, 36). Even as the consumer strives to construct identity through
consumption, they remain fragmented through the proliferation of niche markets. The
“choices” offered are disempowering because desires are artificially fabricated and mul-
tiplied, often drowning out authentic needs (Marcuse 1964). Individual consumers
become increasingly subject to manipulation by market forces (Barber 2007, McSwite
1997), vulnerable due to their yearning for a sense of identity (Kinnvall 2004).
More practically, despite indications of strengthening economic markets in some

countries, the global economy is arguably in the worst condition since the Great De-
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pression, as gaps in social and economic inequality are extreme and worsening. The
global financial crisis (GFC) of 2008 and the following recession through 2012 or beyond
are simply the most recent evidence of the fundamental flaws of the assumptions under-
lying capitalism: limitless natural resources, progress, and growth (Donati 2014). Yet
despite the devastating global impact, capitalism’s adherents have steadfastly refused
to step back and question these assumptions, or capitalism itself. Indeed, Kakabadse
et al. (2013) argue that economic responses to the crash doubled-down on late capi-
talist practices, merely exacerbating the originating problems. These responses bolster
incentives for continued greed and corruption through policies such as “too big to fail”
bailouts, regulatory capture, and ongoing failures in corporate governance that do not
see past the hegemonic “group think” of the free-market mentality.
As a result, the GFC not only increased economic disparities in the short term but

policies addressing it continue to fuel power and economic asymmetries and injustices.
Resentment grows as the gap between expectations of consumption and self-reliance are
no longer matched by earning capacity either within or among regions, exacerbating the
“long-term and increasing gap between rich and poor [that] is sometimes called ‘global
apartheid’ ” (Griffin 2007, 104). Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2001) describe this as a
paradoxical situation in which self-sufficiency is rhetorically espoused but increasingly
less feasible. These conditions amplify antagonisms and hostilities that impact both
state and market processes, bleeding out into all social roles (Connolly 2011). It is a
political economy that “leads to moral/ethical pervasions spawning rapacious greed
and corruption” (Kakabadse et al. 2013, 81). Instead of diversifying economic and
social perspectives, capitalist globalization tends to homogenize cultures in the model
of atomistic self-interest: “It is an ideology that defines basic expectations about the
roles and behaviors of individuals and institutions” (Kettl 2000b, 490).
Late market capitalism uses the fear of strong centralized control and the current

wave of globalization to become a hegemonic force for deregulation and the hollow-
ing out of governments (Love 2013). Political theorist William Connolly (2011) argues
convincingly that capitalism now strengthens its “channeling apparatuses” with an “ab-
stract” or “resonance machine” that brings together market, religion, civil society, and
state to “tighten the decisional, disciplinary, and channeling modes of state sovereignty”
(134). The resulting movement has been one that focuses on “deregulation as a form
of freedom” in which “global corporatism and the ‘utopia’ of unlimited consumption
prevail” (Kakabadse et al. 2013, 81). Such market rhetoric “obscures how it itself re-
quires a very large state to support and protect its preconditions of being” (Connolly
2013, 7). Kakabadse et al. (2013) similarly call out systemic collusion, noting that “the
roots of the current GFC can be seen in the wave after wave of neoliberal ideological
projections capturing government policy since the days of Thatcher and Reagan in the
late 1970s” (81).
This hegemonic argument is difficult to deny, as the key actors in globalization and

the push toward international governance include the World Bank, the International
Money Fund, various United Nations economic development initiatives, the Organi-
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zation for Economic Cooperation and Development, and the G20 summits (Fremond
and Capaul 2002, Kettl 2000b). These organizations wield strong influence over public
policy on international debt, aid, and trade, and generally attach governance require-
ments to grants of favorable trade status and development assistance. In their shared
model, states must demonstrate democratic accountability, political stability, safety
and security, effectiveness, lack of regulatory burden, rule of law, and lack of corrup-
tion (Fremond and Capaul 2002). Good governance in this model is defined as “trans-
parency and accountability in government, economic liberalization and privatization,
civil society participation, and respect for human rights, democracy and the rule of law”
(Collingwood 2003, 55). But typically the expected role of government is to ensure “the
rights of outside suppliers of equity finance to corporations are protected and receive
a fair return” (Fremond and Capaul 2002, ii). Such policies use power imbalances and
economic need to force capitalist market policies on populations regardless of whether
such economic and governance structures are culturally appropriate or desired.
It must be noted that the economic crises of today are not recent phenomena. Writ-

ing in 1879, public intellectual Henry George was deeply concerned about the problem
of poverty as a barrier to fulfilling democracy’s promise. He pointed to the growing
distrust of government as evidence that political equality paired with the unequal
distribution of wealth in a capitalist system can lead only to “either the despotism
of organized tyranny or the worse despotism of anarchy” (1929, 530)—an argument
repeated by public administration theorist Frederick Thayer (1981) a century later
as the excesses of hierarchy and competition. George (1929) felt that it was both un-
conscionable and mystifying that poverty could perpetuate and even worsen amidst
the overall growth of wealth. Many would agree that late capitalism has led us even
further down this regressive road. Scarcity, self-interest, competition, and the greed,
corruption, and government austerity they engender threaten markets, governments,
and civil society alike. George (1929) insists that the only source of such behavior is
the fear of poverty; remove the threat of poverty and society will be free to advance.
According to George (1929), poverty persists because the means of production—

land, labor, and capital—are privately owned. Land includes “all natural materials,
forces, and opportunities” (38). Labor includes all human exertion. Capital is “wealth
devoted to procuring more wealth” (37). It increases the power of labor by providing
infrastructure of a physical or technical nature—tools, improved materials, organiza-
tion to production, and information. In order to increase profits for the owners of
land and capital, market exchange is increasingly competitive, demanding ever higher
prices and volumes from consumers while providing ever lower wages to labor. These
are the excesses of competition described by Thayer (1981) and the conditions that
some believe will eventually inspire a middle-class revolution in the United States (Dol-
beare and Hubbell 1996). These are also the mechanisms through which capitalists and
landowners wield asymmetries of power. As noted by Thayer, capitalism is but another
symptom of the more “generic” problem of hierarchy and its system of subordination
(Catlaw 2008).
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Donati (2014) similarly argues that capitalism frames the “institutional order of
the whole society” (73). In the wake of failing communism and socialism, many resign
themselves to a lack of any viable alternatives to this capitalist model and its atten-
dant liberal democracy (Dryzek 1996). Challenges to its utilitarian assumptions are
dismissed as “audacious” and “hopeless” simply because they represent “reforms which
would interfere with the interests of any powerful class” (George 1929, 99). Indeed,
advocates of capitalism argue that its political economy is the only or best type of self-
organizing and self-regulating system (Alperovitz et al. 2015). Neoliberalism “inflates
the selforganizing power of markets by implicitly deflating the selforganizing powers
and creative capacity of all other systems” (Connolly 2013, 31).
Connolly (2013) suggests that because of these systemic beliefs, the GFC produced a

sort of cultural disbelief—How could government and the market allow this to happen?
But he argues that with more participants in various social movements making a
critical account of neoliberal capitalism, we may be at a turning point in political
economy quite similar to where religion stood before the Enlightenment and where the
physical sciences stood as the Newtonian system began to collapse into quantum and
complexity theory. The Next System Project initiative may be one such indicator (see
Alperovitz et al. 2015).

Environmental crises
Capital’s assumption of unending economic growth is also facing crisis in the form

of limited natural resources. In particular, waning supplies of nonrenewable energy are
of grave economic concern. Climate change also exacerbates stressors in the economy
due to “higher fossil fuel and electricity prices” (Randolph 2012, 127). But on the envi-
ronmental side of the coin, the use of these resources has led to ecological devastation
and many argue that the natural environment is nearing disaster. The crisis is typically
attributed to the technological and financial practices of advanced capitalism (Barry
2005, Klein 2014). In short, the development machine “encounters structural limita-
tions in its external and internal environments” (Donati 2014, 19). While its internal
limits are found in the economic crisis, its external limits are the natural environment’s
capacity to accommodate our technological practices. Today, these issues “acquire an
urgency unimaginable just a generation ago” (Coole and Frost 2010, 16).
At this point in global history, the stakes are quite high—human beings are quickly

becoming an endangered species. Bohm (2004) argues that attempts by science to
explain the universe in its entirety has caused us to see it as something that can be
controlled through knowledge and technology. We feel a sense of independence from
and dominion over the world:
Some people think we can survive by organizing nature, by finding species of trees

and plants that can live despite pollution—producing new species through genetic
engineering, or some other means. They think that we could industrialize our world so
much that nature itself is industrialized.
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(105)
While there is growing concern over genetic and biotechnological engineering of food,

animals, and people (see for example, Braidotti 2010, 2013, Coole and Frost 2010), the
banner under which environmental concerns generally gather is the issue of climate
change. At the time of this writing, while political arguments about its existence and
causes continue, it is accepted by the scientific community that the impacts of climate
change resonate around the globe, “from melting glaciers, sea ice and tundra, to extreme
weather events and drought” (Randolph 2012, 127). Some coastal human settlements
have already been inundated by rising seas. As Speth (2008) warns, “If you take an
honest look at today’s destructive environmental trends, it is impossible not to conclude
that they profoundly threaten human prospects and life as we know it on the planet”
(17).
In addition to climate change, agricultural and industrial practices also wreak havoc

on biodiversity at local, regional, and global levels (Mies and Shiva 2014). Indeed, many
biologists argue that a sixth mass extinction is already underway; one that is driven
by human activity (Barnosky et al. 2011). For instance, the widely publicized 2010 oil
spill from British Petroleum’s Deepwater Horizon oil rig, occurred in Part due to “a
series of cost-cutting moves” on the Part of BP and its contractors (Freudenburg and
Gramling 2011, 15) and the catastrophe “initiated a previously unknown category of
marine pollution” (Somasundaran et al. 2014, 19) the full impacts of which will not
be known for some time. The use of hydraulic fracturing to reach ever more remote
sources of natural gas have profound health impacts on local communities and wildlife
populations through soil and water contamination (Kassotis et al. 2014, Osborn et al.
2011). The process is known to cause microearthquakes and not only has the number of
events been increasing in areas with historically low risks, as the wells become deeper
the severity of earthquakes induced are also increasing (Ellsworth 2013).
The demand for inexpensive products has also led to large-scale agricultural pro-

duction which, while it has “been successful in increasing food production, it has also
caused extensive environmental damage” (Foley et al. 2005, 570).
Industrial farm animal production (IFAP) seeks to maximize profit by raising food

animals in highly compact and often enclosed environments (concentrated animal feed-
lot operations, or CAFOs). This high concentration of animals results in the increased
use of antibiotics and production of animal waste, polluting surrounding soil and water
(Halden and Schwab 2008, Mallin and Cahoon 2003). These high-density operations
also place unsustainable pressures on land and water resources to feed the livestock,
resulting in nutrient depletion in topsoil, soil erosion and global deforestation (Halden
and Schwab 2008) and have been calculated to have a larger cumulative impact on
global warming than the transportation sector (Steinfeld et al. 2006). Intensive agri-
cultural practices for food production utilize high levels of antibiotics, pesticides, and
nitrogenrich fertilizers, and are linked to pollution and degradation of soil, eutroph-
ication of waterways that causes toxic algal blooms in critical water sources, loss of
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biodiversity, and smog (Kane et al. 2014, Mallin and Cahoon 2003, Tilman et al. 2002).
These impacts compromise the health of the global ecosystem.
Despite the growing understanding of the widespread harmful impacts of energy and

mass food production and distribution, such practices continue to be encouraged by an
economic model based on the assumption of limitless growth (Kakabadse et al. 2013,
Roy and Crooks 2011). These assumptions view natural resources as boundless means
to profit. Demand for an ever-increasing quality of life—as determined by Western
standards of material wealth—for ever-increasing numbers of people results in the mass
harvesting of natural resources by large multinational corporations without attention
to system limitations or impact on the overall ecosystem. This relegates the impacts on
critical natural factors such as the ozone layer, underground aquifers, topsoil quality,
and biodiversity to the status of externalities not quantified in cost-benefit calculations.
But such “externalities” have profound internal implications for life on this planet. As
zoologist and environmentalist David Suzuki argues, an economic model that dismisses
environmental impacts as externalities “is not based in anything like the real world”
(as quoted in Roy and Crooks 2011).
Due to the environmental crises of climate change and loss of biodiversity, the human

condition has become a predicament—a devastating political and economic system
has led us to the brink of ecological catastrophe that reveals the delicate balance of
the ecosystem; what Connolly (2013) characterizes as “the fragility of things.” The
impacts cannot be isolated; these crises threaten everyone, regardless of nationality,
but impact developing nations first and most severely (IPCC 2014, Kreft et al. 2015).
Furthermore, these environmental crises create widespread “disruptive effects on our
economic and social systems” (Randolph 2012, 127)—exacerbating the other crises of
sustainability in a cycle of ongoing deterioration. This predicament demands a dialogue
among philosophy, theology, and the sciences so that we can figure out how to both
protect ourselves from life’s dangers while investing in existential affirmation.

A crisis of governance
Clearly, the crisis of sustainability confronted in social, economic, and environmen-

tal arenas of life demands a response from governments and governance theory. Do-
nati (2014) argues that the GFC of 2008 and the following recession demonstrates
that political economies based on a tension between freedom (individualism) and con-
trol (collectivism) “are not sustainable as longterm systems” (45). Yet this “political-
administrative sub-system of society” is “the institutional order of the whole society”
(73) that permanently sets liberal competition and profit against socialist solidarity
and redistribution. To resolve this dialectic, the entire political economy must change
(Alperovitz et al. 2015). Here, we will consider the current conversation in governance
theory regarding how to respond to the contemporary context of globalization.
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We find ourselves in a situation in which there is less organizational hierarchy and
control within the institutions of society, but there is more competition. We have
not eliminated the original constitutional structures, but have changed many rules of
engagement from what might be described as the authoritative dictates of classical
conservative liberalism to the pluralist and market-like transactions of modern lib-
eralism and neoliberalism. We may seem to be significantly more autonomous from
hierarchical domination, but we are prevented from forming social bonds due to the
overwhelming competitive spirit imbuing the political economy. People around the
world increasingly challenge pluralistic representative democracy, demanding deeper,
more participatory approaches. Therefore, contemporary governance theory is revisit-
ing three fundamental questions: that of sovereignty, the role of government, and the
methods of democratic participation.

The question of sovereignty
Sovereignty represents political power—the power to decide and to act not only

for oneself, but in a manner that affects others. The sovereign is “above or superior
to all others; chief; greatest; supreme . . . in power, rank, or authority . . . holding
the position of ruler; royal; reigning . . . independent of all others” (Neufeldt 1996,
1283). Most representative democracies hold sovereign prerogative within the state or
federated states that empower the political and administrative officials who comprise
the state and control its laws (Ostrom 1989). When these officials are given authority
to act on behalf of the government, citizens are denied political sovereignty.
Clearly, this is the meaning of sovereignty that governance theory cannot seem

to escape. By establishing representative systems of democratic government, we retain
symbolic sovereignty within the individual. However, through the supposedly voluntary
will and consent of an abstraction called the People, we imbue institutions of the state
with operational political authority (Catlaw 2007a). Through this system all those
who are considered citizens are able to choose their representatives and temporarily
lend their sovereignty to them until the next election. This political authority is then
delegated at least in some Part to public administrators who are made accountable and
responsible through various mechanisms. Through increasing intergovernmental and
intersectoral partnerships of various types, this delegation is stretched even further,
with even less electoral influence and control.
In what may appear to be an expanding democracy globally, this process of represen-

tation increases tensions between the rhetorically sovereign individual and a function-
ally sovereign representative state. The individual finds themselves under the purview
of authority given to another entity (White 1990). But the proliferating social identities
outlined above ensure the impossibility of adequate representation (Sarup 1989). The
supposedly sovereign individual only has political voice through group representation
that continually contests definitions of the People without questioning the principle of
representation itself. Follett (1998) describes this type of representation as imitation
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in crowds, herds, masses, and mobs. Public administration theorist Thomas Catlaw
(2007a) argues that these attempts to fit ourselves into group identities cause prob-
lems of inclusion and exclusion. But more problematically, no individual is actually
represented by the People, because it is an abstraction empty of substantive content.
It is a simply a placeholder for sovereignty used in representative democracy.
In this system, political authority concentrates in the hands of a few “sovereign

Individuals,” elevated by their relative power within the market and, therefore, within
the political sphere (Thorne 2010). In the US context, economic elites have been found
to have “a quite substantial, highly significant, independent impact on policy” while
average citizens “have little or no independent influence on policy at all” (Gilens and
Page 2014, 572). Through the proliferation of democracy around the world, this system
of representation acts as a “midwife [to] a new world order” (Witt 2010, 924)—one that
produces the globalized social, economic, and environmental crises of sustainability
described above.

The question of governance
Through neoliberal reforms, governments themselves are increasingly decentered

among other actors across sectors. “Government—the State—is no longer the defining
ingredient” (Stivers 2008, 104). A key element of this phenomenon is the push toward
government load-shedding of functions and privatization of service delivery exemplified
in reform movements like Reinventing Government (Gore and Clinton 1993, Osborne
and Gaebler 1992) and the New Public Management (Hood 1996). In short, the pub-
lic good is increasingly coproduced by governments, corporations, and a variety of
nonprofit Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) through the contracting out or
elimination of government functions altogether. Governance is increasingly conducted
by a “marble cake” not just of governmental agencies in various geopolitical regions, but
of intersectoral actors including public, private for-profit, private nonprofit, voluntary
associations, and individual citizens engaged in the actions of governance (Bingham et
al. 2005, Grodzins 1966).
In fact, by 2005 in the US, the direct provision of goods and services by the federal

government accounted for only 5 percent of its overall activity (Salamon 2005). In local
governments, for which direct services account for a higher level of government activity,
over a quarter of all services have been privatized—with government contracting seeing
sector growth even through the 2008 recession (Epstein 2013). It is clear to many that
privatization “is not merely another management tool but a basic strategy of societal
governance. It is based on a fundamental philosophy of government and of government’s
role in relation to the other essential institutions of a free and healthy society” (Savas
2000, 328). This philosophy largely rejects the notion of publicness and embraces the
expansion of market values. Because of this shifting perspective, the entire notion of
publicness has come into question (Bozeman and Bretschneider 1994, Emmert and
Crow 1988, Wettenhall 2001).
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To this intersectoral complexity, we must also add international blurring (Keohane
and Nye 2000) because “events have fueled a global connectedness or interdependence
that transcends national boundaries and is manifested in financial, political, environ-
mental, technological, and cultural ways” (Yoder and Cooper 2005, 298). In our contem-
porary context, governance is spread throughout a global system in which “processes
and structures continually interact and a new order emerges in response to disruptions”
(Crosby 2010, S71). This is an era characterized by the “absence of any clear definition
of what constitutes ‘a people’ or ‘a nation’ ” (Carlsson and Ramphal 1995, 74). The
nation-state is rapidly losing its status as the “locus of governance for collective life”
(Yoder and Cooper 2005, 298). This has significant implications for both governance
theory and practice that have only begun to be explored—issues that “spill over onto
the most basic questions of . . . governance” (Kettl 1993, 211). Globalization is be-
coming “thick” through the increasing density of intersectoral organizational networks
engaging in governance activities that reach beyond national borders (Keohane and
Nye 2000, 108).
Unfortunately, the slipping away of borders among social sectors and nations does

not necessarily mean a blending of worldviews. In fact, competing worldviews perpet-
uate conflicts because they prevent us from communicating understandably—we talk
past one another (Stout 2012a), while global economic elites gain greater influence
not only in national policy (Gilens and Page 2014) but also in international policy,
including using their influence in representative systems to manipulate conditions of
international trade and structural readjustment programs (Perkins 2004, Stiglitz 2007).
Furthermore, the competition among worldviews tends toward hegemony and domi-
nation (Brigg 2007). In this globalizing context, while operational practices may be
readily adopted by non-Western governments, the underlying cultural values in West-
ern governance may not be as welcome. Schultz (2004) frames the problem nicely: What
happens when the practices, norms, values, and principles that guide behavior differently
in particular settings are no longer situated and therefore in competition? Which set of
ethical rules dominates? Unfortunately, neoliberal governance has “a dominating and
homogenizing character that is of concern in global governance” (Kettl 2000b, 490). The
“massive prescience and truth of these analyses” (Critchley 2005, 220) can be found in
the original communist critique of cosmopolitanism as the pseudo-internationalization
of atomistic individualism (Marx and Engels 1998).

The question of participation
Some argue that who makes governance decisions is not the only problem in ques-

tions of sovereignty; it is also how those decisions are made. “An important distinction is
to be made between the locus of decision and the mode of calculation” (Wildavsky 1979,
123). As the sector where governance happens becomes less important, how decisions
are made becomes more important—the degree to which the process is democratic is
of core concern. For example, citizens of European nations worry that European Union
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decisions are made by appointed experts rather than through representative political
deliberation (Kettl 2000b). In response, scholars urge politicians to “play a key role in
efforts to improve the democratic anchorage of governance networks” (S0rensen and
Torfing 2005, 215). In short, international and intersectoral governance demands a re-
framing of democracy, civic agency, and politics (Boyte 2005)—a project that Follett
understands as employing the integrative process of democracy throughout all sectors
of social life (Stout and Love 2015b).
Publicness must therefore be reaffirmed and may be measured by “commitment to

the common good and civic involvement” (Carino 2001, 60). However, who in the pub-
lic is included is also in question. Indeed, Follett (1998) recognizes that the further
we get from engaging citizens—the individual sovereigns—in participatory practices,
the less democratic governance becomes. Direct involvement of the governed enables
governance as a function of both moral and instrumental choice. It is this participa-
tory mode of association that “provides the link between theories of communicative
action, deliberative democracy, and new forms of global governance” (Risse 2004, 293).
These approaches can help us determine “how to design and manage the immensely
complex collaborative systems” (Salamon 2005, 10-11), and in doing so create “the
possibility that improved participation and dialogue can fill the gaps that have ap-
peared in the ideals and practices of representative and responsible government” (Bevir
2012, 110). Participatory governance practices must accommodate cultural diversity,
non-rational human behavior, and demands for inclusive citizenship beyond mere con-
sumer choice (Kelly 1998). They must also reach into theories of political economy as
the new paradigm in order to address “big issues” like democratization, societal equity,
and ethics (Klingner 2004).
This notion of the degree to which governance includes active engagement in demo-

cratic deliberation was conceptualized by Arnstein (1969) in her Ladder of Citizen
Participation model. Using evaluations of participation practices in urban revitaliza-
tion, she identified a typology that includes nonparticipation (manipulation and ther-
apy), tokenism (informing, consultation, and placation), and citizen power (partner-
ship, delegation, and control). In pointing to the issue of decision-making power, she
revealed “the central issue of the participation debate” (Fagence 1977, 122). Contempo-
rary empirical studies of participatory democracy support this claim (see for example,
Kathlene and Martin 1991, Stout 2010b). To be democratically authentic, participa-
tion efforts must represent a “genuine devolution of authority” (Carley and Smith
2001, 198). Therefore, participation cannot be repressive or it will devolve into the
inauthentic practice of cooptation (Selznick 1949). Follett (1998) recognizes authentic
participatory practices as the only “true democracy” (156)—something she argues has
not yet been tried on a large scale. Following Follett’s lead, we join in the search for a
radically democratic approach to global governance.
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The crisis in review
Taken together, these many crises are implicated in one another in an inextricable

fashion. Representative democracy has been infiltrated by market interests, hollowing
out government itself as functions and authority have been outsourced to the private
sector. This shift of power has produced social, economic, and environmental crises.
The recognition that democratic governments, let alone more authoritarian regimes,
are at the helm causes the global governed to demand political voice. Social movements
indicate the level of dissatisfaction with representation; people increasingly insist upon
practices of direct and participatory democracy.
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3 Grounding governance in
ontology
As noted in Chapter 2, competing worldviews present a significant barrier to re-

solving global crises of sustainability, including that of governance. Such worldviews
are “the composite of all the values, beliefs, and attitudes you hold toward the world,
which assists you both in describing what you see and in prescribing what you should
do” (Abigail and Cahn 2011, 270). This Chapter explores the basic differences among
the ontological assumptions of those worldviews, the relationship between ontology
and language, and the manner in which ontology shapes governance. It then lays out
the primary experiential reason that we should care about these issues: ontological
colonization. In essence, when ontologies differ and confront one another they typ-
ically compete for primacy, thereby establishing the conditions for hegemonic and
counter-hegemonic dynamics in governance practices. Maintaining these differences in
antagonistic tension generates stalemate at best, war at worst, while differentials in
political and economic power prevent a more productive agonism (Mouffe 2005).
Ontology is the most general branch of metaphysics concerned with the nature of

being and generally stems from philosophy, religion, or physics. Ontologies are theories
of existence, origin myths, or “onto-stories” as some have called them (Bennett 2001,
Howe 2006). Ontology is how we frame an understanding of ourselves and the human
condition within what we presume reality to be. Reality is the ontic—the phenomena
we actually experience. These assumptions prefigure the beliefs, theories, and prac-
tices that follow (T0nder and Thomassen 2005b, White 2000). Therefore, ontological
assumptions are implicated in action. As Connolly (2011) argues, “belief, spirituality,
desire, and role performance are involved with each other, with a change in one helping
to consolidate or weaken a change in another” (91). However, we argue that without
changing ontological assumptions, changes in the other elements will eventually revert
to logical congruence with beliefs.
Therefore, ontological assumptions drive our behavior, but are nearly invisible to

those holding them unless specifically questioned or confronted by differing perspec-
tives. As cultural developments, these ontological ideas have evolved over time in dif-
ferent places. As described by administrative theorist Louis Howe (2006), the ontology
of Western society changed radically in response to modernity, draining the world of
intrinsic meaning or transcendent purpose through modern science and formal govern-
mental rationalities; the world became what sociologist Max Weber (1993) described
as disenchanted.
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However, this trend did not fully eliminate metaphysical ontologies from society,
nor from all political philosophies and social science; even this “disenchanted” perspec-
tive retains an underlying, if altered, ontology. Furthermore, the ontology of science
has not fully displaced other ontological assumptions and beliefs grounded in different
explanations of existence. These differing views drive increasing insurgences in political
debate and governance practices. Therefore, it is important to develop an understand-
ing of multiple ontologies to clarify the deeper meanings and consequences of such
debate.

Ontological dualisms
In Western philosophy, most discussions trace back to the pre-Socratic Greek

philosophers, Parmenides and Heraclitus (Graham 2002, Heidegger 1992), whose
dialectical positions can help make sense of ontological alternatives. The two philoso-
phers’ respective positions on the nature of being and knowing can be described as:
(1) singular (unity, One) versus plural (fragmentation, Many), (2) continuity (being)
versus change (becoming), (3) transcendence versus immanence, and (4) Truth versus
truths. These positions may be an accurate depiction of dialectic, or it may be an
interpretation that serves to simplify the nuances of their positions to a point whereby
a dialectical relationship can be devised. In other words, the two perspectives can be
understood as ideal-types or caricatures.
Parmenides is considered the grandfather of most Western philosophy (Palmer 2008)

and the positivist science that followed. Based on an allegorical revelation from the
goddess Truth, Parmenides claims that reality is (static) a unity (whole). The Way of
Truth shows that reality is one unchangeable, timeless, indestructible whole. Existence
is assumed to be eternal because nothing can come from nothing. “Nothing” is referred
to as the void, which cannot exist. There is only one Truth, which can be perceived
through reason, but which is clouded by sensory perceptions. Our perception of change
(dynamic) and difference (plural) is merely the Way of Appearance—illusions of plu-
rality and change that hide the truths of unity and continuity from humanity. Because
that from which all things are made never disappears, the appearance of many different
things materializing and transforming is merely an illusion of difference. In this way,
human beings are caught in a conflict between the appearance of a phenomenal world
of plurality and the truth of underlying wholeness.
In short, this is an essentialist view of the nature of being and “Plato and Aristotle

both came to understand Parmenides as a type of generous monist” (Palmer 2008,
section 3.5, paragraph 9). By generous monism, it is meant that the essence of all
things is necessarily unified, while its phenomenal manifestations are plural but not
necessarily differentiated. “What Is imperceptibly interpenetrates or runs through all
things while yet maintaining its own identity distinct from theirs” (Palmer 2008, section
3.5, paragraph 11). The source of being is also transcendent or metaphysical—separate
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from the physical (immanent) universe. Putting a theistic spin on this concept, Thayer
(1981) describes this experience as the ancient understanding that knowledge of oneself
is knowledge of God—we are all God. However, Parmenides at no time refers to the
Way of Truth as being divine or godlike in any manner. His “distinction among the
principal modes of being . . . qualify him to be seen as the founder of metaphysics
or ontology as a domain of inquiry distinct from theology” (Palmer 2008, section 3.5,
paragraph 12).
On the other side of the dualism, Heraclitus has been called the father of process

philosophy (Christ 2003). Heraclitus argues that reality becomes (dynamic) and is
therefore a multitude (plural) across time, if nothing else. Thus, there are many truths.
Heraclitus asserted that the only universal principle is change and all that exists is in
a constant state of becoming and dissolving, which produces a particular harmony at
any given point in time. Yet he notes that the substance of each state (formation and
dissolution) is the same—there is an essence of becoming that expresses itself in many
potentialities, as noted in the common phrase “from all things one and from one all
things.” Therefore, the source of existence is immanent.
The opposing processes of becoming and dissolution are the source of a creative

conflict through which all things exist, and all things can be identified as a Part of
a binary such as life and death. As one comes into being the other disappears, and
vice versa. “Contraries are the same by virtue of constituting a system of connections:
alive-dead, waking-sleeping, young-old. Subjects do not possess incompatible proper-
ties at the same time, but at different times” (Graham 2008, section 3.2, paragraph
4). However, neither half of the binary can be said to exist separately from the other;
they comprise a whole. This brings to mind the symbol for T’ai-Chi T’u; the Eastern
philosophical understanding of the Tao (life) as a non-dualistic whole comprised of two
opposing forces of yin and yang in an ever-changing pursuit of balance (Capra 1999).
This view can be described as a form of dynamic monism—a unifying process, but one
that is ever changing over the course of time. As Heraclitus claimed, you can never
step into the same river twice.
Based on these fundamental differences, Parmenides and Heraclitus are set into an

irresolvable dialectic that undergirds many philosophical and theoretical debates to
this day. For example, Parmenides’ monism is used to defend the notion that the Way
of Truth can be perceived by some and can therefore be represented and enforced by
them onto the Way of Appearances. In other words, a unity can be legitimately coerced
by some as representatives of the One dominating the Many. A liberal rejection of this
notion puts the ability to perceive the Way of Truth into everyone’s hands, enabling
competition as opposed to domination. Such pluralists may also draw upon Heraclitus
and his notion of difference as a defense of the Many as opposed to the One.
The most recent formulation of ontological dualism is characterized by com-

peting assumptions of abundance versus lack at the core of existence (T0nder and
Thomassen 2005b). Brought into play through post-structuralist critique, philosophers
argue whether the nature of human beings starts from embodied matter (ontological)
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as opposed to signification or social construction (epistemological). While both
positions tend agree to the concept of a void at the heart of existence, one perspective
understands it to be full of nonmaterial potentiality while the other sees it as empty
of worldly signification. The former focuses on the freedom to co-create while the
latter focuses on freedom from domination.
In the exploration that follows herein, we will consider how two sets of ontological

dualism exist in dialectical tension with one another, thereby producing a typology of
four governance ideal-types. We will then consider how we might develop a synthesis
of those ontological positions in a fifth governance ideal-type.

From dualisms to typologies
To explore divergent ontologies, it is helpful to employ an ideal-type method (Weber

1949b, 1994a) to draw out principal characteristics and their differences (Stout 2010d).
Considering the concepts provided by Parmenides and Heraclitus, we can see that
differing ontological assumptions include whether reality has: a static or dynamic state,
a transcendent or immanent source, and a singular or plural expression (Stout 2012a).
Static state means that reality simply is—we can know its truth through various means.
Dynamic state means that reality is continually becoming, and so understanding it is
difficult beyond temporary “snapshots” of its expression. Transcendent source means
that the ground of being is beyond that which exists. Immanent source means the
ground of being is within that which exists—they are one and the same. Singular
expression means that the source of existence is complete—it cannot be broken a
Part in some way. Therefore, individual parts are not necessarily differentiated. Plural
expression means that there are many sources of existence; therefore individual parts
are clearly differentiated. These characteristics will be used throughout the book to
understand fundamental differences among governance approaches.
If we put these characteristics into a two-by-two matrix, we can start to shape a

description of four ideal-type positions (seeTable 3.1) that describe existence. Indeed,
these differing ontological positions represent incompatible stories about reality and
therefore refer to very different ways of being in the world. As such they yield strikingly
different theories and practices regarding how we can

Table 3.1Principal ontological dichotomies matrix
Static state
Transcendent source
Singular expression (One) | Static state
Immanent source
Plural expression (Many) |

Dynamic state Transcendent source
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Singular expression (One) | Dynamic state
Immanent source
Plural expression (Many) | and should live together. Such an ideal-type model can

be used to examine such theories and practices to identify their underlying ontological
assumptions.

The relationship between ontology and language
We accept certain arguments of cognitive linguistics and philosophy suggesting that

language shapes consciousness and identity and therefore prefigures all intellectual
thought and forms of social relationship. The notion that language creates a predispo-
sition for particular types of social action is based on the understanding of language as
a tool of social construction that impacts our way of perceiving and understanding the
world around us and our place in it. In each instance, these ontological assumptions
shape the very language we use to formulate our theories and describe our world. In
turn, the structure of this language reinforces our ontological assumptions.
This section will summarize briefly this highly complex argument and concur with

it only to a point. While Western philosophers make a convincing case for the manner
in which language shapes us and the very real dangers of its dominating effects, this
characteristic is culturally situated, not inherent in language per se, as frequently
argued. This is eloquently described by Henry George (1929):
What is more ingrained in habit than language, which becomes not merely an

automatic trick of the muscles, but the medium of thought? What persists longer,
or will quicker show nationality? Yet we are not born with a predisposition to any
language. Our mother tongue is our mother tongue only because we learned it in
infancy.
(489) We take this one step further, suggesting that our ontological assumptions

are reflected in our languages and that languages differ based on those assumptions.
Some cognitive linguists suggest that the human brain is the only type with a

language acquisition device (Chomsky 1965), suggesting that the term refers only to
linguistic utterances. However, language in this discussion will include all forms of
discourse—words, symbols, and practices that represent something else. Since other
species are able to utilize sign language, for example, this discussion diverges from some
linguistic theories. Language thusly defined is comprised of representations. The con-
cepts we use to describe nature are not features of reality, but creations of the mind—
they are “parts of the map, not of the territory” (Capra 1999, 161). Many “things” are
represented in language— what is perceived through the physical senses, intellectual
knowledge, emotional feelings, and intuitions—some of which are conscious and many
of which are unconscious. Once experience is translated into language, it is altered.
Therefore, some suggest that language cannot be disaggregated from consciousness.
From this perspective, the rational knowledge of consciousness discriminates, divides,
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compares, measures, and categorizes. It enables us to create an abstract intellectual
map of reality that is linear and sequential in nature, helping us to navigate in the ma-
terial world. Associated concepts, symbols and language frame our thinking to match.
Because of its capacity to structure consciousness, language deeply shapes our sense
of self, others, and the world around us, thereby channeling our behavior and action.
These linguistic suppositions and their impact on governance practice have been

carried forward in public administration theory through a variety of views on the so-
cial and political implications of discourse (see for example, Farmer 1995, 1997, 2002a,
2005b, Fox and Miller 1995, Miller 2000) as well as dialectic (see for example, Carr
2000a, 2000b, Carr and Zanetti 1999, Rutgers 2001). Perhaps most notably, several
theorists utilize social theorist Jacques Lacan’s reformulation of Freudian psychoana-
lytical theory to explain the impact of discursive processes on identity (see for example,
Catlaw 2005, 2006, 2007a, 2007b, Catlaw and Jordan 2009, Harmon and McSwite 2011,
McSwite 2000, 2001a, 2001b, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, White and McSwain 1993).
Lacan argues that because language constructs the subject, it inherently creates

dominating relationships that rob individuals of any capacity for agency (Fink 1998,
Zizek 2006). We challenge this assertion along with others: “Is it possible to struggle
against, and change, the language and ideology of patriarchy, or are we forever formed
in this way?” (Barker 2000, 87). We argue that given what is evident in many non-
Western languages, it is reasonable to assert that it is possible to change the dominating
language of Western culture to reflect alternative ontological assumptions. In other
words, language itself is not inherently dominating and hierarchical in nature. Instead,
Western language in particular has been constructed in a dominating and hierarchical
manner; this manner is not universal (Mitchell 1974).
Given the evolutionary nature of language, it is logically possible that a language

that constrains, alienates, and controls consciousness and identity can be replaced
with one that expands, connects, and enables individuality. Indeed, many have argued
that the task of philosophy “should primarily be the clarification of language” (Mesle
2008, 11). This proposition is supported by Saussure’s (1960) original notion that
“different language structures or systems create different ‘worlds’ of meaning and hence
different lived worlds” (White and McSwain 1993, 23). Therefore, we will consider the
implications of language in explaining the ontology of each approach to governance.

How ontology shapes governance
It has been claimed that “public administration exists to realize the governance of

society” (Raadschelders 1999, 288). Yet remembering that governance is comprised of
all of the practices used to organize collective action in any societal context, what
society believes governance to be changes over time and across place. We ground our
Governance Typology in ontology, arguing that ontological concepts provide the foun-
dational assumptions we use to frame every other concept or action. In this sense,
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ontology is no longer “the arcane philosophical study of being” (Howe 2006, 423)—it
is important to all social and environmental concerns because it frames our under-
standing of self and others, including other beings and things. As Allan (1993) notes,
metaphysical, ideological, and political positions can be assessed by considering “the
concrete actions of our daily lives” (284). In other words, “Ontology is not a separate,
allegedly more fundamental dimension that is extraneous to praxis . . . its object is
nothing but this praxis itself and the beings involved in it” (Prozorov 2014a, xxix).
Because of this relationship between ontology and action, “the quality of existential

orientations to the human predicament plays a significant role in ethical, political, and
economic life” (Connolly 2013, 179, emphasis added). As Ayn Rand (1982) notes, poli-
tics and economics presuppose ethics, and “before you come to ethics, you must answer
the questions posed by metaphysics and epistemology” (4). A similar understanding
of philosophical commitments has been described as an “ethical-political constellation”
of norms and perceived possibilities that shape practical philosophy and praxis (Bern-
stein 1991). Ontological assumptions drive everything from the question of sovereignty
to a public ethic and the proper institutions of government. It shapes how we go about
living together, thereby directly impacting public policy (Christ 2003).
Ontology is therefore important to governance theory and practice because it frames

presuppositions about all aspects of life and what is good and right. In short, the rela-
tionship between politics and ontology is reflexive; political philosophies adopt specific
ontological assumptions about the nature of reality and offer prescriptions for political
forms that fit these ideas. These political forms structure social action, reproducing
that which is assumed (Giddens 1984). New institutionalism refers to this phenomenon
as “path dependency” (North 1990) through which the original assumptions are rein-
forced by the institutions they shaped—what is frames what should be; what should
be perpetuates what is. Identifying such fundamental assumptions makes clear how
particular political forms are thought to be appropriate or even logically necessary
based on the nature of existence. This is also why they typically remain unchallenged.
To open up the questions of governance, the notion of ontology and the political must
be linked (Catlaw 2007a, T0nder and Thomassen 2005a).
Indeed, ontological commitments are not easily brushed aside and demand logical

congruence all the way from beliefs to practices so that incongruence does not generate
“ontological angst” (Evans and Wamsley 1999, 119). Ideas or practices will eventually
revert to congruence with our most fundamental assumptions to avoid such contradic-
tion. Furthermore, if the nature of reality is in conflict with how we perceive it, then
our socially constructed reality and institutions will be existentially problematic. To
change governance practices, the ontological assumptions to which they are anchored
must be altered. Therefore, our goal is to think through how ontology, political form,
and resulting practices can be aligned in a logical manner that leads to desirable results
in the current context.
We concur that “divergent understandings . . . reflect different ontological commit-

ments towards identity, its relationship to difference and its importance in theorizing
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politics and subjectivity” (Widder 2005, 32-33). To challenge an ontology that has
negative implications for the political subject, we must first identify and describe that
ontology and then locate an alternative. In this endeavor, we recognize that some
theorists are vehemently opposed to grounding the political subject in any ontology,
arguing “politics is a disruption of the ontological domain and separate categories are
required for its analysis and practice” (Critchley 2005, 225). However, we follow the
contrary line of thought, which assumes that ontology shapes language and language
shapes thought; therefore, it stands to reason that ontology prefigures virtually ev-
erything that follows. A different ontological grounding, rather than no ontological
grounding, is necessary for a new political praxis.
Many recognize the need to unpack the underlying philosophical assumptions in

governance. For example, public administration scholars invest a good deal of atten-
tion in the problem of how epistemology shapes administrative study (see for example,
Adams 1992, Box 1992, Farmer 2010, Houston and Delevan 1990, Raadschelders 1999,
2000, White 1986) as well as practice (see for example, Farmer 2010, Hummel 1991,
1998, Schmidt 1993). These scholars explore how thought and knowledge shape action.
In some ways, this epistemological focus has deflected attention from deeper philosoph-
ical commitments that have a direct bearing on our political practices. In short, why
do we think and know the way we do?
Other public administration scholars seek to ground theories about legitimate claims

to political authority in notions of human nature (Caldwell 1988) or “what we think of
as being human” (Spicer 2004, 354). This underlying nature of the human being and so-
cial relationships has been referred to as the problem of the social bond (McSwite 2006).
Therefore, we must explore psychological and social theories—psychosocial theories—
and their notions of self and other, and the dynamics of bonding or otherness that this
relationship generates. The concept of alterity concerns the decentered “moral other”
as opposed to an objectified, cognitive other (Johnson 1990). Ascertaining how we can
and should live together is necessarily influenced by who we think we are and in what
ways we are, or are not, connected to one another (Love 2010a, 2012).
As an example, modern liberalism assumes self-interested, atomistic human beings,

which engenders pluralist political forms as a matter of course. If you believe this
description of the human condition, political institutions must be based on the individ-
ual. In this way political theory depicts both what is and what should be—it describes
what is believed to be the constitutive Good: the source of good, as well as good ends
(Taylor 1989). This notion is reflected in the writings of political theorist Carl Schmitt
(1985), who asserts that theories of the state are secularized theological concepts. In
other words, the state is a stand-in for God; citizen is to society as person is to God.
Thayer (1981) makes the same point in suggesting that the principal problem for polit-
ical theory is ultimately, “Who is authorized to speak for God?” (A-14). From a secular
perspective, this is similar to the problem of who is authorized to speak for the People
(Catlaw 2007a).
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In the context of governance, the associated roles of citizen, elected representative,
and appointed administrator create role-associated alterity—“How should an admin-
istrator [or representative or citizen] behave in relationship to others?” (Farmer 1995,
227). The possibilities include relationships of dominance and submission, as in the
master-servant metaphor, as well as difference without domination among governance
actors (Carr and Zanetti 1999). These very different ideas about how we relate to one
another are reflected in our political ontology and enacted in administrative praxis.
Accordingly, contemporary political theory has turned away from unthinking adop-

tion of the philosophical commitments that characterize modern Western culture, both
critiquing its underlying assumptions about human nature and offering affirmative
modifications or alternatives. For example, Love’s (2010a) ideal-type model unpacks
the psychosocial assumptions underlying traditional public administration scholarship.
Similarly, Hendriks’ (2010) ideal-type model of democracy links political practices to
the societal cultures underlying them. In a sort of reverse engineering process, social
practices are deconstructed and analyzed in order to understand the types of human
nature that is presupposed.
However, many argue that we must go further even than the complex assumptions

about the nature of human being, identity, and social life. We cannot limit discussion to
epistemology or psychosocial assumptions—we must examine ontology. Such inquiry
would serve to link “a fundamental conception of reality (ontology) with a specific
epistemological position . . . with a distinctive form of the political” (Catlaw 2007a 11).
This logic assumes that ontology is the most deep-seated philosophical commitment
and is therefore the most fundamental basis for claims about all aspects of governance.
As Robert Cox (1995) asserts, “the first task of a contemporary political theory is to
declare its ontology” (36).
In his groundbreaking study of political philosophy, Stephen White (2000) argues

that ontology prefigures political philosophy and is therefore an appropriate topic of
study for social and political theorists, as does political theorist William Connolly
(2011). This “ontological turn” (Prozorov 2014a) is increasingly prevalent in philoso-
phy, political theory, and public administration theory. Many of these scholars call
for political action rather than stopping at theoretical speculation—fully linking new
ways of thinking to action (Braidotti 2013). However, many fail to extend political
action into the realm of policy implementation. To address this gap, there is a small
but important lineage of public administration scholars suggesting that to understand
the deepest problems of governance, we must consider philosophical issues and their
implications for practice (see for example, Appleby 1952, Catlaw 2007a, Cooper 1984,
Denhardt 2000, McSwite 1997, 2006, Morstein Marx 1946, Waldo 1984).
Daring to delve this deep, public administration theorist Gary Wamsley (1996) in-

sists that ontological disclosure is the only appropriate platform from which one can
make normative claims about the way things should be. Traces of this argument can be
found in early texts of the field. Morstein Marx (1946) argues, “Perhaps our sorest lack
is doctrine in the theological sense to govern the flow of cooperative energies in a free
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commonwealth” (503). Rectifying this lack is a project that political scientist Dwight
Waldo (1984) began in his 1948 critique of the administrative state: “Any political the-
ory rests upon a metaphysic, a concept of the ultimate nature of reality” (21). In his
analysis, Waldo argues that in moving from governance based on the assumed legiti-
macy of elected representatives—the political state—to a form of governance based on
the assumed legitimacy of expert administrators—the administrative state—modern
governance is shifting its metaphysic, or in our terms, its ontological position.
Following suit, a growing number of public administration theorists are taking up

the question of ontology in particular as the most fundamental basis for claims about all
aspects of governance (see for example, Catlaw 2007a, Catlaw and Jordan 2009, Evans
2000a, Evans and Wamsley 1999, Farmer 2002b, Howe 2006, Hummel 2002, King and
Kensen 2002, King and Zanetti 2005, McSwite 2006, Mingus 2000, Murray 2000, Stivers
2002a, 2002b, Stout 2007, 2010a, 2010e, Stout and Salm 2011, Wamsley 1996). Some
of these scholars are in search of ontological grounding to justify the field of public
administration as it stands, suggesting that competing claims among theories (e.g.,
public management versus public administration) are ontological struggles to prove
administration’s “legitimate role in the governance process” (Evans and Wamsley 1999,
123). Other scholars are simply seeking to understand the ontological grounding of
competing claims so that better governance choices might be made (Catlaw 2005).
An example of such exploration is Stout’s (2013) ideal-type model of public admin-

istration traditions, linking a variety of administrative practices with ontological and
psychosocial assumptions. Similarly, Kooiman (2001, 2003) develops a philosophical
framework for three ideal-typical governance modes: hierarchy, market, and interactive
(network). Each governance type is comprised of different ontological, epistemological,
and behavioral assumptions. Once governance theories are “unpacked” (Crowley 1997)
in this way, the philosophical commitments and associated values can be assessed con-
sidering their implications for social outcomes. In short, what we believe about reality
guides what we do, and sometimes we don’t like the results. So, we critique those as-
sumptions using a variety of theoretical lenses (e.g., critical social theory, postmodern
philosophy, feminist theory, cultural studies, etc.) in order to recommend change. This
overarching purpose follows the logic that what we believe is what we do; if we want to
change what we do, we need to change what we believe— even if it means deeply held
beliefs about the very nature of reality and the self. Fortunately, these beliefs are not
immutable. As noted in the Manifesto of the Communist Party, changes in our con-
dition can prompt a new consciousness that will enable change: “Does it require deep
intuition to comprehend that man’s ideas, views, and conception, in one word, man’s
consciousness, changes with every change in the conditions of his material existence,
in his social relations and in his social life?” (Marx and Engels 1998, Chapter 2).
In sum, a growing number of governance scholars agree that specific administrative

structures are embedded within particular political socioeconomic systems and must
be changed at that level of analysis (Kirlin 1996, Ostrom 1997). “If the result desired
is an inclusive, democratic polity, then these organizations ought to be grounded in
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theories, assumptions, and understandings of reality that advance knowledge of, and
give direction toward, attaining such a polity” (Kelly 1998, 201). Therefore, identifying
the underlying assumptions of political ontology is critical not only to understand and
evaluate legitimacy claims in governance, but to establish normative goals for practice.
The question is, which type of ontology would best help us flourish together?
A conference panel at the 1999 American Political Science Association and a follow

up journal symposium in Administration & Society launched an important dialogue on
this question, focusing primarily on Heidegger (Farmer 2002b). Without explicating
an alternative ontology in detail, these essays made problematic the prevailing indi-
vidualist ontology that imagines being-in-theworld as fundamentally separate from
everything and everyone else (Hummel 2002), as well as problematizing representation
of either a political or expert nature (Stivers 2002b). If we are worlds unto ourselves,
then how can anyone represent another? If we are independent or isolated individuals
who must create social space before any type of political relation is possible, how do we
do so? In other words, “Which view of reality helps us to find meaning in public life?”
(Stivers 2008, 93).
While the preliminary dialogue on ontology in public administration is encourag-

ing, it by no means fully elucidates answers to the implications of its prefigurative
role in governance. Nor have subsequent articles and books by these and other public
administration scholars exhausted the topic. For example, in the pursuit of a more
participatory approach, there is some discussion about the assumed ontological con-
dition of the subject in Lacanian psychoanalysis (Catlaw 2007a, Catlaw and Jordan
2009, McSwite 2006), a call for a politics of the subject (Catlaw 2007a), a proposal for
enchanted materialism in public ethics (Howe 2006), adoption of “Heidegger’s ontology
[of] Being-with” (Stivers 2008, 92), and a description of what has been broadly labeled
“relational ontology” as opposed to the predominant “individualist ontology” (Stout
and Salm 2011, 216) based on the work of Mary Follett and Alberto Guerreiro Ramos.
We agree that “the challenge that commands attention for public administration

is to begin conceiving the social relations and subsequently governing structures and
practices that are rooted in a different political ontology” (Catlaw 2005, 471). We must
identify the ontology that would help us “practice critical theory” (King and Zanetti
2005, xviii). However, the question remains; what exactly is the ontology that fits the
emancipatory, participatory, approach to governance that is being pursued?
Building on preceding work by our colleagues, this book seeks to provide a more

robust answer. We respectfully suggest that the alternatives proposed to date are lack-
ing in two fundamental ways. First, not all describe an ontological position that fully
fits the radically democratic approach to practice being sought. Neither the ontological
condition of lack in the post-analytic Lacanian subject nor the aesthetic mutual appre-
ciation of enchanted materialism and its ontological abundance addresses the concept
of innate relatedness in an openended process. While Heidegger’s understanding of be-
ingwith addresses relatedness, it does not provide an ontological understanding of the
dynamic process of becoming (Shaviro 2009) assumed in participatory practice. Nor
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does Heidegger reach beyond the non-Cartesian phenomenology of social reality to
explain a non-Newtonian physical universe.
It is this last issue that points to the second deficiency: positivist ontology provides

an explanation for all aspects of reality, not just the human elements. Limiting discus-
sion to largely psychosocial or epistemological explanations of the human experience
of reality as opposed to an explication of its ontological necessity leaves the rationale
open to considerable challenge. To simply say “we have to start at bedrock and assume
that we are all already connected, just as we have assumed in the past that we were
not” (Stivers 2008, 93-94) is insufficient explanation. The received supposition of dis-
connection is undergirded by a fully explicated system of positive science in both its
physical and social branches; it is defended by “the verdict of science” (Waldo 1984,
21). To blithely replace that assumption with another without a similarly complete
explanation lacks the rigor required to do so convincingly. We must explain not just
our understanding of human or social reality but also how we understand its physical
and nonphysical attributes. In other words, to withstand positivist critique, ontological
explanation and grounding is required.
We agree with Catlaw (2007a) that Waldo’s (1984) project of establishing the meta-

physic of public administration remains unfinished and that the field’s recent focus on
postpositivist and skeptical postmodern epistemologies have deflected attention from
this inquiry. While Catlaw (2007a) does a terrific job of linking representation and
liberal democracy with positivism, this same task remains for linking participatory
democracy to an alternative more fitting than epistemological post-positivism. To ex-
plicate fully and defend a radical form of participatory—as opposed to representative—
democracy, we must go beyond epistemology to the underlying ontology. We must
show why such a political form is logically sensible based on the nature of all aspects
of reality.

Ontological confrontation and colonization
Assuming the relationship between ontology and governance, in the global context

there remains the problem of choice. The notion that multiple ontologies exist and
compete with one another has been suggested elsewhere, as well as the usefulness of
clearly identifying their fundamental differences (see for example, Brigg 2007, T0nder
and Thomassen 2005b). A call has been made in both political theory and public
administration theory to more fully understand alternatives to the principal Western
ontology—one that has been called “a political ontology of representation” (Catlaw
2007b). This is a quite difficult task, as most Western ontologies are variations on one
of two themes—the One and the Many—both of which support the notion of repre-
sentation, which tends toward domination, as described above. Many contemporary
understandings of political ontology agree that both ontological and psychosocial dif-
ference defies legitimate representation (Widder 2005). Therefore, this book offers a
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critical analysis that will provide a basis from which to identify an ontology that resists
becoming hegemonic.
On the point of hegemony, with multiple ontologies at play in the global context,

what happens when those with incommensurable characteristics confront one another?
Following Follett (2003a, 2013b), we argue that either domination or unsatisfying com-
promise result. In either case, those who lose experience ontological colonization (Stout
2010e). Indeed, Griffin (2007) argues that, historically, the winning worldviews are
those that perpetuate the social-politicaleconomic status quo, while the losers are the
worldviews that threaten those interests.
Ontological colonization is reflected in the lived experience of deep “cognitive dis-

sonance . . . from competing metaphysical systems” (Verney 2004, 139). Attempts to
conciliate competing notions of being and relating can cause psychological distress and
even existential crisis. Many people struggle with pursuing “democracy in the polis, al-
ternating meritocracy and autocracy in the workplace, and some odd combination or
complementarity of the three in our neighborhoods and homes” (Stout 2010e, 601). On
the surface, this may seem to be the practical necessity of balancing public and private
action; however, the struggle is much deeper. Attempts to split the world into spheres
of the public (i.e., government) and private (i.e., market) and civic (i.e., community)
are generated by competing ontological assumptions that drive calls for reform and
revolution to emphasize one sphere over the others. These further create conflicting
understandings of the social relationship that fracture the self through the “paradox of
the i/Individual” (Love 2008, 2010a, 2012)—we can neither be independent individuals
nor simply express our functional roles in groups.
This is by no means a unique experience. Alternative ontologies subsist within what

is assumed to be Western culture based on geography (e.g., the global North) as well
as (post)colonial contexts elsewhere. This includes a broad spectrum of peoples found
globally—indigenous peoples, Eastern mystics, pagans, feminists, LGBTQIA folk, deep
ecologists, process philosophers, quantum physicists, and the list goes on to include
all those who refuse to accept Newtonian/Cartesian reality as a natural given. These
views may be marginalized by the dominant culture, but refusal and resistance of
both philosophical assumptions and governance practices are an increasing trend, as
evidenced in a broad range of philosophical and cultural studies (see for example,
Amoah 2010, Beeman and Blenkinsop 2008, Brigg 2007, Christ 2003, Deleuze and
Guattari 1987, Howe 2006, Keating 2013, Marcuse 1964, 1969, Pesch 2008, Smith
1999, Stewart-Harawira 2005, Waters 2004a).
For example, in its project to deconstruct supposedly gender-neutral concepts femi-

nist theory seeks “a comprehensive overhaul” (Zanetti 2004, 141) of mainstream West-
ern philosophy and its “Eurocentric masculine conventions” (Pulitano 2003, 30). Sim-
ilarly, indigenous peoples around the world reject the “Eurocentric metaphysics, epis-
temology, and worldview” (Waters 2004b, 105).
Indigenous scholars describe an ongoing state of cognitive dissonance in which they

must live in two worlds at once, managing a dualism that is founded on competing un-
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derstandings of reality itself (Amoah 2012, Brigg 2007, Smith 1999, Stewart-Harawira
2005, Waters 2004a). In short, they find individualist ontological arguments foreign to
their inner sense of what is.
From such perspectives Western/global North worldviews have become ontologi-

cally hegemonic (see for example, Amoah 2010, Beeman and Blenkinsop 2008, Brigg
2007, Christ 2003, Stewart-Harawira 2005, Howe 2010, Waters 2004a). This means
two things—first, there are multiple ways to understand existence and the dominant
worldview is only one of many. At core, this is a problem of otherness or alterity; if we
conceive of fellow human beings as “others” or “them” rather than “us,” the potential
for domination is perpetuated (Farmer 1995). When alternative worldviews cannot be
ignored, the reaction by the dominant worldview is one of assumed superiority. “When
confronted by alternative conceptions of other societies, Western reality becomes rei-
fied as representing something ‘better,’ reflecting ‘higher orders’ of thinking, and being
less prone to the dogma, witchcraft and immediacy of people and societies which were
so ‘primitive’ ” (Smith 1999, 48).
Second, this assumed superiority leads to the dominant worldview marginalizing

others:
We think that in conjunction with its political and military branches, Modwestcult

[modern Western culture] is engaging in a much less obvious form of colonization—that
is over the territory of what kind of being is permitted to be recognized as human.
(Beeman and Blenkinsop 2008, 97)
While science and modern liberalism may have freed us from the domination of

more theistic ontologies, they have created a different oppression based on psychosocial
assumptions about atomistic individualism. This has led to everincreasing homogeniza-
tion in spite of superficial attention to diversity based on things like race or aesthetic
cultural preferences (Keating 2013). But there is more to difference than mere cul-
tural adaptation or nuance on this pluralist theme: there are differences in our very
understanding of human being.
Therefore, postcolonial critique cannot simply consider the manner in which “new

forms of economic, political, and military colonialism are reshaping both colonizing and
colonized societies” (Kinchloe 2006, 181). We must delve deeper, assessing the manner
in which ontological assumptions impact the ways we operate in a globalizing society.
In so doing, we can move beyond unwitting ontological domination and perhaps even
discover the potential of other ontologies as better foundations for governance.
Together, critical theories of gender and race as well as indigenous systems of

thought are some of the richest sources of current discussion on the relationship be-
tween ontology and power in its social, economic, and political aspects. Feminists of
color and indigenous peoples “have a much more radical understanding of the limi-
tations of elite white male traditions of thought” (Christ 2003, 159). However, these
theorists are joined by a host of process philosophers (see for example, Cobb Jr. 2002,
Faber et al. 2010, Griffin 2007, Keller 2003), postanarchists (see for example, Rousselle
and Evren 2011), post-humanists (see for example, Braidotti 2013), new materialists
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(see for example, Coole and Frost 2010), quantum physicists (Bohm 1980, 1985, Capra
1983, 1999), contemporary biologists (see for example, Margulis et al. 2011, Maturana
and Varela 1987), and deep ecologists (see for example, Bell 2006).
Considering such critiques most broadly, White (2000) makes an argument that

“weak” ontologies are better suited to pluralist contexts than “strong” ontologies because
they are either open to contestation and plurality or they embrace change and the
fluidity of existence, which enables adaptation. Such malleable assumptions have also
been called “unstable ontologies” (Marchart 2005, 26). Contrarily, strong ontologies are
fixed and rigid in character, claiming to represent permanent Truth or natural law. As
such, they are hegemonic and colonizing in nature when confronting alternatives.
Therefore, we must continue ontological exploration in terms of critique and refusal,

but also in affirmation of alternatives that will not be colonizing. In short, a synthesis
that accommodates the One and the Many while maintaining a dynamic, mutable
understanding of existence is what is required to meet the tests of a weak ontology. Such
an ontology may reintroduce “wonder and modesty” (Howe 2006, 423) to governance
practices, thereby eliminating ontological hegemony. However, weak does not connote
thin. Weak ontologies can provide a robust and detailed explication, and yet remain
fluid in character as amendable normative affirmations.

The argument in review
Ontology shapes our understandings of the world and the language we use to frame

our very thoughts. Therefore, language serves as a constant reaffirmation of our world-
view. Because there are multiple and substantially differing ontological perspectives,
we cannot assume that any one is inherently right and must assume that the assertion
of one will be met with contestation from others (Brigg 2007). Because of this compe-
tition and the fact that ontology prefigures our understanding of ourselves and others,
the study of ontology has recently been extended by social and political theory (White
2000).
A growing number of scholars in a variety of disciplines argue that ontology prefig-

ures which particular social and political forms are deemed appropriate or even possible.
Political philosophy is based on beliefs about how to achieve the Good, assuming the
ontological nature of human being. Governance practices are grounded in political phi-
losophy. For these reasons, governance theory cannot overlook or merely assume the
ontological underpinnings of the political philosophy from which it cannot be severed.
Taken together political ontology guides our answers to questions such as: How should
we relate to others? How should we relate to nature? What is right and good and how
do we pursue these ends? Because the answers are in large Part instantiated in the
practices of governance, Howe (2006) urges the field of public administration to grap-
ple with these ontological presuppositions to public discourse and action—attending
to the myriad theoretical and practical implications.
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If we do not do this philosophical work and merely try to change practices to achieve
different results, the attempts are likely to fail. We cannot put a bandage of technique
on a symptom of poor philosophical grounding and achieve better results—we must
adapt our assumptions to fit the needs of the context, allowing practice to follow logical
suit. It is to this project that we turn. Herein we will identify the reasons why prin-
cipal approaches to governance and their hybrids do not fit the contemporary global
condition and perpetuate hegemonic colonization. We will then propose an alternative
ontology that could meet the unstable and weak characteristics thought to be most
promising for a nonhegemonic approach to governance.
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4. Crafting and using a Governance
Typology
In this inquiry we employ dialectical analysis of concepts from various literatures

to construct a typology of four ideal-type approaches to governance, illustrate key
concepts of each approach using concrete examples, and complete mental experiments
of critique on each approach and hybrids among them. We then propose the basis for
a fifth ideal-type that is constructed through a dialectical synthesis of the original four
approaches to governance.

The value of typologies
Typologies are particularly useful because they enable a combination of description,

critique, and affirmation (Stout 2010d). Once developed, typologies are used in empir-
ical analysis that compares evidence against the ideal-types in order to draw critical
or affirmational conclusions. It is important to note that idealtypes are intentionally
caricatured simplifications of the complexity of actual experience or particular perspec-
tives. They are designed to accentuate the characteristics of a concept in order to focus
attention on a specific aspect of the phenomenon in question. In this way conceptual
logic can be used as a measure of actual phenomena to determine what they are most
like and what logical implications can be inferred from that similarity.
This particular typology is meant to describe varying approaches to governance.

Assuming that ontology shapes language, language shapes thought, and thought pre-
figures virtually everything that follows—including how we choose to govern action
in the human and nonhuman world—we need a way to break down the social phe-
nomenon of governance into conceptual elements. To reiterate, by governance we mean
all of the practices—from formal rules and institutions down to unstructured every-
day interactions—used to organize collective action in any societal context. Because
the political and administrative reflect different aspects of governance, both must be
included in a typology and examined separately.
Ideally, theoretical frameworks should: direct attention to critical features that have

general consistency with lived experience, provide a foundation for inquiry, specify
classes of variables and how they fit together in a coherent structure, and specify
who or what motivates action (Schlager 1999). Many scholars offer similar criteria for
frameworks, theories, and models (see for example, Dye 2002, Easton 1966, Lazarsfeld
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and Barton 1951). Using these ideas as evaluative criteria, theoretical frameworks
should have: a significant focus, organizing capacity, and coherency. Such a framework
will help us understand why particular governance choices are made at different times
and in different places.

Significant focus
In constructing frameworks, scholars must decide which attributes of a topic are rel-

evant and important. In fact, the criterion of relevance is often deemed more important
than rigorous data collection and analysis—what has been referred to as “hyperfactual-
ism” (Easton 1966, 3). It can easily be argued that governance is a topic of significant
focus, as it impacts virtually all aspects of social, economic, and environmental life.
It enjoys discussion in numerous disciplines and fields of practice, including political
science, public administration, public policy, law, sociology, economics, business, and
others.

Organizing capacity
Theoretical frameworks can be useful in trying to grasp the big picture in the

transdisciplinary study of governance. Theories differ in what they seek to explain as
well as in what they consider and can be classified according to characteristics such
as their scope, their function, or their level of analysis. Regardless of the organizing
strategy chosen, the classification “needs to be assessed according to the purposes for
which it is used” (Easton 1966, 12). Ideally, the framework will establish a comparative
basis from which various theories can be clearly differentiated, but that also identifies
a common denominator from which to evaluate.
Devising an organizing dimension can be tricky:
If the classification is kept very simple, with only a few broad groupings, it will

combine many elements which are not very similar. Important distinctions of a more
detailed sort will be lost completely. On the other hand, if the classification preserves
all distinctions which may be of any significance, it will contain too many groups to
be surveyed and handled conveniently.
(Lazarsfeld and Barton 1951, 157)
This causes the typologies to be rich in description, but thin in analytic usefulness.

The organizing logic should create exhaustive and mutually exclusive categories if
possible.

Coherency
Coherency refers to the degree to which the variables or meanings attributed to

them tie together in a logical manner. For example, a framework that coherently links
normative principles, values, policies, and action would not have logical contradictions
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among ideas (Fischer 1995). Instead, coherent sets describe the issue at hand in the
most comprehensive manner (Dryzek 1990). This approach enables the identification of
disconnects between values and actions that may hinder the success of a given approach.
It also accommodates the problem of incommensurable principles (Paris and Reynolds
1983).

Summary
Given the value of theoretical frameworks to sense making and knowledge building,

we construct a framework that endeavors to meet the criteria of significant focus,
organizing capacity, and coherency. Governance is a social phenomenon that includes
both actors and institutions. Given this combination of individual and societal levels
of analysis, it makes sense to use sociologist Max Weber’s (1949b, 1994a) ideal-type
method in its construction. With a Governance Typology in hand, we can use the
characteristics of the ideal-types to uncover the ontological assumptions at play in
governance theories and case studies.

Constructing an ideal-type framework
Well-crafted ideal-types consist of two components: generic elements and genetic

meanings (Stout 2010d). Generic elements compose the ideal-type framework. They
are of value to theoretical inquiry as the concepts necessary to understand a given
phenomenon and why it happens the way it does. They are also culturally significant
characteristics with importance to social actors. Genetic meanings refer to the partic-
ular definitions of the generic elements that create logical coherence within an ideal-
type. The genetic meanings of the generic elements compose each ideal-type within the
framework. The Governance Typology presented herein can be used to examine both
theories and practices to identify their underlying ontological assumptions and then
either critique or affirm those assumptions based on empirical or theoretical bases.
Following the ideal-type method, first, a specific social phenomenon of interest must

be identified. Second, a culturally significant organizing characteristic must be chosen
and specified as the frame of reference. Third, the generic elements essential for identi-
fying causal relationships must be identified. The set should be culturally significant,
as comprehensive as possible, and the manner in which these elements are thought to
be related must be explicated in a logical manner. Fourth, mutually exclusive meanings
of each element must be interpreted so that the genetic character of the ideal-type is
clear. These meanings must also be logical and coherent in their relationships with one
another and plausible in comparison to experience. The following sections will explain
how these steps were executed.
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Identify a social phenomenon of interest
In this inquiry, the social phenomenon of interest is governance, which includes both

actors and institutions in its definition. It is also the subject of considerable schol-
arship and is therefore deemed of sufficient import to warrant study. However, the
phenomenon is not studied empirically, but rather through cultural evidence found in
texts. Texts can come in the form of written texts, social practices, social institutions,
or “other arrangements or activities” (Farmer 1995, 21). In this case, philosophical and
theoretical written texts are the object of interpretation. Texts were used as forma-
tive data for the ideal-types because language generates “ideas, approaches, intuitions,
assumptions, and urges that make up our world view; it shapes us” (Farmer 1995, 1).

Choose a culturally significant frame of reference
Once a social phenomenon of interest is formed, the ideal-type method calls for

choosing a culturally significant frame of reference—in other words, a lens with which
to look at the phenomenon that matters to the members of the culture. The frame
of reference herein is ontology, which means that as texts were read, statements or
meanings that imply ontological characteristics were noted and categorized. Given the
discussion in Chapter 3, scholarly arguments that political theory and administrative
theory are grounded in ontology make it a culturally significant frame of reference to
governance.

Identify essential generic elements
The next step in building an ideal-type framework is to identify all the essential con-

cepts that are important to the phenomenon under study. To inform causal hypotheses,
the set of generic elements should be culturally significant, and as comprehensive as
possible, and the manner in which these elements are thought to be related must be
explicated in a logical manner. Process philosopher Alfred North Whitehead (1966)
describes this quality as “importance” and notes that generic concepts are those that
will reveal the features that are important for each situation. Because governance is
grounded in ontology, this is the logical place to start. However, governance includes a
vast array of concepts that require consideration of all manner of philosophical and the-
oretical ideas. Acknowledging that this is a system of our own making (see McCutcheon
2005), the conceptual elements we feel are necessary for a robust understanding of
governance are: ontological assumptions and associated language, psychosocial theory,
epistemological concepts, belief systems, ethical concepts, political theory, economic
theory, and administrative theory. The first four elements provide a philosophical foun-
dation while the latter four elements explore the implications of those philosophies in
practice. It is our supposition that ontology encodes each of these conceptual elements
with a particular character—a sort of governance DNA.
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Together, these elements are comprehensive enough to formulate a wellrounded
framework of governance theory to be used in empirical research. Each element was
deemed necessary to achieve a sufficient understanding of the social actions of gover-
nance actors and the social structures of governance, as well as various causal relation-
ships. The assumptions of each element rest on one another in a building-block fashion
that formulates a coherent set.

Interpret genetic meanings
Mutually exclusive meanings of each essential element must be interpreted so that

the genetic character of the ideal-type is clear. These meanings must also be logical and
coherent in their relationships with one another and plausible in comparison to experi-
ence. To identify key differences among statements made about the various elements,
categorization uses logicomeaningful interpretation, whereby the central meaning or
mental biases of a given cultural perspective are identified and used to craft a consis-
tent and integrated set from logically related concepts (Sorokin 1957). This process
utilizes both interpretive and critical reasoning in order to make category assignments
(White 1999) to genetic types (Weber 1949b).
To make this critical assessment, we employ a dialectical analysis of various liter-

atures, seeking concepts that are logically in oppositional tension with one another.
Furthermore, we compare each concept to the foundational ontological positions to
determine which one it most resembles. Based on the ontological frame of reference ex-
plained in Chapter 3, the characteristics of existence are: state (static versus dynamic),
source (transcendent versus immanent), and expression (singular versus plural). To con-
struct a two-by-two matrix for four differing ontological positions, state is on one axis,
while source and expression are on the other, as shown in Table 4.1. Texts are inter-
preted and categorized as to which of these assumptions appear to be most logically
coherent with propositions and claims. Those that do not fit into any category are
considered either as possible hybrids or a true synthesis of the four ideal-types.

Employing dialectical analysis
While dialectical analysis will be further explained inChapters 9 and12, the notion

of dialectic has been present in Western thought since the time of Socrates, and is
noted in Plato’s Republic and explained in Aristotle’s Topics. Dialectic

Table 4.1Ontological dialectics

Transcendent source, sin-
gular expression

Immanent source, plural
expression

Static state Ideal-type 1 Ideal-type 2
Dynamic state Ideal-type 3 Ideal-type 4
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Crafting and using a Governance Typology 43 has been a method used by lead-
ing philosophers, scholars, and scientists, including Hegel, Engels, Marx, Horkheimer,
Adorno, Marcuse, Gadamer, Lacan, Popper, and Gouldner. Stemming from Hegel’s in-
terpretation of both Aristotle and the Chinese Taoist yin/yang symbol (which will be
discussed herein), dialectical logic has three moments: thesis, antithesis, and synthesis
(Adorno 1973, Popper 1940). As explained by process philosopher Zhihe Wang (2012),
Hegel understood dialectic to be the fundamental principal of life that generates a unity
or synthesis of opposites; one position cannot exist without the other. Furthermore,
one cannot be understood without the other, so meaning can only be understood in the
context of the whole and the relationship with the other is what makes it concrete, as
opposed to pure abstraction. As typically interpreted in the West, dialectical concepts
(thesis and antithesis) exist in essential conflict, rather than complementarity.
As a form of critical logic, dialectic is a manner of thinking or thought process in

which contrasting perspectives are used to reveal important insights that would not
be apprehended otherwise (Padgett 2002). Understanding the relationship between the
two opposing positions can lead to an awareness of the whole that the two positions are
actually creating. Aristotle developed the concept of dialectic in the Topics, taking it
beyond Socratic dialogue for the purpose of instruction to a form of intellectual inquiry
or philosophical science (Shields 2013). Dialectic is used to cross-examine competing
endoxa, or widely believed principles, in order to test their staying power. Furthermore,
this process can lead to the discovery of first principles, which for Aristotle are the
ultimate truth.
Today, dialectic is used as a method of interpreting social phenomena, particularly

those associated with change: (1) an explanation of the problem of unintended conse-
quences as stemming from paradox or ironic reversals in the course of events; (2) a
way to understand goal shifts and displacements; (3) a method of revealing how an
existing structure prevents transformation to a more effective one, or how its success
paradoxically brings about its downfall; and (4) a lens that reveals development or
progress through conflict, oppositeness, paradox, contradiction, and dilemma (Schnei-
der 1971). These approaches to interpretation are equally valuable to this inquiry and
are considered in an analysis of the four primary ideal-types as well as attempts to
hybridize or conciliate them ( Part III) and how we might synthesize them ( Part IV).

The resulting Governance Typology
The ideal-type framework presented herein builds on previous four-type frameworks

explicated in dissertations, conference papers, and publications as noted in the Preface.
However, by revising and combining the preceding frameworks we have filled critical
gaps in both. In examining the two original typologies in light of one another, it
became clear that each typology was missing one type in an effort to identify an
alternative. Through this realization and subsequent analysis, the dialectical pairings
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in each element became clear. The preferred ideal-type actually represents a synthesis of
all potential pairs, both vertically and horizontally. It is a fifth ideal-type: a synthesizing
alternative to the two-by-two matrix rather than a position within it. With these
revisions, the typology is more robust and logically coherent.
The generic elements we consider necessary to formulate a comprehensive typol-

ogy of governance are: ontological assumptions and associated language, psychosocial
theory, epistemological concepts, belief systems, ethical concepts, political theory, eco-
nomic theory, and administrative theory. Ontological assumptions reflect our under-
standing of the source of existence that informs our worldview or cosmology. Language
reflects our understanding of ontology and is discussed within this element of the frame-
work. Psychosocial theory refers to our understanding of self and other human beings
and the manner in which we relate. Epistemological concepts describe how we know
about existence. Belief systems are traditions of faith and scientific “truths” that ex-
plain ontology, psychosocial condition, and epistemology. Ethical concepts describe
values that guide action, drawing from the preceding philosophical commitments. Po-
litical theory describes how we structure social institutions. Economic theory describes
how we structure distribution of material and human resources. Administrative theory
describes how we administer and manage political and economic systems.
The first four elements of the ideal-type framework (ontological assumptions and

associated language, psychosocial theory, epistemological concepts, and belief systems)
form the driving philosophical commitments behind governance. The latter four ele-
ments (ethical concepts, political theory, economic theory, and administrative theory)
frame governance forms and practices that are often referred to as political economy.
By considering these generic elements as coherent sets, the typology serves exploration
of the relationships between various approaches to governance and the philosophical
commitments that inform or even prefigure them (Hendriks 2010, White 2000). In ex-
ploring the genetic meanings of the generic elements, we identify a series of conceptual
binaries that generate two-by-two matrices of four coherent ideal-type positions, as
explained in the following subsections. The genetic characteristics of each ideal-type is
discussed in Part II.

Ontological assumptions and associated language
To reiterate from Chapter 3, political ontology has been used to describe complex

assumptions about the nature of human being, identity, and social life and the reflex-
ive relationship between ontology and the political (Catlaw 2007a). Because political
ontology is taken as a given in most of the public administration literature, one must
look to a variety of other sources to identify and describe the assumptions in use,
including philosophy, psychology, sociology, and theology. This brings us back to on-
tology proper: the most general branch of metaphysics concerned with the nature of
being, which generally stems from philosophy, religion, or physics.
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On the ontological level of analysis shown in Table 4.2, the vertical axis shows
the dialectic of states of existence, either static or dynamic, while the horizontal axis
consists of two dialectical pairs: transcendent or immanent sourceTable 4.2 Ontological
assumptions

Transcendent
source, singular
expression

Immanent source,
plural expression

Static state Hierarchical Atomistic
Dynamic state Holographic Fragmented of existence and

singular or plural
expression of exis-
tence. The labels
used in the ontolog-
ical assumptions
and associated
language name the
political ontologies
of the ideal-types.
Based on their
characteristics, we
derive metaphors
we believe express
the underlying
logic of each type,
all of which is
explained in Part
II.

In regard to state of existence, static state means that existence simply is (being),
while dynamic state means that existence is continually becoming. Transcendent means
that the source of existence is beyond that which exists, while immanent means the
source of existence is within that which is actual. In regard to expression of existence,
singular means that the source of existence is complete (One)—it cannot be broken a
Part in some way, while plural means that there are many sources of existence (Many).
Discussion of these opposing characteristics traces back to Parmenides and Heraclitus,
as discussed in Chapter 3.
These ontological assumptions engender differences in language, which in turn re-

inforces them through the shaping of consciousness, identity, knowledge, and beliefs
(Derrida 1976, Gadamer 2004, Heidegger 1996, Lakoff 2003, Saussure 1960). As shown
in Table 4.3, the primary difference found in language families lies on the vertical
static-dynamic axis that produces a noun-based, subject-object orientation versus a
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verb-based, subject-subject orientation. On the horizontal singular-plural axis language
differences are more nuanced within static versus dynamic families. Holistic language
tends to emphasize the group and is accentuated in the Holographic position in a
firm We, as opposed to I-within-the-group. Binary language tends to emphasize the
individual and is accentuated in the Fragmented position as a subject resisting social
construction.

Psychosocial theory
These varying understandings of the nature of existence and being have similarly

different implications for human being and social life. Here, we discuss psychosocial
theories associated with ontological suppositions by indicating the type of subjectivity
assumed. As shown in Table 4.4, the psychosocial character of individuality is made
up of two dialectical pairs: identity is either unitary or decentered within a social
condition that is either embedded or independent. These characteristics prefigure the
type of relationship anticipated among individuals.

Table 4.3Language characteristics

Holistic Binary
Noun orientation Discrete, hierarchical Discrete, nonhierarchical
Verb orientation Gerundial, holistic Gerundial, discrete

A unitary identity is contained within itself in a cohesive fashion (Descartes 1980),
whether the subject is considered as Part of a plurality of subjects or an abstract single
whole. From an ontological perspective of being (Whitehead 1979) the individual sim-
ply is. Unitary identity also endures through time and experience (Hales and Johnson
2003). Although the physical body may change over time (Mesle 2008), identity is a
static, coherent narrative on a linear teleological path. A decentered identity is fluid
and responsive to changes either internal or external to the subject (Harper 1994); the
individual is always becoming and is a qualitatively different being at different times
and in different contexts (Whitehead 1979).
An embedded social condition means that pre-existing social institutions define iden-

tity and human relations through designated roles, with the difference being the sta-
bility of the social institutions framing identity. An independent condition means that
individuals are understood either as pre-social beings with no a priori social bond
(independent from others) or as post-social beings where identity resists the effects of
the social context, but may not be able to access an authentic self.
Following Love (2010a, 2012), lowercase individuality indicates a socially situated

identity, while capitalized Individuality indicates an identity ostensibly free of such
external influence. The use of capitalization as a distinction has been used in a variety of
contexts. This application is largely influenced by the “big-little” distinction as applied
to t/Truth in pragmatism (James 1907), the o/Other in psychoanalysis (Lacan 1977),
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and p/Politics and the p/People in representational democracy (Catlaw 2007a). In each
case, the capitalization (big-T, big-O, big-P, big-I) represents a myth or fabrication—
something that “never existed in the first place” (Zizek 1997, section 2, paragraph 1).
When the subject is recognized as embedded within a social framework (Hierarchical
and Holographic), this is indicated through the use of the lowercase “i” in individuality.
When the subject is seen as isolated from societal influences (Atomistic) or stripped
of social identity altogether (Fragmented), this is indicated through the upper-case “I”
in Individuality. Following ontological discussions of particularity and singularity, we
augment these labels for the dynamic ideal-types (Holographic and Fragmented).
We should point out that these psychosocial characteristics are very similar to the

cultural and ideological grid/group system developed by anthropologist Mary Douglas
(1996). In her model, “grid” refers to the manner in which agency is fostered or con-
trolled while “group” refers to the relationship between the group and the individual
that forms identity. “High grid” means there are rigid rules that structure behavior.
“High group” means there are strong allegiances and sense of shared identity. Low
levels of each refer to the lack thereof. These characteristics combine forming differ-
ing cultural biases or ideologies, which she labels Individualism, Fatalistic, Hierarchy,
and Egalitarian Enclave. In Part II, we make note of the differences and similarities
between our typologies.

Table 4.4Psychosocial theory

Embedded condition Independent condition
Unitary identity individuality Individuality
Decentered identity Particular individuality Singular Individuality

Epistemological concepts
The combined meanings of the first two elements, the assumptions about existence

and human existence in particular, prefigure how we come to know the world. Episte-
mological concepts describe how knowledge is structured and how truths are justified.
Epistemologies have been a principal focus in public administration and governance
scholarship because as leading social theorists such as Michel Foucault and Bent Flyvb-
jerg argue, “power defines what constitutes knowledge and rationality; indeed, power
ultimately defines ‘what counts as reality’ ” (Brooks 2002, 91). Distinctive patterns of
decision making may be based on “embedded assumptions and social constructions of
reality” (Schneider and Ingram 1997, x). As shown inTable 4.5epistemological concepts
fall along a structuration axis, where knowledge is based on either foundations or co-
herence, and a justification axis of how truth is validated through either internal or
external means.
Knowledge grounded in foundations assumes that there are static truths upon which

all knowledge is built. Alternatively, if existence is in a dynamic state foundational
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truths are not possible. We can only know through what we accept as truth or through
temporary “snapshots” that are artificially fixed. Therefore, we seek coherence among
ideas. Internal justification means that truth is validated through intellectual logic or
a priori assumptions. External justification requires validation a posteriori through
reliable experiential evidence or social agreement.

Belief systems
For the purpose of this model, belief systems codify our ontological, psychosocial,

and epistemological assumptions. As Dilthey (1988) explains, a belief system is “a state
of affairs bound up not only with mythical thought, but with metaphysics, and with
self-reflection” (158). Belief systems gather together the sets of assumptions that frame
a particular perspective or worldview. Like ontological prefiguring, “attending to one
leads to a very different sense of reality and of one’s place in it than attending to the
other” (Cobb Jr. 2002, 53). Griffin argues that “different religions produce people with
significantly different structures of experience” (Wang 2012, 149).

Table 4.5Epistemological concepts

Internal justification External justification
Foundations structure Rationalism Empiricism
Coherence structure Idealism Epistemological anar-

chism

As shown in Table 4.6, beliefs reflect our ontological and psychosocial assumptions.
Therefore, along the axes we find both static and dynamic state descriptions of meta-
physical (transcendent) and natural (immanent) sources of existence commonly ex-
pressed as the One and the Many. This is the basis of the dichotomy of the divine and
the earthly, the metaphysical and the physical, the sublime and the mundane. How-
ever, the assumption of static versus dynamic state generates further differentiation
that will be discussed in each ideal-type.

Ethical concepts
Before embarking upon explication of the last four elements of the typology, it

must be noted that because much of the social theory most influential in Western gov-
ernance has been written by scholars in the United States and European nations, the
meanings described are primarily from these sources. It would be fruitful to expand
the typology with non-Western and pre-modern explanations of ethics, political theory,
economic theory and administrative theory— particularly in the Holographic position.
However, there are some fundamental differences in assumptions even within contem-
porary Western theory that can be reasonably aligned with the four basic ideal-types
in this framework.
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As previously noted, the set of concepts explained thus far form the rationales for
varying ethical concepts. Ethics are systems of criteria used to measure the moral
worth of a decision or action. This typology draws on Christian theologian H. Richard
Niebuhr’s (1963) typology of ethical stances, which seeks to understand the relative
authority of both humankind and God.1 In his framework, human nature is realized in
three distinct ethical stances: man-the-citizen, who is answerable to the social order,
man-the-maker, who determines the social order, and man-the-answerer, who is mutu-
ally obligated with others. Each type has a unique way of being in the world that can
be related to other conceptual elements.
As shown in Table 4.7, the ethical dialectic on the vertical axis is between internal

or external sources of ethical guidance (Darwall 1998). External sources are described
as criteria while internal sources are described as motivation. One way to

Table 4.6Belief systems

Metaphysical One Natural Many
Static state ontology Monotheism Naturalism
Dynamic state ontology Pantheism Anti-essentialism

Table 4.7Ethical concepts

Normative Right Normative Good
External criteria Deontological obligation Consequentialism
Internal motivation Moral imperative Moral skepticism/rela-

tivism

think about this difference is the relationship between self and other. Lyons (1983)
finds evidence that there are two distinct ways of describing the self in relation to
others: connected or separate/objective. The former is related to relationships that
generate internal motivations, while the latter is linked to judgments based on ethical
concepts. On the horizontal axis, the dialectic of normative structure either prioritizes
Right as a proper action or Good as an end value (Kagan 1998).

Political theory
Political, economic, and administrative theory are closely linked; however, each

component will be explained separately for the purpose of conceptual clarity. Complex
political forms have been predicated on the notion of representation because if nothing
else, as Dahl (1998) points out, most social groups are too large to function without
some kind of representation. Yet what is deemed proper or legitimate representation
is a widely debated question, particularly in democratic societies.

1 His thinking has been applied to public administration theory in the past (see Harmon 1995).
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Thayer (1981) posits that any form of governance creates the problem of who speaks
for God, which we interpret here as the ontological source of existence to accommodate
nontheistic beliefs. He argues that Western culture has tried two ways of answering that
question: through hierarchy and through competition. In other words, representation
can be decided either through dictate or through pluralism. The political theories
shown inTable 4.8 are formulated on the horizontal axis primarily on the basis of
whether they employ hierarchy or competition to establish the structure of authority.
Added to this on the vertical axis is the relative strength of that structuration, moderate
or strong. However, it must be noted that labeling the political philosophy associated
with the ontological positions is difficult because differences that are important to
some get lost. For example, those who hold to a classical republican philosophy may
reject being grouped with classical conservative liberalism; we group them thus based
on Clark (1998) and MacIntyre (1988).

Table 4.8Political theory

Hierarchical authority Competitive authority
Moderate Classical conservative lib-

eralism
Modern liberalism

Strong Socialism Individualist anarchism

Economic theory
As with political philosophy, the preceding assumptions have profound implications

for economic institutions and systems orchestrating the use, exchange, and distribu-
tion of resources. As shown in Table 4.9, economic theories closely follow the political
theories with which they are typically associated. The dialectical axes for the economic
positions are type of regulation, either external or internal, and the intensity of that
regulation, relatively weak or strong. External regulation refers to government inter-
vention in economic activities while internal regulation refers to an economy free of
government intervention.

Table 4.9Economic theory

External regulation Internal regulation
Weak Welfare state Market exchange
Strong Collectively planned econ-

omy
Self-sufficiency and barter

Administrative theory
Administrative theory includes a number of concepts in the public milieu, including:

political authority and scope of administrative action, criterion of proper administra-
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tive behavior, administrative decision-making rationality, and organizing style (Stout
2013). Together, these concepts shape the administrative role and administrators’ ac-
tions, along with the relationship with both politicians and citizens. As with the other
elements of the typology, the specific meanings associated with these concepts build
identifiable schools of thought that can be linked coherently with the philosophical
ideas that prefigure them. Here, we attempt to identify central ideas around which
schools of thought cluster, acknowledging that they are often by no means ideal-typical
in nature, but rather hybrids that lend themselves more or less to the ideal-type posi-
tions.
As shown in Table 4.10, following political theory, administrative theory is classified

predominantly along the horizontal axis of organizing via hierarchy versus competition
(Thayer 1981) with differences on the vertical axis being the relative strength of ad-
ministrative authority in relation to society, including both politicians and citizens.

Table 4.10Administrative theory
Hierarchical organization Competitive organization
Weak authority Orthodox Administration New Public Service
Strong authority New Public Administra-

tion
New Public Management

Four governance approaches emerge
The assumptions of each generic element inform one another to form a coherent,

interlocking set. Ontological assumptions about the state, source, and expression of
existence prefigure our language. These conceptualizations shape our understanding of
self, others, and the world around us. These ideas, in turn, shape how we think and
build knowledge of existence and our beliefs about the world, whether based on phys-
ical or metaphysical ideas. Together, these philosophical commitments shape ethics
and systems of value, along with political, economic, and administrative theories. In
sum, the first four elements of the framework (ontological assumptions and associated
language, psychosocial theory, epistemological concepts, and belief systems) compose
the driving philosophical commitments behind governance. The latter four elements
(ethical concepts, political theory, economic theory, and administrative theory) frame
governance forms and practices.
The diverse meanings of these elements are drawn from a variety of dialectical

concepts whose pairs are linked coherently. A sketch of these meanings is provided
inTable 4.11. Collectively, we describe the four primary ideal-typical positions as: (1)
Hierarchical Governance, (2) Atomistic Governance, (3) Holographic Governance, and
(4) Fragmented Governance. Each type is explained in its own Chapter in Part II.
The continuing methodology of dialectical synthesis and the possible ideal-type of
Integrative Governance is explained in Part IV.
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Table 4.11Primary governance ideal-types

Hierarchical Governance Atomistic Governance
Ontological assumptions

Language characteristics
Psychosocial theory
Epistemological concepts
Belief systems
Ethical concepts
Political theory
Economic theory
Administrative theory | Static state, transcendent source, singular expression
Discrete, hierarchical individuality
Rationalism
Monotheism
Deontological obligation
Classical conservative
liberalism
Welfare state
Orthodox Administration | Static state, immanent source, plural expression
Discrete, nonhierarchical
Individuality
Empiricism
Naturalism
Consequentialism
Modern liberalism
Market exchange
New Public Service |

Holographic Governance | Fragmented Governance |

Ontological assumptions

Language characteristics Psychosocial theory Epistemological concepts
Belief systems
Ethical concepts
Political theory Economic theory
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Administrative theory | Dynamic state, transcendent
source, singular expression
Gerundial, holistic
Particular individuality
Idealism
Pantheism
Moral imperative
Socialism
Collectively planned
economy
New Public Administration | Dynamic state, immanent source, plural expression
Gerundial, discrete Singular Individuality Epistemological anarchism Anti-

essentialism
Moral skepticism/relativism Individualist anarchism
Self-sufficiency and barter
New Public Management |
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Part II: Primary governance
theories



Part II provides an explanation and discussion of the four primary governance
ideal-types beginning with those associated with static state ontologies most familiar
in modern Western societies, and then moving to those associated with the dynamic
state ontologies that are less familiar. As each one is considered, it is important to
remember that ideal-types are pure utopias, while lived phenomena are a heteroge-
neous expression of multiple ideal-types and their hybrids. But to even begin to sort
out these possibilities, the competing ideations require full explication across associ-
ated theoretical dimensions. Only then can they be rigorously compared normatively
or tested empirically. Each Chapter presents an ideal-type using the same conceptual
framework with mutually exclusive meanings to enable such analysis. Chapter 5ex-
plains Hierarchical Governance; Chapter 6 explains Atomistic Governance; Chapter 7
explains Holographic Governance; and Chapter 8 explains Fragmented Governance.
We argue that such theoretical depth is necessary. As Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

reportedly commented, “They aren’t interested in the why of what we’re doing, only in
the what of what we’re doing, and because they don’t understand the why they cannot
understand the what” (Fischer 1992, 325). Understanding why helps us determine what
to do, even when the contextual situation differs. However, we acknowledge that for
many, theory quickly becomes arduous when considered purely at an abstract level.
Indeed, public administration as a whole has long believed that it is critical to link
theory to practice (Bowman 1978). In short, these types of reflections “make sometimes
difficult critical theoretical views communicable to students and practitioners” (Kensen
2008).
Philosophy needs illustration to bring abstract concepts into practical perspective.

Ideas become more compelling when they are connected to experiences and phenomena
to which we can relate or which we care about. We need to imagine ourselves in the
situation and think about how we feel about it. Case studies are the mainstay of public
administration research and pedagogy (see for example, Bailey 1992, Barzelay 1993,
Eisenhardt 1995, Jensen and Rodgers 2001). Collections for use in graduate programs
abound (see for example, Denhardt and Hammond 1992, Golembiewski et al. 1997,
Lerner and Wanat 1998, Meyer and Brown 1989, Miller and Alkadry 1998) and some
actually frame introduction courses in their entirety (see for example, Garvey 1997,
Lutrin and Settle 1992, Stillman 2005). A more recent approach seeks to use practice
stories to inform theory (Elias 2010, Hummel 1991, King and Zanetti 2005, Stout
2010b).
Accordingly, each Chapter uses illustration to help make sense of the conceptual

elements and how they can play out in lived experience. First, we use the concept
of “public encounters” developed by administrative scholar Koen Bartels (2013) to
describe hypothetical dynamics the governance ideal-types are likely to generate (also
see Stout and Love 2015a). This mental experiment reveals the dynamics likely in
terms of how each approach: (1) handles conflict, (2) gathers input (facts and values),
(3) comes to agreement on goals and methods, and (4) engenders expected behavior.
As Bartels (2014) notes, this type of evaluation is needed in the practice of public
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administration, policy, and planning. We also use actual case studies of a common
policy issue to illustrate. Given our attention to global crises and the immediacy of
the environmental implications of global warming, we will use agricultural production
to consider each primary approach to governance in action.
However, before turning to our explication of each governance approach, we must

note that our interpretations of texts considered are made from our own particular
worldviews, which are themselves grounded in ontological, psychosocial, and epistemo-
logical assumptions. Because our assumptions (as disclosed in the Preface) differ from
each of the perspectives under study in Part II, as “outsiders” we can only do our best
to “reproduce as faithfully as possible” those perspectives (McCutcheon 2005, 17). How-
ever, living in a cultural time and place that is largely shaped and influenced by three
of the four primary approaches to governance, we feel some level of confidence in our
familiarity and interpretations. However, we must acknowledge a particular deficiency
in our interpretation of what we identify as Holographic; we hope that readers holding
these basic perspectives will be forgiving of the rudimentary sketch we offer.
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5. Hierarchical Governance
A summary of Hierarchical Governance is provided in the upper left quadrant

ofTable 5.1. In sketch, all of creation is assumed to be an imperfect copy of a transcen-
dent source that is whole and complete. Human beings have an individuality charac-
terized by stable identities that are socially embedded within the group. People seek
to become more perfect copies of the source of existence through logic and attention
to moral rules; thus, this perspective fits with monotheistic religions that believe in an
external divine source of existence and lends itself to rationalist epistemology and an
ethic of deontological obligation. These assumptions require political representation—
someone or something with superior reason must speak for the source of being. The
assumptions thus fit logically with traditional forms of political monism (royalty or the
church), as well as classical conservative liberalism (republicanism). In the economic
sphere these assumptions lead to a paternalistic welfare state hierarchically adminis-
tered by the government functionaries of Orthodox Administration.

Table 5.1Governance ideal-types: Hierarchical

Hierarchical Governance Atomistic Governance
Ontological assumptions

Language characteristics Psychosocial theory Epistemological concepts
Belief systems
Ethical concepts
Political theory
Economic theory
Administrative theory | Static state, transcendent source, singular expression
Discrete, hierarchical individuality
Rationalism
Monotheism
Deontological obligation
Classical conservative
liberalism
Welfare state
Orthodox administration | Static state, immanent source, plural expression
Discrete, nonhierarchical
Individuality
Empiricism
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Naturalism
Consequentialism
Modern liberalism
Market exchange
New Public Service |

Holographic Governance | Fragmented Governance |

Ontological assumptions

Language characteristics Psychosocial theory Epistemological concepts
Belief systems
Ethical concepts
Political theory
Economic theory
Administrative theory | Dynamic state, transcendent
source, singular expression
Gerundial, holistic
Particular individuality
Idealism
Pantheism
Moral imperative
Socialism
Collectively planned
economy
New Public Administration | Dynamic state, immanent source, plural expression
Gerundial, discrete Singular Individuality Epistemological anarchism Anti-

essentialism
Moral skepticism/relativism Individualist anarchism
Self-sufficiency and barter
New Public Management |

Ontological assumptions and associated language
Hierarchical Governance assumes existence to be in a static state determined by a

transcendent source that is singular in expression—the One that is throughout time,
whether it is understood as everlasting or created by a transcendent being ex nihilo
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(Griffin 2007). In other words, the source of being (i.e., God) is beyond the natural
world, eternal, and creates all that could be and is. There is a hierarchy between
the divine and the mundane that creates a primary relation of domination (i.e., God
over people). This monist perspective is aligned with Parmenides who asserts, based
on a revelation from the goddess Truth, that reality is one unchangeable, timeless,
indestructible whole (Palmer 2008). Existence is assumed to be eternal because nothing
can come from nothing.
However, whereas Parmenides’ form of monism is generally understood as arguing

that the appearance of differentiation of individuality is an illusion (see Holographic
Governance), in Hierarchical Governance the singular, transcendental source of exis-
tence creates differentiated and related parts that exist in mechanistic complement as a
separate whole, as shown inFigure 5.1. Indeed, the machine-like precision that pervades
the natural world from this perspective is given as proof that such a transcendental and
purposeful source of existence must exist—a teleological argument sometimes referred
to as the watchmaker theory of God, in which universal order is by purposeful design
(Hume 1988). This is also seen in theories of cosmological order such as Plato’s (2004)
interpretation of the universal Form. Form is a nonmaterial, singular thing that causes
plural representations of itself in particular objects in the physical world, which are
imperfect copies. Thus, the transcendent source of existence is ideal (One) and man’s
(one) proper role is to mimic the One as closely as possible. Like Plato’s Forms, the
One also represents Truth, Good, and Right.
In later cosmologies, God is understood as the creator of existence from nothing—

creatio ex nihilo—from which a great chain of being extends in hierarchical order
(Lovejoy 1964). A being or object’s place in that hierarchy depends on the relative
proportion of “spirit” and “matter” it contains. Specifically, the more spirit and the less
matter, the higher its position. Various types of inanimate objects and elements are
at the bottom of the hierarchy. Above them are various classes of plants, followed by
animals, humans, and angels, with God at the top. Within each class more nuanced
hierarchies exist, again based on characteristics corresponding to spirit and matter.

Figure 5.1Transcendent source (One) of being (one).
In Hierarchical Governance, the language is static in form, but includes holistic

ideals and hierarchical ordering. The One is represented through metaphors that em-
phasize the group or the whole. For example, in the United States individual citizens
are referred to collectively as the People, thereby reifying the group identity (Catlaw
2007a). However, within that whole, noun-based, analytical languages describe the ar-
rangement of objects, giving them a permanent position in relation to one another.
More specifically, binaries infer value judgments through which differences are eval-
uated. In essence, binaries establish the opportunity for one of the two sides to be
dominant (Derrida 1981). In this way, hierarchy is embedded in language. Philoso-
phers of language show the inherently hierarchical nature of such binaries in Western
culture (Derrida 1976).
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Thus, language in this ideal-type includes hierarchical imagery, even when using
organic metaphors such as “the body politic” with “heads of state” (Goodnow 2003,
Hobbes 2000) or when the top of the hierarchy (One) is likened to the brain of the
organism and each individual worker—distinct and static (one)—exists within “the
system as functioning parts” (Katz and Kahn 1978, 53), fulfilling specific roles set
forth by nature. However, metaphors are sometimes more mechanistic than organic,
using machine language to show how different parts (one) unite in service to the One.

Psychosocial theory
Hierarchical Governance assumes that the individual has a centered (selfcontained),

unitary identity within an embedded social condition; individuality reflects a coherent
identity, which fulfills a specific role within the group hierarchy (see Figure 5.2). It is
the group identification and the designated role within the group that gives definition
and differentiation to that identity. To understand this socially embedded expression
of individuality, we will explain each psychosocial dimension—unitary identity and
embedded social condition— and then consider their implications for the social bond.
Within Hierarchical Governance, individuality only emerges from interaction within

the social sphere and, in particular, it is one’s function within the whole that defines
this identity. Thus, this “social whole” is depicted as “an ‘organism’ or living whole made
up of differentiated members, each of which has a special function” (Cooley 1922, 36).
In other words, identity is a matter of individuated function—a specific purpose only
that particular individual fulfills. However, because each person is also attempting to
be like the source of being, individuals (one) are understood as rather homogeneous
in reference to the One, even though they have role differentiation in reference to one
another. In this way, individuality is defined in accordance with the relationship to the
whole, and that whole may be all of creation or mundane representations of the One
in sociopolitical and religious institutions.

Figure 5.2Socially embedded individuality.
Roles within the group are reflective of the hierarchical ordering of humans. As

argued by Plato, people have varying degrees of ability to know and mimic the Forms.
In fact, he makes this argument in his ideas about philosopher kings and his ranking
of people into castes according to the metal of their souls (gold, silver, and bronze)
(Plato 2004). Because the cosmos is hierarchically ordered and reality is static, there
are certain individuals who are best suited to speak for the One and therefore embody
a position of authority over everyone else. In short, as some are more perfect copies
than others they are placed in a social relationship that looks something like a modern
organizational chart (see Figure 5.2). The hierarchical arrangement en masse becomes
the body politic directed by those at the top. Indeed, Douglas (1996) calls her corre-
sponding social form hierarchy. In this high grid (rules and laws), high group (social
identity) idealtype, one’s identity is based on one’s predetermined place in the social
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(or cosmological) order and rules from above guide rational action. Such a structure
engenders a feeling of group solidarity, giving meaning to the most mundane tasks
and providing a sense of purpose and honor for even those who find themselves at the
bottom of a deep hierarchy.
Thus, following from the ontological assumptions of Hierarchical Governance, the

individual (one) is always an imperfect copy of a transcendent source that is whole and
complete (One). Regardless of the group, system, or society within which individuals
find themselves, “that individuality must always be defined and qualified by means of
relation to some form of institution” (Kaufmann 1998, 3). The relationship between
human beings and society can therefore be explained in a manner analogous to the
relationship between human beings and a transcendent God (Schmitt 1985). Indeed,
because the social hierarchy is a replication of the relationship between person and
God, attempting to forge an independent identity (i.e., Atomistic) is neither possible
nor would it be laudable.
This type of individuality assumes that a world without enforced social order is

chaotic and unsafe (Hobbes 2000). Governor John Winthrop, the author of the ser-
mon “A Modell of Christian Charity,” held this ideal of indivisibility so strongly that
he argued “true liberty requires subjection to authority” (Kaufmann 1998, 22). The
reliance on institutional affiliations for personal identity places institutions themselves
in a place of central importance for society. Thus, “to strengthen these institutions was
also to strengthen, not diminish, one’s sense of self” (Kaufmann 1998, 3). These interre-
lated roles are understood as specialized units (Gulick 1937a) that come together as a
single organism, each performing a specific function according to predetermined rules
to achieve the goals of the whole (Barnard 1968, Katz and Kahn 1978, Urwick 1937).
Interactions between individuals are guided by respective roles within this social order,
with each fulfilling the demands of the particular set of duties and expectations that
correspond with their place within the social order.
As a result of this psychosocial theory, an inherent social bond is assumed in Hier-

archical Governance. This presumed relationship exists within a predetermined frame-
work. Following the great chain of being and its innate hierarchy, individuality is
defined by specific roles within the hierarchical order of society. As Box suggests, “vir-
tually all human endeavor involves the formation of hierarchies of leaders and followers,
a tendency that can be shaped or resisted, but rarely eliminated” (King et al. 1998,
166). Hierarchical Governance is presented as a means to impose rational order in
a potentially chaotic Hobbesian world. The emphasis on role fulfillment within the
whole leads to a corresponding notion of duty in which the individual submits to the
collective (Box 2004), aligning self-interest with group interest.
The social bond in Hierarchical Governance demands a particular set of civic virtues:

a devotion to fellow citizens, a sense of duty to participate in governance, a concern for
the common good, and an ideal of equality (Cooper 1991). As Box (2004) explains, in
classical republicanism, if these shared ideas and values are neglected, then the social
glue that holds us together fails. Without shared values, individuals are independent,
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civil society erodes, and social institutions disintegrate. To prevent this from occurring
Will (1983) describes the moral obligation of all citizens to preserve regime values as
soulcraft. The social bond is manifest as the predetermined duty of citizenship as “a
public office” (Cooper 1991, 137).

Epistemological concepts
Grounded in a static ontology, knowledge in Hierarchical Governance is foundational

because there is an absolute Truth that exists beyond the material world. We ascertain
Truth through internal reason or a form of divine revelation or epiphany (Graham
2002). From these foundational truths we must derive all that we can know through
the process of logical reasoning.
Following Aristotle (1908), this system of knowledge is deduced in a rational and or-

derly fashion through internally justified logic from a set of foundational assumptions.
However, whereas Aristotle asserts that deductive reasoning must be grounded with
empirical observation, in Hierarchical Governance, deductive reasoning is applied to a
priori truths drawn from revelation. We must not be fooled by empirical observation
because the material world is an imperfect copy of the Forms (Plato 2004). Therefore,
justification of truth is internal; it is based on reason rather than empirical observation.
Indeed, “rationalism standardly affirms a doctrine of innate mental content” (Newman
2013, Chapter 10, section 3). Thus, Hierarchical Governance is most aligned with ratio-
nalist epistemology, in which the “criterion of the truth is not sensory but intellectual
and deductive” (Runes 1962, 263). Rationalism has also been described as “Cartesian
Dualism,” which emphasizes the mind as the ordering aspect of human being that is
closer to the Truth than simple bodily experience can reveal (Mesle 2008, 93).
Rationalism is often aligned with Descartes’ emphasis on innate ideas as the primary

foundation of knowledge (Newman 2013). In his Third Meditation, Descartes (1980)
splits ideas, and therefore sources of knowledge, into three potential categories—innate,
adventitious (empirical observations), and fabricated. Of these, it is the innate ideas
that form the basis of rational knowledge.
Due to the mind-body dualism, adventitious, or experiential ideas must always

include an element of doubt because physical phenomena cannot cause ephemeral
phenomena. Fabrications should be ignored as they are imaginary or fictitious. Thus,
for Descartes all true knowledge must come from ideas that are innate (Adams 1975).
These innate ideas can be logically deduced because God “provides a guarantee for

the reliability of reason” (Lennon and Shannon 2012). In other words, it is through
the application of reason that innate—or true—knowledge is accessed. Malebranche
(1980) insists that “only God enlightens us, and that He enlightens us only through the
manifestation of an immutable and necessary wisdom or reason” (613). All knowledge
comes from God as the ultimate source in the natural hierarchy and Reason; His Word
provides the rules through which knowledge is obtained. Man’s ability to reason has
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thereby historically discounted those who are determined to be less reasoned (e.g.,
women, peasants, indigenous peoples, animals, and so on).
In more secular terms, this epistemology is aligned with sociologist Max Weber’s

description of formal rationality (1994d). According to Weber, formal rationality (Wer-
trational) is deontological, being based on established predetermined absolute value,
often in the form of law or belief.1 Weber (1994b) later describes formal rationality as
a combination of legal (absolute) and technical (utilitarian) rationality, which is the
basis of legitimacy in his ideal-type description of bureaucracy.

Belief systems
Static state metaphysical belief systems support various interpretations of a person-

alized deity—the One that can be described as an actual entity which exists beyond
the earthly plane and guides all of creation in a timeless, unchanging manner (Wang
2012). These characteristics broadly describe monotheism. Theism holds to the notion
of a divine being. Monotheism in particular believes in a single, personal divine being
with whom creation has an active relationship (Wang 2012). Monotheistic traditions
“believe that their god is active in history and can be experienced in actual events
in this world” (Armstrong 2005, 105). However, this activity is creative and directive
in manner, in that the deity is separate from and hierarchically above the physical
universe rather than manifest within it.
The importance of deference to the One is critical in most monotheistic traditions.

Dictate comes down from the deity, who is responsible for all creation. Most ordinary
individuals cannot use reason to discover divine laws. Therefore, divine laws must be
revealed to elite individuals (e.g., prophets, clergy, royalty, etc.) who then promulgate
Truth in a hierarchical fashion. For those who have not received these edicts, “using
reason to discuss the sacred [is] about as pointless as trying to eat soup with a fork.
Theology [is] only valid if pursued together with prayer and liturgy” (Armstrong 2005,
116) as determined by the head of the religion.

Ethical concepts
Hierarchical Governance assumes that the One determines the Form of the Good

(Plato 2004). Because only the most advanced in society have reliable knowledge of the
Good, universal laws must be devised in order to guide right action. Such guidance is
beneficial to all roles within society because all social functions must work in coordina-
tion toward the greater good. Thus, the rational interest of the individual is understood
to be synonymous with the interests of society. The guiding “social ethic” (Whyte 1956)
is one in which functionaries within any organization focus on maintaining stability

1 For Weber (1968), this made formal rationality “less” rational than instrumental rationality.
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and homeostasis by fulfilling their roles. The social ethic therefore prioritizes deference
to the needs of the group (Bercovitch 1978, Kaufmann 1998, Whyte 1956). In con-
trast, evil stems from selfish, irrational (and therefore unpredictable) individuals who
attempt to define themselves outside of the whole.
Ethics in Hierarchical Governance accepts a form of deontological determinism in

which Right is prioritized over Good; indeed, the only way to achieve Good is through
Right action. Because Right is determined externally, “ethical judgments, and their
truth conditions, are independent of motivation” (Darwall 1998, 235). Furthermore,
because Right is universal and unchanging the ethical status of a given action can be
externally validated by comparing action to these universal truths.2 As such, moral
theory for this type closely adheres to rulebased deontological obligation, in which
actions are intrinsically right or wrong, aside from considerations of consequences.
Deontological obligation is perhaps most clearly articulated in rule utilitarianism,

in which established universal moral laws determine which rules will yield the greatest
amount of utility (Darwall 1998). Rule utilitarianism can be seen in Berkely’s Passive
Obedience, in which he insists that universal laws, derived from natural law, can be
expected to advance utility “since God’s aim in designing the laws of nature is the
well-being of humankind” (Hayry 2012, 5). Once these rules of Right are established,
promoting Good requires universal application: “It must indeed be allowed, that the
rational Deduction of those Laws is founded in the intrinsick Tendency they have to
promote the Well-being of Mankind, on Condition they are universally and constantly
observed” (Berkely 1712, Sec. XXXI).
In the role that Niebuhr (1963) calls “man-the-citizen,” the individual exists within

a social order bound by law. Man-the-citizen is a deontological being who exists “un-
der the rules of the family, neighborhood, and nation, subject to the regulation of our
action by others” (53). “This man lives as moral self in the presence of the law first of
all, not of other selves. What is over or against him as that which limits and attracts
him is a commandment, a demand, a requirement” (70-71). Connecting this ethical
position with the hierarchical social contract, Niebuhr (1963) explains that each per-
son’s “relation to other selves is a relation under the law” (71). This understanding
of man-the-citizen echoes Montesquieu’s (1989) depiction of the “good citizen” (26)
in monarchy where “each person works for the common good, believing he works for
his individual interests” (27). The principle of “honor” guides such actions, holding
the body politic together and giving substantive ethical and political guidance to all
stations of society.
From the Hierarchical Governance perspective, rules are necessary to control human

nature, which tends toward self-interest and conflict due to imperfection in comparison
to the source of existence. Hobbes (2000) asserts that the natural state of humankind
“is always war of every one against every one” (64). Therefore, external authority is
required to mandate and enforce appropriate behavior. This state of nature justifies

2 In a secular context this means human law and in the religious context it means divine law.
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the establishment of strong governments and laws to ensure just conduct. Thus, rather
than imagining the individual citizen as sovereign, moral rules create requirements for
conduct that are imbued with sovereign authority, which demands acquiescence; as
parents often say, because I said so. The result is “a general ontological stance that
rests on constitutional values and draws on philosophical pragmatism and democratic
theory” (Evans and Wamsley 1999, 124), which can be described as a deontological
ethic (Brady 2003), an ethic of duty (Hart 1989), an ethic of justice that protects rights
(Starratt 1996, 2003), or a statist ethics in which the institutions of government embody
and express the values of the whole as opposed to constituent factions (Huddleston
1981).
To prevent such factions, fairness is the primary democratic value, particularly the

notion of fair treatment under the law (procedures, rules, etc.), which is prioritized to
ensure procedural equity rather than equality of outcomes. Ronald Dworkin’s (1986)
theory of law is exemplary of such procedural fairness in that law has integrity with
communal moral principles, particularly justice and fairness. Similarly, John Rawls’
(2000) theory of justice fits within this perspective in that justice as fairness allows for
differences in social station, thus rejecting equality of outcomes if the social order is
arranged so as to benefit the least well-off. From this perspective, any person would
ostensibly choose mutually acceptable, fair principles of justice. While this reasoning
itself is procedural, the outcomes would also be fair because rational people will choose
to benefit the least fortunate in society, in case they should find themselves in that
situation.

Political theory
In Hierarchical Governance, designing social institutions with unchallenged author-

ity is the primary concern of political theory. Based on Hobbesian ethical assumptions,
men will abstain from a state of war only through fear of a power that is above them
and with the assurance that all other men live under that same authority. To maintain
stability, a society must agree to cast out those who break these rules. This justifies
the need for civil states and laws; a paternalistic state is needed for a good and orderly
quality of life. This rationale is the basis of an enforced social contract, or in Hobbe-
sian terms, the generalized covenant. Therefore, the state’s coercive power to exclude
reinforces the social contract through fear. These assumptions lend themselves to any
form of government claiming sovereignty over individuals, whether led by an individual
monarch, an executive, or a parliament or legislature that represents the collective will
of the People.
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This perspective is found in classical conservative liberalism3 or what some refer to
as republicanism.4 Its architects include philosophers such as Thomas Hobbes (1588-
1679), Francis Bacon (1561-1626), and Rene Descartes (1596-1650) (Clark 1998). These
thinkers share the Enlightenment belief that the world order is an objective given, with
humankind’s place in it guided by laws of both God and Man. Only those who have
a special position in the social hierarchy can demand compliance with God’s image of
Good (Thayer 1981 A-14).5 As argued by Schmitt (1985) an analogous relationship is
transposed onto the sovereign state’s authority over its citizens.
Conservatism was initially hardly distinguishable from classical liberalism (Clark

1998). However, Edmund Burke (1729-1797), Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881), Joseph
Schumpeter (1883-1950), and Leo Strauss (1899-1973) offered a clear conservative alter-
native to what would become modern liberalism. This classical conservative liberalism
draws philosophically from Protestantism, English common law, natural rights, and so-
cial contract theory (MacIntyre 1988). Citizens are gathered together by an authorized
sovereign. Such unified societies have existed “under the aspect of religion, or politics,
or economy, or family, but all these interpenetrated one another and constituted a
single reality” (Walzer 1984, 315). Once these Enlightenment thinkers banished orga-
nizing the state under religion, a new narrative was necessary. MacIntyre (1988) traces
the roots of conservatism to Aristotelian thought, which emerged from a Homeric crisis
of the gods’ desertion of society. Without divine law, members of society were left to
determine how to organize themselves.
As articulated by Berlin (2013), classical liberal conservatives believe that giving

this type of positive liberty to all citizens is a dangerous proposition. Left to their
own devices under traditional negative understandings of liberty as the right to master
oneself places society at risk of devolving into the Hobbesian chaos feared. Therefore,
society requires strong authority and obedience to that authority. In the nineteenth
century, this argument was used to defend paternalism and rational control over human
destiny. Governance should be guided by moral traditions and maintain authority to
ensure order. For example, Leo Strauss (1899-1973) argues that government should act
as a moral force in society to sustain values such as civility, loyalty, patriotism, chivalry,
duty, obedience, courage, faithfulness, deference to authority, graciousness, and honor
(Clark 1998). Citizens are expected to work in unison toward perfecting the institutions
of authority that ensure these values (Hodgson 2009, Kaufmann 1998, Vowell 2008).

3 Today, Conservatism is hardly distinguishable as a separate perspective, but is rather a subset
of classical liberalism as juxtaposed to modern liberalism (Clark 1998). Therefore, Orion White (1990)
uses the label “classical conservative[ism]” to combine the ideas.

4 Labeling the political philosophy associated with the ontological positions is difficult because
differences that are important to some get lost. For example, those who hold to a classical republican
philosophy may reject being grouped with classical conservative liberalism. We do so based on Clark
(1998) and MacIntyre (1988).

5 Traditionally, the church and royalty represented this transcendent monotheistic source of exis-
tence.
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While democracy is preferred over totalitarianism, it must be led by society’s wisest and
most virtuous leaders, with limited popular participation (Rossiter 1999). Impartial
and wise governors will maintain order to achieve a just society.
Thus, in classical conservative liberalism the state is a stand-in for God and only

the wisest and most moral leaders can demand compliance with the state’s image of
the Good (Spicer 2004); indeed, these leaders determine the state’s “moral compass”
(Friedrich 1940). Such ideas are evident in views espoused by the founding fathers of
the United States, both in the Federalist Papers and in the Constitution itself (Rossiter
1999). People are described as self-interested and often irrational. To protect society
from a tyranny of the masses and pluralist factions, elite leaders who are more rea-
soned than others should have decisionmaking authority. This perspective is carried
forward in classical conservative liberalism by political philosophers like Walter Lipp-
mann (2004) who maintain suspicions of the general populace and insist on a special
role for the governing class. Authority is legitimized by traditional characteristics of
leadership: those who possess more truth and virtue. Common citizens are equal only
in the sense that they are similarly beholden to the authority of the social structure.
The political theory that follows has been characterized as democratic elitism

(Bachrach 1967). Because the social order mimics the cosmological order, wellrea-
soning political elites are better able to formulate moral rules in accordance with
natural law (Hayry 2012). This is the fundamental basis of the political ontology of
representation (Catlaw 2007a)—the notion that an external authority can represent
what is True, Right, and Good. This is manifest in a citizenry that comes together as
a People to create a state that will determine for all what is Right and Good and is
thereby legitimately authorized to ensure that all behave accordingly. Representatives
are chosen based on their “better” virtue and character,6 and are guided toward the
public interest through a sense of noblesse oblige.
The public interest is determined by these representatives through their interpreta-

tion of universal laws. Replacing both kings and priests, modern democratic laws are
made by elite leaders and codified as rulings from legislative, judicial, and executive
political sources. Guided by morality, laws create rules of conduct that are imbued
with political authority and demand acquiescence through the coercive power of the
state. As noted by Berlin, such civil association is a form of rule-based governance
reflective of the Constitutional order (Spicer 2004). Obedience to this order reflects
good citizenship.
In sum, classical conservative liberals envision a fixed, highly rational, mechanistic

world where individuals are driven by self-interest and thus need hierarchical oversight.
This results in a predict-and-control approach to governance (Kooiman 2001, 2003).
Through a predetermined voluntary agreement, individuals give their political author-

6 This is the onto-story that enables both hierarchy and competition (Thayer 1981). The hierarchy
is established by those who are authorized to speak for God (in the case of religion) or the Good (in
the case of governance), and competition emerges among those who aspire to that station.
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ity to society via the state in exchange for the protection of rights and the promise of
better obtaining the good things of life.7 From this perspective, government is meant
to ensure stability, order, security, and loyalty within both the organizations of gov-
ernment and society itself.

Economic theory
Hierarchical Governance assumes that humans are social beings that are Part of a

whole in which each fills a particular role to create an orderly and coordinated system.
In economics, this occurs through the market interactions of households and firms
as well as labor and capital. However, from the perspective of classical conservative
liberalism, self-interested actors left to their own devices will create chaos. Therefore,
the economic system must be managed in a way that reinforces role definition while
using constraints to order transactions. This is achieved through state regulation of the
capitalist market moderated by the value of equality of rights. In this way, government
represents what is Right in its oversight of economic activity in pursuit of Good.
The term welfare state has specific meaning that is in keeping with ethical assump-

tions about self-interest and the need for beneficent political rulers. Although Adam
Smith later promoted free-market exchange, he asserted in his Theory of Moral Senti-
ments that market inequalities must be mitigated by civil society in some manner to
ensure appropriate moral sentiments: “Society may subsist, though not in the most com-
fortable state without beneficence” (Smith 2000a, 147). Following this line of thought,
the welfare state recognizes that market actors must work in an ethical fashion to
ensure benefits for all, which are generally defined in materialist terms.
In combination, the welfare state and capitalism work together to ensure material

progress through government control of the market. Due to selfinterested human na-
ture, on the one hand only coercive controls can ensure the order and security necessary
for capital accumulation. On the other hand, only government regulation of capital-
ists can prevent grossly inequitable distributions to protect the general welfare. Thus,
sociologist T. H. Marshall (1950) described the welfare state as a unique combination
of democracy, welfare, and capitalism. As described by sociologist Lester Frank Ward
in his theory of American social liberalism, the welfare state should be a paternalistic
endeavor designed to countervail the power of the market (Commanger 1950). In fact,
he suggested that private enterprise enjoyed the largest share of government protection
and that its regulation should be equally turned toward the aid of laborers.
To achieve this objective, Rawlsian justice is applied to economics, producing the

maximum-minimum criterion for determining economic policy. According to this un-
derstanding of utility function, welfare is maximized when the utility of those in society

7 The Good Life is assumed to be something to which government aspires. However, political
theories define this end differently (Waldo 1984).
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who have the least is improved the most. Therefore, government regulation should en-
sure that economic activity increases social welfare by improving the position in society
of its members who are the worst off. Following this line of thinking, the welfare state
produces labor laws, social insurance programs, social welfare programs, regulatory
policies, and progressive taxation. Together, these policies redistribute wealth among
economic classes, thereby ensuring the general welfare while maintaining social hierar-
chy.

Administrative theory
In the United States context, Hierarchical Governance aligns most closely with what

has been called the Constitutional Tradition of public administration (Stout 2013), the
characteristics of which are frequently described as “traditional” or “orthodox” (Den-
hardt 2000, White and McSwain 1990). They are also typically associated with earlier
historical time periods within public administration (Ostrom 1976, Peters 1992, Stivers
2000). It is the weakness of authority delegated to administrators that aligns this school
of thought with Hierarchical Governance.
Orthodox administration is characterized by a constitutional separation of powers

and strict limitations on delegated administrative authority. Implementing the hier-
archical role definition of this perspective, it advocates a politics/ administration di-
chotomy in which administrators are mere functionaries directed by the elite leaders of
the state and its laws. This dichotomy assures administrative legitimacy by demand-
ing accountability through a hierarchical chain of command to the separated powers
of government with elected leaders at the helm, and through them, the People. Waldo
(1984) suggested that the political theory of public administration defined the Good
Life as something efficient and productive, with a good measure of equality and peace.
Society is planned and nature is mastered with the help of competent administrators.
While all members of the society live under the auspices of the law, political ac-

tors make those laws while administrators merely execute them. In this hierarchical
arrangement the elected representatives deliberate and define what is right for “the
public good” and set forth policies and laws to guide action accordingly. As noted
in the ethical concepts section, rule utilitarianism is designed to control self-interest
(Schultz 2004) and ensure regime values (Rohr 1989). Accountability in achieving what
is right becomes the standard of measurement for administrators. This purpose leads
to Finer’s (1941) prescription for political oversight and hierarchical rules and pro-
cedures guiding neutrally competent administrative action. In deferring to political
authority, administrators are unburdened by discretionary decision making, acting
within clearly demarcated roles and rules that remain subject to the authority of the
sovereign (Thompson 1975).
The origins of the orthodox approach in the United States can be found in the civil

service reform movement of the 1870s to 1890s, which sought to professionalize admin-
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istration in order to reduce government corruption (Rosenbloom 2009). This approach
prioritizes the values of expertise, neutrality, effectiveness, efficiency, and economy.
The organizational structure tends toward centralized bureaucratic hierarchy, based
on its understanding of depersonalized individuals. The structural functionalist ele-
ments of this approach were cemented in Taylor’s dogged pursuit of efficiency through
scientific management principles, which coincided with the emergence of public admin-
istration as a discipline (Waldo 1984). These management principles were touted by
government reformers of the Progressive era through the “Bureau Men” of the Munici-
pal Research Bureaus (Stivers 2000). For them, progress is achieved through efficiency,
scientific rationality, and procedural principles.
These principles are embodied in the efforts of scientific management to identify the

“ ‘one best way [for each job or function],’ ” and, further, to identify the “ ‘one best
man’ ” for each task as well (Taylor 1911, 59). Here the authority of managers over
workers in the determination of efficiency and fit yields optimal outcomes for all as
“the true interests of the two are one and the same” (10). Such order and precise role
definition ensures that administrators can mechanistically follow “the most economical,
productive, and effective ways” of achieving predetermined goals (Caiden 1984, 51). In
this way, public servants can be trusted to carry out their duties in the most utilitarian
and nondiscretionary fashion.
Hierarchical Governance thereby anticipates an administrative role that Stout

(2013) calls the bureaucrat. Administrators are merely tools of the elected representa-
tives used to accomplish public goals (Box 2004). They are value-free implementers
who follow procedures as dictated by elected officials (Box 1998). Another role con-
ceptualization is that of servant, which implies both responsibility to the Constitution
and neutral competence (Wolf and Bacher 1990). Other metaphors include: (1) a
functionary who is fully subordinate and instrumental to politically defined ends, and
(2) a professional or expert who is a competent analyst and implementer (Catron
and Hammond 1990). In other words, bureaucrats are passive public servants (Reich
1990). In a government of the People (i.e., elected representatives), passive, competent
service is the proper administrative role.
Citizens are viewed by such administrators as political constituents to be guided

according to legal and procedural standards that ensure the just treatment of indi-
viduals as well as the pursuit of the public interest as a whole. A depersonalized
view (Rosenbloom 2009) of the citizen is meant to ensure equitable treatment of all
through a focus on procedural rules and due process. But because citizens are at risk
of becoming overly self-interested or an “irrational mass,” lawmakers must make right
decisions on their behalf. Vigoda (2002) suggests that the view of citizens as subjects
of an authoritative sovereign government emphasizes coercive tendencies. In her sum-
mary of possible administrator-citizen role pairs, Roberts (2004) identifies two that are
applicable to Hierarchical Governance: (1) citizen as subject in an authority system
in which all are accountable to the ruler, and (2) citizen as client who defers to an
administrative state. Similarly, this perspective would pair Box’s (1998) neutral ad-
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ministrative implementers of rules and laws with free-rider citizens who rarely engage
with government.

Summary and illustration
Hierarchical Governance assumes a static ontology with a transcendent source: the

One and individuals (one) exist within a natural hierarchical order. This leads to a
foundational approach to knowledge in which truth is established by the One and can
be ascertained through rational inquiry. This fits a monotheistic belief system. The
One determines Right, which in the democratic context means Law, as opposed to
God or King. Good can only come from law-abiding action; thus, Good is determined
by Right through deontological obligation. As such, ethical theory closely adheres to
what Niebuhr (1963) calls “man-the-citizen,” who exists within a social order bound by
law. In this classical conservative liberalism, elected representatives are chosen based
on their superior qualities to determine Right through the making of law, including
rules that constrain capitalism through the welfare state. Administrators are expected
to follow the rule of law as consistently and when rules are not written, they must follow
the mandates of political leaders. They view citizens as subjects classified into different
legal categories (e.g., eligible voter, welfare recipient, etc.) who are also beholden to
those rules and laws as they pertain to the specific characteristics and roles that citizens
play within society. These considerations determine the proper application of policies
and rules for each individual circumstance.
This governance approach fosters public encounters (Bartels 2013) that are hier-

archically ordered and canalized by role expectations. In an effort to control admin-
istrative discretion and ensure equal treatment, such encounters require truncation
of individuality as defined by specified roles, with potential actions and interactions
circumscribed by place in the hierarchy, as noted in Weber’s (1968) ideal-type of bu-
reaucratic rationalization (see for example, Denhardt 1981, Farmer 2005b, Fox and
Miller 1995, Hummel 2008, Ramos 1981).
Using agricultural policy as an illustration, we would expect to see an understand-

ing of the natural world as hierarchically ordered, in which human actors fulfill specific
roles. Policy would be orchestrated through centralized, top-down governing where po-
litical elites and experts rationally determine and regulate the processes of production
by farmers. Guided by a moral obligation to do what is right, production goals would
be aimed at providing sustenance for all, although distribution could be expected to
match one’s place in the social order. Agricultural goods would be sold through heav-
ily regulated market mechanisms, with substantial welfare programs for redistribution.
Administration would occur through the establishment and authorization of account-
able bureaucracies.
Considering the United States, in 1862 President Lincoln transferred authority over

agricultural lands from the Department of the Interior to the Department of Agricul-
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ture (USDA). At that time, the US economy was largely agrarian. The initial mission
of the USDA was to centralize research, planning, and oversight to prevent loss of
production, whether due to weather, farming practices, or both (Helms 1992). Because
individual landowners could not be trusted to voluntarily adopt appropriate farming
or soil and water conservation practices, the federal government set forth to deter-
mine and promulgate best practices. The role of the state was one of a “paternalistic
state delivering markets and societal infrastructure” (Lang and Heasman 2015, 282).
These early policies and administrative agencies continued to proliferate and special-
ize through administrative divisions and programs overseeing all areas of agricultural
production, as well as forestry and watershed management (Helms 1992).
In this Hierarchical Governance approach, agricultural policy follows a Production-

ist paradigm that aims to produce more food in order to “deliver progress, health and
well-being” (Lang and Heasman 2015, 100). Practices employ advances in industrial
technology and animal husbandry to assert “ecological dominance” (100) over nature,
producing ever-increasing amounts of food. For example the USDA’s Green Revolution
developed strains of F1 hybrid seeds that would result in larger and more consistent
yields, but which were also “dependent on agrichemicals, irrigation, monocropping,
machinery and other labour-shedding managerial approaches” (142).
To support farmers in adopting these technological advances, a complex bureau-

cratic system was built that ensured compliance with regulation and cooperation with
government in both practices and production goals. For example, in response to the
extensive Dust Bowl drought in the 1930s, the Soil Conservation Act of 1935 (Public
Law 46-74) authorized the USDA to create the Soil Conservation Service (now the
Natural Resources Conservation Service or NRCS) to work with farmers and ranchers,
local and state governments, and other federal agencies and programs like the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC) and Works Progress Administration (WPA) “to maintain
healthy and productive working landscapes” (NRCS 2016, paragraph 1). In order to re-
ceive technical assistance from Agricultural Extension, production resources from the
USDA, and in some cases labor through the CCC or WPA, farmers were required to
sign short-term cooperative agreements to install conservation measures (Helms 1992).
As illustrated here, in a Hierarchical Governance approach, a centralized governmen-

tal agency may use incentives to get citizens to voluntarily cooperate with administra-
tive experts to plan and manage their production, including planting and irrigation as
well as grazing and watering techniques. However, this approach can just as easily use
regulatory enforcement to demand specific management procedures and environmental
protection as well as disincentives. For example, a failure to comply with particular
standards limits access to other government assistance programs.
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6 Atomistic Governance
A summary of Atomistic Governance is provided in the upper right quadrant ofTable

6.1. In sketch, existence is understood in physical terms that can be perceived through
the senses. In this understanding, temporal beings and objects evolve from nontemporal
finite sources (i.e., the Big Bang, Nature) (Griffin 2007). Individuality is characterized
by stable identities that are pre-social and independent of the group. Each person is
a psychophysical “universe of one.” Enlightenment thinking employs empiricist epis-
temology and consequential ethics—knowing and judging through observation. This
worldview fits naturalist belief systems that endow all beings with natural rights. In
this perspective political representation is possible because identity is fixed—one can
know one’s own and others’ interests and speak for them and against them in pluralist
competition. Thus, it fits the political theory of modern liberalism. Stressing compe-
tition and individual preferences, this perspective leads to the ideal of free-market
exchange within the social contract. The administrative theory that best fits this plu-
ralist approach to both governance and economics is New Public Service.

Table 6.1Governance ideal-types: Atomistic

Hierarchical Governance Atomistic Governance
Ontological assumptions

Language characteristics Psychosocial theory Epistemological concepts
Belief systems
Ethical concepts
Political theory
Economic theory
Administrative theory | Static state, transcendent source, singular expression
Discrete, hierarchical individuality
Rationalism
Monotheism
Deontological obligation
Classical conservative
liberalism
Welfare state
Orthodox administration | Static state, immanent source, plural expression
Discrete, nonhierarchical
Individuality
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Empiricism
Naturalism
Consequentialism
Modern liberalism
Market exchange
New Public Service |

Holographic Governance | Fragmented Governance |

Ontological assumptions

Language characteristics Psychosocial theory Epistemological concepts
Belief systems
Ethical concepts
Political theory
Economic theory
Administrative theory | Dynamic state, transcendent
source, singular expression
Gerundial, holistic
Particular individuality
Idealism
Pantheism
Moral imperative
Socialism
Collectively planned
economy
New Public Administration | Dynamic state, immanent source, plural expression
Gerundial, discrete Singular Individuality Epistemological anarchism Anti-

essentialism
Moral skepticism/relativism Individualist anarchism
Self-sufficiency and barter
New Public Management |

Ontological assumptions and associated language
Atomistic Governance assumes existence to be static in state, immanent in source,

and plural in expression. This means that the Many are material beings and static
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in terms of a consistent and substantive animating core. As shown in Figure 6.1, the
ontological position assumes that there is no source of being beyond oneself, as denoted
by “O/one.” Instead, each O/one is a unique and self-generated entity within a universe
of Many—all beings are immanent and independent.

Figure 6.1Many immanent sources of being (O/one).
This materialist ontology assumes an external reality to which we have direct access

through observation. Parmenides is considered the father of this Western philosophy
(Palmer 2008) and the positivist science of cause and effect that followed. However,
while the Atomistic type aligns with Parmenides’ argument that reality is static, it
departs from his ideas by insisting that being is plural rather than unitary in expression.
Materialism rejects unified metaphysical explanations of existence, deferring instead
to nature and its physical laws.
Ancient understandings of this materialist, determinist ontology come from the

Greek atomists Leuccipus and Democritus (Adams 1975). Both held that everything
is composed of atoms (similar to the modern understanding of molecules), which are
physically divisible but indestructible. Between atoms lies empty space. Therefore, all
phenomena can be understood as interactions among atoms—bodies acting on other
bodies. Aristotle continued this tradition in his natural philosophy, adding explana-
tions of motion through causation, place, and time. However, his assumption of a
metaphysical source moves him out of this ontological position.
While making amendments through mathematics and geometry, materialist ontol-

ogy is carried forward in mechanical philosophy in which physical laws determine the
motion of matter (Descartes 1980). This understanding of materialism imagines mat-
ter (or its state as energy) as the only thing that exists. Therefore, all phenomena
are simply the result of material interactions. Leibniz (1991) carried forward similar
atomistic ideas in his conception of monads as the elementary particles of being. Leib-
niz’s monads are eternal, indecomposable, individual, subject to their own laws, and
not interacting. It must be noted, however, that he assumed these monads existed
within universal unity (One). Although his conception of a predetermined harmony is
in seeming opposition to laws of cause and effect, the notion that this order is embed-
ded in internal instructions somewhat mirrors the laws governing subatomic particles
and other laws of nature and fits with the notion of ontological stasis.
Similar to the static terminology found in Hierarchical Governance, but adding these

atomistic assumptions, the language associated with positivist ontological concepts
uses the subject-object orientation in a binary manner. As Bohm (1980) explains, West-
ern languages follow a subject-verb-object structure that inherently divides—nouns are
privileged and constructed as discrete elements only connected through verbs. “This
is a pervasive structure, leading in the whole of life to a function of thought tending
to divide things into separate entities, such entities being conceived of as essentially
fixed and static in their nature” (29). This is the language of what James (1997) calls
“our normal waking consciousness, rational consciousness” (305).
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Rational consciousness discriminates, divides, compares, measures, and categorizes.
It enables us to create an abstract intellectual map of reality that is linear and se-
quential in nature, helping us to navigate in the material world. Associated concepts,
symbols, and language frame our thinking to match. As Hummel (1990) points out,
“modernity is an analytic world” (214); therefore, language concepts are discrete and
analytical, binary, and object-based. Specifically, Western science and language share
a “habitual way of seeing the world that is ingrained within our language and culture.
It has the tendency to label everything—to stop the world through nouns” (Parry 2004,
7). When we understand reality as atomistic in nature, we conceptualize objects with
clear and distinct boundaries that separate and divide in order to understand them.
In short, differentiation creates static and stable meaning.
Difference cannot be denied in our experience of physical being (Christ 2003). From

the Atomistic Governance perspective, one of the principal ways differentiation is ex-
plained is through binaries. Semiotics is an analytical technique for understanding how
binaries create meaning (Leach 1974). When objects are understood as separate and
discrete, concepts tend toward binaries because we describe what something is by ana-
lyzing what it is not. As Foucault (1972) notes, it is being in relation with other objects
that “enables [an object] to appear, to juxtapose itself with other objects, to situate
itself in relation to them, to define difference, and even perhaps its heterogeneity” (45).
For example, white can only be understood in relation to black.
The separation of discrete objects also engenders a linear understanding of cause

and effect that “concentrates on . . . goals” (Adler 1986, 38). For example, traditional
concepts of space and time in physics hold that “elementary particles act on one an-
other” (Bohm 1980, 47). Because objects do not change ontologically, but rather based
on their properties in cause and effect relationships, the universe can be described in
laws abstracted to the level of pure mathematical formalism.

Psychosocial theory
Atomistic Governance places the source of being in the natural world, of which

individual human beings are a part. Therefore, the human being is the Hobbesian (or
Lockean) individual in the state of nature (Stivers 2008), or the classical Cartesian
subject within whom the “I” resides and does not change (Farmer 2005b). As shown
inFigure 6.2, Individuality is unitary because it has a single linear, teleological life
narrative—a unified, cohesive identity that continues through time (Farmer 2005b,
Hummel 2008). However, as a pre-social being, such Individuality experiences a social
condition of independence. Love (2010a, 2012) calls this psychosocial condition atom-
istic individualism. To understand this socially independent expression of Individuality,
we will explain each psychosocial dimension—unitary identity and independent social
condition— and then consider its implications for the social bond.
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Individuality is understood as autonomous and self-reliant, where individuals are
personally responsible for their own fates, interacting only voluntarily. This description
corresponds with the social form of individualism in which competition establishes
social order (Douglas 1996). In this low grid (rules and laws), low-group (social identity)
ideal-type individuals have “few constraints and wide scope for forging and severing
network connections freely” (Caulkins 1999, 111). Because each person is a “universe
of one,” social bonds must be created through mechanisms like contracts or compacts.

Figure 6.2 Socially independent Individuality.
Specifically, Atomistic Governance draws from a Lockean interpretation of the social

contract in which groupings are neither natural nor permanent, but are voluntarily
entered into and dissolved in accordance with the needs and desires of the individuals
involved.
Men being, as has been said, by nature, all free, equal, and independent, no one can

be put out of this estate, and subjected to the political power of another, without his
own consent. The only way whereby any one divests himself of his natural liberty, and
puts on the bonds of civil society, is by agreeing with other men to join and unite into
a community, for their comfortable, safe and peaceable living one amongst another[.]
(Locke 1980, 52)
According to Follett (1998) the social contract became necessary to reunite atom-

ized individuals in any form of social action (162). Because Atomistic Governance is
inherently low-group (Douglas 1996), social groupings must be fabricated through vol-
untary action, but once agreement is reached Individuality is bound by the agreed
upon terms of the group (Fischer 2008).
The extraction of Individuality from the hierarchical social order may be traced

to Descartes (1980), whose separation of mind and body elevates the mind over all
physicality. This separation allows humans to manipulate the physical world toward
their own ends, no longer as Part of a predetermined cosmological chain of being.
However it was not until John Locke’s Human Understanding appeared in 1690 that
our current understanding of individuality emerged. Even then, the word was only
used adjectivally (“individual Man”) and not as a noun (Williams 1983, 163). While
the term individual was originally used as a noun in biology and logic, it was in Adam
Smith’s The Wealth of Nations (1776) that “a crucial shift in attitudes [could] be
clearly seen in uses of the word” (Williams 1983, 163). Dewey (1993) further explains
that it was during this American Revolutionary era that “ ‘individualism’ was born,
a theory which endowed singular persons in isolation from any associations, except
those which they deliberately formed for their own ends, with native or natural rights”
(175). Indeed, Farmer (2005b) describes this subject as a “self-contained, selfmastering
individual” for whom “stability and reliability exude” (43).
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Epistemological concepts
In Atomistic Governance, scientific objectivity and supposedly neutral facts reign

over all other ideas. This materialistic view “holds that there is only nonexperiencing
matter” (Mesle 2008, 94). Its epistemology assumes that basic foundational truths can
only be known a posteriori, or after the fact. External justification is necessary through
systematic observation of the natural world, i.e., evidence. Empirical proof is the only
reliable source of information for understanding the nature of reality (Comte 2009).
Thus, the epistemological perspective is logical positivism (Ayer 1959) or empiricism
(Hempel 1959). Carnap (1959) describes this approach as “the logical analysis of the
statements and concepts of empirical science” (133). Logical and empirical positivism
reject any form of transcendent metaphysics, appealing instead only to that which
can be verified or falsified through empirical means (Ayer 1952) using the “verification
principle” or “criterion of verifiability” (Ferre 1998, 180).
While nature is static and thus knowable, there is a critical distinction from the rea-

soned rationalism of Hierarchical Governance. In addition to superior reason, careful
empirical observation is required to fully understand it. This position can be described
as the disengaged reason of Enlightenment thinking that undergirds positivist science
(White 1990). This privileging of scientific knowledge derives from Aristotle’s episte-
mological discussions (Shields 2013). Specifically, while logic in the form of syllogistic
deduction is correct, the originating assumptions need to be based on empirical ob-
servation, or episteme. Only this approach can produce mind-independent, objective
knowledge. Further, because individuals will have access to different empirical obser-
vations but can never have access to all empirical data, they should collectively pool
information for verification and triangulation of observations (Hayek 1973). In this
way, society can build knowledge from which to make sound judgments and decisions
for action.
This positivist empiricist epistemology undergirds instrumental rationality— what

Kooiman (2001, 2003) refers to as an “agential ontology.” Similarly, Ayn Rand’s ob-
jectivism links rationality to autonomy (Peikoff 1991, Rand 1964). Critical theorist
Jurgen Habermas divides such purposive rationality into instrumental and strategic
forms (Erikson and Weigard 2003). Like Weber’s Zweckrational, instrumental ratio-
nality pursues utilitarian ends in the most technically efficient manner, seeking to
maximize benefit while minimizing cost.

Belief systems
Atomistic Governance supports belief systems grounded in natural laws that guide

all beings (the Many). Naturalism denies any form of noumena and asserts a material
world made up of many individual phenomena, as assumed by science. However, adding
the psychosocial ideals of the Enlightenment, a secular humanist perspective on the
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natural order may be a more fitting system of belief than simply science. Humanism
emphasizes the value and agency of human beings but prefers individual thought and
evidence over faith-based rationales for beliefs. This anthropocentric perspective aligns
with the emphasis on individual agency and competition in the survival-of-the-fittest
context assumed by science. Thus, a belief in human superiority arises because human
beings are seen as more perfect manifestations of Nature due to their ability to use
reason.
Secular humanism emerged in the early 20th century as a rejection of theistic moral-

ity and revealed knowledge (Davies 1997). The movement affirms the dignity and worth
of all human beings and posits that they are capable of being ethical and moral based
on personal reasoning and ethical choice. Auguste Comte (1883) figured prominently
in the establishment of humanism through his efforts to establish a religion of hu-
manity that would support progress from the theological phase of human history to
a metaphysical period that would eventually give way to a fully rational, positivist
science.

Ethical concepts
Atomistic Governance moves the constitutive good from a metaphysical, predeter-

mined end to one that is discovered through actual experience (Taylor 1989). Human
beings naturally pursue Good by virtue of what is rationally deemed desirable. Good is
immanent in the material world and can be ascertained only through objective analysis.
Right action is therefore determined retrospectively based on the goodness of exter-
nally validated consequences. Authority is delegated to the individual to determine
Good as well as how to pursue it. For example, Ayn Rand’s ethical objectivism em-
ploys empirical rationality, autonomy, and individual rights in the pursuit of desired
ends (Peikoff 1991, Rand 1964). Niebuhr (1963) refers to the individual in this ethical
position as “manthe-maker” for whom “right is to be defined by reference to the good;
rules are utilitarian in character; they are a means to ends” (55).
The metaphor of maker has been used since Aristotle’s Physics and Nichomachean

Ethics to depict such agency; Man makes himself and causes things to happen toward
a desired end (Shields 2013). The image of maker is one that has been “refined and
criticized in the course of its long use, by idealists and utilitarians, hedonists and self-
realizationists. But it remains the dominant image” (Niebuhr 1963, 49). Man-the-maker
is a self that “understands itself as existing primarily in relation to ideas and ideals. It
defines itself as rational, living in the symbiosis of reason with its objects, be they . .
. scientific theories, or common-sense facts” (55).1 This self is an agent in the sense of
“a being in charge of his conduct” (48), an empowered, teleological being “who, acting
for an end, gives shape to things” (49).

1 Here Niebuhr also includes Platonic ideas and Aristotelian entelechies which do not fit Atomistic
Governance.
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Thomas Aquinas follows this line of agential thinking to assist in the movement from
a worldview based on deontological principles to one that accommodates the teleology
of Enlightenment thinking. In short, Man is a master of his own acts by the use of rea-
son and will and is unique in this capacity (MacIntyre 1988).2 Teleology focuses purely
on consequentialism, such as act utilitarianism (economic or preference maximization)
(Bentham 1988, Mill 1999, Weimer and Vining 1999), ethical egoism (Sidgewick 1884),
or objectivist ethics based on self-interest (Rand 1964). Simply put, human beings
pursue that which is in their self-interest (Buchanan 1966). It is founded on the util-
itarian pursuit of efficiency, assuming rational actors in the model of economic man
(Jenkins-Smith 1990, MacRae and Wilde 1979).
These perspectives assume that because Good is naturally desirable, individuals in

pursuit of their own self-interest will produce Good for all. In Nichomachean Ethics
Aristotle (2000) defines Good by explaining that: (1) the highest good is desirable
for itself, (2) it is not desirable for the sake of some other good, and (3) all other
goods are desirable insofar as they help to achieve the highest good. For example, if
human flourishing is the ultimate good, health, wealth, and happiness are pursued as
contributors to that highest good. Thus, individual interest and the public interest are
one and the same. The utilitarian principle “requires that social welfare be maximized”
(Paris and Reynolds 1983, 157), thereby accommodating the highest Good.
In this ethical context, Right action is determined based on the ability to achieve

the common good, the public good, or the public interest, often defined as well-being
(Kagan 1998). So, the first problem is to determine “what are the criteria?” (Appleby
1945, 48). Differing political philosophies influence the values one pursues (Simon et
al. 1974). Deliberation is a rational act in which individuals reach agreement without
forfeiting their autonomy—what Habermas refers to as communicative ethics (Erikson
and Weigard 2003). In his ideal speech situation consensual value decisions are made
based on the best argument (Habermas and Cooke 1998).
Drawing from these principles, humanism is described as a democratic and ethical

life stance (Institute for Humanist Studies 2013). As indicated by Comte’s (1883)
definition of “altruism,” humanists embrace the notion of an ethical purpose to pursue
fulfillment, well-being, and justice for all individuals and humankind, supported by
knowledge produced through reason, evidence, critical thinking, and an open exchange
of ideas.
The theory of utilitarianism is perfected in modern liberalism, arguing that utility

applies equally to non-economic “pleasures” such as liberty and justice, and ensuring
that normative concerns can be addressed alongside more materialistic benefits (Mill
2000, 167). Utilitarianism suggests that the lack of predetermined substantive values
forces us to rely on the lowest common denominator of rights-based procedure (Zanetti
2004). This procedure is known as competitive pluralism (Kooiman 2001, 2003)—each
citizen has a right to participate in the competition of interests either directly or

2 Here Aquinas differs on the point of his comparison of human beings to angels and God.
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through representatives. Good is determined by competitively chosen values that are
interpreted through technically rational processes. According to Weber (1994d), the
most rational approach (Zweckrational) is based on a technical utilitarian calculus of
discrete individual ends. The end, the means, and the secondary results are all taken
into account and weighed as costs and benefits in a teleological fashion.
In sum, Atomistic Governance idealizes the ethic that Adam Smith (2000b) ad-

vocates in The Wealth of Nations (1776); self-interest promotes the common good
“more effectually than when [man] really intends to promote it” (151). These assump-
tions undergird a teleological ethic (Brady 2003) designed to facilitate the pursuit of
self-interest (Schultz 2004). Writ large, the public interest is Good as decided among
aggregations of individuals who determine the social order. In this polity-based ethic,
values are drawn from pluralist competition to determine Good (Huddleston 1981).
Once established, individuals are responsible for producing desirable outcomes. To as-
sess responsibility both technical and ethical values must be translated into operational
criteria (Gulick 1937b).

Political theory
Modern liberalism is by far the dominant ideology in most Western nations (Clark

1998). Indeed, Simon et al. (1974) argue that its atomistic individualism is a founding
characteristic of the American psyche and resulting forms of government. This form
of liberalism has been prevalent since the seventeenth century and is based on the
Enlightenment’s science and technology and the rationalized, centralized administra-
tive nation-state (Wolin 1981). These ideas were developed by John Locke (1632-1704),
David Hume (1711-1776), and Adam Smith (1723-1790) (Solomon 2000) and extended
by Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832), John Stuart Mill (1806-1873), John Maynard Keynes
(1883-1946), and John Rawls (1921-2002) (Clark 1998). In rebelling against practices
associated with Hierarchical Governance, “The easiest way out was to go back to the
naked individual, to sweep away all associations as foreign to his nature and rights
save as they proceeded from his own voluntary choice, and guaranteed his own private
ends” (Dewey 1993, 175).
While the Hobbesian (2000) potential for chaotic and fierce self-interest is not en-

tirely rejected, the modern liberal view follows John Locke (1980) in a belief that
self-interest is generally rational (White 1990). Individuals are willing to moderate
their self-interest and autonomy in order to garner the protection of their own rights
and to participate in the benefits of collective life and progress. Therefore, individuals
will voluntarily enter into a social contract that ensures order and security so long as it
remains minimally restrictive. “From these tenets, it was a short step to the conclusion
that the sole end of government was the protection of individuals in the rights which
were theirs by nature” (Dewey 1993, 175). Thus, the modern liberal ideas of social con-
tract theory, utilitarianism, and pluralist choice are rewoven in a manner consistent
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with democracy’s demands for liberty and equality, leaving the coercive authority of
conservativism behind.
Political authority is considered a necessary evil to ensure progress, but coercive

action on the Part of the collective must be minimized. As argued by James Madison,
If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to govern men,

neither external nor internal controls on government would be necessary. In framing
a government which is to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies
in this: you must first enable the government to control the governed; and in the next
place oblige it to control itself.
(Rossiter 1999, 322)
The goal of politics is to minimize constraints on one’s individual freedom to pursue

happiness while maximizing one’s right to do so. Here, the emphasis is on negative lib-
erty, wherein an individual’s actions must not to be coerced by interference or restraint
imposed by others (Berlin 2013, Hayek 1978). The social contract is forged around sev-
eral core liberal notions: individualism, freedom from government coercion, equality of
political rights, the protection of property rights, and self-interested rationality.
The pluralist approach to the social contract requires only a “minimal set of individu-

alistic values, procedures, or legal frameworks” (Howe 2006, 435). Pluralist competition
is the method through which the public interest—Good—is determined. Within this
institutional structure, individuals compete to determine and produce the collective
good. From this perspective, to ensure liberty and sufficient levels of equality, the gov-
ernment can use interventions like taxation, subsidization, and regulation minimally
to: (1) protect rights and enable the pursuit of the public interest, (2) address mar-
ket failures to maximize material progress, and (3) provide public goods that are not
produced by the market.
Thus, the structure of authority in the political realm is determined through plu-

ralist competition as opposed to hierarchy. However, the strength of this competition
is assumed to be relatively moderate or agonistic because of a stable social contract
and the value placed on political equality. Furthermore, because Individuality is static
in nature, people can know their own interests and express them through preferences
that can then be represented by either elected officials or by interest groups. Repre-
sentatives can be legitimately chosen based on similarity of beliefs and the right to
represent is won through competition and majority rule. Once the competition results
in a ruling vote, the majority choice becomes the public will, which remains static until
challenged or opened for reconsideration.
Pluralist competition of ideas is also beneficial because it allows for incremental

change due to evidence derived from ongoing empirical analysis. Box (1998) describes
pluralism working well when citizens are sufficiently active in the policy making process.
This requires that they have: time to participate, access to the information needed, and
a consensus based on multiple views, agenda setting, framing, alternatives, decisions
from discussions, just outcomes, and fair procedures. Mouffe (2000) also argues that
pluralism works best when conceived as agonism, in which individuals with differing
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interests interact in the public sphere as adversaries, rather than as enemies. Agonism
accepts the ineradicable nature of differences in values as not only inevitable but
beneficial, even necessary for the existence of democracy, provided all engaged accept
a “shared adhesion to ethico-political principles of liberal democracy” (102).
This perspective elevates the individual, the importance of equal opportunity and

property rights, and rational choice. Within classical liberalism (White 1990), such
individualism asserts that each person is sovereign by natural right and autonomous
in their thoughts, preferences, opinions, and choices. Naturally self-interested individ-
uals compete in an effort to maximize their own benefits while minimizing their own
costs. No predetermined resolution is offered for the resulting conflicts between inter-
ests such as human rights and property rights, freedom and equality, or individual
and community. Instead, these tensions are acknowledged as inherent features of the
human condition that get balanced out through an ongoing pluralist exchange. These
assumptions lead to a “ ‘political economy’ [that] conceives of order in human asso-
ciated life as a result of the free interplay of its members’ interests” (Ramos 1981,
31). Thus, the public sphere is a place “where bargaining between individuals, each
with their own preferences, is conducted” (MacIntyre 1988, 338). Rational decision
making, cost-benefit analysis, and public choice frame “virtually every sphere of public
activity” (Wolin 1981, 28). Kooiman (2001, 2003) refers to this approach as market
governance, which is based on an agential ontology and positivist epistemology that
leads to competitive pluralism.
In sum, because individuals have stable identities, representatives can be legiti-

mately chosen based on similarity of beliefs or policy preferences. When individuals
come together to form groups, organizations, or societies through pluralist, competitive
processes, the ties that bind them are dissolvable. In this political form, representa-
tion is won and the public interest (Good) is determined through competition among
sovereign individuals and majority rule. Modern liberalism seeks to allow individuals
the greatest independence from societal infringement (negative liberty). However, lib-
erty is moderated by the social contract because of the countervailing value of equality.

Economic theory
In Atomistic Governance economic transactions are largely internally regulated

within capitalist markets (Wolin 1981). Rather than having an external authority de-
termine economic outcomes, the market is allowed to determine the most efficient
outcomes through economic transactions and competition in a manner similar to polit-
ical pluralism. This is described as market exchange (Davis 2003), where mechanisms
of supply and demand are ideally in equilibrium, but are moderated by minimal govern-
ment intervention. Internal regulation is best illustrated by Smith’s (2000b) metaphor
of the invisible hand of competition: producers and consumers engage in ongoing free-
market exchange that results in incremental adjustments that consistently lead to a
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static equilibrium that provides maximum utility for all. Through these natural forces,
social progress and the wealth of nations are made.
Therefore, coercive interventions from government are unnecessary and the market

needs no support from government to succeed in its agenda—all property is privately
owned and the government exists only to protect individuals from coercion by others
(Commanger 1950, Rand 1966, Ricardo 1911, von Mises 1998). Yet because of market
failures, modern liberalism admits that some government intervention is warranted to
provide public goods that the market will not generate and to regulate some market
processes (Mill 1909, Weimer and Vining 1999), effectively balancing individual and
social goals. In other words, when autonomous transactions fail to produce the common
good, the state must step in to moderate, guide, or control outcomes, mitigating greed
and quelling conflict. Therefore, as with political authority, the strength of this internal
market regulation is moderate.
Market exchange is grounded in the assumption of pre-social individuals that pop-

ulate the world of “all-against-all” (Hobbes 2000) in competition for scarce resources,
albeit moderated by Locke’s (1980) rational utilitarian human nature (i.e., homo eco-
nomicus or the rational actor). From this perspective, an individual is both “exogenous
to the process” and left fundamentally unaltered by exchanges within the marketplace
(Davis 2003, 11). Atomistic individuals are guided by a sense of self-interest “connot-
ing economic advantage” (Follett 2013b, 35). They compete within the economy in
an effort to maximize their own benefits while minimizing their own costs, with little
or no regard for the implications for others—the definition of individual self-interest.
Indeed, selfinterest is typically monetized in some fashion to equate desires with some
type of material advantage. Thus, George (1929) notes that in the prevailing politi-
cal economy, progress is measured primarily in terms of material advancement and
accumulation.
This interpretation of interest allows the notion of limited material resources to enter

into the equation, imagining now a static, albeit plentiful supply of resources available
to fulfill individual interests of all types. This idea of the selfinterested individual in
competition with others for scarce resources and benefits is the basic assumption in the
economics of market exchange. The assumption of scarcity necessitates, perpetuates,
and increases the competitive spirit because competition among individual interests
must be a zero-sum game—what one party wins another party loses. Yet it is this ethic
of competition that spurs progress and builds wealth.

Administrative theory
Within the modern liberal approach to pluralist politics, administrators are given

discretion only sufficient to ensure citizens’ maximum negative liberty. Administrators
are actors within the political milieu, engaged in the pluralist competition of policy for-
mation in the public sphere (Rosenbloom 2009, Spicer 2010). However, as participants
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in the social contract, administrators are obliged to enact the policies that emerge
from that pluralist process. Thus, the strength of authority for administrators in the
Atomistic Governance ideal-type is relatively moderate. This perspective calls for ad-
ministrators to provide both expertise to and facilitation of the pluralist competition
among public values and ideas, while maintaining a commitment to uphold the public
interest that results from that pluralist process.
As in political theory, it is widely accepted that economic theory and its assump-

tions about human nature are prevalent underpinnings of contemporary administra-
tive theory. In Atomistic Governance, pluralist competition characterizes both politics
and economics. Lockean assumptions of rational human nature and utilitarian logic
undergird the pluralist political thought and market theories that weave themselves
throughout all types of organizational theory (Ramos 1981) that we associate with this
approach. This utilitarian philosophy has been described as a bureaucratic, as opposed
to a democratic ethos (Denhardt 1989, Pugh 1991). However, pluralistic competition
is not firmly one or the other. We argue that the ideals of Atomistic Governance
align most closely with New Public Service, which amends other schools of administra-
tive theory with postmodern, pragmatist, and critical theory (Denhardt and Denhardt
2007). While Stout (2013) associates the New Public Service with more collaborative
approaches to public administration, she notes that it is a stretch because of the con-
tinued empowerment of experts in facilitating pluralist deliberation.
Scholars aligning with New Public Service carry forward an expert role for admin-

istrators in pursuit of the public good, but they augment this expertise with direct
citizen engagement in deliberation, thereby lessening the authority granted to both
elected representatives (Orthodox Administration) and discretionary administrators
(New Public Administration and New Public Management). While the role of facil-
itator becomes critical, other forms of expertise remain an “on tap” as opposed to
“on top” position. Through this more egalitarian, participatory, pragmatic approach, a
synthesis of technical and valueoriented concerns is sought within the pluralist process
among elected representatives, administrators, and citizens. In short, administrators
are legitimately engaged in all aspects of policy making short of actual partisan politics
(Overeem 2005).
This political approach to public administration (Rosenbloom 2009) is rooted in

the New Deal and World War II era. It seeks to empower administrators in political
processes by valuing representativeness, responsiveness, and accountability to elected
officials and citizens through transparency and direct participation. Therefore, the
organizational structure accommodates decentralized pluralism whereby group identi-
ties are formed by aggregating interests. Similarly, Stillman (1996) links this approach
to James Madison, who viewed public administration as Part of the political system
(legislative, executive, and judicial branches). Madison believed in maximizing and bal-
ancing interest group demands and using government to control the evils of faction.
Therefore, administrators should be responsive to the changing balance among com-
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peting interests while acting as a vertical check and balance on the three branches of
government.
From any of these perspectives, the social roles of politicians and administrators

are not eliminated, nor are the functions of policy making. Therefore, it might be
more accurate to view administrative theory in Atomistic Governance as a shifting
of the line of demarcation between politics and administration, which places slightly
increased political authority in the hands of administrators and broadens their scope
of action in pluralist competition. One argument for such administrative discretion—
administrative representation—mirrors the political notion of demographic representa-
tion (Kelly 1998, Kingsley 1944, Krislov 1974, Long 1954, Redford 1969, Rosenbloom
1983). In this theory, administrators are more likely to be demographically like the
citizens they serve than elected officials and are thereby more representative. Alter-
natively, administrators who are more in touch with citizens on a daily basis can
better advocate on behalf of specific interests (Mosher 1968). This is possible through
a principalagent relationship between administrators and the citizens they serve (Kass
1990).
Atomistic Governance thereby fits an administrative role Stout (2013) calls the

Steward. In the political process, administrative Stewards are responsive to the af-
fected citizenry by acting as facilitators of deliberation and stewards of the public
trust (Roberts 2004). An ethic of stewardship takes the form of a principal-agent re-
lationship between administrators and the citizens they serve (Kass 1990). Yet, with
appropriate humility, the Steward does not hold ultimate authority. In fact, “stewards
who forget their place and begin to assume that they are autonomous, or are at liberty
to do as they please with ‘the servants,’ will be severely punished” (Hall 1990, 35).
Putting these ideas together, “tomorrow’s public administrators will be facilitators,
educators, and coparticipants, rather than deference-demanding experts or indepen-
dently responsible decision makers” (Adams et al. 1990, 235-236). This role requires
what has been called a “technology of administrative politics” (White 1971, 80). This
know-how includes specific techniques and skills in interpersonal relations, political
assessment, and problem-solving appropriate to the pluralist political process. Such
administrative Stewards view citizens either as voters in a representative system or
as interest group advocates (Roberts 2004). Similarly, Stewards function as “helpers”
who facilitate “active citizens” who seek to influence public sector decision making, or
“watchdog citizens” who seek to advocate for their own interests (Box 1998, 73).

Summary and illustration
In sum, Atomistic Governance brings the source of being into the natural world, in

which discrete human beings exist prior to, and potentially outside of, society. A com-
bination of natural law and atomistic individualism prefigures empiricist epistemology
and humanist belief systems. Within the social contract, both the responsibility for
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Good and the teleological agency of “man-the-maker” guide the pluralist competition
of modern liberalism. These principles lead to moderate regulation of the market, in
which individual preferences guide free-market exchange. The administrative theory
that best fits this pluralist approach to both governance and economics is New Public
Service because it ideally engages all actors equally in pluralistic policy making and
implementation.
This governance approach fosters public encounters (Bartels 2013) that are ordered

through pluralist competition at any level of analysis and in all social groupings. Public
officials “play an important role in governance by balancing community values, legal
and organizational constraints, and a variety of other factors in a manner that can
be legitimized relative to a particular situation” (Denhardt and Crothers 1998, 151).
In so doing, public officials transact business “with customers and clients in service
delivery” (Bartels 2013, 472). Both public officials and citizens take a strategic stance
toward getting what they want, with encounters being characterized by bargaining,
debate, and compromise. Therefore, these encounters privilege “the ability to articulate
logical, rational, and reasonable arguments” (477). Individuals set themselves against
one another in order to win through persuasion. Through these negotiations, more
innovative and cost-effective actions lead to the highest degree of satisfaction possible
for all.
Using agricultural policy as an illustration, we would expect to see an understand-

ing of the natural world, in which human actors choose and enact roles based on
self-interest, as competitively ordered. Policy would be made through pluralist compe-
tition in which political leaders respond to advocacy and lobbying from special interest
groups. Guided by utilitarian ideas of how best to produce the good, production goals
would be aimed at maximizing yields and minimizing waste. Agricultural goods would
be sold through moderately regulated market mechanisms, with minimal government
welfare programs for redistribution. Administration would be facilitated by empowered
and expert government agents.
Returning to the story of the USDA’s drought response efforts, to increase the adop-

tion of soil and water conservation practices, legislation was passed in 1937 to enable
states to form Conservation Districts, which would be governed by locally elected or ap-
pointed board members (Helms 1992). Following the standard law, district formation
would be put to the voters through referendum.
If passed, the district board members would be elected and they would sign an

agreement with USDA to implement federal policy by tailoring it to local conditions.
The districts would then, in turn, enter into conservation agreements with landown-
ers. These changes were meant to increase local political control over administrative
rulemaking and implementation.
While earlier laws were enacted to prevent “anticompetitive” behavior, such as the

Packers and Stockyards Act of 1921, which prevented the manipulation of meat and
dairy markets, subsequent efforts to deregulate markets have eroded these controls
and have led to a consolidation of agricultural production (Wilde 2013). Today, elected
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officials continue to set policy but “corporations . . . may be more important in shap-
ing food systems than governments” (Lang and Heasman 2015, 2). This approach is
reflected in the concept of “agribusiness” in which “food production would be market-
driven rather than government supported or directed” (Gottlieb and Joshi 2010, 82).
Such shifts can be seen in the Federal Agriculture Improvement and Reform Act of
1996 (PL 104-127), or Freedom to Farm Act, which began reducing or phasing out
many traditional price supports and subsidies.
Government regulation of production, pricing, and subsidies are now largely guided

by pluralist politics. Competing agricultural interests such as farmers, distributors, and
social service providers lobby to influence governmental policies such as price supports,
tariffs, regulatory requirements, and international free trade agreements (Wilde 2013).
Within this approach there is a move toward market mechanisms such as crop insurance
programs and marketing assistance loans to farmers where loan repayment plans are
based on expected equilibrium prices for specified crops. The terms of these policies
are left to pluralist politics, resulting in expanding agricultural interest group lobbying
efforts. For instance, in 2015 US agribusiness spent a combined $132.3 million on
lobbying (Center for Responsive Politics 2016).
These efforts have resulted in an emphasis on global market structures in which

large corporations dominate food policy and production mechanisms while the role of
the state is to “balance of public and private sector” (Lang and Heasman 2015, 282).
Decentralizing authority and leaving food policy to competitive market mechanisms
has transformed agricultural production. In the US in 2010, 70 percent of the net
agricultural value added to the US economy was produced by farms classified as very
large family farms or corporate farms, with only 18 percent produced by small family
farms (Wilde 2013). Likewise, the heavy reliance on contract exchange means that most
family-owned farms produce under contract with corporations in which production
decisions are heavily dictated.
As illustrated here, in an Atomistic Governance approach, market mechanisms are

the preferred means for determining production type, quantity, and processes, as well as
distribution to consumers. The means of production are privately held and controlled,
and to the extent that government is involved in regulating the agricultural sector and
providing incentives for production, these decisions are influenced by pluralist politics
driven by special interest groups.
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7. Holographic Governance
A summary of Holographic Governance is provided in the lower left quadrant

ofTable 7.1. In sketch, all of creation is encompassed within and perfectly reflects the
transcendent source of existence. As a Part of the whole, Particular individuality is
characterized by a decentered identity that is socially embedded. The assumption that
the divine is both internal and external to self leads to epistemological idealism. These
assumptions can be seen in pantheistic religions in which all beings are considered
parts of the divine being. Action is guided by an

Table 7.1Governance ideal-types: Holographic

Hierarchical Governance Atomistic Governance
Ontological assumptions

Language characteristics
Psychosocial theory
Epistemological concepts
Belief systems
Ethical concepts
Political theory
Economic theory
Administrative theory | Static state, transcendent source, singular expression
Discrete, hierarchical individuality
Rationalism
Monotheism
Deontological obligation
Classical conservative
liberalism
Welfare state
Orthodox administration | Static state, immanent source, plural expression
Discrete, nonhierarchical
Individuality
Empiricism
Naturalism
Consequentialism
Modern liberalism
Market exchange
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New Public Service |

Holographic Governance | Fragmented Governance |

Ontological assumptions

Language characteristics
Psychosocial theory
Epistemological concepts
Belief systems
Ethical concepts
Political theory
Economic theory
Administrative theory | Dynamic state, transcendent
source, singular expression
Gerundial, holistic
Particular individuality
Idealism
Pantheism
Moral imperative
Socialism
Collectively planned
economy
New Public Administration | Dynamic state, immanent source, plural expression
Gerundial, discrete Singular Individuality Epistemological anarchism Anti-

essentialism
Moral skepticism/relativism Individualist anarchism
Self-sufficiency and barter
New Public Management |

ethical moral imperative; both Truth and Right can be found through careful in-
trospection. Representation is possible because individuals are interchangeable expres-
sions of the whole. This worldview lends itself to the ideal of socialism and its collec-
tively planned economy. Because these empowered citizen planners seek to ensure both
social and economic outcomes, it is best aligned with New Public Administration.
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Ontological assumptions and associated language
In Holographic Governance, the source of being is transcendent and expresses itself

through what are perceived as many immanent beings and things but are in reality
only components of the singular whole. As shown inFigure 7.1, the transcendent source
of existence (One) contains all that could become, contains all that is becoming (one),
and is within all that exists (One). This Absolute encompasses all that is, permeates
all that is, and yet transcends all that is. With an ontological unity of both divine and
mundane elements in the universe, there is no actual differentiation among apparently
individual parts, similar to the Hindu understanding of Brahman or the Buddhist
understanding of Tao Te Ching (Brodd 2003). Furthermore, existence is dynamic in
nature, with all of

Figure 7.1Transcendent source (One) of becoming (one).
creation changing along with the transcendent source. This flux stems from “an

infinite, indivisible reality in which the transient data of the world cohere . . . the
Godhead” (Easwaran 2007, 24).
It is this complete absorption of both all potentiality and all that exists that gives

rise to the label “ontology of abundance” in contemporary philosophy and political
theory (T0nder and Thomassen 2005a). While theories included under this banner are
by no means homogeneous and many pertain to aspects of Integrative Governance,
some describe a totalizing substantive universalism in which the individual loses all
distinction, identity, and autonomy. For example, some theorists draw from Hegel’s
(1977) unity of Identity, which is inclusive of all, eliminating all difference (Widder
2005). In this view, the core of each being is completely filled with the Absolute.
The seventeenth-century philosopher, Leibniz (1991), described the universal One,

or the Pythagorean monad, as an absolute, all-knowing God that created the best
universe out of infinite possibilities. This entire universe, including past, present, and
future, can be seen in the essence of any individual substance within that universe, if
only by God. As the American Transcendentalist poet, William Blake (2008) puts it, if
we could see the world as God does, we would see the world in a grain of sand. Taking
away Liebniz’s assumption that all beings and things are also monads, each substance
is an image of God. If people were able to apprehend the nature of existence,
We would understand that our own being, like all other discrete beings, is simply

an aspect of a single reality (the ultimately formless Godhead). We would see that we
are all facets of one diamond, different reflections of one Source.
(Bourne 2008, 136, emphasis added)
It is from this type of explanation that we draw the label Holographic Governance.

In a hologram, the whole image can be constructed from any Part of the recording
medium. This metaphor is used in quantum physics to describe the principle of holism
(Bohm 1980). More specifically, string theory suggests that the entire universe can
be explained by the information inscribed on the surface of its boundary (Susskind
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1995). Because the whole is reflected in each part, the parts are interchangeable and
not particularly important as discrete entities.
This holism is particularly evident in Hinduism’s advaitavada (non-dualist interpre-

tation). Deutsch (1969) notes that “the central concern of the Advaita Vedanta is to
establish the oneness of Reality” (47). This oneness is manifest as Brahman,1 the tran-
scendent and immanent reality of the one godhead or supreme cosmic spirit. Brahman
is “the ultimate reality. It is ubiquitous, formless, and essentially indescribable” (Watan-
abe 2009, 100)—the infinite, absolute, ultimate essence of material phenomenon. The
non-dualism uniting all of creation within the godhead further asserts that all seem-
ing binaries (e.g., being and non-being, life and death, good and evil) “are viewed as
manifestations of the Absolute which is immanent in the universe and yet transcends
it” (Sharma 1996, 1-2). In short, God is the universe and everything within it, but is
not bound by its physical laws or linear time (Griffin 2007).
This form of mysticism denies the experience of separation in physical reality and

views time as an illusion. This is not a claim that there is no physical world, but
that when we see the world as somehow outside ourselves, we are falling prey to an
optical illusion—we see only the diversity of the superficial physical world and miss
the underlying unity of reality below the surface (Easwaran 2007). If we see with our
minds rather than our senses, we see that “Brahman is real, the world is a dream”
(Siddheswarananda 1998, 49). In Hindu mysticism this “cosmic illusion” (Yogananda
1993, 47), or maya, is a “veil” that hides reality (137). It is maya that “creates a sense
of differentiation in us” and creates in us an attachment to the physical world rather
than a recognition of our oneness with Brahman (Pandit 2005, 158).
The holistic nature of spirit and matter is found in other forms of Eastern mysti-

cism as well. While there are several characteristics within its symbolism that better
fit Integrative Governance, the symbol T’ai-chi T’u or the Diagram of the Supreme
Ultimate places generic opposites within a whole (seeFigure7.2). The combined con-
cepts of yin and yang represent all expressions of becoming, such as receptive/active,
dark/light, matter/energy, body/spirit, yielding/firm, female/male, intuition/reason,
and so forth. Rather than being understood as separate and hierarchical, unity “recon-
ciles all opposites, and fulfills all man’s highest intuitions of reality” (Underhill 1920,
21).
This symbol also illustrates the ontological dynamism perceived in the Holographic

perspective. Yin and yang are in a dynamic state of rotational symmetry, representing
the ceaseless motion of cyclic patterns of coming and going, expanding and contracting;
this movement is represented by the curved line separating yin and yang. The paired
concepts are engaged in a constant process

Figure 7.2T’ai-chi T’u symbol (yin/yang).
1 It is important to separate the central idea of Brahman from the traditional caste system of

Hinduism. The bhakti tradition in Hinduism, wherein the traditional caste system is rejected, fits
more closely with Holographic Governance at the psychosocial level than the older caste-centric Vedic
tradition. However, the belief in Brahman is present in both traditions.
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of transformation, in which balance and harmony within the whole are sought
(Capra 1999).
Noting the expanding influence of Eastern mysticism in the West, psychologist

Edmund Bourne (2008) provides a summary of dominant themes in what he describes
as a “new worldview” (2) that shares some ideals with Integrative Governance. The
primary differentiating feature pertinent to Holographic Governance, however, is the
assumption of transcendence, which retains the notion of a source of existence beyond
materiality that is somehow distinct while also being the ultimate manifestation of
all that exists. Thus, while existence is multidimensional, its dimensions are wholly
connected via consciousness; “Though we appear to exist in separate bodies, our minds,
at the deepest level, are joined in a collective consciousness. At the level of our deepest
soul, we are all one” (Bourne 2008, 2).
The metaphors used to describe this ontological status are organic as opposed to

mechanistic, holistic and systemic as opposed to distinctly functionalist. The Part may
play a changing role within the whole rather than being dedicated to one specific posi-
tion. This is expressed well by the contemporary understanding of the pluripotentiality
of cells within living organisms, in which individual cells contain the potential to be-
come any type of cell or tissue within the body (Sidhu et al. 2012). Beneath their
apparent roles within the system, the differentiated parts are all the same.

Psychosocial theory
Carrying these ontological assumptions into considerations of human beings, Holo-

graphic Governance assumes a Particular individuality that is universal within the
whole. Within this perspective each individual is fundamentally the same and appar-
ent difference is merely an illusion (Yogananda 1993). This concept can be found in
Hegel’s (1977) unity of identity that is inclusive of all, eliminating all difference (Wid-
der 2005). In this view, the core of each being is completely filled with the Absolute:
“first, as belonging to the unity whose existence is still only implicit, they are not let
go by it but are rather borne by it as their substrate and are filled by it alone” (Hegel
2010, 334, section 21.382). This “allows the principle of subjectivity to attain fulfill-
ment in the self-sufficient extreme of personal particularity, while at the same time
bringing it back to substantial unity and so preserving this unity in the principle of
subjectivity itself” (Hegel 1991, 282). Critiques of ontologies of abundance target this
understanding of particularity because there is no room for differentiated identities
(T0nder and Thomassen 2005b).
As shown inFigure 7.3, this Particular individuality is strongly embedded in an

all-encompassing social condition and has a decentered identity because ontologically
each Part is a mirror reflection of the whole; there is no individual self, only a group-
self. To understand this expression of individuality, we will explain each psychosocial
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dimension, including both decentered identity and embedded social condition, and then
consider their implications for the social bond.

Figure 7.3Socially embedded Particular individuality.
Particular individuality does not lend itself to any familiar Western notion of in-

dividualism, except for what we find in science fiction and fantasy. A good example
would be the Borg Collective of Star Trek (Frakes 1996) in its original conception, in
which there was no queen. Perhaps the closest idea would be the collective unconscious
devised by psychologist Carl Jung (1969); a sort of genetic repository that organizes
personal experiences in a similar way within every human being. In other words, it is an
ordering structure of human consciousness common to all. “It consists of pre-existent
forms, the archetypes, which can only become conscious secondarily and which give def-
inite form to certain psychic contents” (43). As an inherited trait similar to instinct in
all animals, there must be an originating source that precedes the individual, however
it is conceived— whether natural (e.g., DNA) or supernatural (e.g., God).
Some Eastern traditions provide a metaphysical explanation for such shared con-

sciousness. For example, “the individual self (atman) is ultimately the same as the
single, formless Brahman. But it appears to be different, due to primeval misconstrual”
(Paranjpe 1989 quoted in Watanabe 2009, 99). While individuals experience themselves
as layers of experience in flux—“senses, emotions, will, intellect, ego” (Easwaran 2007,
25)—these parts do not make a separate whole but are just manifestations of energy
within the whole of the universe. Indeed, “the ego-principle, ahamkara (I do), is the root
cause of dualism or the seeming separation between Man and his Creator. Ahamkara
brings humans under the way of maya (cosmic delusion)” (Yogananda 1993, 47). All
beings underneath their seeming differences are one and the same “Self” (Easwaran
2007, 26).
A lack of individual identity lends itself well to the organism metaphor that asserts

“each of us is a ‘cell’ in the collective ‘body’ of humanity” (Bourne 2008, 255). In
communal traditions such as the Akan in Ghana, humans are understood as both
embodiments of the divine and inherently social: “When a man descends from heaven,
he descends into a human society” (Gyekye 1995, 155). Similarly, the Bantu-speaking
peoples of Africa often interpret the concept of Ubuntu to mean that the individual is
simply Part of the whole; “The community must therefore make, create, or produce the
individual . . . whatever happens to the individual happens to the whole group, and
whatever happens to the whole group happens to the individual” (Mbiti quoted in Eze
2008, 387).2 In Western perspectives, this unity is reflected in the ideals of collectivist
anarchists who view the collective as Part of “a natural order—an organic wholeness
that forms the basis of society” (Newman 2005, 37).
These assumptions of unity infer an innate social bond that leads to what Douglas

(1996) calls the Egalitarian Enclave. This low grid (rules and laws), high group (social

2 Although this is a common interpretation of Ubuntu, Eze (2008) argues for an understanding
that better aligns with Integrative Governance.
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identity) ideal-type includes “egalitarians or sectarians who emphasize group solidarity
and deplore extensive social differentiation” (Caulkins 1999, 111). These characteristics
are what suggest the label of Particular individuality, in which identity is shared with
the particular social group inhabited by the individual. Assuming this innate sense of
connection, classical radicalism holds that society is a living organism that precedes
the individual, and that human beings can only realize their full potential through
community (Clark 1998). Yet to be considered moral, society must be constructed in a
manner that enables each individual to fully realize their potential as a unique subject.

Epistemological concepts
Due to its dynamic nature, Holographic Governance rejects the possibility of an

unchanging Truth, either a priori or a posteriori. The assumption is that the divine
is coterminous with the self and the cosmos; therefore Truth changes along with it.
Further, as the material world is merely a manifestation of the divine, the mind-spirit
connection is the most direct way to understand “reality.” Therefore, intuition, rather
than reason or empirical observation, is necessary for knowledge production. Truth
is accessed through ongoing introspection: “radical knowledge is given in the radical
intuition of the atman ” (Siddheswarananda 1998, 49). As Murdoch (1992) explains
“we must believe in our duty and ability to discover and make our own the truths which
we first intuit or make out as shadows” (434-435). Some attribute the source of this
intuition to be the collective unconscious (Jung 1969).
This approach is best reflected in Eastern traditions that are sometimes loosely

identified as epistemological idealism, such as Yogacara, which examines the way con-
sciousness shapes our understanding of the physical world (Lusthaus 2002). Such per-
spectives hold that the external world “can only be apprehended via its interface with
our present mental state” (Shun’ei 2009, 4) and thus reality is always “transformed by
our own consciousness” (5). In other words, we must recognize that what is experienced
is one’s own reinterpretation of the physical world. Indeed, some call into question the
very notion of physical reality as something separate from ourselves (Lusthaus 2002).
By questioning the physical world as an illusion of materialism and the mind as an
illusion of rationalism, this approach seeks instead a universal spiritual source of knowl-
edge. However, this does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that there is a collective
unconscious that unifies all minds.
A similar perspective is found in Western traditions. For instance, although as-

suming a static source of existence, Plato (1961, 1993) hypothesizes that based on
reincarnation, one need only “remember” knowledge from past lives through a process
he called anamnesis. Socrates argues that the soul is immortal and eternal, and there-
fore all knowledge is in the soul. While this knowledge is forgotten due to the trauma
of birth, it can be recalled and understood in the present lifetime (Plato 1961). The
manner in which this can be approached is through katharsis, an experience through
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which the illusion of physical existence bound by time and space is stripped away to
reveal the Truth of the soul. Once the soul is recognized as the true Form of existence,
knowledge is obtained through contemplation, or noesis (Plato 1993). Noesis, in turn,
enables the recollection of anamnesis.
Similarly, transcendental idealism holds that space and time are not qualities of

things in themselves but are projected from subjective human consciousness (Rohlf
2010). Knowledge of reality is obtained through the mind, as opposed to being derived
directly from empirical observation.3 Kant (1998) similarly asserts that the physical
world can never be experienced directly, but is always mediated through the mind.
His epistemology asserts that objects conform “to the constitution of our faculty of
intention” (110). What is perceived by our senses adapts to preconceived categories,
requiring the individual to integrate that which is apprehended with that which is
known a priori. This leads Kant to claim that a posteriori knowledge must be suspect
due to the impossibility of ever knowing the physical world directly (Rohlf 2010). Saint
Augustine similarly distrusts what we learn through the senses and warns that “the
mind is also subject to a certain propensity to use the sense of the body . . . for
the satisfaction of its own inquisitiveness. This futile curiosity masquerades under the
name of science and learning” (Augustine 1961, 241).
From these perspectives, the veil of illusion imposed by physical reality must be

pierced in order to access the Truth. James describes the process of moving beyond
these physical limitations and illusions as making contact with God through introspec-
tion; when “the threshold lowers or the valve opens, information ordinarily shut out
leaks into the mind of exceptional individuals” (James 1996, 299). In Eastern traditions
this is a process commonly referred to as enlightenment. Through moksha (enlighten-
ment), we disentangle our consciousness from the illusion of everyday life (Yogananda
1993); “the solid outlines of individuality melt away and the feeling of finiteness no
longer oppresses us” (Suzuki 1968, 183-184). In Buddhism enlightenment is referred
to as satori, or a full comprehension of the situation (Kapleau 2000). The fullness of
Truth accessed by an individual will be dependent upon variations in their ability to
make the mind-spirit connection, or to access the Absolute. In many Buddhist tradi-
tions this variation in intuitiveness, or mindfulness, is reflected in the practice of gurus
or masters. When a person is able to simultaneously see the two aspects of reality at
all times, a level of enlightenment is attained that enables the choice of staying on the
earthly plane and becoming a teacher, or bodhisattva (Dalai Lama and Chodron 2014).
Such gurus dedicate their lives to helping others develop their own intuitive faculties,
thus fostering direct connections to knowledge in all. The ultimate enlightened being
is one who becomes the fullness of Absolute consciousness.
Such intuitive introspection may be described as an application of idiomodific logic,

meaning “to modify one’s individuality” (Watanabe 2009, 93). This is best illustrated

3 Because transcendental idealism assumes a static universe it is not perfectly aligned with Holo-
graphic Governance.
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in Zen or Yoga meditation techniques, where one not only sees the Truth but also “be-
comes that truth” (93). It is similar to the spiritual belief “that knowledge of God was
the same as knowledge of one’s inner self” (Thayer 1981, A-9). Because each knower is
connecting to the Absolute source of existence, ongoing introspection allows for the cre-
ation of a collective consciousness (Bourne 2008) and therefore a coherent Truth. Once
observation of the physical world has been re-witnessed through introspection, one
finds that “each experience of empirical truth is an experience of the Real (Brahman)
in its totality” (Siddheswarananda 1998, 89).

Belief systems
Holographic Governance is aligned with transcendental belief systems that support

various interpretations of an impersonal divine force (Wang 2012), the changing nature
of which is revealed through the diversity of creation. There is no personal subject-
object relationship with this being because one is simply Part of that being. Belief
in an impersonal, all-encompassing divinity is described as pantheism—all is God—a
complete unity of both divine and mundane elements in the universe, the ultimate
whole, identical with the cosmos (Mander 2013). Therefore everything within creation
is simply an expression of God.
Pantheism is generally found in Eastern religions but one form, expressivism, was

espoused by the American Transcendentalists (Taylor 1989). Since all beings are parts
of the divine whole, every individual has the capacity for revelation through purely
individual practices. For example, Quakers hold that each individual has a direct re-
lationship to God and therefore religious institutions are not necessary to facilitate
this relationship (Kaufmann 1998). Traditional meetings consist of silent worship or
contemplation, during which the individual seeks guidance and revelation from God
and shares if moved to do so.
In some Eastern traditions of meditation, devotees seek to transcend the illusions of

the physical world through various forms of introspective practice. This is a daily ritual
in which practitioners seek a state in which “consciousness is so acutely focused that
it is utterly withdrawn from the body and the mind, it enters a kind of singularity in
which the sense of a separate ego disappears” (Easwaran 2007, 26). When this occurs,
meditation is a means to achieve the state of turiya, passing into a higher state of
being or unity. As Krishna asserts in the Bagavad Gita (2007), when devotees free
“themselves from the taint of self-will, with their consciousness unified, they become
one with Brahman” (6:27).
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Ethical concepts
Because Holographic Governance views the individual (one) as coterminous with

the source of existence (One), there is no meaningful distinction between what is
right for the individual and what is right for the whole. As believed by American
Transcendentalists, all expressions of God should have an aesthetic appreciation and
understanding of one another as the same in some fundamental way (Taylor 1989). A
fitting universal ethic would be along the lines of the maxim of the Golden Rule: Do
unto others as you would have done to yourself. In some African traditions, this is
articulated “by words like simunye (‘we are one,’ i.e., ‘unity is strength’) and slogans
like ‘an injury to one is an injury to all’ ” (Louw quoted in Eze 2008, 390). This
translates into a moral imperative of reciprocity whereby one feels obligated to do
what is right for both self and others. In Eastern traditions this is expressed in the
concept of dharma, in which one acts in accordance with the balance and harmony of
the universe. “Thus it means rightness, justice, goodness, purpose rather than chance”
(Easwaran 2007, 32). The nature of oneness means that “any disturbance in one place
has to send ripples everywhere . . . until balance is restored” (32). As such, introspective
reflection on one’s dharma, or duty, is of utmost importance to shape action. This is
a transcendent ethic in that moral guidance is drawn directly from shared spiritual or
non-rational sources (Huddleston 1981).
Appropriate to idealist epistemology, what is right in any given situation is identi-

fied through introspection. Determining Right considers which action, if followed by
all, will promote the greatest good. In Western philosophy this is seen in Kant’s cate-
gorical imperative; “maxims (rules), as dictates of Reason, are universal, applying to
all rational beings in similar situations . . . such rules are also of great generality” (Mur-
doch 1992, 34). As situations change, the categorical imperative changes. From this
perspective, moral determinations “can only be consulted in each individual bosom, not
blindly accepted on external authority . . . an understanding and practice of goodness
clarifies the intuitions of it which arise in the soul” (435). All are capable of accessing
the “absolute at the centre of human existence” (439) to obtain an understanding of
what is right.

Political theory
Following from the holistic philosophical elements of Holographic Governance and

its expression in an ethic of moral imperative, a political theory of socialism logically
follows. While it is difficult to sever political economy in this perspective, we will
endeavor to do so for comparative purposes. Political theories of socialism can be
found in the writings of Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778), Georg Wilhelm Friedrich
Hegel (1770-1831), Friedrich Engels (1820-1895), and Karl Marx (1818-1883) (Clark
1998). At first, these sources may seem like strange bedfellows for the philosophical
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sources drawn upon thus far. However, considering his studies of Eastern philosophy,
Hegel draws holistic beliefs into Western philosophy, albeit with a more humanistic
interpretation.
Rousseau’s challenges to self-interest and individualism were extended by Hegel and,

subsequently, by Engels and Marx. Hegel (1977) believed that people can only under-
stand themselves within social relationships; therefore, identity can only be formed
within the context of community. Rationality and action are not based on individual
choice, but are rather embedded within family, civil society, and governance (Hegel
2000). He believed this social process occurs on a historically deterministic path, lead-
ing inexorably toward a predetermined utopian endpoint of communism.
Engels and Marx extended Hegelian ideas of the socialist utopia. For Engels and

Marx, the socialist utopia offers a state in which self-actualization, family and social
relationships, politics, religion, and ideas would flourish (Engels 2000, 175). These clas-
sical socialists believed in “the vital concrete possibility for every human being to bring
to full development all the powers, capacities, and talents with which nature has en-
dowed him, and turn them to social account” (Rocker 2004, 16). A truly communist
political economy would restore the joy of labor and its benefits to families, reinstat-
ing social relations based on the whole person. Thus, socialism seeks to eliminate all
sources of human oppression that prevent these relations, such as privilege and inor-
dinate wealth. These thinkers see capitalism as the modern source of authority and
domination that had traditionally been held by the church and the state in various
forms of aristocratic rule. They argue such domination is unacceptable from any source,
be it government, religion, or market.
Socialist ideas are echoed in the collectivist school of classical anarchist thought

exemplified in the work of Proudhon (1809-1865), Bakunin (1814-1876), Kropotkin
(1842-1921), and Malatesta (1853-1932) (Clark 1998). This form of anarchism both
rejects authority rooted in tradition (e.g., church, state, caste, class) and promulgates
a view of social connection that is disentangled from the state (Goodwin 2007) but
reflects a “notion of indivisible unity” (Proudhon 1979, Chapter X). There is an em-
phasis on absolute equality and eradication of difference through efforts to “abolish
class distinctions, and to equalize the powerful and the powerless, the rich and poor,
master and slave” (Newman 2005, 33). As Proudhon (1979b) notes, this project to
promote homogeneity required rejection of anything “that may divide their will, break
up their mass, create diversity, plurality, divergence within themselves” ( Chapter X).
This leads to an understanding of liberty as a value that can only be found through
the group: “The unlimited liberty of each through the liberty of all, liberty through
solidarity, liberty in equality” (Bakunin 1972a, 45). Similarly, “I am free only when all
men are my equals (first and foremost economically)” (Bakunin 1972b 20).
These principles are reflected in the socialist ideal, as manifest in both largescale

communist nation-states and small-scale intentional communities, or “ ‘communes’ ”
(Bookchin 2002, 10). On the national scale, the state is depicted as a uniform body
politic. “They call themselves the People, the Nation, the Multitude, the Mass; they
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are the true Sovereign, the Legislator, the Power, the Ruler, the Country, the State”
(Proudhon 1979, Chapter X). The nation-state is then further broken into localized
assemblies, soviets, or councils that are coordinated within the whole. For instance,
Lenin (2002b) describes governing assemblies of the workers, insisting that “the Soviets
of Workers’ Deputies are the only possible form of revolutionary government” (58).
Similarly, in his “Report on an investigation of the peasant movement in Hunan” Mao
Tse-Tung (1965b) describes the centrality and power of the local peasant association
that “actually dictates all rural affairs, and, quite literally, ‘whatever it says, goes’ ”
(25).
Shifting this local focus to communes, critical-utopian socialists “dream of exper-

imental realisation of their social Utopias, of founding isolated ‘phalansteres,’ of es-
tablishing ‘Home Colonies,’ or setting up a ‘Little Icaria’—duodecimo editions of the
New Jerusalem” (Marx and Engels 1998, Chapter 3). There has been a tradition of
communal living in the United States tracing back to at least 1735; these communities
“aspired to establish an ideal society” (Oved 1988, 4). Such attempts at utopia through
the equalization of all members was evidenced in communities such as Ephrata, estab-
lished in the 1730s, in which “every newcomer had to hand over his property and to
accept the collective way of life in production as well as consumption” (20).
While the focus is on unity and equality through homogenization, following from the

philosophical principles above, this political theory has a place for leaders who serve
as beneficent liberators and teachers. Such leaders may be depicted as “masters” in a
secular sense—those who are more practiced in the art of introspection and therefore
more in tune with the Absolute, even where it is stripped of religious undertones.
Thus, the polis is led, but the basis for leadership is wholly different from Hierarchical
Governance because leaders are ostensibly interchangeable within an egalitarian whole.
Ideally, anyone could emerge as a leader by awakening from a false consciousness.
Yet due to the unity of the whole, the structure of this authority is strong; it is
unquestionable as it is rooted firmly in an absolute Truth.
When considered on a societal scale, the role of political leaders becomes one of

awakening the masses from false consciousness and urging them toward political revo-
lution. Those who have perfected their intuition are best able to articulate what is in
the interest of the collective. These enlightened individuals become the leaders within
Holographic Governance, asserting a form of positive liberty (Berlin 2013). These de-
terminations override any conflicting individual interests because such conflicts are un-
derstood as a deviation from the metaphysical Truth and are therefore symptomatic
of false consciousness.
An example of this sort of leadership can be found in Lenin’s call to the Soviets

of Workers’ and Soldiers’ Deputies to act as the “vanguard of the revolution, the
vanguard of the people, which is capable of carrying the masses with it” (Lenin 2002a,
120). Similarly, Mao Tse-Tung (1965b) argues that there is a need “to lead the peasants
to put their greatest efforts into the political struggle” (46). However, once individuals
are freed from false consciousness and the revolution is successful, the state must be
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transformed into “the actuality of the ethical Idea . . . the actuality of the substantial
will, an actuality which it possesses in the particular selfconsciousness when this has
been raised to its universality” wherein “the highest duty” of citizens is as “members of
the state” (Hegel 1991, 275). Thus, in Holographic Governance, citizens have a duty
to recognize their unity within the whole and align with it through introspection and
action.
Regardless of the actual events of the Russian Revolution, this ideal does not nec-

essarily lead to centralized control of the citizens. For example, the South Korean
program of Saemaul Undong, which began in the late 1960s, used central government
experts to train rural villagers in community development, but then funded and empow-
ered them to develop their own leadership, work teams, and projects (Korea Saumaul
Undong Center 2014).4 Furthermore, this does not mean a static unity. Grounded in a
dynamic state ontology, the Party may change its policies and positions over time in
response to an evolving context. For example, the 18th Central Committee of the Com-
munist Party of China (the National Congress) recently adopted an official stance that
the nation would pursue an ecological civilization, a concept that has been emerging
in China since its first appearance in a report to the 17th National People’s Congress.
This concept demands that all citizens align themselves with this new shared purpose
through “ecological reforms . . . to reconcile contradictions between economic develop-
ment and the environment.” In April, 2015 the plan was restated, with the release of
a document outlining “the acceleration of moves to establish an ecological civilization”
(Zhang 2015).

Economic theory
While supportive of socialist political theory, Bakunin (1972b) argues that “political

Freedom without economic equality is a pretense, a fraud, a lie” (21). According to Marx
and Engels (1998), the central aim of socialist thought is to transform material or eco-
nomic life. In a nutshell, the production process in a society exerts a profound influence
on all other aspects of life, including selfactualization, family and social relationships,
politics, religion, and ideas. Socialism abhors capitalism as an economic system and
argues private ownership of property in the form of land and the means of production
reinforces attachment to the material world and self-interest; socialist arrangements
reflect a “suspicious attitude toward individual wealth” and practice “elements of com-
munal sharing” (Blasi 2009, 23). Thus, capitalism prevents the socialist utopia from
emerging (Engels 2000) and an alternative economic system must be forged.
Specifically, capitalism and private ownership produce a division of society into

classes of owners and laborers. Socialists recognize that political equality is not possible
“so long as people are separated into classes on the basis of their owning or not owning
property, classes whose mere existence excludes in advance any thought of a genuine

4 Many elements of this program reflect a more Integrative Governance approach.
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community” (Rocker 2004, 9). To eliminate class differences, the idealized economy
would be comprised solely of laborers who individually own nothing more than the
fruits of their own labor. Everything else would be held in common for the benefit of
all, “to assure abundance to everyone” (10).
It is this socialist goal of transforming property and production into “a means to

insure to man his material subsistence and to make accessible to him the blessings
of a higher intellectual culture” (Rocker 2004, 2) that leads to the claim that private
property constitutes theft from the group (Kropotkin 1992, Proudhon 2007). Land and
the means of production must belong to the public collectively. By putting land and the
other means of production into common trust, government would be transformed into
an egalitarian and participatory administrative organization charged with providing
for the public good, using the rents from land and the means of production as its sole
source of revenue (George 1929). Abilities should be applied and contributions should
be made; however, everyone should have what they need regardless of production
contribution. The role of government is to create these conditions and to facilitate
collective action. Such equality will create greater efficiency through less waste of
talent, social order without repression, and enhanced human rights and quality of life.
Egalitarian economic systems are therefore rooted in a form of mutualism in which

individuals work together in a collective effort to provide for all (McKay 2011); the
political economy must be equal in terms of opportunity, process, and results. As
Bakunin (1972a) argues, economic equality
must realize itself through the free organization of labor and the voluntary coopera-

tive ownership of the means of production, through the combination of the productive
workers into freely organized communes, and the free federation of the communes.
There must be no controlling intervention of the state.
(45-46)
Syndicalism is one method of achieving mutualism organized by workers in relation-

ship with one another in production or trade (McKay 2008). It removes both hierarchy
and competition, replacing it with an economic system of cooperation in which all
individuals are on equal social and economic footing, participating in collective coor-
dination of economic production. This mutualism can be seen in Bakunin’s (1972b)
call for The Council of Action, an “economic, political, and social organization” (24)
that “federates from below and wills from a thousand quarters” (23) through the equal
participation of all workers in a coordinated process of decision making.
In Holographic Governance the economy would be collectively planned in the sense

of public decisions being made by the community. Regulation is therefore external to
the producer (although the producer participates in both politics and administration)
and strong because the means of production (including land) are owned by the commu-
nity. However, asserting collective ownership over property and collectively planning
the economy does not mean that Holographic Governance supports centrally planned
economies such as those found in totalitarian regimes. Such central planning would
require a hierarchical social structure that is explicitly rejected as a hindrance to the
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fulfillment of individual potential (Proudhon 2007). As Mao Tse-Tung (1965b) argues,
“The peasants really need co-operatives, and especially consumers’, marketing and
credit co-operatives” (54).
Despite restrictions against hierarchy and central planning, there is still a place

for leadership by the enlightened within socialism. Due to pervasive poverty and eco-
nomic inequality Marx predicted that capitalism would eventually collapse through
proletariat revolution and be replaced by communism (Marx 2008). Yet given the
strong psychological hold of capitalist ideology, leaders must free individuals from
false consciousness (Baradat 2012). Leaders illuminate the intentional construction of
class difference and the myth of upward class mobility (Marcuse 1964), both of which
prevent social unity. Here the parallels to Platonic noesis or the Hindu awakening
from maya are notable. In each tradition, material dependence is laced with the idea
of being enslaved by the mundane aspects of life and thwarted from self-actualization.
Leadership also plays an educative role until all are capable of collective governance.

For instance, Mao Tse-Tung (1965b) emphasizes the need for “proper guidance” (55) to
allow the movement to spread: “We must actively lead peasants in solving such difficult
and essential problems in production as labour power, draught oxen, fertilizer, seed
and irrigation” (Mao 1965a, 142).

Administrative theory
Given the idealistic commitment to equitable distribution—“From each according

to his ability, to each according to his need” (Marx 2008, 27)—Holographic Governance
aligns most closely with New Public Administration (NPA) (Frederickson 1971, 1997).
It is important to note, however, that it is difficult to identify a school of Anglo-
American administrative theory that aligns with the Holographic ideal-type. Because
administrative theory is practice-oriented it necessarily responds to existing conditions
within contemporary society. While NPA shares philosophical ideals with Holographic
Governance, it is more appropriately identified as Neoconservative—a hybrid position
that is explained in Chapter 11.
NPA is a reformulation of the more normative, as opposed to instrumental, aspects

of Orthodox Administration because of its emphasis of substantive values. Many of its
principles are rejections of the technical approach to legitimacy and its prioritization
of efficiency and effectiveness at the expense of other values such as ethics and equity
(Denhardt 2000). A similar approach to substantive values is offered by the public
administration scholars involved in the “refounding” movement (Wamsley et al. 1990,
Wamsley and Wolf 1996). For these scholars “the purpose of government is to extend
the protection of regime values to all citizens” (Frederickson 1997, 47). The art of
governance is therefore the virtuous pursuit of the public interest (Caldwell 1988). In
short, skilled bureaucrats should form an “aristocracy of talent” (Waldo 1984, 96) to
ensure the Good Life is attained by all.
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Of particular interest to this group of scholars is the notion of equity (Frederickson
1997, Hart 1974). Equity embodies constitutional values of equality and fairness, but
also gives form to the ambiguous notion of the public good. Much argument is made in
political theory about what constitutes equity, particularly whether it is an issue of fair
opportunity (Nozick 2000) or fair outcomes (Rawls 2000). The NPA focus on equitable
social and economic outcomes and the administrator’s responsibility to help produce
this social good is aligned with the latter perspective. Toward this end, Frederickson
(1971) offers a quite detailed argument;
Embracing equity as the third normative pillar of public administration requires

public servants to seek out and work toward more just allocations of public goods and
services, to represent those who do not otherwise have access to public policy processes,
to seek the public interest or greater good, and to respect the dignity of individuals
(public employees as well as other citizens) and tirelessly safeguard their rights.
(113)
As hinted by this quotation, “ethics” captures the notion of substantive values that

are not easily translated into quantifiable factors but which may be reflected upon
through careful introspection. This claim is fitting to epistemological and ethical con-
cepts in Holographic Governance.
Because of obvious contradictions with a free-market economy, a commitment to

achieving social equity requires a strong administrative government that is not unduly
influenced by interest group demands. It is the strength of collective authority that
aligns this school of thought with Holographic Governance. However, it must be noted
that NPA empowers administrators with positional authority that does not fit this
approach. Nonetheless, imagining this role as a function that coordinates how the
revenues from land and other means of production are utilized for the common good
of the community is not a giant leap. These theories make normative arguments for
a wise and beneficent administration to countervail potentially corrupt political and
economic forces (Adams et al. 1990, Box 2008, Dolbeare and Hubbell 1996, King et al.
1998). Indeed, this “discretionist” role has been likened to the Platonic Guardian Class
(Fox and Cochran 1990).
Continuing with analogous comparison, NPA trusts in the ability of administrators—

or Men of Reason—to use wisdom based on experience and intuition to make discre-
tionary decisions (McSwite 1997). There is a sense in which problems are understood
as Part of the greater whole, without separation of problems and solutions, past and
present (Flyvbjerg 2001)—these are all Part of the ongoing process of experience and
reflection. Because “experience cannot necessarily be verbalized, intellectualized, and
made into rules” (19), experts are those who are best able to understand the situation
through introspection.
Because intuitive and experiential wisdom is such a key element of NPA, it advo-

cates for high levels of discretion decentralized throughout the administrative state.
However, as with other elements of Holographic Governance, not all members of soci-
ety are equally capable of determining the public good for administrative purposes. In
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fact, writing with Ralph Chandler, Frederickson suggests that we must “stop denigrat-
ing the role of authority; doing so only debilitates the process of governance. All mature
societies have secular ‘priesthoods’ in which institutional wisdom is preserved” (Fred-
erickson 1997, 222). Therefore, administrators are expected to represent the People,
interpret law, and act as virtuous citizens on their behalf, taking on responsibility for
upholding “regime values” (Rohr 1986, 1989, 1990). These expectations can be found in
studies of street-level bureaucrats (Lipsky 1983, Maynard-Moody and Musheno 2003).
A quick tour through the literature provides eloquent claims to such legitimacy.

Public administrators are “protectors of our Republic and democratic way of life. They
are administrative conservators, a distinction and vocation worthy of honor and re-
spect” (Terry 1995, 183). The terms virtucrat and discretionist are also used to indicate
responsibility for upholding ethical standards and values. As trustees, they are “compe-
tent to define the public interest on their own authority” (Frederickson 1997, 210) and
can safely act as “an effective and ethical agent in carrying out the republic’s business”
(Kass 1990, 113). And, if the term entrepreneur is widened and liberated from financial
meanings (Bellone and Goerl 1993), it can include all types of skillful and “vigorous
responsible leadership” (Kobrak 1996, 213), becoming linked with modifiers like public,
policy, social, and civic (Drayton 2002, Hart 1984, Henton et al. 1997, Kingdon 2003,
Lewis 1980, Waddock and Post 1991).
From this perspective, public administrators have “a greater responsibility to un-

derstand the nature of our society, democracy, and government than do most citizens”
(Box 2004, 4). The special role and strong authority given to enlightened public ser-
vants is reflected in NPA as “an alignment with good, or possibly God” (Frederickson
1971, 329). Public administration “plans, it contrives, it philosophizes, it educates, it
builds for the community as a whole” (Dimock 1936, 133). In sum, public administra-
tion is central to Holographic Governance in maintaining the idealist moral imperatives
of socialism as well as administering the collectively planned economy.

Summary and illustration
Holographic Governance assumes a transcendent, dynamic Absolute source of ex-

istence that encompasses and permeates all of creation. There is no meaningful dis-
tinction among individuals and knowledge of the changing Truth can be accessed by
all through introspection. These assumptions lead to pantheistic belief systems or ide-
ologies that focus on increasing understanding of Truth. Spiritual practices such as
contemplation and meditation are devised to increase one’s ability to do so. Due to
the complete connection among all, there is no difference between what is Right and
Good for the individual versus the whole. A moral imperative is felt by each person to
do what is right in each situation. Representation is possible because individuals are
equal. These qualities lead to a socialist political economy. Members of the community
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or society are expected to participate in political decision making and administrating
economic activity for the public good.
This Holographic Governance approach fosters public encounters (Bartels 2013)

in which government officials use their better judgment through discretion (Friedrich
1940), acting as “helpers” (Kanter 1972, 191) to other citizens.
Although public officials are committed to values of equality and fostering individ-

ual growth, maintenance of the social bond requires careful training or indoctrination
(Leviatan 2013) and one must maintain a “mechanical solidarity” that emphasizes
similarities and discourages differentiation (Durkheim 1984). Thus, Holographic Gov-
ernance encounters “remove the repressive control of distant, impersonal institutions”
found in Hierarchical Governance encounters and “replace it with the control of the
intimate, face-to-face group of peers, which is perhaps a more benign kind of coercion”
(Kanter 1972, 231).
Using agricultural policy as an illustration, we would expect to see an understanding

of the natural world as holistically ordered, in which human actors accept socially
determined roles. Policy would be made by group leaders charged with ensuring the
good of the whole. Guided by ideals of right action, production goals would be aimed
at maximizing production for fair redistribution to all according to need. Agricultural
goods would be collectively owned and produced and distributed through cooperative
group mechanisms to ensure these outcomes. Administration would be coordinated
by group trustees charged with ensuring fair production expectations and equitable
distribution of produce.
The Holographic Governance approach is well illustrated by group farming prac-

tices similar to those found in China. Building on traditional mutual aid practices
(Wong 1979a), the people’s communes program began in earnest in the 1950s after the
communist revolution of 1949 and progressed in “four distinct phases: land reform, co-
operativization, collectivization, and communization” (Wong 1979b, 90), culminating
in the Great Leap Forward in 1958.
The process began with reforms that broke up feudal land and redistributed al-

lotments to the peasants, who were then encouraged to begin the process of cooper-
ativization through the creation of Mutual Aid Teams (MATs). In the next phase,
MATs were organized into larger collectives known as Agricultural Producers’ Coop-
eratives (APCs); all members contributed their land and then received earnings from
the collective (Wong 1979b). With the initiation of the Great Leap Forward, there was
a push to bring all collectives into a nationwide system of communes (Zhong 2003). In
this final phase all land became collectively owned and no longer earned dividends for
private owners.
Within these people’s communes local government functions and economic agricul-

tural policy making were combined into one localized entity (Zhong 2003). An economic
system of collectivization of resources was created in which “land, livestock, farming
implements, and all other means of production and commonly held assets were trans-
ferred to the commune” (Jisheng 2008, 167). Communes were organized into production
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brigades and production teams to make decisions about production and to collectively
cultivate shared land (Wong 1979b), with all leaders selected from local peasant com-
munities rather than appointed state agents (Zhong 2003).5 These people’s communes
were thus “the basic planning unit in the agricultural sector” (Wong 1979b, 92).
Local township government was replaced by collective management through various

committees within the commune (Zhong 2003) and each commune existed as a “unified,
self-reliant entity” (Wong 1979b, 92). The highly orchestrated process of moving from
cooperative to collectives to communes was understood as necessary for providing
peasants with political education that built on existing ideals of mutual aid and fostered
“a high degree of selfawareness and self-direction on the Part of the farmers” (Wong
1979a, xiv). The people’s communes were abolished in 1982 and political (but not
economic) power was restored to townships (Zhong 2003).
As illustrated here, Holographic Governance decentralizes decision making to local

leadership through committee systems entrusted with providing for the good of the
whole. Property ownership is communal with all working together toward collectively
determined production goals, and distribution of goods determined by need. Through
careful political education, all members of society learn to value communal organization
and to fulfill their role within the whole.

5 It should be noted, however, that in practice the communes were tightly controlled by the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) (Jisheng 2008, Zhong 2003); thus the ideals of the Holographic approach were
never fully achieved.
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8 Fragmented Governance
A summary of Fragmented Governance is provided in the lower right quadrant

ofTable 8.1. In sketch, there is no essential foundation from which any aspect of reality
can be understood or described. Singular Individuality is characterized by a discon-
nection from both a substantive core self and human groups. Identity is continually
formed through individual choice in response to experience. This decentered atomism
leads to both empirical and ethical relativism—no one’s truth or idea of the good
can supersede anyone else’s. Political representation is not possible because identity
is ever-changing and there is no legitimate basis for authority over any individual.
Therefore, individualist or libertarian anarchism emerges as the only viable political
form—governance by none. Individuals must be free to pursue their own self-sufficiency
or engage in trade with others without government interference. The administrative
theory most aligned with this type is New Public Management, given its promotion
of privatization of previously public functions and deregulation of all types of private
action.

Table 8.1Governance ideal-types: Fragmented

Hierarchical Governance Atomistic Governance
Ontological assumptions

Language characteristics Psychosocial theory Epistemological concepts
Belief systems
Ethical concepts
Political theory
Economic theory
Administrative theory | Static state, transcendent source, singular expression
Discrete, hierarchical individuality
Rationalism
Monotheism
Deontological obligation
Classical conservative
liberalism
Welfare state
Orthodox administration | Static state, immanent source, plural expression
Discrete, nonhierarchical
Individuality
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Empiricism
Naturalism
Consequentialism
Modern liberalism
Market exchange
New Public Service |

Holographic Governance | Fragmented Governance |

Ontological assumptions

Language characteristics Psychosocial theory Epistemological concepts
Belief systems
Ethical concepts
Political theory
Economic theory
Administrative theory | Dynamic state, transcendent
source, singular expression
Gerundial, holistic
Particular individuality
Idealism
Pantheism
Moral imperative
Socialism
Collectively planned
economy
New Public Administration | Dynamic state, immanent source, plural expression
Gerundial, discrete Singular Individuality Epistemological anarchism Anti-

essentialism
Moral skepticism/relativism Individualist anarchism
Self-sufficiency and barter
New Public Management |

Ontological concepts and associated language
The Fragmented Governance worldview can be described as postmodern in nature.

Postmodernity refers to “two interconnected dimensions: (1) as a new historical period
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or different social formation and (2) as a specific body of philosophical critique and
theory that calls into question basic assumptions regarding modernity, reason, and the
Enlightenment” (Catlaw and Stout 2007, 1524). As a social formation, the availability
of global communications paired with the cultural diversity encountered leads Bohm
to note that “the pervasiveness of fragmentation” is a key characteristic of contempo-
rary life (Nichol 2004, xx). As a philosophical perspective, anti-essentialism makes it
difficult to find affirmations of the Fragmented Governance perspective, as much of
the literature stands in critique of the postmodern condition—which we reserve for
discussion in Part III. Yet a refusal of all external attempts to represent or control the
individual form the affirmational core of the Fragmented Governance perspective.
The postmodern perspective challenges virtually all social, political, economic, and

cultural institutions, particularly those based on domination through power obtained
through both hierarchy and competition. These multiple resistances allow many previ-
ously excluded groups, discourses, and ideas to force their way into mainstream society.
This refusal to accept imposed subject positions is championed by some skeptical post-
modern philosophers (Rosenau 1992) and “cultural pessimists” (Simons 2005, 155) who
deny any type of ontological stability. For these theorists, the Many is described as a
multitude of singularities in a dynamic state of cause and effect with neither a fixed
external reality nor stable internal reality to which we can have direct access. In other
words, they are skeptical of the assertion of reality as objective, static fact. They are
also skeptical of our ability to access an authentic self that is not mediated by so-
cial influences. Observations that might seem true are nothing more than subjective
experiences of socially constructed facts (Berger and Luckmann 1966).
This post-structuralist perspective is grounded in an affirmation of the negative.

The ontological terrain is described by philosophers such as Jean-Paul Sartre, Jacques
Lacan, Slavoj Zizek, Alain Badiou, Ernesto Laclau, and Chantal Mouffe as a void,
or nothing, at the core of existence around which a symbolic order is built. This
“ontology of lack” (T0nder and Thomassen 2005a) assumes that there is something
in the individual that escapes social construction, but that it is largely unknowable:
“The crack in the symbolic network itself” is always just out of reach (Zizek 2007, 215).
Thus, this ontology is implied by psychosocial theory, as opposed to preceding and
thereby generating psychosocial assumptions. An ontology of lack is focused not on
beingqua-being but rather on beingqua-understanding (Marchart 2005).
This is a decidedly Lacanian interpretation of being. Lacan (1977) categorizes dif-

ferent ontological domains, blending ontology with psychoanalytical theory. His psy-
choanalytic theory is composed of three “registers”: the real, the symbolic, and the
imaginary. How these registers exist in relation to one another determines the dom-
inant societal discourse (Master, University, Hysteric, or Analyst). The real is what
exists prior to or outside language; it is an undelimited source of potentiality, “a sort
of unrent, undifferentiated fabric woven in such a way as to be full everywhere” (Fink
1995, 24). However, Lacan argues the futility of ontological speculation based on his
understanding of the real as something that “cannot be comprehended in a way that
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would make an All out of it” (Lacan as quoted in Zizek 2007, 210). The real lies beyond
the reach of first-person access and is therefore incomprehensible. Instead, because we
can never exist outside of language, the symbolic “creates ‘reality’ ” and it is through
the symbolic that meaning and categorization, or the imaginary, is fabricated (Fink
1995, 25). Stavrakakis (2005) argues that when the real encounters the symbolic/imag-
inary, the ontological domain destabilizes the ontic in infinite multiplicity, opening up
a political moment in which singularities can assert their differences.
Based on these descriptions, we can derive some basic characteristics of the real.

First, the existence of a metaphysical source cannot be known, so immanence may be
assumed. Second, entities must be plural in expression (Many) because difference is
experienced, even if mediated through the symbolic/imaginary. There is no defensible
reason to assume some form of social connection or foundational One. Finally, existence
must be dynamic, because identities are in a constant state of flux.
As an example, although Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) full body of thought is

more aligned with Integrative Governance, their concept of singularity helps explain
the understanding of plural expression found in Fragmented Governance. While entities
are immanent (Many), there is no substantive source of becoming (O/one). Instead,
as shown in Figure 8.1, a constitutive lack remains elusive while the boundaries of
each entity are porous and constantly changing through the process of assemblage
(verb). In this process of becoming, each entity is vulnerable to externally imposed
incursions, through which the singularity changes in both character and nature as a
singular assemblage (noun).
Due to this ontological permeability, resistance to social construction through lan-

guage becomes a central issue of focus from this perspective. It is from the postmodern
critique itself that we have come to understand the power of language to construct what
we accept as real. Language structuration is explored in depth, particularly by the Eu-
ropean (continental) philosophers. As noted in Chapter 3, because of its capacity to
structure consciousness, language deeply shapes our sense of self, others, and the world
around us, thereby channeling our behavior and action. For example, Heidegger (1998)
asserts, “Language is the

Figure 8.1 Many immanent sources of becoming (O/one).
house of being, which is propriated by being and pervaded by being” (254). This

structuralist perspective suggests that language organizes (structures) our thoughts
and actions at a deep and fundamental level (Saussure 1960).
In contrast, for Lacan, “there is no such thing as a metalanguage or metadiscourse

that would somehow escape the limitations of the discourses . . . for one is always
operating within a particular discourse” (Fink 1998, 44). The real is always mediated
through the symbolic into categorizations within the imaginary. As noted in the discus-
sion of Atomistic Governance, we can understand these processes through semiotics,
which is a technique for analyzing language through binaries that create meaning
(Leach 1974). Again, the concept white can only be understood in relation to black.
Carrying these ideas forward, Gadamer (2004) suggests ontology itself is hermeneutic
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in nature, whereby the world is linguistically constituted through ongoing discourse,
substantive understanding, and agreements among people.
Post-structuralism extends these concepts in several directions. For our purpose,

Derrida (1976) suggests that not only are meanings binary and mutually referential,
they are merely representations or signifiers of the actual whose meanings can never
be fixed; as our conceptualization of white shifts, so does our understanding of black.
Further, language is always an abstraction formed between the signifier (symbol) and
the signified (referent). In other words, language cannot provide a one-to-one represen-
tation of reality—it cannot reflect what is. As Harvey (1990) explains this linguistic
disorder:
When the signifying chain [within language] snaps, then “we have schizophrenia

in the form of a rubble of distinct and unrelated signifiers” . . . the effect of such
a breakdown in the signifying chain is to reduce experience to “a series of pure and
unrelated presents in time.”
(53)
Thus, language itself is a fundamental barrier to an experience of reality onto-

logically, psychologically, and epistemologically; the real always resists signification
(Lacan 1977). As Lakoff (1987) notes, the more rigorous rational abstraction becomes,
the more inflexible and detached it is from the actual.

Psychosocial theory
The emphasis on the social construction of reality via language has profound im-

plications for psychosocial theory. The subject of Fragmented Governance is an entity
without any externally imposed positive identity, one that constructs identity through
processes of identification within the structure of society (Norval 2005). Thus, free-
dom is interpreted as the ability to negate or disengage from the realm of causal and
determinate being, where this lack-of-being is the source of desire and is therefore
generative (Marchart 2005) or constitutive (Thomassen 2005). “By inscribing a lack in
our dislocated positivities, it fuels the desire for new social and political constructions
and identifications” (Stavrakakis 2005, 186). As the point of autonomy, then, this “lack
is precisely the locus of the subject” (Laclau 1990, 210); it is the gap between the
ontological self and the ontic self. To understand this expression of the individual, we
will explain each psychosocial dimension—decentered identity and independent social
condition—and then consider their implications for the social bond.
From a post-structural psychoanalytical perspective, the ontological self is described

as radical difference (T0nder and Thomassen 2005a) or an ineradicable excess that es-
capes societal signification (Norval 2005). Identity is a subject position formed within
the symbolic order that prevents a subject’s radical difference from being freely ex-
pressed. Without access to an internal, authentic self and without direct access to the
empirical world unmediated by language, individual identity is permeable and decen-
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tered through the multiple narratives that each individual experiences (Deleuze and
Guattari 1983). In other words, “self is only a ‘position in language,’ a mere ‘effect
of discourse’ ” (Rosenau 1992, 43), but because of the fluidity of language there is no
one-to-one correlation between the sign (language) and the signified (self). Psychoso-
cially, what is deconstructed in the contestations of identity politics is the ideograph
(Miller 2004), which can be understood as a fabricated static, cohesive identity. Should
one succeed in stripping away the metanarratives and language games that craft these
identities, the Fragmented Governance perspective holds that no authentic self can be
discovered (McSwite 2006).
Following post-Marxism, dynamic identity is formed through an ongoing refusal of

societally imposed subject positions (Foucault 1980) and the counterhegemony of the
subject against society (Laclau and Mouffe 1985). The “social subject itself seems to
dissolve in this dissemination of language games” (Lyotard 1984, 40). Ramos (1981)
describes this postmodern identity as a “fluid” self (50). Stirner (1995) describes it as
the “un-man” (125)—that which escapes signification and serves as a “non-essentialist
position of resistance to ideology” (Newman 2005, 81).
As shown in Figure 8.2, the broken and misaligned fabric signifies a multifaceted

identity that is constantly being made and remade in response to the social context.
The differentiated subject exists in an ongoing struggle of resistance against the world’s
order; Singular Individuality attempts to close off the external impositions in order to
gain autonomous control over identity.
Yet for many philosophers of ontological lack, this “resistance is fertile.” Playing on

the Star Trek Borg Collective motto, these theorists transform the pessimistic view of
social construction into an affirmation of autonomy (see New Internationalist 2004).
As individualist anarchist Max Stirner (1995) argues, “I am not nothing in the case of
emptiness, but I am the creative nothing [ schopferische Nichts], the nothing out of
which I myself as creator create everything” (7). While the postmodern context strips
subjects of stable

Figure 8.2Socially independent Singular Individuality.
symbolic identities, it instead “offers them imaginary identities—ways to imagine

themselves enjoying. These identities shift and change, taking on different meanings
and attributes in different contexts” (Dean 2006, 99). Similarly, Deleuze and Guattari
(1983) argue that decentered subjects act as “desiring machines” as opposed to rational
beings. For such individuals, desire is a motivating force, the fuel for all potential
action. Inverting traditional psychological theory, it is not need that creates desire but
desire itself that then identifies a corresponding lack in need of fulfillment. Singular
Individuality is thus a pastiche of shifting identities that are adopted and discarded in
an ongoing process of choice.
Lacan describes this internal, independent psychosocial process as “the unknotting

of the subject’s Borromean knot (at the point where the Symbolic and the Real in-
tersect for the subject . . .) and its re-knotting anew through the production of the
sinthome” (Derbyshire 2007, 96). The sinthome, or symptom of one’s unique neuro-
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sis, is a desire that in some way escapes social construction and lacks signification
by any external discourse. This singularity cannot be copied or modeled in any way;
therefore, representation through language is impossible. Singular Individuality is “an
‘anonymous’ existence” with “no positive identity of any substantive character” (Rose-
nau 1992, 55) that can be permanently attributed. Ideally, the Lacanian post-analytic
subject “actively creates itself with its sinthome” (Derbyshire 2007, 97).
From this understanding of Singular Individuality, it is difficult to imagine a social

bond of any type. There is no ontological social bond and without stability between
the sign and the signified, individuals cannot craft a common set of signifiers through
which to create community (Anderson 2006). In resistance to external impositions of
social construction, social relation is limited to identification with others in a shared
struggle. Therefore, Zizek focuses on desire as a basis for relation. In short, when one
recognizes that one’s own experience of lack is also experienced by the Other, rather
than looking to the Other to fulfill the lack through imaginary identification, we enter
into symbolic identification with one another. This recognition of mutual lack fabricates
a social connection that can provide common ground for political action (Marchart
2005), which some argue provides a basis for relation (McSwite 2006, Catlaw 2005,
2006, 2007a, 2007b).
However, a social bond based merely on symbolic identification grounded in refusal

makes productive social action difficult because it eliminates any basis for normative
affirmations (Fraser and Nicholson 1988). Again reflecting the general critique of this
perspective, the result is what Douglas (1996) calls Fatalism—a high grid (rules and
laws), low-group (social identity) condition in which exterior social forces seek to con-
trol one’s behavior without the assumed benefit of a secure identity. In other words,
Singular Individuality stands in constant refusal of societal norms while accepting a
shifting sense of self and identification with others. Morse (2006) describes this condi-
tion as atomism in which there is no group and thus no social order. However these
interpretations disable the positive meaning of Singular Individuality as generative.

Epistemological concepts
The failure of modernity to produce satisfactory universal Truths has led to an

epistemological crisis. Laclau and Mouffe argue that all attempts to fix meaning are a
project of hegemony that must be met with deconstruction due to the undecidability of
any concept (Norval 2005). Rather than trying to resolve the crisis, Fragmented Gov-
ernance rejects the possibility of both foundational and coherentist universal Truth,
discovered either a priori or a posteriori. Due to the impossibility of accessing re-
ality without the mediation of language, this perspective holds that knowledge can
only be fabricated in socially constructed narratives. However, the circular logic of
self-referential signifiers creates a “fragmented, disjointed, and discontinuous mode of
experience” (Best and Kellner 1991, 284). There can be many truths, none of which
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can claim to be truer than another. At best, truth can be understood as a temporar-
ily coherent agreement among those within a particular time and place that must be
justified based on the situation—although even this fleeting agreement faces severe
challenges.
This perspective is explained well in Feyerabend’s (1993) theory of epistemological

anarchism, which holds that there are no rules for assessing or ordering the value of
forms of knowledge. Rather, individual knowledge production must remain fully free in
its pursuits and must remain so in order to fulfill its emancipatory function. Similarly,
epistemological pluralism argues that there are different ways of knowing things and
different methodologies for attaining understanding. Berger and Luckmann (1966) call
this the social construction of knowledge and reality. Drawing on the phenomenology
of Alfred Schutz (1967), they explain how meaning emerges through social interac-
tion, creating intersubjective agreement about “truth” at specific times and in specific
places. Intersubjectivity is a term developed by Husserl (1982) to describe how rela-
tional, subjective experience plays a fundamental role in the constitution of self, other
experiencing subjects, and the objective world itself.
Even if there could be sufficient conceptual stability to seek social agreement on

what will be considered true at a given time and place, the postmodern critique em-
phasizes that such social processes are rife with power dynamics. Rather than accepting
the modern assumption that logic is the basis of rationality—of either a deductive or
inductive nature—knowledge production itself is a strategic endeavor. Strategic ratio-
nality pursues substantive ends under uncertain social conditions. Therefore, it seeks
the most effective argument oriented to success (Erikson and Weigard 2003). A par-
ticular idea is held firmly throughout a pluralist competition of ideas that allows for
strategic trading and negotiation among parties until decisions are reached through
either victory or other forms of agreement (Rein and Schon 1993).
Through such competition, the grand narratives of the past have been replaced

by local narratives associated with smaller groups or even individuals within society.
Meaningfulness is thus limited to place and time. As a result, “in contemporary society
‘reality’ has dissolved into fragments” (Best and Kellner 1991, 257). At this extreme,
there can only be epistemological relativism, which in turn increases the possibility for
the clashing of narratives among groups (White 1999, 157).

Belief systems
It is difficult to attach any system of belief to Fragmented Governance because

the notion of such a system is antithetical to its nature. A dynamic, natural, rad-
ically pluralist belief system would refute the possibility of a universal Truth from
any origin—theistic or nontheistic, personal or impersonal. Instead, there are simply
emergent, multitudinous possibilities that cannot be legitimately evaluated. As an ex-
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ample, Marcuse (1964) promotes the “great refusal” as the systematic opposition to all
methods of social control. We must reject dominating narratives of any type.
From this anti-essentialist perspective, all religious or scientific systems of belief are

depicted as competing metanarratives. A metanarrative, master narrative, or grand
narrative, is a totalizing statement about knowledge and experience that is purported
to be universally true. Lyotard (1984) was the first philosopher to introduce postmod-
ernism as a general “incredulity toward metanarratives” (xxiv). However, as MacIntyre
(1988) notes, such narratives are not only in conflict, but are incommensurable in their
grounding. Therefore, none have a legitimate claim to being right, nor can we have a
fruitful discussion about their differences. Thus, we use the term anti-essentialism to
describe a belief system congruent with Fragmented Governance, noting that antiessen-
tialism itself is a metanarrative—just one that lacks substantive content (Wang 2012).

Ethical concepts
Fragmented Governance provides no firm ontological foundations or psychosocial

stability on which to build normative structures. Furthermore, its relativist epistemol-
ogy does not allow for a stable external source of ethical guidance in Truth. Instead,
our internal motivations are informed by what we personally deem to be good. Thus,
value terms such as Right and Good cannot appeal to universals of any type. In short,
“there are no objective values” (Mackie 1990, 15). Instead, as with truth, value claims
are understood to be mere social constructs. Norms are reflective of social context
and such contexts are multiple and fluid. This postmodern fragmentation of social val-
ues (Box 1999) leads to ethical skepticism—both metaethical and normative (Mackie
1990).
Ethical skepticism is the belief that nothing is objectively right or wrong, therefore

ethical concepts have no purpose (Archie 2010). Moral facts, the basic conceptions of
ethics, cannot exist and notions of good or right can never be true or false. Instead all
moral statements are devoid of substantive meaning and normative claims of goodness
or rightness are purely subjective, with definitions changing based on the prevailing
view of a particular individual, culture, or historical period (Mackie 1990). As a result,
everyone determines for themselves what is good: “The only obligation which I have a
right to assume is to do at any time what I think is right” (Thoreau 2004, 90). Indeed,
to the extent that any “common ground” of morality can be found it will only be “what
emerges (temporarily) when one party wins the right (through war, elections, dynastic
succession) to determine the decorums of appropriate behavior” (Fish 1999, 170). In
other words, any supposedly common good is achieved through coercion or hegemony.
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Political theory
Due to the problems of language signification—at the ontological, psychosocial, and

epistemological levels—stability of any kind is unattainable, thereby ensuring a corol-
lary impossibility of representation (Sarup 1989). Fragmented Governance calls for
approaches that are not founded on fabricated universal ideals, or group or individual
identities. According to political philosopher Antonio Negri, “the multitude is a set of
singularities that persevere as singularities during their political and productive exer-
cise” (Fernandez de Rota 2011, 147). In short, representation of Singular Individuality
is not possible because of ever-changing identifications. If some sort of political identity
is claimed, it is a mere fabrication (see Catlaw 2006, 2007a, 2007b). Therefore, mod-
ernist notions of political rationality, individualism, property rights, and representation
are all challenged.
This oppositional position is not conducive to political organizing because no person

or idea can be represented, no social agreement can be stable without being suspected
of domination. From an inability to form social bonds and the breakdown of political
representation, the ideal of individualist anarchism emerges. These ideas stem from
classical radicalism, which attempts to resolve the conflict between the democratic
aspirations of the Enlightenment and the dominating power of society. The principal
architects include philosophers Thomas Paine (1737-1809) and the Marquis de Con-
dorcet (1743-1794) (Clark 1998). This form of radicalism is further developed by indi-
vidualist and libertarian schools of anarchist thought found in writers such as Josiah
Warren (1798-1874), Max Stirner (1806-1856), and Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862),
all of whom reject authority and insist upon autonomy.
Individualist anarchism opposes domination of the individual by any authority ex-

ternal to themselves (Godwin 1842). There is a prioritization of the individual over any
kind of social group, society, tradition, or ideology (Proudhon 2007). Any obligation
to others must rest purely on the desire of the individual and there can be no assumed
human nature that would impel an individual to make such a commitment. There are
no legitimate limits on the pursuit of one’s own desires (Stirner 1995). The individual
is the absolute authority over themselves and all that they acquire through original
appropriation, trade, or gift (Butler 1980).
While individualist anarchism originated in the 19th century, the postmodern cri-

tique of representation supports its ideal because the state is viewed as a progenitor
of grand narratives and the misguided attempt to control the disjointed bits of society
under illegitimate domination. From this perspective, the only viable political alter-
native is for individuals to extricate themselves from these grand narratives and the
imposition of power they represent: “A lot of what passes for anarchism today is a
crusade for an escape from a society of total alienation, and for the salvation of the
individual psyche” (Goodwin 2007, 128). This linkage between anarchism and post-
modernism has been made in the emerging theory of “post-anarchism” found in new
social movements (Evren 2011). While many of these perspectives are associated with
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Integrative Governance, some share individualist anarchism’s tenets: particularly the
critique of representation and the resulting impossibility of social agreements among
collectives of any sort.
From this perspective, politics is an ongoing process of contestation against hege-

monic attempts to close ideas and identity through state-enforced signification and
subject positions. This essentially replicates the psychosocial process of the constitu-
tive lack subverting the process of identity formation; we are becomingminoritarian
(Deleuze and Guattari 1987). In fact, most “majorities” are not more numerous. They
are merely more powerful because they hold multiple characteristics of power, i.e.,
white, heterosexual, male, English-speaking, and so forth. Such identity politics have
expanded our understanding of the social world through analysis of and resistance
to social construction. Becoming minoritarian is a refusal of naming and representa-
tion per se (Patton 2005). Such refusal gives political voice to all possible modes of
existence, thereby challenging representative politics and deterritorializing systems of
power and control. To be clear, this refusal is differentiated from identity politics,
which are more generally characterized as counter-hegemonic particular identities that
resist the hegemonic universal identity by claiming an alternative identity with equal
rights.
In the same way privileged minorities generate a hegemonic majority, Zizek carries

forward Ranciere’s concept of the singulier universel in his call for all excluded groups
to band together in resistance to those who stand only for their particular interest
(Coles 2005). In other words, there is no attempt to claim the seat of power and no
demand for specific policy changes or rights from that privileged group as this would
legitimate their position of power. Instead, there is only a demand that the powerful
release their privilege. From a Lacanian perspective, the demand is to relinquish the
horizon established by the dominant order (Zizek 2009). Today’s Occupy social move-
ment comes to mind. These social movements refuse to demand particular rights and
instead demand that the system of privilege itself be abolished.
In this individualist post-anarchism, the only universal “identity” is the void in the

social order that is defined as the point of exclusion in which all may participate. We
understand one another’s un-representable lack, prefiguring an emancipatory politics
that seeks to maintain this freedom from social construction (Marchart 2005). The po-
litical solidarity built on this recognition of the common struggle against both naming
and exclusion from power is void of substantive content and must remain so. Indeed,
Josiah Warren argues that all forms of society are artificial constructions (Butler 1980),
and Max Stirner (1995) repeatedly refers to all forms of collectivity, including society
itself, as a “spook” (221).
Therefore, as pointed out by Deleuze and Guattari (1983), “there is no general recipe”

(108) for achieving the political ideal of multiplicities. The best that can be done is
to “locate the most egalitarian and natural forms of social organization” (Bertalan
2011, 217). The common denominator is revolutionary and counter-hegemonic action
(Adams 2011). While “this nihilism is active” (Fernandez de Rota 2011, 147)—active
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in resistance and opposition to existing forms of governance—individualist anarchism
rejects the project of organizing society beyond simply leaving it up to the individuals
engaged in any given situation. These perspectives ultimately argue for elimination of
the state in order to promote individual sovereignty and prevent all forms of manipula-
tion at the hands of the state (Stringham 2007, 2005). Individuals would then become
self-sufficient and all previously public functions would be provided by private means.

Economic theory
Following individualist anarchy, the ideal economy in Fragmented Governance

would be completely unregulated exchange in order to prevent manipulation at
the hands of the state (Stringham 2005, 2007). All liberal ideas about coordinated
economic action are rejected (Godwin 1842). Individuals would be freed from any
state-backed economic system (Morris 1993). Furthermore, consumers would be freed
from “dominant meanings disseminated by the culture industry” (Simons 2005, 159)
to prevent manipulation at the hands of the market. In this perfectly free economy,
individuals would produce for themselves, consume what they want, trade if they want,
or maintain self-sufficiency if they want, without consideration of other consumers
or producers beyond their own trade interests (Stirner 1995). The ideal would be for
producers and consumers themselves to self-organize all economic activities, where
populist “consumers” would “make their own meanings and find their own pleasures”
(Simons 2005, 159). These characteristics fit well with the ideals of individualist
anarchism.
This approach to economics offers two potential solutions: to transform capitalism

through resistance and direct action, or to exit capitalism. Some individualist anar-
chists tend toward the latter because they distrust the type of collective endeavor
that would be necessary to transform capitalism. However, coordinated direct action
against capitalism is the topic of much interest in anarchistic studies, particularly dur-
ing and since the self-organizing action against the World Trade Organization (WTO)
Ministerial Conference in Seattle in 1999 (Adams 2011, Day 2011, Evren 2011). Demon-
strations against global trade and economic policy conventions and summits, like the
WTO, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the Free Trade Area
of the Americas, and the Group of Eight+ (G8), have increased in strength in the
past two decades. Coalescing somewhat around the crises of globalization, these direct
actions involve national and international NGOs, labor unions, environmental groups,
student groups, faith-based groups, and anarchists. Tactics include peaceful civil dis-
obedience as well as vandalism against corporate property. Despite increases in their
frequency, a high level of disagreement remains as to the purpose of these actions,
beyond opposition; some argue in favor of reforming or transforming capitalism while
others seek to replace it.
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While the capitalist system persists, others use the approach of economic seces-
sion, which entails abstention from the prevailing monetary system and government-
regulated capitalist markets. Rejection of the system requires the replacement of corpo-
rately produced goods and services with those produced by oneself, another individual
producer, or cooperatives of producers (Morris 1993). It also requires replacement of
money with other forms of exchange, such as barter and swapping, work hour trade, or
commodities like gold (Lietaer 2013). For instance, Warren argues that economic ex-
changes must be limited to those in which individuals “give an equivalent in labor, and
nothing but labor, for labor received” (Butler 1980, 433), therefore preventing the cre-
ation of money, interest, and banking systems and providing protection to individuals
from manipulation, coercion, and exploitation.
Another approach to economic secession is found in the self-sufficiency movement

recently popularized by author Barbara Kingsolver (2007), with tactics like home-
steading and off-grid sustainability. Producing one’s own food, potable water, and
energy, along with other do-it-yourself skills have become increasingly popular in the
twenty-first century (see for example, Emery 2012, Gehring 2011, Kaplan and Blume
2011, Seymour 2009). In the United States, this movement has its roots in Henry
David Thoreau’s Walden (1854)—“the original sacred text of homesteading” (Gould
2005, 3)—and in the work of Ralph Borsodi (1927, 1929, 1933) whose influence was
such that it sparked a national homestead movement (Carlson 2004). While Thoreau’s
work was a reflection on a personal, and perhaps spiritual, journey, Borsodi rejects the
market’s manipulation of desire and advocates a radical decentralization of production
in which individuals return to an agrarian model of self-sufficiency.1
Scholars working from these perspectives promote a completely unregulated system

of barter that protects individual sovereignty and prevents all forms of domination
(Stringham 2005, 2007). With government and capitalism thus eliminated, individuals
would become fully self-sufficient, with needed goods and services provided through
self-directed mechanisms of free barter and exchange.

Administrative theory
In Fragmented Governance, if the political economy were to follow the tenets of

individualist anarchism, there would be no administrative theory or practice, because
neither government nor markets would be administered. In the historical movement
toward the individualist anarchist ideal, however, there are administrative theories and
practices that mimic market transactions. Albeit a weak connection, Fragmented Gov-
ernance aligns most closely with the entrepreneurial nature of New Public Management
(NPM) and the discretion given to administrators to establish and fulfill the public

1 While Borsodi’s early work advocated homesteading and extreme decentralization in production,
his later work shifted to other terrains that align with the collectivist ontologies, including arguing for
a hierarchical social order, and later planned communities (Carlson 2004).
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good (desire) through market mechanisms (Lynn 1996, Ostrom 1989). It is important
to reiterate that it is difficult to identify a school of Anglo-American administrative
theory that closely aligns with Fragmented Governance. Because administrative theory
is practice-oriented it necessarily responds to existing conditions within contemporary
society. While NPM shares philosophical ideals with Fragmented Governance it is more
appropriately identified as neoliberal—a hybrid position that is explained in Chapter
11.
NPM began in countries like New Zealand, Britain, and Germany, and then later

influenced reforms in the United States (Kettl 2000a). The original idea was that
government could be transformed into small, decentralized boards overseeing private
performance-based organizations that deliver public goods and services most efficiently
and effectively. Actual provision of goods and services by the government would be
minimized in the interest of keeping decision making as close to the individual as
practicable. This theoretical movement extends the position that government should
play a minimal role to advance economic growth, which culminated in the United
States in the late 1980s and 1990s with the Reinventing Government movement (Hood
1991, Lynn 1996, 2006, Osborne and Gaebler 1992, Simon 1946, 1947, 1976).2
Accordingly, the principles of government reinvention are in line with freemarket,

consumerist, ideals: (1) eliminate unnecessary regulation and control, (2) put customers
first, (3) empower employees to get results, and (4) reorganize and reengineer for in-
creased efficiency and effectiveness (Gore and Clinton 1993). These reform efforts lead
to increasing privatization and deregulation, including a relinquishment of governmen-
tal functions or oversight and control to private entities (Savas 1982). While these
theories greatly empower managerial experts, they are more likely to be located out-
side government agencies. This movement toward privatization and the emphasis of
individual choice clearly resonates with Fragmented Governance.
Although this school of thought leaves one foot in Atomistic Governance, by pushing

further toward market mechanisms these administrative theories call for increasing re-
liance on laissez-faire economic principles that presume that the free market—based on
aggregated individual decision making—administers society better. Therefore, public
service is handed over to competing market forces that are thought to be more respon-
sive to individual consumers. This pattern reinforces the market ascendency associated
with postmodern consumerism. As Fox (1996) aptly points out, Osborne and Gaebler’s
Reinventing Government is itself a postmodern exercise, combining elements of market
economics, public choice, empirical rationality, community and citizen empowerment,
anti-hierarchical structuring, increased accountability, and increased discretion. This
mish-mash of recommendations defies any sense of internal consistency, instead pro-

2 Osborne and Gaebler’s Reinventing Government (1992) argues for a market-centered polis peo-
pled by consumers as opposed to citizens. It was influential in spurring the National Performance Review
(2004) of Vice President Al Gore.
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viding a little something for everyone, yielding a fragmented postmodern “paradigm”
that is wholly defined by its slogans (Kamensky 1996).
In regard to the relationship between the state and the individual, Singular

Individuality provides the perfect citizen-consumer in a market-oriented approach
such as NPM. The practical impact of fragmenting identity in governance has been
explored by several public administration scholars (Farmer 2005b, Hummel 2008,
White 1999). By breaking citizens into identity fragments, the administrator focuses
only on the particular aspect that is deemed relevant to their function while ignoring
all other characteristics. In this way, persons are reduced to a select number of
prespecified features (Hummel 2008). The dynamic nature of Singular Individuality
means the person can also be further broken down into time slices (Farmer 2005b).
From the skeptical postmodern worldview, such disjointed bits are the most to which
administrators can respond. Fragmented Governance is therefore ushered in by an
autonomous, discretionary, expert administrative role that Stout (2013) calls the En-
trepreneur. In sketch, Entrepreneurs view citizens as customers or consumers (Roberts
2004) or watchdog citizens advocating for their own interests (Box 1998) to be served
according to performance objectives established through pluralist competition.

Summary and illustration
In sum, within Fragmented Governance there are no ontological or epistemological

foundations, thus all such metanarratives with substantive content are suspect. As-
suming such anti-essentialism, there is no stable or common ground for developing
a coherent identity or social context; therefore, all notions of the Good or Right are
meaningless, and representation of any type is impossible. This leaves Fragmented
Governance with no choice but to reject all forms of organized government and econ-
omy as they represent domination by select groups with no grounds for legitimacy.
We see this occurring in challenges to government action in the social and economic
spheres, where extreme fragmentation causes people to simply exit the system. What
administration is left mimics market transactions to the greatest degree possible.
This approach to governance fosters public encounters (Bartels 2013) in which nega-

tive liberty reduces the capacity to agree upon even minimalist procedural approaches
to determining collective action (i.e., pluralism). Denying any basis for communal good
or right choice, the emphasis is instead placed on individual actions, wherein “the values
of individual satisfaction are judged to be more important than the values of achieving
collective democratic consensus” (Frederickson 1996, 267). The result is individualist
anarchism throughout the political economy, only allowing transitory affiliations with
others based on present interests.
Considering agricultural policy as an example, we would expect to see a suspicion

of government intervention of any type in food production and distribution. A strong
preference for individual autonomy in both production and exchange would be evident.
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Individuals would seek to become self-sufficient to the largest extent possible, submit-
ting to trade and barter only based on need or personal preferences. If administrators
were to be involved in these activities at all, they would need to be working in service
to each individual.
The Fragmented approach is well illustrated in the homesteading movement. Writ-

ing in response to both the devastation of the Great Depression and the resulting New
Deal social assistance policies in the United States, Borsodi (1933) calls for a return to
family farming in which individuals provide for their own sustenance through growing,
harvesting, and preserving produce; raising livestock; and building one’s own shelter.
He insisted “the threat to human freedom . . . cannot be escaped in the present pro-
gram of adjusting man to the regimentation of technological, industrial, and urban
civilization” (xx). He believed the only answer is to remove oneself from society and
return to the land. Indeed, it is the “evil effects of this interdependence” (147) in society
that is the central ill to be overcome.
To accomplish this independence, homesteading draws upon the tenets of self-

reliance, urging self-sufficiency through individual production as the best answer both
for the individual and for society in general. As Borsodi (1933) argues,
Domestic production, if enough people turned to it . . . would release men and

women from their present thralldom to the factory and make them masters of machines
instead of servants to them; it would end the power of exploiting them which ruthless,
acquisitive, and predatory men now possess; it would free them for the conquest of
comfort, beauty and understanding.
(9)
These ideals are also found in the contemporary survivalist movement in which

individuals learn mechanisms for obtaining, purifying, and storing their own water
sources in addition to foraging and growing their own food (Cobb 2014). Like home-
steading, survivalism reflects a “dramatic doubt, in a rhetoric of radical skepticism
toward the prospects of contemporary institutional orders” and sees “modernity not
as the irresistible advance of bureaucratization but as a failing project near its end”
(Mitchell Jr. 2002, 11). From this perspective the anticipated systemic failure is certain
to lead to catastrophic events—from economic collapse, to war, wildfires, famines, or
pandemics—for which individuals must prepare.
As illustrated here, a Fragmented Governance approach turns decision making over

to each individual or household so that they can determine their own needs and provide
for them to the greatest degree possible through selfsufficiency. Property ownership is
private and any needs that cannot be met by individuals are satisfied through processes
of exchange or barter. To the extent that production is social, it is limited to sharing
the information needed to foster self-sufficiency through learning to grow, harvest, and
store the means to survive.
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Part III: Dystopian utopias



The chapters in Part IIIprovide a dialectical analysis and critique of the primary
approaches to governance, as well as hybridizations commonly produced by reform
efforts. In the spirit of ontological disclosure (Cox 1995, Wamsley 1996), we have
both stated our individual perspectives in the Preface, revealing that we come to
this inquiry from a decidedly relational process perspective, one that aligns well with
certain theories of radical democracy. Therefore, we examine and critique each of the
governance approaches herein from what could be considered an “outsider” perspective.
Chapter 9explains the use of dialectical analysis within the ideal-type method, con-

sidering the differences that engender mutual critiques among the primary approaches
to governance and the similarities that enable hybridization in practice.Chapters
10and11explore the dialectical dynamics through which hybrids are generated. Be-
cause ideal-types rarely exist in pure form, it can be expected that actual manifestation
will yield hybrids. However, these hybridizations do not reflect ontological fickleness
or poor logic. In essence, each primary governance approach presents a utopia that
is rarely realized because it would generate dystopian experiences if it were fully
actualized. We argue that in pure form, ontological positions generate particular forms
of psychosocial pathology or existential angst that drive ideological change.
Specifically, resistance and reform efforts tend to push the mainstream static on-

tologies toward dynamic ontological terrain. In response to ontological instability in
those positions, existential angst engages a reverse critique. Counter-hegemonic re-
forms pull governance back from utopian/dystopian extremes, forming static hybrids
that may obfuscate underlying philosophical commitments for manipulative purposes.
As Proudhon (1979b) wrote, “authority retreats and liberty advances” ( Chapter X)
in regress and progress. While progressive impulses advance ideology into dynamic
positions, conservative impulses cause retrenchment toward static positions.
Based on the ontological similarities between individualist and collectivist ideal-

types examined in Chapter 9, vertical movement is enabled between static state and
dynamic state approaches to governance. Similarly, horizontal movement between the
collectivist and individualist static state ontologies is also quite evident in governance
theory. However, the differences between the individualist and collectivist positions are
accentuated as ideas move from static to dynamic state ontologies and become more
difficult to bridge. Therefore, we reconfigure the ideal-type matrix as an arc.
Dialectics among approaches generate countervailing processes that are reflected in

the direction of movement—toward or away from a particular position. When move-
ment is in response to the pathologies of the static approaches, it is along what we
call the Arc of Reform; reforms push away from positions at the top of the Arc down
toward the bottom on either side. When movement seeks to quell the existential angst
generated by the pathologies of the dynamic approaches, we see a reverse pulling back
toward the apex of the Arc in what we call the Arc of Reification. These movements
of ideological critique and retrenchment are explored inChapters 10 and11.
Together, these analyses are meant to develop a deeper understanding of the impli-

cations of each approach to governance, clarify the reasons behind political and philo-
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sophical governance reform movements, foster thoughtful choice making among philo-
sophical assumptions, and establish the foundational argument for dialectical synthesis.
Thus, the analyses in this section set the stage for explicating and affirming Integrative
Governance in Part IV, an alternative approach that seeks to resolve the pathological
dynamics of the primary governance approaches without producing dystopian, reified
hybrids.
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9 Analysis of the primary
governance approaches
Recalling Chapter 4, once constructed, ideal-types are used “not as an end but as a

means” (Weber 1949c, 92). A robust typology is ultimately designed to explore antici-
pated implications (Doty and Glick 1994). This can be accomplished through mental
experiments in logic as well as empirical research. Mental experiments explore what
might happen if the ideal-type were fully manifested in order to make recommenda-
tions based on logical implications. Weber (1949c) asserts, “This procedure can be
indispensable for heuristic as well as expository purposes . . . it is no ‘hypothesis’ but
it offers guidance to the construction of hypotheses” (90). Following this understand-
ing, the Governance Typology presented herein is meant to provide strong “conceptual
instruments for comparison with and the measurement of reality” (97). Here, we com-
pare competing theories to see what is importantly different in order to ask questions:
Why is it different? What are the implications?
Therefore, our inquiry continues with mental experiments that make comparisons

between governance approaches. These explorations offer a platform for critical analy-
sis inChapters 10 and11. Following Weber, we think through “what a behavior pattern
or thought pattern (e.g., a philosophical system) would be like if it possessed com-
pletely rational, empirical and logical ‘correctness’ and ‘consistency’ ” (Weber 1949a,
42). Specifically, we use dialectical analysis to explore the implications of the gover-
nance approaches using the lens of each ideal-type’s ontological grounding and how
those assumptions logically carry through the other elements of the typology.

Dialectical analysis
As noted in Chapter 4, we use dialectical analysis to compare and contrast the con-

cepts within the approaches to governance with a view toward dialectical synthesis, as
discussed in Part IV. In some interpretations of dialectics, an antithesis emerges due
to unintended consequences of the thesis (Schneider 1971). Critical awareness of these
contradictions promotes the recognition of their unity within an ongoing dialectical
tension. As such, it is very useful in understanding the development of theory (Popper
1940). As our focus is on governance, public administration theory provides illustra-
tive examples. Conciliatory public administration theories accept the contradictions
that emerge between competing approaches (King and Zanetti 2005). Some critical
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theorists feel that maintaining the dialectic in this way is better than attempting reso-
lution because any synthesis is suspected of actually being a dominating or obfuscating
compromise (Adorno 1973).
Public administration theory also presents many concepts in a dichotomous or di-

alectical manner. For example, it has been argued that there is not one language
of public administration (Farmer 1995) but two, which can be characterized as sim-
ply modern versus postmodern, traditional versus post-ist, or traditional versus post-
traditional (Farmer 1999, 2005a, 2005b, 2006). Alternatively, there are two approaches
to the field that can be characterized as technical versus normative, positivist scien-
tific versus democratic and humanistic, traditional Orthodox Administration versus
New Public Administration, New Public Management versus New Public Service, ra-
tionalist versus nonrationalist, hard-core rationalist versus soft-core rationalist, and so
forth (see for example, Denhardt 2000, Denhardt and Denhardt 2007, Harmon 1995,
King et al. 2000, McSwite 1997). Finally, dialectic is seen in Harmon’s (1990, 1995)
explication of what he calls the Answerer/Maker dialectic in public administration:
“Responsibility and freedom need to be understood as reciprocally related to one an-
other rather than diametrically opposed” (1995, 122).12 Administrators must maintain
both accountability and responsibility in the performance of their duties. We maintain
that these dichotomies are directly linked to the logical differences between the One
and the Many: the collectivist and individualist ontologies. However, the arguments
found in the public administration literature do not differentiate between static and
dynamic assumptions, thus leaving the impression of one rather than two dialectics as
developed herein.

Dialectic in the Governance Typology
As a precursor to theoretical analysis and discussion, it is useful to reiterate that the

first four philosophical elements of the typology—ontological assumptions and associ-
ated language, psychosocial condition, epistemological concepts, and belief systems—
prefigure the latter four action elements of the typology—ethical concepts, political
theory, economic theory, and administrative theory. In this way political ontology de-
picts both what is (ontologically) and what should be (theoretically and ethically). It
describes what is believed to be the constitutive Good: both the source of good as
well as good ends (Taylor 1989). Therefore, we can consider the underlying ontological
assumptions of each approach to governance as the driver of problematic outcomes.

1 Stout (2013) argues that it is more accurate to depict this as the Citizen/Maker dialectic, which is
resolved in the synthesis of the mutually obligated Answerer given Niebuhr’s (1963) own interpretation
of his triadic model. However Harmon only employs two of three types.

2 It should be noted that in subsequent work, Harmon (2006) moves toward a synthesis position
with his call to “dissolve dualisms” (28).
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Placed in a two-by-two matrix, the four primary approaches to governance can
be considered as related pairs based on fundamental qualities on either the vertical
or horizontal axes of the matrix. For example, when considering the four approaches
in pairs across the horizontal axis, we find that they can be paired as static versus
dynamic types. Of these pairings, the static ideal-types shown inTable 9.1 are most
familiar. Considering the dialectical oppositionsTable 9.1Static state governance ideal-
types: Hierarchical and Atomistic

Hierarchical Governance Atomistic Governance
Ontological assumptions Static state, transcendent

source, singular expression
Static state, immanent
source, plural expression

Language characteristics Discrete, hierarchical Discrete, nonhierarchical
Psychosocial theory individuality Individuality
Epistemological concepts Rationalism Empiricism
Belief systems Monotheism Naturalism
Ethical concepts Deontological obligation Consequentialism
Political theory Classical conservative lib-

eralism
Modern liberalism

Economic theory Welfare state Market exchange
Administrative theory Orthodox administration

New Public Service | created by each element’s meaning, we see a recognizable pat-
tern of debate between perspectives, such as the debate between the classical conserva-
tive liberalism (republicanism) of Hierarchical Governance and the modern liberalism
of Atomistic Governance that together form the “whole” of liberalism.
As shown inTable 9.2, when considering the dynamic ideal-types, Holographic and

Fragmented Governance, we see the less common terrain. Here, the extreme ontological
positions of both the One and Many—an ontology of abundance versus an ontology of
lack—are placed in opposition, accentuating the differences between the elements in
the static ideal-types.
When considering the vertical axis, we find the ideal-types can be paired under collec-

tivist and individualist categories. Collectivist ontologies, Hierarchical and Holographic
Governance, are shown in Table 9.3. In this pairing, it is their shared understanding
of existence as One that forms commonalities across them. Communal worldviews con-
sider how problems are shared and solved by the group as directed by the source of
being, however it is conceived (Benson and Williams 1982).

Table 9.2Dynamic state governance ideal-types: Holographic and Fragmented

Holographic Governance Fragmented Governance
Ontological assumptions

Language characteristics Psychosocial theory Epistemological concepts
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Belief systems
Ethical concepts
Political theory Economic theory
Administrative theory | Dynamic state, transcendent
source, singular expression
Gerundial, holistic
Particular individuality
Idealism
Pantheism
Moral imperative
Socialism
Collectively planned
economy
New Public Administration | Dynamic state, immanent source, plural expression
Gerundial, discrete Singular Individuality Epistemological anarchism Anti-

essentialism
Moral skepticism/relativism Individualist anarchism
Self-sufficiency and barter
New Public Management |Table 9.3Collectivist governance ideal-types: Hierarchical

and Holographic
Hierarchical Governance
Ontological assumptions | Static state, transcendent source, singular expression |

Language characteristics Discrete, hierarchical
Psychosocial theory individuality
Epistemological concepts Rationalism
Belief systems Monotheism
Ethical concepts Deontological obligation
Political theory Classical conservative liberalism
Economic theory Welfare state
Administrative theory Orthodox administration

Holographic Governance
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Ontological assumptions Dynamic state, transcendent source, sin-
gular expression

Language characteristics Gerundial, holistic
Psychosocial theory Particular individuality
Epistemological concepts Idealism
Belief systems Pantheism
Ethical concepts Moral imperative
Political theory Socialism
Economic theory Collectively planned economy
Administrative theory New Public Administration

The individualist ontologies of Atomistic and Fragmented Governance are familiar
contemporary Western perspectives. In this pairing, as shown inTable9.4, it is their
shared understanding of existence as Many that forms commonalities between them.
As pluralism in various degrees tends to be the most accepted foundational assumption
in modern and postmodern times, the elements are prevalent in current philosophical
and theoretical discussion.

Ontological differences and similarities
This section begins the dialectical analysis by considering the basic differences and

similarities of the four primary approaches found in each element of the Governance
Typology. For the purpose of the following discussion, we provide a streamlined version
of the familiar two-by-two matrix to emphasize and simplify the underlying ontological
contrasts (seeTable 9.5).
These differences between approaches engender mutual critiques and allow us to

identify and explore the dystopia inherent in each ideal-type’s utopia, which is discussed
in Chapter 10. The collectivist ontologies yield critiques of the qualities shared among
individualist ontologies, while the dynamic ontological positions fuel critiques of the
qualities shared among static ontologies, and vice versa in both pairs. As also explained
in Chapter 10, the paired sets of ontological positions, individualist-collectivist and
static-dynamic, share characteristics. These similarities enable critiques to spark reform
movementsTable 9.4Individualist governance ideal-types: Atomistic and Fragmented

Atomistic Governance
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Ontological assumptions Static state, immanent source, plural ex-
pression

Language characteristics Discrete, nonhierarchical
Psychosocial theory Individuality
Epistemological concepts Empiricism
Belief systems Naturalism
Ethical concepts Consequentialism
Political theory Modern liberalism
Economic theory Market exchange
Administrative theory New Public Service

Fragmented Governance

Ontological assumptions Dynamic state, immanent source, plural
expression

Language characteristics Gerundial, discrete
Psychosocial theory Singular Individuality
Epistemological concepts Epistemological anarchism
Belief systems Anti-essentialism
Ethical concepts Moral skepticism/relativism
Political theory Individualist anarchism
Economic theory Self-sufficiency and barter
Administrative theory New Public Management

between the approaches in practice. These movements further produce governance
hybrids, which is explained in Chapter 11.
Both similarities and differences have a clear grounding in the respective ontological

assumptions of each pairing. As shown in Table 9.6, the two static state approaches
to governance (Hierarchical and Atomistic) share a notion of stasis and continuity of
being and identity, along with foundational Truth. This stability carries through all
other elements of the framework. However, in Hierarchical Governance, the assumption
of collectivism (One) means that Truth, Right, and Good are determined by a higher
power and accessed through reason; therefore, laws can be identified to guide political,
economic, and administrative structures and procedures. Alternatively, in Atomistic
Governance, the assumption of methodological individualism (Many) means that Truth
is identified through observation and a firm belief based in science. Since Good is a
matter of personal preference, ends can be negotiated and chosen to guide political,
economic, and administrative structures and procedures for Right action. These differ-
ences are emphasized in collectivist individuality versus individualist Individuality.

Table 9.5Streamlined ontological matrix
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Collectivist Individualist
Static state Hierarchical Atomistic
Dynamic state Holographic Fragmented

The similarities and differences between the two dynamic state approaches to gov-
ernance (Holographic and Fragmented) are depicted in Table 9.7. These approaches
share a notion of dynamic being and identity that makes stability in all other elements
of the framework impossible. However, in Holographic Governance, the assumption of
collectivism (One) creates a sense of substantive abundance—whether it is divinely or
humanly crafted. Thus, while there is ontological change, it is anchored in the under-
standing of a transcendent source that can provide a stable system of belief, which
can guide Truth, Right, Good, and the organization of social institutions. Alterna-
tively, in Fragmented Governance, the assumption of extreme individualism (Many)
coupled with dynamism creates a sense of substantive lack and absolute flux, to the
point where meaning and identity cannot be achieved for a duration long enough to
support stability in any other element of the framework. Thus, truth is a matter of
subjectivity, there can be no certainty of belief, both good and right are matters of
shifting preferences, and there is no firm ground upon which to build legitimate social
institutions.
The similarities and differences between the two collectivist approaches to gover-

nance (Hierarchical and Holographic) are outlined in Table 9.8. They share the notion
of transcendent holism that rejects all notions of an ontological Many. An assumption
of the One is relatively moderate in Hierarchical Governance and accentuated in Holo-
graphic Governance, but the common theme of unity and an affirmation of positive
liberty runs throughout the other elements of the framework. However, in Hierarchical
Governance the assumption of a static transcendent source leads to a hierarchical or-
dering throughout the social system. Foundational Truth determined by a static One
means that social institutions must be guided by a predetermined understanding of
what is Right and Good. Hierarchical social ordering asserts that those at the top of the
structure are best able to determine how to utilize the power of the state to implement
right action, thereby necessitating an elite ruling class who moderate and regulate
market exchange to achieve the most equitable distribution of goods. Alternatively, in
Holographic Governance the rejection of hierarchical ordering and insistence on equal
potential to intuit a changing notion of Truth, Right, and Good prevent a top-down
approach to guiding social institutions. While the interchangeability of members allows
for any member to step into a political leadership role to guide a collectively planned
economy, the emphasis on unity and equality requires that all members engage in and
agree upon matters of governance.
The similarities and differences between the two individualist approaches to gov-

ernance (Atomistic and Fragmented) are shown in Table 9.9. They share the notion
of immanent pluralism that rejects all notions of a transcendent One. An assumption
of the Many is relatively moderate in Atomistic Governance and accentuated in Frag-
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mented Governance, but the common theme of pluralism and a rejection of external
constraints reflects an ideal of negative liberty that runs throughout the other ele-
ments of the framework. However, in the Atomistic approach the assumption of stasis
means that individuals have stable identities and predictable interests. These quali-
ties allow for representation and pluralist competition through which individuals form
stable social contracts based on a shared understanding of the Good as maximization
of individual utility, guiding Right action. Alternatively, in the Fragmented approach
the absence of substantive foundations and ongoing flux prevent stable identities and
shared meaning among individuals. Thus, no social contract between individuals and
no shared notions of truth, good, and right are possible.
The tables appended to this Chapter after the Notes provide detailed analyses of

how these differences and similarities logically play out in each element of the Gov-
ernance Typology. These tables are meant as a reference for: (1) understanding how
the differences between these sets of ideal-types fuel reforms sparked by critique, as
discussed in Chapter 10; and (2) understanding how the similarities among these sets
of ideal-types are the qualities that enable reifying hybrid positions to form between
pairings, as discussed in Chapter 11.

Establishing a dynamic model
The dialectical differences are accentuated between the collectivist and individualist

approaches as underlying ontological assumptions of the One and the Many move
from static to dynamic states. As Davis (2003) notes, extreme collectivism “appears
to exhibit an evolution that increasingly emphasizes individuals as active beings able
to act upon and change social frameworks,” while extreme individualism is “subject to
collapse in the direction of collectivism” (108). Such escalation ultimately “must end
in the breakdown of the system” (Bateson 1972, 68)—dialectical tension becomes a
polarized chasm that would require an ideological leap to move from one to the other.
The extremity of the differences between the two dynamic positions push ontolog-

ical assumptions so far a Part that we must reconsider the two-by-two Streamlined
Ontological Matrix depicted in Table 9.5. We reconfigure the matrix as an arc with
the static state ontologies in the center (Hierarchical and Atomistic Governance) and
the dynamic state ontologies on either end (Holographic and Fragmented Governance)
(seeFigure 9.1). Working from

Figure 9.1The Governance Arc.
this Governance Arc, we can then analyze reform movements between the primary

approaches to governance and the hybrids that emerge in the spaces between.
In governance theory we find vertical movements between Hierarchical and Holo-

graphic approaches as well as between Atomistic and Fragmented approaches. We also
find horizontal movement between Hierarchical and Atomistic approaches. However,
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fluid horizontal movement between the Holographic and Fragmented approaches is
not evident in governance theory.

Table 9.6 Dialectical differences and similarities in static state ontologies
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Framework ele-
ment

Flier a rchica 1
Governa n ce

Ato m istic Govern
an ce

Both

Ontological as-
sumptions

Hierarchical, tran-
scendent cosmolog-
ical order

Order established
by Nature and laws
of natural selection

Sufficient ontologi-
cal stability to es-
tablish order

Language cba ra
cteristi cs

Discrete, hierarchi-
cal

Discrete, nonhier-
archical

Entities are stable
and discrete and
can be arranged

Psychosocial the-
ory

Identity is es-
tablished by the
group; innate
social contract

Identity is innate
; fabricated social
contract

Stable and reliable
identities that per-
sist through time
and space

Epistemological
concepts

Truth is known by
a transcendent be-
ing and accessed
through reason

Truth is deter-
mined by the laws
of nature and
verified through
empirical observa-
tion

Stable, founda-
tional knowledge
can exist through
time

Belief systems Theistic terms
used to describe a
cosmological order

Nontheistic terms
used to describe
cosmological order

Belief systems can
be universal and
stable through
time

Ethical concepts Right is pre-
determined and
accessed through
reason; Good
follows Right

Individuals define
Good; voluntary
social contract de-
fines Right; Right
follows Good

Sources of ethical
guidance can be ex-
ternally imposed

Political theory Representation es-
tablished through
elite leadership
characteristics

Representation es-
tablished through
competitive plural-
ism

Sufficient sta-
bility exists to
establish political
institutions of
representation

Economic theory State control of
exchange should
guide positive
liberty to ensure
welfare

The state should
ensure negative lib-
erty as a basis for a
natural market sys-
tem

Outcomes of eco-
nomic exchange
are predictable

Administrative the-
ory

Authority and
discretion are
constrained and di-
rected by political
oversight

Authority and dis-
cretion is moder-
ated by political
and citizen engage-
ment

Administrators
should have only
moderate levels
of authority and
discretion
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Table 9.7 Dialectical differences and similarities in dynamic state ontologies
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Framework ele-
ment

Holographic Gover-
nance

Fragmented Gover-
nance

Both

Ontological as-
sumptions

Changing, tran-
scendent, nonhier-
archical whole

Immanent change
based on cause and
effect and social
construction

Insufficient onto-
logical stability to
establish a perma-
nent cosmological
order

Language cba ra
cteristi cs

Gerundial, holistic Gerundial, discrete Entities are dy-
namic

Psychosocial the-
ory

Identity changes
with the whole;
innate social bond

Identity changes
based on individ-
ual choice ; no
social bond

Identity changes in
time and space

Epistemological
concepts

Truth is accessed
directly through in-
trospection

Knowledge is em-
pirically subjective
but socially medi-
ated via language

Knowledge is co-
herent rather than
foundational; it is
what makes sense
in a given context

Belief systems The sacred is man-
ifest in all; all are
valued equally

Beliefs are subjec-
tive, relative, and
unfounded

Beliefs are formed
internally

Ethical concepts Right action deter-
mined through in-
trospection; Good
follows Right

Good is individu-
ally defined based
on preference;
Right is not consid-
ered or is equated
to Good

Sources of ethical
guidance are inter-
nal

Political theory Egalitarianism
within one-party
rule is the only
just approach to
representation

Representation is
impossible and
therefore illegiti-
mate

Representation is
problematic due
to suspicions of
domination

Economic theory Producers and
consumers are
unified in one
self-organizing
system

Any regulation of
produce rs or con-
sumers is coercion
and illegitimate

Self-organizing eco-
nomic activity is
the only legitimate
approach

Adm in istra tire
theory

Solidarity en-
sures fair process
and outcomes
regardless of the
administrative role

The absence of po-
sitional administra-
tive authority em-
powers private ac-
tors

Administrators
should have a high
level of authority
and discretion
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Table 9.8 Dialectical differences and similarities in collectivist ontologies

Framework ele-
ment

Hiera rchica 1 Gov-
erna n ce

Holographic Gover-
nance

Both

Ontological as-
sumptions

Hierarchical, tran-
scendent cosmolog-
ical order

Changing, tran-
scendent, nonhier-
archical whole

Existence is whole
in expression and
transcendent in
source

Language cba ra
cteristi cs

Discrete, hierarchi-
cal

Gerundial, holistic Entities are unified

Psychosocial the-
ory

Identity is es-
tablished by the
group; innate
social contract

Identity changes
with the whole;
innate social bond

Embedded individ-
uals; society is the
unit of analysis

Epistemological
concepts

Truth is known by
a transcendent be-
ing and accessed
through reason

Truth is accessed
directly through in-
trospection

Knowledge is ob-
tained from a meta-
physical source

Belief systems Theistic terms
used to describe a
cosmological order

The sacred is man-
ifest in all; all are
equally valued

Beliefs grounded in
a universal “higher
power”

Ethical concepts Right is pre-
determined and
accessed through
reason; Good
follows Right

Right action deter-
mined through in-
trospection; Good
follows Right

Both prioritize the
collective Right

Political theory Representation es-
tablished through
elite leadership
characteristics

Egalitarianism
within one-party
rule is the only
just approach to
representation

The group has a
right to sovereignty

Economic theory State control of
exchange should
guide positive
liberty to ensure
welfare

Producers and
consumers are
unified in one
self-organizing
system

Control of ex-
change is necessary
for the best results

Adm in istra tire
theory

Authority and
discretion are
constrained and di-
rected by political
oversight

Solidarity en-
sures fair process
and outcomes
regardless of the
administrative role

Administration ex-
ists to ensure the
common good as
determined by the
group or its leaders
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Table 9.9 Dialectical differences and similarities in individualist ontologies
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Framework ele-
ment

Individualist on-
tologies

Atomistic Gover-
nance

Fragmented Gover-
nance

Both

Ontological as-
sumptions

Order established
by Nature and laws
of natural selection

Immanent change
based on cause and
effect and social
construction

Existence is plu-
ral in expression
and immanent in
source

Language cba ra
cteristi cs

Discrete, nonhier-
archical

Gerundial, discrete Entities are sepa-
rate

Psychosocial the-
ory

Identity is innate
; fabricated social
contract

Identity changes
based on individ-
ual choice ; no
social bond

Independent indi-
viduals are the unit
of analysis

Epistemological
concepts

Truth is deter-
mined by the laws
of nature and
verified through
empirical observa-
tion

Knowledge is em-
pirically subjective
but socially medi-
ated via language

Knowledge is af-
fected by external
sources

Belief systems Nontheistic terms
used to describe
cosmological order

Beliefs are subjec-
tive, relative, and
unfounded

There is no tran-
scendent “higher
power”

Ethical concepts Individuals define
Good; voluntary
social contract de-
fines Right; Right
follows Good

Good is individu-
ally defined based
on preference;
Right is not consid-
ered or is equated
to Good

Both prioritize the
individual Good

Political theory Representation es-
tablished through
competitive plural-
ism

Representation is
impossible and
therefore illegiti-
mate

The individual is
the only legitimate
sovereign

Economic theory The state should
ensure negative lib-
erty as a basis for a
natural market sys-
tem

Any regulation of
produce rs or con-
sumers is coercion
and illegitimate

Free market ex-
change among
individuals or
households and
firms achieves the
best results

Adm in istra tire
theory

Authority and dis-
cretion is moder-
ated by political
and citizen engage-
ment

The absence of
administrative po-
sitional authority
empowers private
actors

Administration en-
ables pluralist pro-
cesses among indi-
viduals
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10 The Arc of Reform
As shown in Part II, while never appearing in perfect form, the proponents of each

particular approach to governance present their ideal as a utopian vision. Despite
their similarities, from any one ontological perspective at least some characteristics
of the others are deemed negative or even dystopian. Due to incommensurable and
incompatible assumptions and characteristics, these perspectives confront one another
in governance practice and compete for primacy. In this type of contestation advocates
of each governance approach challenge and critique other approaches in hopes of either
achieving dominance or persuading opponents to accept a compromise position.
Furthermore, because actuality rarely reflects ideals, the lived experiences or pref-

erences of the individuals within each paradigm are generally at odds with practice,
inevitably resulting in some degree of dissatisfaction. Indeed, true to ideal-types in
general, the four primary approaches to governance are rarely present in pure form
within any one philosopher’s thinking, in any one political theory, or at any one place
or time in history. However, patterns of emphasis are apparent in historical events and
places. Similarly, ideological themes and mutual critiques are evident in social and
political theory.
This Chapter exposes the dystopia inherent in each ideal-type’s utopia in order

to explore why governance reform movements emerge. According to dialectics, each
thesis/antithesis pair produces pathological dynamics “when one of the two opposing
principles is neglected in favor of the other” (Harmon 1995, 7). These imbalances pro-
duce unsatisfactory experiences that ultimately lead to either submission or resistance
by individuals. When the resulting existential angst generates refusal of the dominant
ideal, reforms push toward a competing approach. Because there are simultaneous re-
sistances pushing toward competing ideologies, this process often results in escalation
between two opposing positions (Bateson 1935). These dynamics hinder the progress
of both individuals and society.
To make clear how dystopian conditions emerge, we examine movements along the

Governance Arc (refer back toFigure 9.1). We explore the dystopian characteristics
of each of the primary approaches to governance by considering how the critiques of
the static positions move us down the Arc toward the dynamic positions on either
end. To explain these reform movements, we first augment the Governance Arc by
inserting three reform categories placed in the direction they push ideology—Neoliberal,
Neoconservative, and Communitarian—in the Arc of Reform (see Figure 10.1).
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Liberalism’s multiple personality disorder
We begin our analysis at the top of the Arc in the most familiar terrain—the on-

going tension between classical conservative (Hierarchical) and modern (Atomistic)
liberalisms. Most contemporary Western theories of politics and administration are
associated with liberalism in either its classical or its modern form. To best under-
stand how the movement between these political ideologies is possible it is important
to recognize not only what distinguishes classical conservative and modern liberalism,
thereby fueling mutual critique, but also what connects them ontologically, as it is
this overlap that allows reform movements as opposed to revolution. American liber-
alism, for instance, moves along an agonistic continuum between the two static state
ontological positions that are most often associated with their political theory roots:
Hobbesian (Hierarchical) and Lockean (Atomistic) perspectives on liberalism’s social
contract. Donati (2014) argues that these binary positions are complementary in that
they “ ‘dance together’ so to speak” (16).
This choreography is conceived as a contest between control and freedom, between

government and individual, between state and market, and among dominant and weak
group identities. Constraining this contest is presented as “the best of all possible
worlds The West believes it has harnessed the
freedom/control antithesis as the engine of history” (Donati 2014, 18), and so the

ontological underpinnings fueling this dynamic are frequently left unexamined. The
control side of the dialectic is simply downplayed as a necessary evil. As Laclau (2005)
notes, liberal democracy is often conceptualized as a political regime comprised of a
particular set of universal institutional rules meant to

Figure 10.1The Arc of Reform.
secure freedom and equality, yet which presuppose and potentially reinforce their

opposites (a lack of freedom, unequal political power, discrimination, etc.).
As shown inFigure 10.2, the ontological continuum moves between the assumption

of the One and the Many. Although these assumptions seem quite different in many
respects, they are similar in that they both assume a static, unitary, unchanging, vision
of human nature (Love 2012, Stout 2012b, White 1990). In the first instance, the
individual is unified by a role within the group; in the latter the Individual is isolated
but unitary in identity. As explained in Chapter 9, both sides of this dialectic are
built upon the assumptions that (1) existence is static and therefore knowable, and (2)
persons are discrete, unitary entities regardless of whether we prioritize the individual’s
group role or the Individual’s unique identity. Psychosocially, both approaches assume
that individuals are driven by self-interest to accept a social contract. Taken together,
these assumptions frame the political ontology of liberalism.
However, liberalisms differ in how each responds to self-interest and these differ-

ences reflect ontological disagreements regarding the source of existence (transcendent
versus immanent), the expression of existence (One versus Many), and the psychosocial
condition of human beings (embedded versus independent). Beginning at the level of
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ontology, critique emerges from the dialectic between singular expression (One) and
plural expression (Many) (Stout 2012a, Stout and Love 2013, 2015c). We draw consid-
erably from the Progressive era pragmatist, Mary Follett, as her critique of both forms
of liberalism is exceptional (see Stout and Love 2015b). Follett (1998) argues that al-
though the aristocratic founders of the United States feared the tyranny of the masses
in modern liberalism, they also feared the executive and legislative powers embodied
in classical conservative liberalism. For this reason she insists that fear and suspicion
of both the individual and society underlie “the foundation of our

Figure 10.2Ontological dialectic in liberalism.
early [American] government” (165). We argue these same fears continue to fuel

liberal reform arguments.
According to Marx and Engels (1998), modes of production have moved from feu-

dalism to capitalism to socialism. According to Lacan (1977), societal discourses have
moved from Master to University to Hysteric. Considering Hierarchical Governance to
be most analogous to feudalism and the discourse of the Master, our analysis begins
there.

The bondage of Hierarchical Governance
The centrifugal force of democratic reform movements depicted in the Arc of Re-

form (see Figure 10.1) often take the classical conservative ideal as the historical and
theoretical starting point—the thesis position. Hierarchical Governance assumes that
individuality is embedded in a social whole directed by a transcendent source. There-
fore, classical conservative liberalism starts from a position of distrust of autonomy
in which “the individual [is] feared and suspected” (Follett 1998, 164). Self-interest is
understood to be a potential threat to the cosmological order and social good (Bercov-
itch 1978, Kaufmann 1998). Order must be asserted and deference to societal roles
and authority is required. Hierarchical Governance imposes a political hierarchy that
replicates the metaphysical hierarchy controlled by a superior guiding force—with the
state standing in for the One (Hobbes 2000). In classical conservative liberalism, this
hierarchy justifies political leadership in which decisions regarding the public good are
made through a trustee model of representation.
From other perspectives, however, this social hierarchy is not cosmologically given,

and therefore the existing political system is a form of representative elitism that “has
produced ‘privilege’ ” (Follett 1998, 132) through laws that perpetuate the subordina-
tion of certain groups. From the Hierarchical perspective, these systems of privilege
are justified and reinforced by a “faith in the idea of a divinely created hierarchy—of
the righteous domination of some parts over others” (Bennett 2010, 61). But from
other perspectives the result is a problematic perpetuation of “otherwise inexplicable
ideas that the rich deserve to get richer, that war is prolife, and that force can set us
free” (61). According to Farmer (2005b), this hierarchical dominance is reified through
the “cult of the leader” (141), a phenomenon that is “so ingrained psychologically and
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socially that most cannot imagine a society without hierarchy” (145)—we assume we
must have superiors.
These hierarchical assumptions carry forward in psychosocial theory through an

innate social order. This hierarchy is even woven into Western languages, which em-
phasize static, binary relationships between things that create a structure of dominance
of one over the other, generating a “violent hierarchy” (Derrida 1981, 41). For example,
fact is better than value, reason is better than emotion, mind is better than body,
spirit is better than material, reality is better than perception, and so forth. Derrida
(1976) deconstructs these supposedly natural hierarchies, revealing them to be socially
determined values.
Unfortunately, these values also play out in social identities. Foucault (1972) ar-

gues that one of the most oppressive aspects of (Western) language is its tendency
toward categorization, which enables domination and exclusion. His ideas are explored
in a variety of cultural studies that analyze the hierarchical nature of binaries (e.g.,
Barker 2000), such as male/female, straight/queer, Caucasian/people of color, colo-
nizer/indigenous, Western/Eastern, and global North/South. From these perspectives,
language fundamentally frames our subject positions as individuals and members of
social groups—and this process is laced with power dynamics. In each set, the dom-
inant identity forces individuals to align with its position in the dualism or become
marginalized: “Those excluded claim rights that the community theoretically accepts as
legitimate but denies them in practice” (Laclau 2005, 259). Therefore, Marcuse (1964,
1969) calls on minorities, outsiders, and public intellectuals to promote radical think-
ing, opposition, and refusal through identity politics. Keating (2013) takes this call
a step further, arguing that even identity politics “reinforce the very systems against
which we struggle” (3).
The same cultural dynamic plagues political representation. Catlaw (2007a) insists

that the political project of representation rests on an inherent paradox in which
the need to fabricate a hierarchical political regime demonstrates that the ontological
assumptions underlying it are mistaken. This project of “fabricating a People”—or
universal identity—and attempting to mitigate disorder and maintain social roles will
necessarily lead to system failure “because the People as such does not exist” (114).
These critiques undermine the democratic legitimacy of Hierarchical Governance—
even when those at the top of the hierarchy are chosen by the citizens. Follett (1998)
describes representative democracy as the “fiction of the ‘consent of the governed’ ”
(168), arguing “this is not enough, to elect officials and then to listen to their policy
and consent……………………………… There
is no democracy without contribution” (Follett 2013b, 215). She argues that systems

of representation are “hardly distinguishable from coercion” (200) and are at best a “first
step” for “backward countries” where no form of consent currently exists (Follett 2003e,
211). Indeed, Follett (1998) asserts that the founders of the United States were at core
elitist. Their objective was to limit the active participation of ordinary citizens and
retain decision-making authority with elite leaders. Consent of the governed simply
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creates “a tendency towards aristocracy” (164). Even now, vestiges of authoritarian
governance remain in democracies (Thorne and Kouzmin 2007).
Economic and administrative theory follow suit. As Kouzmin (1980) explains, “hier-

archy provides the frame and the setting of analysis. Resulting theory ignores the fact
that hierarchy masks crucial differentiation in power, rank and reward” (142). This
phenomenon has been referred to as living “in the shadow of organization” (Denhardt
1981); the hierarchical ideals have spread to all domains of society, echoing Weber’s
concern about “the extension of formal rationality to all areas of life as a form of domi-
nation” (Hamilton 1991, 86). In what Catlaw (2007a) calls a “disciplinary society” (142),
order and efficiency are exerted from the macrolevel through disciplinary processes at
the microlevel in all organizations and groups. He argues that discipline is precisely the
purpose that government is meant to achieve as it regulates and constrains all those
who fall outside the hierarchical categories through administrative action.
Organizations and groups of all types mirror societal ordering; individuals increas-

ingly truncate their own sense of identity and potential actions, becoming ever more
defined by roles circumscribed by their place in the hierarchy. Catlaw (2007a) explains
this constrains identity because such roles do not imagine whole beings; instead, in-
dividuals are “broken down into representational political categories and identities of
discrete disciplinary enclosure (home, workplace, etc.)” (141). As Katz and Kahn (1978)
note, when the system “neither requires nor wants the whole person” (46), individuals
are merely functional parts. Over time, this “depersonalized actor” suffers a form of
“psychosis” (Ramos 1981, 86) because “their basic humanity [is] denied” (Ritzer 2008,
27).
Even in the best-case scenarios, command and control hinders productive processes

by resolving conflict through domination (Follett 2003b), destroying creative capacity
as well (Evans 2000b). Input to decision making is limited to the facts and values
held by those at the very top echelons of the hierarchy. The ultimate decision on
what to do and how to do it lies with the executive at the helm; therefore, orders
may not be appropriately responsive to the situation (Follett 2003b). Fulfillment of
those orders is then demanded through hierarchical authority, rules, procedures, and
laws; a fear of reprimand drives action. While this system may enjoy high levels of
efficiency and compliance, at both an individual and societal level, control serves to
inhibit development—which may be understood as progress in the material sense, or
more broadly as the betterment of the ecological and psychological conditions of the
world and its beings.
In sum, Hierarchical Governance binds people in social roles that do not fit identi-

ties and truncate self-expression. Hierarchy perpetuates domination in all spheres of
society, limiting social action through command and control. In the dystopian extreme,
we find that these hierarchical controls and role constraints produce the pathology of
bondage. On this point, it matters little where one is in the hierarchy; although top po-
sitions have significantly more autonomy, one’s societal role may have little fit to one’s
authentic sense of self, causing both “masters” and “slaves” to feel trapped (Denhardt
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1981). Indeed, it has been argued that “even the ruling class does not like government,
but needs the state for the purpose of exploiting, and thereby oppressing, the mass”
(Goodwin 2007, 129). When control becomes too pervasive and untenable, individu-
als may reassert autonomy and self-interest in an attempt to renegotiate or resist the
social contract through an Atomistic Governance approach.

The isolation of Atomistic Governance
When refusals of classical conservativism are driven by efforts to claim Individuality,

as depicted in the Arc of Reform (see Figure 10.1), the centrifugal forces of democratic
reform push liberalism toward its modern ideal. Atomistic Governance can be seen as a
critical response to the bondage of Hierarchical Governance in which “no institution was
trusted” (Follett 1998, 165). The independent individual was argued to be “peculiarly
sacred” (Follett 1919, 579) and thus should be protected from threats from the political
and economic hierarchy. According to Follett (1998), perpetuation of this underlying
fear of social control “is in Part a reaction to a misunderstood Hegelianism” (263-264),
in which individual interest and state interest are thought to be fundamentally in
conflict and mutually exclusive.
Atomistic Governance assumes that all individuals are unitary entities motivated

by self-interest. Weber (1946) describes such pluralism as an irreconcilable host of
“possible attitudes toward life” (152) and likens it to polytheism, whereby “many old
gods ascend from their graves; they are disenchanted and hence take the form of
impersonal forces. They strive to gain power over our lives and again they resume
their eternal struggle with one another” (149). The discrete, noun-based structure
of Western languages reiterates this separation and competition (Bohm 1980). Thus,
rational Individuals must voluntarily enter into a social contract to form the state to
protect their freedoms to the greatest degree possible (Locke 1980). Modern liberalism
seeks to maximize individual freedom, with social order emerging only as “a result
of the free interplay of its members’ interests” (Ramos 1981, 31). This requires that
all social contracts be voluntarily fabricated to be legitimate. Individuals may choose
to band together—forming agreements and shared interests—but the individual is
not beholden to such groups and may enter or leave them at will. The ontological
disenchantment of modernity produced atomism and political pluralism (Howe 2006).
In short, Atomistic Governance is guided by a vision of freedom in which government
interference is minimized and the individual is protected from the encroachment of
others (Fineman 2004).
Walzer (1984) suggests that liberal individualism resulted historically from breaking

a Part the once unified society through a separation of the spheres of social action—
public, economic, and civic. This separation was created and supported “through the
collaborating powers of capitalism, science, and the state” (Wolin 1981, 26). Translat-
ing into our terminology, the positivist ontology undergirding modern liberalism and
the free-market economy also created a separation of individual and social action. Crit-
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ics argue “the goal that liberalism sets for the art of separation—every person within
his or her own circle—is literally unattainable” (Walzer 1984, 324); we are mutually
interdependent in social groups. Follett (2013b) argues that the supposed mutual ex-
clusivity of individual versus group is “a myth of the pluralists” (220), invented to
support their opposition to representative elitism and their promotion of populist plu-
ralism. Follett (1919) questions the assertion that there is a pre-social, independent
“individual who stands outside and looks at his groups” (579), and instead insists “the
fallacy of pluralism is not its pluralism, but that it is based on a nonexistent individual”
(579). Similarly, Bakunin (1972a) argues that this concept of Individuality rests on
problematic “metaphysics [which] overlook the fact that man is a social animal,” and
therefore mistakenly views society as a “wholly artificial conglomerate of individuals,
who suddenly organise themselves on the basis of some secret or sacred compact out
of their free will” (57). In other words, while it is reasonable to remove the individual
from a hierarchical cosmological order, it is impossible to separate human beings from
their physical and social context.
Grounded in these erroneous philosophical assumptions, the pluralist state is a

laissez-faire state—one in which the government minimizes centralized control, leav-
ing decisions and actions up to pluralist competition to the greatest degree possible.
Given this ongoing contest, ballot box democracy is presented as the ideal method
for decision making in the polis; individuals and interest groups engage in a winner-
takes-all political competition. Follett (1998) likens this process of competition and
aggregation to “the helter-skelter strivings of an endless number of social atoms” and
insists such competition “can never give us a fair and ordered world” (154). She argues
that majority rule faces a conundrum because “democracy is not a sum in addition.
Democracy is not brute numbers” (5). She points to the problems of aggregate public
will, demanding to know, “Who are the people? Every individual? The majority? A
theoretical average? A compromise group?” (220).
In best-case scenarios the majority may enact a compromise solution in an attempt

“if not to gain power, at least to produce an equilibrium” (Follett 2013b, 182). How-
ever, in compromise all parties lose something, with some groups consistently losing
more than others. Balance in such a system cannot be maintained, either because
interests change or because the original desires, unfulfilled in compromise, re-emerge.
Instead of achieving balance, the minority must continually reassert itself through on-
going competition with the majority. Indeed, pluralism leads to intensified efforts on
the Part of individuals and groups to achieve dominance. Individuals set themselves
against one another in order to win through persuasion, which typically reflects de
facto domination, even in compromise (Follett 2003a). Those who are in a position of
privilege within the system are able to maintain their control because choices within
pluralism are framed by the elite (Follett 2013b). The competition is rigged because
“mere consent, bare consent, gives us only the benefit of the ideas of those who put
forward the propositions for consent” (Follett 2003e, 210). Thus, atomistic competition
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fails to eliminate social hierarchy as promised, resulting instead in a form of oligarchy
by monied interests (Gilens and Page 2014).
In the worst-case scenarios “it is the desire of the dominant classes which by the

sorcery of consent becomes ‘the will of the people’ ” (Follett 2013b, 209). Pluralism
hinders productive public processes by utilizing an oppositional politics (Keating 2013)
that resolves conflict through bargaining and competitive negotiation toward a com-
promise rather than creative and cooperative integration (Follett 2003a). Input to
decision making is limited to the facts and values linked to self-interest (Follett 2013b)
and “premised on a series of winners and losers, [in which] we struggle fiercely to come
out—as one of the winners” (Keating 2013, 8). If the decision does not reflect one’s
preferences, self-interest drives a refusal to comply and attempts to find loopholes for
desired behavior.
This lack of compliance will limit the successful implementation of public decisions.

While this system may enjoy high levels of effectiveness with those in agreement with
the decision, self-interested behavior will tend to subvert the overall public benefit as
it can leave many minorities indifferent or defiant (Follett 2003a). Because all parties
lose something, agreements are short-lived and the competition continues to re-emerge.
Unfortunately, these failures of pluralism repeat throughout the political economy.

Atomistic Governance expects individuals to maintain a high degree of self-sufficiency
by pursuing individual interests that are equated with “economic advantage” (Follett
2013b, 35) in a monetized system of scarce resources. In this system, “each one of us
is an individual who wins human dignity by earning property through hard work in
competition with others” (Hummel 2008, 56) in a zero-sum game—what one party wins,
another party loses. Polyani (1944) argues that individuals see each other as threats
to their own self-interest and understand differences in status as reflecting differences
in merit, rather than opportunity or privilege. Pluralism merely gives “lip service to
these ideals in a society in which policy and law protect and perpetuate existing and
historic inequality” (Fineman 2004, 3).
Marx and Engels (1998) describe aspects of the human condition that have been

destroyed by capitalism’s system of competitive market exchange.1 At core, personal
worth is reduced to mere production and exchange value. “The bourgeoisie has torn
away from the family its sentimental veil, and has reduced the family relation to a
mere money relation” ( Chapter 1). Family ties are broken and both spouses and chil-
dren become instruments of material accumulation. All social relations are disrupted
and labor loses its quality of self-expression and authentic purpose. Building on these
concerns, conservatives fear that as the economy shifts from feudalism to capitalism,
replacing land with capital as the principle source of wealth creates a new hierarchy of
power that destroys the bastions of social strength: bonds with family, neighborhood,

1 We note that the contexts described in the Manifesto of the Communist Party reflect charac-
teristics of both Hierarchical and Atomistic Governance, even presaging the emergence of Fragmented
Governance. While they thoroughly describe the developmental path from one from of governance to
the next, all such reforms perpetuate elite (Bourgeoisie) rule over commoners (Proletariat).
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church, and community. Under such conditions, the social contract commodifies rela-
tionship by turning it into transaction rather than an authentic sharing of experience
(McSwite 1997, 2006), making people function like a crowd rather than a group (Follett
1998, Stivers 2008). Social isolation transforms social action—a concept differentiated
by having subjective meaning assigned to it by the actor (Weber 1994c)—into habitual
or reactive behavior that has no shared subjective meaning (Weber 1994e).
As Davis (2003) notes, when relationships are reduced to market transactions,

Individuals are assumed to be substantively unchanged by their interactions. Follett
(2013c) similarly asserts that this myth of independence “does a great deal of harm”
because “we cannot have any sound relations with each other as long as we take [indi-
viduals] out of the setting which gave them their meaning and value” (24). The myth
of independence distorts how people “conceive themselves in relation to other humans,
to human structures and institutions, and to the nonhuman or natural environment”
(Gauthier 1977, 131), in a manner that undermines both the individual and society.
Indeed, modern liberal capitalism causes many to experience a sense of loss of commu-
nity and a growing sense of isolation in the expectation of self-sufficiency (Macpherson
1962, Phillips 2002). This creates a social pathology in which all others are to be feared
as a threat, making trust in others risky or even foolhardy.
Consent through voting along with equality of opportunity in market exchange is

“our Great Illusion” (Follett 1998, 220) in this political economy. Even in ideal circum-
stances, it “reflects only a majority’s imposition of its will upon minorities” (Thayer
1980, 126). Furthermore, pluralist competition and the expectation of independent
self-sufficiency weakens social ties among political minorities, minimizing their politi-
cal and economic power. Paradoxically, the shift from Hierarchical control to Atomistic
pluralism enables better control of individuals and social groups because, as observed
by Foucault (1977, 1991), governmentality is transferred from the state to the individ-
ual through voluntary self-control. Individuals monitor and adjust their own behavior
in order to win their place among the privileged elite.
In sum, pluralist democracy and market exchange do not provide a mechanism to

escape the domination feared in Hierarchical Governance—they only provide a veneer
of liberty through competition that perpetuates inequalities. Within this system one
can never hope to achieve freedom from domination unless one’s interests happen to
align with the majority on an ongoing basis. As a result, this system fails to eliminate
the bondage of hierarchies, which pluralism allegedly abhors. Instead, we argue that the
pluralist democracy, capitalist market economy, and the associated laissez-faire state
of Atomistic Governance produce the pathology of isolation. This existential condition
allows for a new form of domination under the auspices of negative liberty. While those
who share the interests and characteristics of the “winners” of pluralist competition may
feel they are a Part of a social contract, the “losers” in pluralist politics and market
exchange are excluded and set adrift. Adding the assumption of meritocracy, these
separations legitimate discrimination against or domination of particular groups of
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individuals. Therefore, the demand for more universal identity and rights encourages
a move toward Hierarchical Governance.

The dialectic between liberalisms
Considering the fundamental assumption of static, unitary i/Individuality joined

through social contract—either natural or fabricated—means that while the two liberal
positions “may at times be incompatible . . . they are not incommensurable . . . [They]
offer alternatives utilizing a common currency” (Zanetti 2004, 136). The commonality
of static actors joined through a social contract is what allows movement between the
two positions, but their different understandings of ontological collectivism versus indi-
vidualism leads to an underlying tension as individuals find themselves simultaneously
bound and isolated.
The dialectical tension between ontological assumptions of One versus Many drives

the critiques that the two forms of liberalism make of one another. The dialectic is
clearly one between the order of the state (a Hierarchical, collectivist One) versus
the liberty of the individual (an Atomistic, individualist Many). This is classically
articulated in de Tocqueville’s (2000) observation of the way in which Americans keep
the tension between community and individualism in balance (Vetter 2008). Rohr
(1989) similarly outlines a “structured ambiguity” in the US Constitutional heritage—
one in which human needs for community and governance compete with a commitment
to individual rights to equality, freedom, and property (291). This tension also reveals
itself in competing public ethics and political ideologies, particularly in the tenuous
balance between the liberal ideals of equality and liberty (Follett 1998, Potter 1976). On
one hand, the notion of equality emphasizes treatment relative to others as Part of the
whole, pushing liberalism toward Hierarchical Governance. On the other hand, liberty
tends to be framed in terms of freedom from interference (from the state or other
individuals) to pursue one’s own unique goals, pushing liberalism toward Atomistic
Governance.
From these mutual critiques, we might say that we have not escaped the paradox

of liberalism. Instead, political theory seems to run in circles trying to resolve the
dialectic, or it attempts to “paper over” the divide (Fox and Miller 1995, 258). Rather
than being a tradition firmly rooted in either Hierarchical Governance or Atomistic
Governance, liberalism is engaged in a constant backand-forth between the two static
state ontological positions. As MacIntyre (1988) argues,
So-called conservatism and so-called radicalism of these contemporary guises are in

general mere stalking-horses for liberalism: the contemporary debates within modern
political systems are almost exclusively between conservative liberals, liberal liberals,
and radical liberals. There is little place in such political systems for the criticism of
the system itself, that is, for putting liberalism in question.
(392)
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These opposing positions reflect the two dominant ideas about the relationship
between the political subject and the polis in Western political ideology. From an on-
tological perspective, liberalism attempts to balance its collectivist and individualistic
extremes in an odd form of multiple personality disorder. The theoretical choice is to
“let the contradiction stand” (King and Zanetti 2005, 50), or seek some form of com-
promise that is likely to result in domination by “pro-state liberalism” (Ventriss 1989,
175). The value of the former approach is to ensure that the important conflicts and
differences revealed by thesis and antithesis moments are not obscured (Padgett 2002).
Therefore, the most common narrative found in discussions of a globally appropriate
approach to governance—an effective common ground—is that the tenuous balance
held in tension between the characteristics of Hierarchical Governance and Atomistic
Governance is the best model we have. However, as Thayer (1981) might argue, we
simply continue leaping back and forth between the frying pan of hierarchy and the
fire of competition, not really improving our lot as human beings at all.
An attempt to establish equilibrium is seen most vividly in the communitarian

proposals, examined in detail below. However, analyzing the underlying ontological
continuum demonstrates that the two liberal positions cannot produce a satisfactory
compromise between centralized hierarchical authoritarianism and decentralized com-
petitive chaos; instead, too much hierarchy for some demands more competition, and an
excess of competition for others demands more hierarchy (Thayer 1981). Furthermore,
the dialectic can never produce a universal subject. As Laclau (2005) argues, liberal
populism is particularist, based on multiple group identities; and as Catlaw (2007a)
argues, these and even more singular identities will always undermine attempts to
fabricate a People.
Marcuse (1964) describes this pervasive condition of domination by liberalism’s ob-

scured tenets as “one-dimensional” and Ramos (1981) calls it “unidimensional.” Because
fear of self-interest drives liberal democracy toward social organization and because
domination by elites or majorities is ultimately the result of both forms, liberal in-
stitutions of all types tend to organize social action to curb self-interested behavior
and subdue conflict (Marcuse 1964, Ramos 1981, Thayer 1981). The structure and
top-down bureaucratic control central to classical conservative liberalism reflects Hi-
erarchical Governance’s fear of the uninhibited individual (Follett 1998). And, while
modern liberalism also fears selfishness, Atomistic Governance resolves the problem
through democracy’s voluntary social contract (Harmon 1981). Thus, we see that the
shared assumption of “fear, not faith” (Follett 1998, 165) produces the assumed need
for social control of the individual in both hierarchy and competition (Thayer 1981).
This ongoing tension creates generalized angst: “fear of others and fears of the

government” (Catlaw 2007c). This means that the “the state as apparatus or state
as nation is always a security state, always dependent on fear, on terror, to justify
the protection that only it can provide” (Heckert 2011, 204). But like a self-fulfilling
prophecy, the fears and mistrust then exacerbate the very selfinterest meant to be
controlled (Denhardt 1981, Harmon and Mayer 1986, Reich 1988, Ross 1996, Will 1983).
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These mutual fears generate governance approaches that produce either bondage or
isolation. Paradoxically, at the level of lived experience, bondage isolates from authentic
identity and isolation causes the minority to bind themselves to the majority. Thus, the
imagined ideal of letting the contradiction stand between liberalisms fails to produce
acceptable governance outcomes.

The calcification of the Reified Community
Communitarianism seeks to resolve the liberal dialectic by addressing the prob-

lems of self-interest on a smaller scale. Donati (2014) describes this as an antimodern
theory that refutes the differentiation between freedom and control. We suggest that
communitarianism does so by pushing either side of the static ontological continuum
(seeFigure 10.3) toward the center rather than apart.

Figure 10.3Communitarian liberalism.
Thus, there are two basic types of communitarian critique: (1) a call for a greater

sense of community, pushing modern liberalism (Atomistic Governance) toward clas-
sical conservative liberalism (Hierarchical Governance), and (2) a call for more diver-
sity within unity, pushing classical conservative liberalism (Hierarchical Governance)
toward modern liberalism (Atomistic Governance). Thus, rather than being fundamen-
tally different from the dialectic between liberalisms, communitarian reforms actually
reiterate the same dynamics, but at a more nuanced level of debate.
While not as prevalent today, there is a historical precedent of political reforms

that push classical conservative liberalism toward modern liberalism. For example,
the American Revolution “set loose a libertarian spirit that terrified moderate and
propertied democrats” (Bercovitch 1978, 134). In response, both the Federalist and
Antifederalist movements sought to moderate the shift toward Atomistic Governance
that had emerged; the former sought a return to Hierarchical terrain while the latter
stopped short at a centrist position.
Federalists, concerned with what they regarded as extreme decentralization of

power and the potential for popular insurrection, responded to modern liberal political
rhetoric with classical conservative perspectives that called for centralization of power
in the hands of the political elite. Writings warned of the “lusts and boundless
appetites of men” (anonymous author quoted in Bercovitch 1978, 135), and promised
disastrous consequences for the newly minted country if these self-interested impulses
in the populace were left unchecked. These urges needed to submit to the guidance and
control of more enlightened representatives. Thus, we see a countervailing push back
toward Hierarchical Governance. As noted by Box (2004), such classical republicanism
has evolved into the contemporary communitarian movement.
Attempts to moderate this reform were made by the Antifederalists, who empha-

sized a moderate version of the individualism idealized in Atomistic Governance. An-
tifederalists sought to keep “government close to home so that homogeneous groupings
of people in particular locales could more easily reach agreement, govern themselves
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without great strife, and live in harmony” (Cooper 2011, 9). From this position, partic-
ular groupings of citizens are not “national collectivities, but . . . neighborhoods, associ-
ations, regions, networks, subcultures, age groups, ethnicities, and lifestyle sectors—in
short, communities” (Rose 2000, 1398). McSwite (1997) argues that Antifederalists
were motivated by a desire to “guard against the encroachment of social divisions
based on class” (90), instead emphasizing active citizen involvement in communities as
a form of reclaiming self-governance. Cooper (2011) suggests that “Antifederalists saw
moral community as the solution” (9). Ostensibly, community members are more able
to express their unique perspectives and have a meaningful impact on the voluntary
social contract than in society writ large, thereby pushing Hierarchical Governance
toward Atomistic Governance.
These early communitarians also anticipated the need for Hierarchical Governance

characteristics that would become prominent in contemporary communitarianism; they
placed an emphasis on morality and group cohesion where self-interest was situated
within a general “moral sentiment” (Smith 2000a), in which natural rights produce an
“obligation to mutual love amongst men” (Locke 1980, 8) alongside “self love . . . ill na-
ture, passion and revenge” (12). This “self-interest rightly understood” (de Tocqueville
2000, 525) is enabled by “positive liberty” and a desire “to participate in the process by
which my life is controlled” (Berlin 2013, 178). For example, Montesquieu (1989) iden-
tifies “virtue” as the primary principle of democracies, in which individuals are guided
by considerations of both private and public good, but are willing to suspend private
gains at times for the benefit of the social group. Similarly, contemporary communitar-
ian reforms (Etzioni 1996, 1998, Putnam 2000) and Third Way governance (Blair 1998,
Giddens 1999) are much more prone to act as counterweights to Atomistic Governance,
pushing back toward the classical conservative liberalism of Hierarchical Governance.
These reforms lament the severed link between individual and community, charging
that the modern liberal ethos is “oblivious to that essential human interdependency
that underlies all political life” (Barber 1984, 25). It is this desire for belongingness
that drives these reform efforts.
The commonality among communitarian reform efforts is that they each seek to

push modern liberalism back toward its classical conservative roots, while maintaining
some sphere of protection for negative liberty. As Clark (1998) suggests, communitar-
ians seek to balance the liberal focus on rights, autonomy, and choice with the con-
servative emphasis on duty, participation, and commitment. Communitarians believe
that greater democratic participation and commitment to community will ultimately
revitalize civil society, expanding liberty by creating greater civility, trust, and a sense
of shared purpose that will guide individuals in both the market and government. How-
ever, we argue that so long as reforms are offered along the same static ontological
continuum, they will be unable to produce an acceptable universal identity. While
not the bondage associated with Hierarchical Governance, the community identity de-
manded produces the pathology we call calcification. To maintain belonging within the
community, identity must be inflexible and unchanging. Furthermore, communitarian
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liberalism fails to resolve the dialectic between order and liberty. The debate remains
over who should control the coercive powers of hierarchy (state versus community)
and how much competition is too extreme for social order—maintaining the existen-
tial tension in an unending back and forth, albeit traversing less ontological ground in
these centrist positions.

Schismogenic escalation
The tension described above results in an ongoing process of mutual critique between

competing liberalisms. While communitarianism seeks to anchor liberalism to an elu-
sive stable center, other appeals to collectivism and individualism escalate, moving
toward increasingly extreme manifestations. Schismogenesis is a term that describes
a progressive distortion of opposing dualities (Bateson 1935). Due to the dynamics of
ontological colonization discussed in Chapter 3, we see this dialectic between the One
(Hierarchical/Holographic) and the Many (Atomistic/Fragmented) as a “symmetrical
differentiation” (Bateson 1935, 68) of competing moves toward the extremes—starting
with the static state ideals and then moving toward the dynamic state ideals.
As Proudhon (1979) argues, authority and liberty are “two complementary, opposed,

and irreducible principles” such that neither can be fully realized but each must “make
mutual borrowings” of the another leading to “incessant revolution” (31). The two sides
of the dialectic engage in a reflexive hegemony, leading to “more and more extreme
rivalry and ultimately to hostility and the breakdown of the system” (Bateson 1935, 68).
Each pushes in opposing ideological directions toward ever stronger ideals, resulting
in movement down either side of the Arc of Reform. New freedoms are met with new
controls in what Donati (2014) describes as “the schizophrenia typical of daily life
in our times” (22), where these systems of freedom and control become increasingly
abstract and disconnected from one another both conceptually and in practice.
Referring again to the Arc of Reform (see Figure 10.1), neoconservative and ne-

oliberal appeals to the One and the Many are mutually amplified (Love 2013). Each
ideological side first draws upon the ideals of the static state ontological positions, as
described in reference to the dialectic between liberalisms and the two communitarian
reform movements. However, as the positions polarize, both sides of the debate begin to
draw ideals from their radical counterparts of socialism and individualist anarchism in
argumentation for nationalist solidarity versus increased autonomy from the state. The
following sections will trace the trajectory of these countervailing reform movements
as excesses of monism and pluralism.
Neoconservative reforms push Hierarchical Governance toward Holographic Gover-

nance based on a pronounced fear of unhampered self-interest (Curtis 2004, Brown
2006). The concern is that “the politics of liberty could degenerate into a libertinism”
that will destroy the bonds of society (Weinstein 2004, 204). If public policy is driven
only by rational self-interest, society will decline into a chaos of conflicting greed. There-
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fore, governments should focus on strengthening traditional values and institutions to
balance out the effects of the market economy.
Neoconservative reforms begin with the rejection of individualist relativism within

liberalism (Curtis 2004) and seek to “convert” classical conservative liberalism into a
“new kind of conservative politics” (Kristol 2004b, 33). This emerges as an extension of
the welfare state in which strong government is utilized to create a safety net for those
who reflect specific cultural and moral ideals and are therefore deemed worthy (Brown
2006, Kristol 2004a, 2004b). These reforms amplify myths of unity and nation while
calling for the positioning of a strong elite that can enforce social and moral norms, both
domestically and abroad (Brown 2006, Curtis 2004, Kristol 2004b, Kristol and Kagan
2004). In these appeals to nationalism and unity, the Holographic Governance ideals
of unity and the safety it affords are held up as desirable goals, while the Hierarchical
Governance ideals of strong central authority and elite control are maintained.
Continuing the emphasis of the whole, the radical socialist critique is not satis-

fied with any stratification of society. In particular, socialist reforms or “old social
movements” of the mid 1800s sought to eradicate the stratification of society through
economic class (Day 2011). New social movements of the 1960s to 1980s sought to
free all political and economic identities from state oppression. From these perspec-
tives, the individual must be understood as socially embedded, but true unity and
equality requires that individuals must also be freed from hierarchy. Thus, further cri-
tique of both classical conservative liberalism and neoconservativism pushes ideology
toward the monist extreme of Holographic Governance—we really can be one egalitar-
ian People. Thus, Holographic Governance seeks to establish a harmonious order that
eliminates class conflict once and for all (Stavrakakis 2005).
However, in a system where all are envisioned as the same, inclusion within the

whole becomes coercive as opposed to participative. As Mueller (2011) explains, Marx-
ism held that one need only take over the institutions of the state to bring capitalism to
heel—by empowering the workers to control the means of production. But this ignores
the coercive powers of the state itself. Each person is forced into a “mechanical solidar-
ity” that emphasizes similarities and discourages differentiation (Durkheim 1984). In
Holographic Governance, individuality is frowned upon because the social ideal is one
of total unification and homogeneity, marking a movement from a disciplinary society
to a “society of control” in which discipline creeps across boundaries, such that “the
confinement never ends” (Catlaw 2007a, 167). This is a perspective that emphasizes
unity through “an appeal to consensus that is overwhelmingly tyrannical and totali-
tarian” (Eze 2008, 391), a form of “conceptual terrorism” (392), in that it suppresses
individuation and gains unanimity through social coercion.
As Proudhon (1979) explains, this extreme vision of unity requires viewing “every-

thing that may divide their will, break up their mass, create diversity, plurality, [and]
divergence” as “affronts” to the unified People and therefore difference must be erad-
icated to the fullest extent possible. This is seen in contemporary social movements
that seek to unify groups of individuals under the auspices of a common identity while
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denying difference; the result is likely to reinforce “authoritarian, racist, sexist, het-
eronormative policies in the new society that they create” (Adams 2011, 118).
These perspectives reflect a common critique of an ontology of abundance— the

source of existence within is so substantively full that it crowds out individual identity.
As Stuart Hall (1998) describes it, ontologically there is “total encapsulation” (447).
Durkheim (1984) similarly explains, “When the collective consciousness completely
envelops our own consciousness, coinciding with it at every point. At that moment
our individuality is zero” (84). Paradoxically, under such conditions individuals have
ceased to be social because there is no difference across which to relate to one another:
“They are all imprisoned in the subjectivity of their singular experience, which does not
cease to be singular if the same experience is multiplied innumerable times” (Arendt
1998, 58).
These encounters between the individual and the group or society can be expected

to hinder productive public processes by resolving conflict through voluntary homog-
enization that Follett (1998) describes as the “imitation” (37) of “the crowd trying
to preserve itself as it is” (Follett 2013b, 128). Input to decision making is limited
to established societal norms. While this is an efficient decision-making approach, it
suppresses authentic perspectives. Even if participation is invited, the expectation of
homogeneity will prevent disagreement. This lack of authentic engagement limits the
effectiveness of public decisions, as they will be the result of a “herd” mentality that
congregates based on similarities or the purpose of “seeking the ‘comfort’ of fellowship”
(Follett 1998, 89). While this approach may enjoy high levels of consistency, the lack of
creative choice limits societal progress. When the group becomes homogeneous, there
are no longer differences that enable individuals to learn from one another (Eze 2008).
Some critiques see the problem as being one of scale. Durkheim (1984) argues that

group identity
alters in nature as societies grow more immense. Because they are spread over a

much vaster area, the common consciousness is itself forced to rise above all local diver-
sities, to dominate more the space available, and consequently become more abstract.
(230)
The alienating effects of this expansion are also depicted by Catlaw (2007a); as

the identity of the People expands to include ever-increasing categories of diversity,
eventually none experiences authentic identification with the People. However, while
some agrarian communal societies (Baradat 2012) and tribal societies (Durkheim 1984)
may exist successfully for a period of time, the shortlived experiments of communities
such as New Harmony in the United States reveal that these issues occur on a small
scale as well. Regardless of the size of the whole, individuals will eventually seek to
escape assimilation through their assertion of authentic identity. As Durkheim (1984)
warns, “individuality cannot arise until the community fills us less completely” (84).
In sum, the Holographic Governance perspective assumes and demands homogene-

ity in a way that denies authentic uniqueness and puts the individual at the effect
of the whole. The differentiated role classifications in Hierarchical Governance are re-
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jected, but the negative impact of socially imposed roles is accentuated by collapsing
all roles into one universal identity. Relationally, centralized state power “percolate[s]
into the associations themselves, modifying their structure and their whole inner life”
(Buber 1971, 131). As a result, the collectivist pathology of bondage found in Hier-
archical Governance expands into absorption in Holographic Governance. As Davis
(2003) explains, the “pure embedding” of the individual is an “unsustainable concep-
tion” (108)—regardless of the scale of this absorptive identification with the group,
individuals will attempt to assert their individuality and self-generated connections
with others.

The alienation of Fragmented Governance
In the other ontological direction, neoliberal reforms push Atomistic Governance

toward Fragmented Governance based on a pronounced fear of authoritarian control
and a rejection of centralized authority created by majority rules. Neoliberalism as-
serts that attempts to balance individual and group in both forms of liberalism can
only lead to a “Frankenstein that will destroy the very freedom we establish it to pro-
tect” (Friedman 2002, 2). Indeed, those who try suffer from what Hayek (1973) calls
the synoptic delusion—the “assumption that we know everything needed for full ex-
planation or control” (12). For neoliberals like Hayek, this assumption of omniscience
plagues any attempts to control or regulate political and economic behavior. These
critiques are echoed in Ayn Rand’s objectivism, which is presented as the “opposite”
of both conservativism (Peikoff 1991) and socialism (Rand 1964). Objectivism accen-
tuates the negative liberty of Atomistic Governance through a complete separation of
government and market (Rand 1964), while falling just shy of individualist anarchism
(Peikoff 1991).
Insisting on “the significance of our institutional ignorance in the economic sphere”

(Hayek 1973, 13), neoliberals demand a radical decentralization of both economic and
political authority (Friedman 2002, Hayek 2001). This demand is justified because the
only way to coordinate the economic transactions of millions of people is either radical
centralization or radical decentralization: only the latter is acceptable (Friedman 2002).
To achieve these ends, neoliberals push the moderate laissez-faire economics of Atom-
istic Governance even further, promoting the eradication of all regulation in the free
market. This extreme market-based polity draws upon the Fragmented Governance
ideals of self-sufficiency and free choice, while maintaining the stability promised by
Atomistic Governance in limiting economic regulation to what is required for a func-
tional market (e.g., stable currency, contract laws, etc.).
However, postmodern and libertarian critiques of modern liberalism are aimed at

neoliberalism as well—particularly the accusation that political pluralism and the mar-
ket merely obfuscate, rather than eliminate, social control. This “McDonaldization” of
contemporary society (Ritzer 2008) systematically hollows out the state (Milward and
Provan 2000), as the market is deregulated and privatization increasingly replaces state
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functions (Osborne and Gaebler 1992). As political theorist Wendy Brown (2006) notes,
neoliberalism redefines political subjects as both “entrepreneurs and consumers whose
moral autonomy is measured by their capacity for ‘self-care’—their ability to provide
for their own needs and service their own ambitions” (694). However, rather than ful-
filling the promise of self-sufficiency, individuals find themselves subject to the whims
of the market. Individuals are simply encouraged to enjoy varied, fleeting, and even
contradictory pursuits no matter what the cost; this injunction is even presented as a
citizen’s duty (Dean 2006).
In response, postmodern critiques of neoliberalism push ideology even further down

the Arc of Reform into the pluralist extreme of Fragmented Governance, “a worldview
in which individualism is taken to extremes” (Zanetti and Adams 2000, 536), eventually
devolving into a complete lack of commonality.2 In an effort to escape systems of con-
trol found in any liberal ideology, postmodern and radical individualist critiques are
centrally preoccupied with the deconstruction of grand narratives and social identities
through resistance and refusal. This leads to a proliferation of counter-hegemonic social
movements—a “constellation of opposition” (Adams 2011). While the libertarian and
anarchist social movements succeed in deconstructing the hegemony of the state and
capitalism, they often result in particularist counter-hegemonies. These powerseeking
groups stand alone in attempts to secure their own identities, making them vulnerable
to cooptation. Thus, all such social movements must be rejected, leading ultimately to
libertarian anarchism, which promises the ideals of full self-sufficiency and complete lib-
eration from the coercion of hegemonic social forces through the dissolution of society
itself.
At this extreme, the ideal of Fragmented Governance comes into play. This nihilistic

strand of postmodern thought (Bogason 2001) has been described as the “dark side of
postmodernism” (Boje 2006, 483). This perspective depicts a world in which society
is deconstructed and there is a “total acceptance of the ephemerality, fragmentation,
discontinuity” (Harvey 1990, 44). As Rosenau (1992) explains, “The skeptical post-
modernist (or merely skeptics), offering a pessimistic, negative, gloomy assessment,
argue that the postmodern age is one of fragmentation, disintegration, malaise, mean-
inglessness, a vagueness or even absence of moral parameters and societal chaos” (15).
The ontology of lack associated with this perspective insists that there “is no universal
principle” (T0nder and Thomassen 2005b, 6), and that any such claims are necessarily
social constructions (Antliff 2011).
Individuals “hold mostly incommensurable concepts and notions, as universal truths

retreat into the background” (Ruccio and Amariglio 2003, 15). This disruption of mean-
ing leads to “preoccupation with the fragmentation and instability of language” (Harvey
1990, 53) engendering “a sense of loss and meaninglessness” (White 1999, 157). Such

2 Some assert that “modernism and postmodernism . . . are simply two versions of the same thing”
(Harmon and McSwite 2011, 239). In our model, this equates to anything along the Atomistic-Neoliberal-
Fragmented continuum of the Arc.
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conditions of “extreme” critique and disruption of meaning (Best and Kellner 1991)
inevitably lead to an “epistemological crisis” (Adams 1992, Haque 1996). The loss of
shared meaning “prevent[s] us even picturing coherently, let alone devising strategies
to produce, some radically different future” (Harvey 1990, 53-54).
In this epistemological context human beings become a “mass of individual atoms

thrown into the absurdity of Brownian motion” (Lyotard quoted in Hummel 2008, 51).
In the process of resisting social construction, each individual “submits to a multitude
of incompatible juxtaposed logics, all in perpetual movement without possibility of
permanent resolution or reconciliation” (Rosenau 1992, 55). There is no possibility of
a “stable identity” (T0nder and Thomassen 2005b, 6). This perspective “exaggerates
[the] atomistic self” (Zanetti and Adams 2000, 544), leading to “the fragmentation of
subjects (within as well as among themselves)” (Ruccio and Amariglio 2003, 15) to the
point of “self-disintegration” (Boje 2006, 484). The Singular Individual is left with an
empty charge to “be yourself” (Bogason 2001, 168) without a self to be.
Because meanings cannot be sustained long enough to form community (Anderson

2006), the postmodern condition serves as “a kind of reverse social contract: it dis-
solves the bonds that tie us together into free communities and democratic republics”
(Barber 2007, 143). Furthermore, attempts to act collectively are met with active re-
sistance or revolt because from the perspective of individualist anarchy any form of
organized governance—state or market—is associated with the manipulative power of
metanarratives (Lyotard 1984). Therefore, in terms of practicality, this perspective is
“a negative radical attitude, unable to propose forms of popular democracy in place
of the illusionary forms it criticizes” (Simons 2005, 155). As Chomsky (1970) notes,
anarchism’s continuous dismantling of forms of authority and oppression leave little
room for rebuilding. Such perspectives destroy any capacity for society to be managed
relationally (Donati 2014) because
when lack is fundamentalised in ways that ultimately diminish or deny the corporeal

abundance of others and world, it tends to misconstrue negativity and the protean
character of otherness, and replicate the least-desirable aspects of modern subjectivity,
ethics and politics.
(Coles 2005, 68)
In addition to fragmenting reality, meaning, identity, and community, an important

ethical problem with dismantling societal systems is that only those who are economi-
cally privileged are able to exit the system. This option is out of reach for those who
are most hurt by the system. Therefore, individualist anarchism is an inherently eli-
tist perspective (Franks 2011).3 This reality, paired with an ideological assumption of
equivalence across individuals, inadvertently reinserts liberal assumptions about power
and creates a vanguard elite.

3 For example, the families living in hundreds of landless worker settlements and camps across
Brazil cannot simply reject state power because they must rely on the public goods the state provides
(Tarlau 2014).
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In sum, this “too fragmentary an existence” (Follett 1998, 314) of Fragmented Gov-
ernance expands the isolation of Atomistic Governance into a “pure autonomy” (Hall
1998, 447) that is experienced as alienation, both from the self and others. Indeed,
this deconstruction of all foundations leaves little to work with. We have no reality,
no identity, no meaning, no community, no political or economic system, and no orga-
nizing strategy. It is like a nihilistic wormhole from which there is no way out. Such
an existential state is likely to produce severe angst and a desire to produce some sort
of stable reality, meaning, identity, and social connection. As Braidotti (2013) notes,
“Jacques Lacan’s notion of the symbolic is as out-dated as a Polaroid shot of a world
that has since moved on” (188).
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11 The Arc of Reification
The analysis in Chapter 10 demonstrates that the ideals held up by both Hierar-

chical and Atomistic approaches to governance produce pathologies of bondage and
isolation, and that each perspective attempts to remedy the pathology of its counter-
part. A fear of systemic crisis leads to the tenuous decision to let the contradictions
stand between liberalisms, or to anchor the dualism to more centrist positions that
produce the pathology of calicification. Yet attempts to find a kind of Golden Mean
repeatedly fail. In contemporary times, more common is the dialectical escalation of
mutual critiques and calls for reform that push ideologies toward polarized dynamic
ideals. In these extreme Holographic and Fragmented positions, the pathologies of ab-
sorption and alienation are quite likely to lead to existential crisis. As found in other
schismogenic systems, these existential crises bring the tension between collectivist
and individualist positions to a breaking point. As a result, there is a widespread and
“deep existential resentment of late modernism” (Connolly 2011, 8).
Because there is insufficient ontological similarity to enable fluid movement from

one extreme end of the Governance Arc to the other, the only options provided by
Holographic and Fragmented are either an existential leap of revolution or retrench-
ment back toward more static ontological terrain to form hybrid positions aligned with
liberal reform movements. This Chapter explores these responses to existential crisis,
noting that a leap from one extreme to the other simply lands the individual in the op-
posite pathology—from absorption to alienation or from alienation to absorption. To
explain the dynamic of retrenchment from these positions, we replace the neoconser-
vative, neoliberal, and communitarian reform movements with their respective hybrid
approaches to governance in the Arc of Reification (seeFigure 11.1)—the Reified State,
the Reified Market, and the Reified Community.

Existential crisis
The Arc of Reform is driven by the unresolved tensions between the desire of in-

dividuals to be autonomous and the fear of what unleashed individualism may bring.
This creates a situation in which the collective and the individual are placed at odds
with one another, with classical conservative liberalism creating a

Figure 11.1The Arc of Reification.
condition of bondage and modern liberalism creating an experience of isolation. As

was explored in the last chapter, these psychosocial pathologies are amplified through
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reform efforts that engage in reflexive hegemony, resulting in schismogenic escalation
(Bateson 1935). This process and the pathologies it engenders eventually lead to an
existential crisis; one simply cannot be at once Part of the group and independent
from it. These existential crises make individuals vulnerable to the strategic use of
fear in politics, exacerbating angst even further. Here, we will explore the continuing
schismogenic escalation and the implications of these untenable extremes.

The dialectic between extremes: paradox of the i/Individual
In the explanation of the Arc of Reform, we saw the schismogenic process clearly in

the movement between the individualist and collective positions wherein “the more in-
dividual rights expand, the more the individual becomes subject to centralised control
and regulation” (Turner 1988, 60). As decentralization fans the flames of neoconserva-
tive reforms for greater controls over selfinterest, the movement back toward central-
ized control ends up “producing the very conditions that justify its [neoliberalism’s]
continued existence” (Catlaw 2007a, 184). This leads Catlaw to wryly observe, “ne-
oliberalism succeeds in the face of its failure” (184). Adding the neo-extensions to the
dialectic between liberalisms “is like throwing gasoline on a fire: the exacerbation of
hostility toward government that thereby precipitates a simultaneous reduction and
expansion” of state authority (184). The symmetrical differentiation in play continues
to push the process of critique and reform all the way down the Governance Arc into
the most extreme positions.
At the psychosocial level of analysis, the dialectic between liberalisms and their neo-

extensions generate contradictions in lived experience. This paradox of the i/Individual
(Love 2008, 2010a, 2010b, 2012, 2013)1 is created when human beings simultaneously
attempt to exist as both embedded within groups and socially independent beings—
the two sides of the ontological divide between collectivism and individualism. When
individualism/Particular individualism is emphasized, individual identity is crowded
out by group identity, resulting in the pathology of bondage (Hierarchical) and eventu-
ally absorption (Holographic). When Individualism/Singular Individualism is empha-
sized, the individual is separated from others, resulting in the pathology of isolation
(Atomistic) and eventually alienation (Fragmented). The communitarian solution also
fails to resolve the paradox fully because even at the community level of analysis,
agreements about identity (as well as all other issues of social life) are based on static
ontological ground that sustains the paradox between group and individual identity.
While communities provide a sense of belongingness, the group identity calcifies the
individual’s ability to evolve and sustains fear of exclusion. These fears keep govern-
mentality intact through voluntary self-control to retain group membership (Foucault

1 Herein we extend Love’s (2010a) individuals within social groups (Hierarchical) and independent
Individuals (Atomistic) with the Particular individual and the Singular Individual to accommodate the
Holographic and Fragmented extremes.
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1977, 1991). Furthermore, securing a smaller-scale particularity perpetuates commu-
nity regimes that exclude and remain in pluralist competition with one another (Rose
2007). Therefore, none of the primary approaches to governance or the proposed re-
form movements can overcome the paradox because they perpetuate the One/Many
dialectic—indeed, movement along the Arc of Reform relies on this dialectic.
Some critiques are lodged against multiple ideal-types simultaneously. For example,

the problem of representation presents itself in all but one ideal-type— Fragmented
Governance. We suggest that the Fragmented Governance perspective challenges the
very possibility of representation—all the way down to an ontology of lack. In short,
the void cannot be represented by any substantive meaning—innate or man-made.
However, the ontological assumptions in each of the other three ideal-types enable rep-
resentation: someone can be authorized to represent the One (Hierarchical); someone
can be authorized through majority rules to represent the preferences of the Many
(Atomistic); or anyone has the potential to represent the common good (Holographic).
Aligning with the Fragmented ontology of lack, Catlaw’s (2007a) criticism of what

he calls “the ontology of representation” (127) provides an important articulation of
how political representation of any type causes an increasingly dissociative experience
and alienation from self.2 He argues that the shared liberal understanding of the Peo-
ple as a popular (i.e., mass aggregate) sovereign assumes a stable ontological status
of sameness and interchangeability—that someone can represent everyone within the
People as constituted and modeled within a given governance regime. However, be-
cause no individual actually replicates the model of the People, representation is a
fiction that perpetuates a “double exclusionary movement” (66), in which individuals
first feel excluded because their situational experience is not mirrored back to them
by the model, and are doubly excluded because this failure is understood as a fault of
the copy (the individual) rather than the model (the People).
Representational governance provides a method of creating a popular sovereign that

then represents the community or whole (the People)—and the individuals within that
community. However, those who are represented necessarily experience a sense of ex-
clusion because no one is actually coterminous with that universal identity. The re-
sponse is a corresponding and increasing emphasis on the Many (Love 2013), in which
focus is placed on differences— uniqueness—rather than similarities (Michaels 2007,
Niedzviecki 2006). As explained in the Arc of Reform, this provides the basis for a
schismogenic escalation that deepens rather than alleviates the pathologies of Atom-
istic and Hierarchical Governance. The creation of the People envisioned in modern
liberalism pulls Atomistic individuals together through social contract, creating roles
or categorizations (e.g., citizen, non-citizen) that are given ontological status in Hier-
archical Governance. Thus, the pathology of isolation is addressed as individuals (the
Many) are fit into abstract subcategories of the People (functionaries under the One),

2 We must point out that our critique of Singular Individuality contradicts Catlaw (2007a) who
argues for its benefits.
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but this ultimately results in the pathology of bondage due to “underlying ontological
commitment to the One” (Catlaw 2007a, 186).
As Singular Individuals insist on liberation from bondage or absorption through

autonomy, the state tightens its hold over the individual, which in turn yields stronger
assertions of Individuality—hence schismogenic escalation. This dynamic reinforces re-
ciprocal calls for social order (One) and suspicion of conformity (Many), in which the
One becomes ever more concentrated and the Many become increasingly fragmented.
These accelerations are the result of the underlying dialectical paradox between liber-
alisms and their neo-extensions, driven by a perfect storm of unfulfilled ideals, fear,
and existential angst.
The utopias professed by these perspectives, particularly in the extreme positions,

are difficult to achieve and to maintain from an existential perspective. On the one
hand, in Holographic Governance the individual is simply an undifferentiated Part
of the whole, resulting in the pathology of absorption into a universal identity. This
pathology fuels the paradox of the i/Individual because the expectation of unity is in
conflict with the actual difference manifested in the world and felt within oneself. As
yearnings to express an authentic self are quashed by the societal expectation of same-
ness within the whole and connections to others through an absorptive cosmological
order prevents authentic relations, the paradox escalates to existential crisis. On the
other hand, within Fragmented Governance there is no stable or common ground for
developing a coherent identity or social context. The result is a nihilistic pathology of
alienation from both self and others. Therefore, the problem associated with represen-
tation is not actually resolved. Here, existential crisis ensues as yearnings to find and
express authentic connection are quashed by fragmenting social attachments and the
inability to stabilize identity prevents expression of an authentic self.
The result for the individual is an ontological and existential crisis wherein the “fab-

ric of the world is coming undone” (Catlaw 2007a, 2). We see this as an unraveling of the
static world as increasing tensions lead to ever more pronounced iterations along the
One-Many continuum, pushing ideology down the Governance Arc (refer back toFig-
ure 9.1) toward the dynamic state ontologies. Through escalating neoconservative and
neoliberal critique, the qualities of each become ever more extreme. Unfortunately, the
paradox of the i/Individual escalates between the Particular individual and the Singu-
lar Individual. An absorptive socialism (Holographic) is pitted against an alienating
individualist anarchism (Fragmented). The result of both contexts is the dissolution
of an authentic experience of both self and social connection. If the fear generated
through such estrangement is not addressed, existential crisis seems likely.

Untenable extremes: revolution or retreat?
Once one is at either end of the Governance Arc, fluid horizontal movement toward

a centrist hybrid is difficult because the philosophical breach between Holographic
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and Fragmented Governance is much larger than that between Hierarchical and Atom-
istic Governance—hence the Arc metaphor. The core of each thing or being is either
completely filled with whatever stands in for the One (the Holographic ontology of
abundance) or void of all substantive content (the Fragmented ontology of lack). Yet
both extremes produce a sense of alienation from authentic expressions of self and
social connection.
The question of an authentic self can be understood as “a result of the ego perceiving

itself as separate from others in the world” (Bourne 2008, 136), where “self-identity
consists of the development of a consistent feeling of biographical continuity where the
individual is able to sustain a narrative about the self and answer questions about
doing, acting, and being” (Kinnvall 2004, 746). Similarly, an authentic relation must
be self-organizing as opposed to imposed by external sources (Follett 1919). Thus, at
the psychosocial level of analysis, the resulting state of angst leads to existential crisis.
Because fluid movement between the dynamic positions is not possible, the response is
either a revolutionary leap from one dynamic position to the other, or a retrenchment
toward the static ontological positions.
In Holographic Governance, the desire is to make real one’s difference and to choose

one’s roles and relations. Such an existential crisis may lead to revolutionary impulses
to reject any and all imposed relations and identities in order to grasp the complete
freedom promised by the Fragmented ideal. An example of this can be seen in the call
to revolution articulated in Theodore Kaczynski’s (1995) manifesto, The Industrial
Society and its Future. Best known as the Unabomber, Kaczynski explicitly rejects
reform movements, calling instead for a revolution that “offers to solve all problems
at one stroke and create a whole new world” (34). Kaczynski denounces what he calls
“oversocialized leftists” (aligned most explicitly with socialism), and the collectivist
Holographic ideal that “seeks to bind together the entire world (both nature and the
human race) into a unified whole” (48). He calls for a movement to dismantle indus-
trialtechnological society and the system that bends human nature to its needs, and
advocates replacing it with a decidedly Fragmented ideal that calls for a return to
“wild nature” (42), insisting that “it is not necessary . . . to set up some chimerical
utopia or any new kind of social order. Nature takes care of itself” (42). In this return
to “spontaneous creation” in nature, Kaczynski envisions the Fragmented Governance
ideal of greater power and freedom within individuals and survivalist groups and the
utter destruction of all social organizations that might control or absorb the individual.
A less extreme revolutionary example is the extent to which some Amish youth go

during the period of Rumspringa, known as the “running around” years, during which
teenagers are freed from the constraints of the community. The experimentation of
most youth may be limited to playing card games or attending an amusement park,
after which they choose to be baptized and stay within the community (Stevick 2007).
However, as is depicted in the documentary Devil’s Playground (Walker 2002), there
are some youth who go through a process of existential crisis in which “the teens
have cast aside their plain inhibitions for unbridled hedonism” (Stevick 2007, 152),
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some choosing to permanently leave the community in search of autonomy and the
fulfillment of self-interest.
On the other side of the divide, in Fragmented Governance the desire is to make

real one’s connection with others and to feel a secure sense of identity. Existential crisis
in Fragmented Governance may lead to revolutionary impulses that seek the anchor of
community identity promised by the Holographic ideal. From a Buddhist perspective,
the failure of Fragmented Governance to provide the autonomous identity it promises
is seen in
our frantic search and grasping for “things” . . . a way of masking, suppressing, or

diverting the painful awareness of that lack—and a desperate attempt to fill the void
with an acquirable “identity,” a self which one owns—one’s own self.
(Lusthaus 2002, 2)
This dynamic can be seen in the Communist Manifesto offered by Marx and Engels.

In their mental experiment exploring the ultimate ends of capitalism, they describe
government in the service of capitalism and a resulting social condition of isolation
and alienation—what we associate with the movement from Atomistic to Fragmented
Governance. Foreseeing the nihilistic trap it would ultimately produce, they urge mod-
ern liberal society to instead make the leap to socialism in order to reclaim a social life
experience for all.
A similar impulse can be seen in the lure of cult societies (Durkin 2011). Individuals

who experience existential anxiety based on social isolation become particularly vulner-
able to “the vestiges of religion and of the family” (Debord 1994, 38), seeking “one sta-
ble identity that answers to the need for securitized subjectivity” (Kinnvall 2004, 758).
Niedzviecki (2006) calls this form of ontological crisis “neo-traditionalism” (155) and
offers up the example of John Walker Lindh, the American Taliban, as an illustration.
He argues that Lindh’s “explanation for leaving the United States and adopting a fun-
damentalist religion is heartbreaking, a damning condemnation of pseudo-individualist
society: He felt alone” (151). In contrast to alienation within the postmodern context,
Lindh sought absorption in a community identity.
Interestingly, individuals in both Holographic and Fragmented scenarios experience

a loss of either authentic identity or connection that generates a sense of existential
angst rather than agonistic discomfort. In extreme experiences of existential crisis,
individuals take a revolutionary leap, seeking the sense of authenticity that the alter-
native position offers. Unfortunately, a leap from one dynamic position to the other
may merely swap the potential pathology of alienation for absorption and vice versa.
Furthermore, because these revolutionary leaps move from one dynamic extreme to
the other they may also perpetuate the uncertainty and fear that many feel when
confronted with ontological dynamism.
This leap across the divide from one end of the Governance Arc to the other can be

considered an ontological revolution, as such a movement indicates an extreme reality
shift. Following the logic outlined herein, such a move results in profound restructuring
in both philosophical foundations and practice. However, both dynamism and change,
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particularly in the West, are associated with a lack of control, entropy, and chaos. A
common feeling is that “any form of present stasis is preferable to the known future of
deterioration” (Wheatley 2006, 77). Indeed, our Western languages themselves shield
us from such instability through their structure. Language that subordinates gerunds
tends toward reification (Bohm 2004). Individuals who yearn for an authentic sense of
self (Holographic) or interpersonal connection (Fragmented) can be led to believe that
only stasis—either within the group or within the individual—can provide the desired
sense of security.
We argue that the existential angst produced by the two dynamic approaches to

governance (Holographic and Fragmented) fuel fears that are more likely to drive
ideological reification than revolution, countervailing the Arc of Reform. A lack of in-
dividual agency and control in either position enflames a desire for stability, making
people suggestible to fear-based rhetoric. Efforts by elites to maintain control lead to
the politics of fear, which drive an ideological retrenchment along the Arc of Reifica-
tion (seeFigure 11.1). Those in power play upon existential fears and yearnings, each
attempting to inject stability through the fabrication of strong economic, political,
and social institutions that are naturalized “as something other than human product”
(Berger and Luckmann 1966, 61). Instead, they are presented as Truth.
Specifically, neoconservative reforms pull Holographic Governance back toward Hi-

erarchical Governance, creating a Reified State that obscures domination within sup-
posed unity, while neoliberal reforms pull Fragmented Governance back toward Atom-
istic Governance, creating a Reified Market that obscures static power relations. Com-
munitarian reforms offer perfect blends of diversity within unity to balance the freedom
and control found in Atomistic and Hierarchical Governance, creating a Reified Com-
munity. In all instances, these movements are framed as attempts to “keep everything
under control” (Bourne 2008, 136). Thus, reification is understood here as an attempt
to resolve the dialectic between static state and dynamic state ontologies or to stop
dialectical movement between the collectivist and individualist ontologies. Existential
angst in these dynamic positions provides the fuel for a powerful mechanism to drive
retrenchment through reification: fear. The elite use the politics of fear in the process
of reification.
As explained in the Arc of Reform, neoconservatives play on the fear of conflict inher-

ent in individualist approaches (Atomistic and Fragmented Governance) and rhetor-
ically profess the ideals of order and unity. Neoliberals play on the fear of control
inherent in collectivist approaches (Hierarchical and Holographic Governance) and
rhetorically profess ideals of liberty and autonomy. Communitarians play on the fear
of exclusion, claiming that diversity within unity will establish a stable sense of belong-
ing. But because proponents of these reforms also want to maintain power and control,
rather than giving it over to unpredictable collectivity (socialism) or unpredictable flux
(individualist anarchism), operationally they move back toward their respective static
ontological positions: Hierarchical and Atomistic Governance, or a hybrid of the two.
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Some critical theorists feel that forthright attempts to maintain dialectical tensions
between positions is a preferable approach because any claim to synthesis is suspected
of being a dominating or obfuscating compromise (Adorno 1973). The argument is that
such hybrids hide underlying philosophical commitments for manipulative purposes.
We agree: proponents may claim the dynamic ideal as their purpose, while actually
securing their own power positions. One who has traditionally been empowered wishes
“to induce others to hold on to the status quo because he feels comfortable and smug
under conditions as they are” (Mannheim 1936, 78).
Recognizing the power dynamics that are hidden under rhetorical assurances of

stable ideals, Witt and deHaven-Smith (2008) describe the “holographic state” as one
in which strategic shifting between neoliberal and neoconservative rhetoric allows for
the increasing concentration of power in the hands of political elites who act above
the law while disempowering average citizens (Brown 2006, Thorne and Kouzmin 2004,
2006, Witt and Kouzmin 2010).3 Connolly (2013) refers to this dynamic relationship
as “the evangelical-neoliberal resonance machine” (67). This machine was built by a
collusion among the social sciences and political leaders that disempowered the ability
of citizens to question what they make transparent (deHaven-Smith 2013, Thorne and
Kouzmin 2012, Witt and deHaven-Smith 2008). The result is an accelerating exertion
of elite control over government, market, and community.
Specifically, neoconservative rhetoric plays on the anxiety produced by isolation and

holds up the ideal of unity while calling for the stabilization of centralized authority
in the state, only to obscure control by governing elites. Likewise, neoliberal rhetoric
plays on the fear of absorption and holds up the ideal of autonomy while calling for the
support of the market, only to obscure the concentration of capitalist power. Indeed,
“the sophistication of the rhetorical weaving of visibility/invisibility has become so
artful that one can no longer even call out conspiracy without being labelled paranoid
or insane” (Stout 2016, 91). The manipulative flux of visibility and invisibility (Thorne
and Kouzmin 2012) within the Arc of Reification is not limited to the state and the
market, however. While Thorne and Kouzmin draw upon communitarian critiques
to bring democratic values back into focus, we see efforts to resolve the One/Many
dialectic within liberalism by stabilizing the social contract in civil society as fruitless.
Therefore we discuss all three products of reification—state, market, and community—
in turn.

The Reified State
The ideal of Holographic Governance is socialism in which a shared group identity

enables egalitarian participation by all; however, the pathology of absorption coupled
with the instability of a dynamic group identity drives fears that provide fertile ground

3 We note the difference in our use of the holographic metaphor—this alternative perspective refers
to the notion that it is an illusion pretending actuality.
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for reforms offering a stable, egalitarian group identity. Moving away from Holographic
and toward Hierarchical Governance, these reform movements pull back from the so-
cialist ideal toward more ontologically stable ground, including vanguard socialism,
fascism, and neoconservativism. The result is the hybrid formation we classify as the
Reified State.
Initial retrenchment from the Holographic ideal is illustrated in the state socialist

political movements that sought to transfer sovereignty from the vanguard party of the
proletariat to centralized party leaders. These reformers insisted that, “The party is
obliged to maintain its dictatorship, regardless of the temporary vacillations even in the
working class. This awareness is the indispensable unifying element” (Trotsky as quoted
in Deutscher 2003, 424). This is perhaps best seen in the October Revolution, during
which Lenin “seized at once upon all the possible differentiations, social, national,
professional, that might bring some structure into the population, and he seemed
convinced that in such stratification lay the salvation of the revolution” (Arendt 1968,
318). In essence, Lenin was making appeals to Hierarchical structure, while holding
firm to Holographic ideals. This retrenchment was further articulated by Joseph Stalin
(1953), who warned that a truly classless society would eliminate the possibility of a
dictatorship of the proletariat but would also lead to the elimination of the Party. One
might interpret this as a warning against the chaos of a changing proletariat identity.
The Party can ensure the codification of a stable national identity better than the
proletariat.
Such arguments by Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin demonstrate the tendency for those

with authority (often through both economic and cultural capital) to monopolize lead-
ership positions and capitalize on the “belief that utopian ideals are mere fantasies”
(Hoffman and Graham 2009, 227). These reforms also leverage the tensions created by
schismogenic escalation by reinforcing fears of “anarchist subjectivity” and a leaderless
state while offering themselves as the necessary answer (Antliff 2011, 165). As argued
in the Manifesto of the Communist Party, such a hybrid position gives the “Socialistic
bourgeois . . . the existing state of society, minus its revolutionary and disintegrating
elements” (Marx and Engels 1998, Chapter 3).
A similar emphasis of Holographic unity with strong Hierarchical leadership is seen

in fascist reform movements. Fascist reforms tend to arise initially as a rejection of
socialism, yet proceed to promote socialist ideals in their rhetoric of nation and unity
and a fierce rejection of both liberalism and capitalism: “Fascists see the state itself as
central to human identity and vital to the idea of community” (Hoffman and Graham
2009, 307). Griffin (2013) refers to this as a form of “populist ultra-nationalism” (37)
that rejects both liberalism and socialism, appealing instead to the concept of “palin-
genesis” or the rebirth of the nation. It is perhaps best illustrated by the rise of the
Italian Fascist Party. Early advocates of fascism, such as Papini, argued that “a small
elite of leaders, commanding the collective energy of the masses, could move Italy to
higher stages of civilized life” (Gregor 1979, 200), instilling the “aristocratic virtues
of authority and heroism” (Griffin 2013, 57). Mussolini’s turn to fascism, for instance,
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was a direct rejection of his earlier association with the socialist party, and the Italians
drawn to his cause rejected both the ruling political liberals and socialist ideals, seeing
fascism as “a way of reasserting control over the workers and peasants” (DeGrand 2000,
20).
Contemporary neoconservative reforms continue this pattern of retrenchment set

forth in vanguard socialism and fascism by promising stability through group solidar-
ity, nationalism, patriotism, and moral authority. Chomsky (2002) notes that these
characteristics are found in both the Leninist socialist concept of the vanguard and the
classical conservative liberal precursors to neoconservativism. Neoconservative rhetoric
embraces a strong, centralized state that enforces stable national identity, thus re-
ducing the risk and soothing the anxiety of being absorbed by a changing collective
in which the dominant ideals no longer reflect one’s morals. Drawing further force
from the schismogenic divide, neoconservative rhetoric simultaneously fuels fear of
fragmentation, diversity, and self-interest (Kristol 2004b). These fears are placated by
the promise of reinforcing a state-instituted morality that is predetermined and fixed
(Brown 2006, Kristol 2004b).
Drawing on the escalating fear of others and latent class conflict, the neoconser-

vative critique leads to an “increasingly fearful and intolerant political culture” and
an “authoritative mindset” (Manwell 2010, 869). Neoconservatives promise security
through mechanisms that “selectively favor government intrusion, censorship, and reg-
ulation for the under-races and underclasses,” both domestically and globally (Brown
2006, 700). Such interventions may take the form of morally guided domestic policy
(Kristol 2004a) or hawkish foreign policy (Kristol and Kagan 2004). Both conserve the
dominant regime values while eradicating changing minority views and minoritarian
Particular identities. As King and Zanetti (2005) suggest, such political rhetoric can
promote the reinstitutionalization of power hierarchies based on “the importance of
asserting our ‘good’ over ‘evil’ ” (523).
The emphasis on a battle of good versus evil is reflected in appeals to religious

morality, supported by a static transcendent source such as the Christian God or
the Muslim Allah. In the American context, this allows neoconservatives to “shore-up
flagging confidence in their familiar ethical faiths with everincreasing doses of authority”
(Howe 2006, 423) that can be used to orchestrate the enforcement of social and moral
norms (Curtis 2004, Kristol 2004b).
In tying this sense of religious morality to the notion of a unified public, neoconser-

vatives are able to hide the Hierarchical aspects of their position using the rhetorical
ploys of the Holographic emphasis on unity and equality. However, rather than being
crafted and instituted by the group as a whole, it is determined by political leaders
and enforced by the state.
In such reforms, enforcement occurs through “an increase in state surveillance” (Man-

well 2010, 869). For example, taken to extreme, NPA reforms argue for a Platonic
guardian class composed of public administrators rather than elected representatives.
Furthermore, methods of citizen engagement are seen only as “important supplements
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to representational democracy” (Nabatchi 2010, S310, emphasis added). Administra-
tors are charged with ensuring democratic regime values (see for example, Denhardt
and Denhardt 2007, Frederickson 1997, Rohr 1990, Terry 1995, Wamsley 1990), and
becoming gatekeepers and enforcers of the state. Such a caricature reveals the approach
to be “at best paternalistic and at worst a totalitarian dictatorship” (Fox and Cochran
1990, 93) of autonomous and controlling “mandarins” capable of a bureaucratic coup
d’etat (Riggs 1998). Indeed, this approach could be likened to Leninist vanguard re-
forms (Lukacs 1998) or Chinese Maoism seeking to substitute the state for religion
(Cobb Jr. 2012).
In his critique of the ontology of representation, Catlaw (2007a) argues that we

have moved from a “society of discipline” to a “society of control” (184), in which
individuals are defined by their roles within an organic Unity and controlled through
an imposition of discipline by political elites and their functionaries. Historically this
dynamic occurred only within specific organizations or groups; however, there has been
a creeping of disciplinarity from confined spaces into all aspects of lived experience from
which there is no private retreat. Similarly, Heckert (2011) explains, “The state may
be considered that name which we give to the oppressive effects produced through
decentralized relations of domination, surveillance, representation and control” (199).
The emphasis of egalitarian unity and shared identity in these varied reform hybrids

provides rhetorical cover for what is actually elite control. Neoconservatives play on
the fear of conflict inherent in individualist approaches (Atomistic and Fragmented
Governance) and rhetorically profess ideals of order and unity. From an ontological
perspective, where an ontology of abundance becomes stable, a nondemocratic social-
ism or authoritarianism may form (Marchart 2005)—as it has in many communist
states. As in Hegel’s idealized Unity, the state is reified and citizens are forced through
coercion to become mere manifestations of the state, pursuing the state’s own ends
(Willoughby 1930). In other words, while the Holographic rhetoric of unity and solidar-
ity is used to engender support for such reforms, the hidden Hierarchical assumption
is that the state will be led by elite party leaders. Follett similarly insists, “socialists
wish to give us . . . state control and they mean by that state coercion—we find again
and again in their pamphlets the words force, coerce” (Follett 2013d, 89). In sum, fixed
ontologies of abundance discourage citizens from “contestation in thought, ethics and
politics, and so on” (Coles 2005, 68).

The Reified Market
The ideal of Fragmented Governance is individualist anarchism in which Singular

Individuals are self-sufficient, entering only into fleeting voluntary exchanges with oth-
ers to meet their individual needs; however, the pathology of alienation coupled with
fears of dynamic instability sets the stage for reforms that promise to preserve the
goal of autonomy, while providing not only market stability but also existential stabil-
ity. These reforms pull back from the full Fragmented ideal of individualist anarchism
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toward more ontologically stable ground—first in the form of libertarianism and ob-
jectivism, followed second by neoliberalism, stopping short of full retrenchment into
Atomistic Governance. The result is the hybrid formation we classify as the Reified
Market.
The Fragmented ideal strives to free the individual from manipulation by social

construction. In this effort, classical anarchists such as Max Stirner reject any meta-
physics that claim an absolute Truth, insisting instead that science, as well as religion,
is a social construction (Antliff 2011). However, rather than being relationally gen-
erative, the individualist ontology of lack in Fragmented Governance actually makes
people more weak and vulnerable to social construction. As Adams (2011) argues, the
fragmentation of universality does not disintegrate or eliminate hegemony to produce
Singular Individuality. Instead, its divisions make particularities vulnerable to coopta-
tion. Objectivists are critical of individualist anarchists who attempt to “fill the void
of the egos they do not possess, by the means of the only form of ‘self-assertiveness’
they recognize: defiance for the sake of defiance”—accusing them instead of “coun-
terfeit individualism” (137). This realization that full autonomy cannot be achieved
due to continued social construction provides the impetus for a movement away from
post-structuralist individualist anarchism toward a position that protects liberty.
Proponents of libertarianism purport to maintain the autonomy of Fragmented

Governance, while advocating minimal government that provides the social stability
necessary for a reliable free-market economic system. This perspective is often aligned
with the work of economist Ludwig von Mises (1998) who insists on a completely
deregulated market where government’s function is to protect private property and
market transactions.
Recognizing that the ontological, psychosocial, and epistemological assumptions as-

sociated with Fragmented Governance are a danger to market pursuits, objectivist
Ayn Rand (1964) explicitly rejects “the concept of a fluid, plastic, indeterminate, Her-
aclitean universe” (34). From the Fragmented Governance perspective, the “real” is
understood as the hyperreal (Baudrillard 1994), a fabricated and ever-changing and
contested spectacle (Debord 1994). Therefore, Branden (1964) chides subjectivists for
“their rebellion against ‘the tyranny of reality’ ” (137) and in response pulls back toward
the stability of the Atomistic perspective by emphasizing the priority of rationality,
reason, and autonomy. While these perspectives agree upon the separation of govern-
ment and market, they do not wish to eliminate government; it is necessary to secure
the market through stable philosophical assumptions.
The libertarian insistence on a laissez-faire capitalism based on a complete separa-

tion of state and market sets the stage for the next phase of retrenchment: neoliberalism.
Like objectivism, neoliberal rhetoric promises to empower individuals with autonomy
and choice in the marketplace by disempowering government. However, whereas Rand
advocates complete separation of government and market, neoliberals argue instead
for government support of unregulated markets (Friedman 2002). In this configuration,
government subsidies and bailouts are acceptable. Further, neoliberalism encourages
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the construction of a unified identity through consumption. As such, neoliberalism
“wraps itself in the mantle of ‘liberty’ and ‘democracy’ ” (Brown 2006, 701), but only
promises the ability to assert one’s individuality through the marketplace (Barber
2007, Niedzviecki 2006). Both objectivists and neoliberals emphasize the centrality of
the capitalist market with no to limited regulation as the central sociopolitical institu-
tion for protecting the ideal of autonomy—thereby producing what we call the Reified
Market.
The utopian ideal of Fragmented Governance appeals to autonomy from social con-

struction. In contrast, the Reified Market promises to empower individuals to construct
their own identity within a stabilized market. In response to the desire to fabricate (or
perhaps find) Individuality through consumption, producers proliferate ever-increasing
niche markets. This relationship between fracturing identities and niche marketing is
mutually reinforcing as “manufacturers, advertisers, marketers, and political operatives
became invested in segmenting the whole, thereby encouraging social and cultural di-
visions for their own profit” (Cohen 2003, 408). With the splintering of mass markets
into ever narrower niche markets, individuals are thought to gain “more opportunity to
express their separate identities through their choices as consumers” (309). Faced with
these choices, individuals attempt to create a pastiche of identities and may come “to
occupy so many different positions and hold . . . a bewildering variety of perspectives”
(Ruccio and Amariglio 2003, 15).
Marcuse (1964) insists that while proponents of this Reified Market— whether

laissez-faire or limited regulation—may claim the free market protects autonomy and
negative liberty, it is actually authoritarian in that the economic elite dictate our
choices to buy happiness. Careful manipulation of social narratives through the use
of marketing allows those with power (i.e., capital) to shape the desires and therefore
the very identities of individuals subject to those narratives (Debord 1994). Therefore,
in contrast to rhetoric of choice and consumer autonomy, producers are actually in
control of identity (Thorne 2010).
Due to their inability to access an authentic identity, consumers are left “vulner-

able, unprotected, and susceptible to outside manipulation” (Barber 2007, 32); they
are “malleable and weak” (McSwite 1996, 200) in the face of vast market choices that
replace true needs with manufactured needs (Marcuse 1964). Desires are fleeting and
are constantly refreshed and redefined by producers, leading to continual consumption
(Harvey 1990, Jameson 1991), or hyper-consumption (Frey 2004). Thus, the “counter-
feit individualism” of Fragmented Governance critiqued by Rand (1964) is actually a
matter of individuals being manipulated to consume market identities.
This preoccupation with identity construction obfuscates the underlying power dy-

namics inherent in late capitalism. Indeed, Debord (1994) likens the neoliberal market-
place to “spectacle” because it is intended to distract and mislead the consumer in order
to obscure power imbalances. The marketoriented policies and rhetoric of objectivism
and neoliberalism work to make concentrated power within the globalizing market in-
visible while creating a visible, though false, sense of individual empowerment (Thorne
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and Kouzmin, 2004, 2006). Neoliberal reforms thereby produce a Reified Market that
promises individual empowerment through consumption while obfuscating elite market
control and domination of consumers (Barber 2007).
This reification of the market has profound implications for the social bond and the

project of democracy. Objectivist and neoliberal retrenchment efforts promise a social
contract through voluntary exchange in the free market (Friedman 2002, Peikoff 1991,
Rand 1964). However, under such conditions the public realm is transformed into a
sphere for desire manipulation (Lyotard 1984) with little to no substantive democratic
dialogue (Fox and Miller 1995). Although populists purport to uphold the Fragmented
Governance ideal of “social and cultural change while analysing the effectiveness of
domination” (Simons 2005, 159), attempts to resist domination remain anemic in the
face of the “colonization of the life-world” (Habermas 1989, 54) by market principles.
In this consumerist post-democracy, political antagonism is redirected into the mar-

ketplace where existential lack is transformed into a never-ending series of desires that
are alleviated but the consumer is never satisfied (Stavrakakis 2005). This market hege-
mony in the public sphere has been described as “Leviathan in sheep’s clothing: its
function is not to encourage and perpetuate freedom (let alone freedom of a political
variety) but rather to repress it” (Jameson 1991, 273). Economic power rather than
political sovereignty controls the market-based social contract and representation is
subsumed by market forces and niche identity politics. Because neoliberalism obfus-
cates these power dynamics in the free-market political economy, this “false economic
philosophy” leads to “non-conservation of our national resources, exploitation of labor,
and political corruption. We see the direct outcome in our slums, our unregulated
industries, our ‘industrial unrest,’ etc.” (Follett 1998, 170-171).
In sum, the existential angst of Fragmented Governance leads people to accept a

dystopian hybrid in which the market becomes the dominant force in society. Neolib-
erals play on the fear of control inherent in collectivist approaches (Hierarchical and
Holographic Governance) and rhetorically profess ideals of liberty and autonomy. But
neoliberalism is “a project that empties the world of meaning, that cheapens and dera-
cinates life and openly exploits desire” (Brown 2006, 692). Many government activities
are divested or contracted out to the marketplace in response to consumption demands.
In so doing, government plays a proactive role in extending the grip of the market to
issues previously considered public (Miller and Fox 2007), replacing the public realm
with a Reified Market. As summarized in Chapter 2, this globally “untamed capitalism”
is leading to ecological disaster (Bogason 2001, 167).

The Reified Community
As we saw in Chapter 10, in an effort to prevent schismogenic escalation, communi-

tarian reformers moderate both the ideal of liberty and the ideal of social order. Deeply
troubled by the failure of the Reified Market to adequately address the existential cri-
sis resulting from Fragmented Governance, and yet demanding more unity than what
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is offered in Atomistic Governance, they pull back toward Hierarchical Governance.
However, equally troubled by the existential crisis of Holographic Governance and the
nationalistic solutions offered by the Reified State, because Hierarchical Governance
fails to accommodate diversity, communitarians retrench only so far as the center of
the Governance Arc.
In the process of reification, communitarianism promises a fixed balance of hierarchy

and competition through diversity within unity (Stout and Love 2014a). Reformists
such as Jurgen Habermas (1975), Michael Walzer (1984), and Alberto Guerreiro Ramos
(1981) suggest that the solution is to reinstate social boundaries in order to reclaim
the polity from both the chaos of the market and the hierarchical control of the state.
Reforms would delimit the market (while leaving it unchanged) and thereby reclaim
spaces for political and community life. The argument is that the value of equality
among diversity would once again check the value of liberty, thereby creating unity.
Reforms are presented as means to fight the collapse of state, market, and civil society
under the domain of market values, by reasserting a firm separation among them and
placing civil society in a privileged position over the other two. Civil society could then
revitalize the public sphere by restructuring interactions according to communicative
ethics and action in substantive relationship.
While all communitarian reforms call for unity and virtuous citizenship, they shift

the locus of action from the state to mediating civic institutions of various types. As
noted by Dewey, traditional communitarians value established social roles, rules, and
norms (Kahne 1996). The logic of this move is that through communities, individuals
can be governed by social norms and dynamics as opposed to law and governance.
This moves much of what once was the domain of government into the sphere of civil
society and nonprofit organizations.
However, in this utopian vision, the polity becomes governed “through the micro-

management of the self-steering practices of its citizens” (Rose 2000, 1408). While the
formal instruments of state and elected leaders recede, the informal leaders in civil so-
ciety continue to mirror many of the same regime values. Furthermore, through what
has been labeled the nonprofit industrial complex, the third sector has merely become
“a set of symbiotic relationships that link political and financial technologies of state
and owning class control with surveillance over public political ideology, including and
especially emergent progressive and leftist social movements” (Smith 2007, 8). In this
way, the Reified Community obfuscates elite control. For this reason, Berlin (2013)
asserts that positive liberty, despite the rhetoric of self-mastery, lays the foundation
for an authoritarian regime in which individuals are enslaved yet “declare themselves
free” (211).
As Rose (2000) explains, civil society becomes a tool of establishing and enforcing

regime values. Communitarians play on the fear of exclusion, claiming diversity within
unity will establish a stable sense of belonging. In the communitarian ideal, commu-
nity becomes the stand-in for the One in order to accommodate locally determined
differences among the Many. As a result, community becomes an instrument of social
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control because it takes on and administers the public ethic; civil society reproduces
the institutions of power in the state (Mueller 2011). We refer to this as the Reified
Community.
We use this label because all of the arguments for balancing the individual and

society are grounded in the static state ontological continuum and therefore do not ad-
dress the static/dynamic state dialectic. This leaves both collectivist and individualist
anarchists wanting because all static positions are suspect as mechanisms of domina-
tion. Furthermore, Berlin (2013) argues that in such conditions of social control, it is
inevitable that individuals will attempt to reassert their individual will. The Reified
Community does not resolve the dialectical tension between the individual and society;
instead it merely provides a platform from which the schismogenic cycle of reform to
begin anew. Thus, like the unending swing of a metronome pendulum, all approaches
on the Governance Arc find themselves caught in the dialectic between collectivism
and individualism.
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Part IV: Affirmation of a radically
democratic approach to governance



The goal of Part IV is to affirm a radically democratic approach to governance—
the perspective we hold and claim in the Preface. Chapter 12 first explores the need for
a radically democratic approach to governance based on both experiential and theoret-
ical reasons. In short, the failure of all other governance approaches to achieve social,
economic, and environmental sustainability demonstrates their lack of viability for uni-
versal acceptance in the contemporary global context. In response to these failures, we
analyze how the dialectical paradoxes they generate can be resolved through synthesis.
After an explanation of dialectical synthesis, we consider how it would play out in
each element of the Governance Typology. Taken together, these syntheses generate
what we call Integrative Governance, an approach that is grounded in what we call
“relational process ontology” (Stout and Love 2015c). This ontological terrain does not
fall anywhere along the Governance Arc critiqued in Part III.
Chapter 13argues that Integrative Governance provides a robust framework for

radical democracy and that it has the potential to produce more fruitful outcomes due
to its flexibility and openness. Explaining and then applying the method of integration,
we consider the manner in which Integrative Governance pursues the desires held by
the positions on the Governance Arc, as well as how it addresses their fears and resolves
their pathologies. We then explore the pathways for discourse that could support the
integration of each position on the Governance Arc into Integrative Governance. We
argue that by accommodating the driving concerns in each, Integrative Governance
represents a synthesis of all.
We close by describing the next steps in this project of affirmation. To flesh out

Integrative Governance theoretically, we need to explore the diverse literatures that
promulgate its characteristics. From there, to complete the ideal-type method, we must
use the full Governance Typology to evaluate experience. While assessments along the
lines of what has been presented in Part III abound, we lack understanding of the
nascent practices of Integrative Governance. Future empirical research can expand our
understanding and help us in drawing conclusions about the usefulness of this approach.
We will focus on various social and economic movements to identify groups practic-
ing radical democracy prefiguratively. From these studies, the theory and practice of
Integrative Governance will be fine-tuned.
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12 Why Integrative Governance?
Considering what we have presented in the first three parts of this book, there

are sufficient empirical and theoretical reasons to consider a different approach to
governance. Furthermore, we argue that experiential evidence is causally linked to
ontological rationales through prefiguration. In concurrence and as if prophesying the
contemporary global context summarized herein, Follett (1998) argues in her 1918 book
The New State, that “chaos, disorder, destruction, come everywhere from refusing the
syntheses of life” (93). In contemporary terminology, the crises of social, economic, and
environmental sustainability stem from our dialectical ontological assumptions and the
practices they prefigure.
However, these issues of sustainability are interwoven with governance crises that

conventional approaches appear unable to resolve. Many agree modernity has gen-
erated such dramatic challenges that “it has become impossible to ignore the conse-
quences of this progress” (Stengers 2011, 12). We are globally interconnected through
mass communication, travel, immigration, economic interdependence, and global envi-
ronmental impacts (Wang 2012). Together—across nations and forms of government—
we seem to be careening toward disaster. We need a new approach to political economy
based on generative principles that replace fear with trust, the assumption of scarcity
with the possibility of abundance, self-interest with mutual interest, and dialectical
competition/hierarchy with collaboration (Stout 2010a). As Mesle (2008) puts it, if
we do not begin to understand ourselves in relational process, “we imperil the web in
which we live” (9). We will reconsider the experiential and ontological aspects of this
claim before beginning the project of constructing Integrative Governance.

Experiential rationales
Due to contemporary governance crises—the questions of sovereignty, governance,

and participation—the context of governance is no longer exclusively the government
agency or even the nation, but rather an intersectoral, international process. Gover-
nance is increasingly conducted through a global political economy that is most aptly
described as capitalist markets operating with stateactor support—a plutocracy rather
than a democracy. Given our history to date, it is fair to say that every governance
approach attempting world order thus far has failed to attain global acceptance. As-
suming that arguments regarding the prefigurative nature of ontology are correct, then
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both the barriers to acceptance and the tools to overcome them can be traced to these
foundational assumptions.
It is reasonable to argue that the vast majority of Western/Global North gover-

nance theory is grounded in Hierarchical/Atomistic assumptions, but leaning toward
static, individualist, positivist, humanist, teleological, liberal, and capitalist founda-
tions. We also find evidence of Holographic/Fragmented alternatives and responses to
that hegemony—although most often these ideologies are met with retrenchment into
Reified State/Market hybrids. The economic and social stratification of Hierarchical
Governance is maintained while many rules of engagement have changed to Atomistic
Governance, with strong moves into the Reified Market of neoliberalism and late cap-
italism. There are ongoing attempts to balance this extreme with the hybrid position
of the Reified State of neoconservativism, and at times with the Reified Community
of communitarianism.
However, none of these approaches to governance fits all cultural perspectives and

preferences (Brinkerhoff and Goldsmith 2005) and as a result many voices are silenced
and experiences are disregarded through ontological colonization. In short, we find our
beliefs and practices lacking legitimate answers to the new questions that we face in
the postmodern condition (MacIntyre 1988). We are confronted with an unresolvable
pluralism in which incompatible and incommensurate ideologies coexist in a state of
unending conflict. As Follett (1998) argues, “we have not yet learned how to live to-
gether” (3)—at least not in a true democratic fashion. Proponents of radical democracy
argue that “neither hierarchy nor markets are appropriate forms of governance” (Marsh
1998, 8), and demand that we return sovereignty to the people impacted by collective
decisions and actions and allow them to engage directly in the governance process. As
sociologist Patricia Hill Collins (2012) cogently argues,
Democracy is not a thing that can be achieved but, rather, a relational process honed

in the crucible of lived experience across differences in power These characteristics of
the construct of community not only
describe the dynamics of actual power relations; they can also serve as a template

for aspirational political projects.
(448)
Absent such participatory practice, political unrest is escalating globally. To ef-

fectively bring people into the governance process, a new ontological grounding is
necessary.
Addressing the movement toward radical democracy, Connolly (2011) argues that

we cannot simply forego the state as an institution. Instead, we can marry state pol-
itics with a new micropolitics to achieve not only social, but economic and environ-
mental sustainability. To achieve such ends, the new state “must permit greater social
differentiation while assuring greater integration” by “offering more coordination and
political direction towards the common good” (Donati 2014, 79). We do not find these
“plastic state” (Follett 1998, 314) characteristics in the largely fear-driven governance
approaches described thus far. But it is also not easy to reinvent these governance prac-
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tices due to the fears they generate. As Catlaw (2007c) observes, “Thinking political
life beyond fear is a huge challenge—perhaps the challenge for us.” As demonstrated
in Chapter 11, the politics of fear is at play in all points on the Governance Arc—
as demonstrated through the processes of schismogenic escalation as well as strategic
retrenchment. Our fears of other positions on the Governance Arc drive attempts at
ontological colonization. As environmentalist Paul Hawken (2007) notes, we try to
“prevent diversity” through hegemony “rather than nurturing natural evolution and
the flourishing of ideas” (16).
We argue that due to ontological impositions, many people find themselves expe-

riencing discomfort at a very deep level—an existential crisis created by holding a
worldview that is mismatched to societal expectations. These types of experiences are
reported globally, regardless of the particular governance regime at hand. Ontologi-
cal angst reveals itself wherever collectivist worldviews have overtaken individualist
worldviews, and vice versa. It also emerges wherever those holding a relational process
perspective are constrained by dominant worldviews of either a collectivist or individ-
ualist orientation. This has led to processes of counter-hegemony in which there is a
proliferation of political perspectives, a “minoritization of the world” (Connolly 2011,
59) that pushes back against ideological hegemony. However, such counter-hegemonic
moves do not succeed in claiming the seat of power—nor can they independently trans-
form that system of power.
As a result, many scholars and activists hope that meaningful responses to shared

economic and environmental crises will foster a “reactive form of panhuman planetary
bond,” which will encourage us to restructure society (with consideration of other
species as well) (Braidotti 2013, 111) and become planetary citizens (Keating 2013).
This requires reconsidering our situation as a complex and changing predicament in
which we are fully implicated, rather than an objective condition subject to divine
salvation or remediation via better scientific and technological knowledge (Connolly
2011). We must understand how dominant worldviews drive the social, economic, and
environmental crises experienced globally.
If such calls were easily disregarded or refuted in times past, perhaps it is only now,

in the face of extreme life-threatening crises, that we can recognize their significance
and value. None of the ideological positions along the Governance Arc is sufficient
to resolve these crises: “neither neoliberal theory, nor socialist productivism, nor deep
ecology, nor social democracy in its classic form” (Connolly 2013, 37). As the collective
statement from the New System Project puts it,
When the old ways no longer produce the outcomes we are looking for, something

deeper is occurring. We have fundamental problems because of fundamental flaws in
our economic and political system. The crisis now unfolding in so many ways across
our country [world] amounts to a systemic crisis.
(Democracy Collaborative 2015)
A successful and sustainable response to the crises we face requires fundamental

changes to the manner in which we shape individual and collective action together—
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we must move beyond attempting to hold the tensions in balance and instead seek a
synthesis.
While the contemporary circumstances are certainly dire, they are by no means im-

mutable. When individuals and groups feel dominated or alienated, there are several
common responses—join the competition for incremental reforms, acquiesce voluntar-
ily, succumb to domination, or refuse and resist through a variety of methods. While
militancy may indeed be needed to move forward, a fruitful response to the contempo-
rary condition “seems insufficiently articulated in radical theory today” (Connolly 2013,
31). But there is another possibility in which action seeks systemic transformation—
not through domination or compromise, but rather through intentional social process—
what Follett (2013b) calls “the method of integration” (178).
We agree that transformation of these existing systems requires a dialogue among

physical science, social science, philosophy, and theology (Connolly 2011); “systemic
problems require systemic solutions” (Democracy Collaborative 2015). Additionally,
this dialogue must be fully inclusive and integrative, moving beyond traditional ap-
proaches to these spheres of knowledge production by embracing experiential knowl-
edge. In sum, theories and practices based on discrete individual subjects and objects
clearly divide public and private organizations, and separate political, economic, and
civil spheres; these independent sectors no longer work. Our current dominant political
and social theories are ill-equipped to function within a world that is woven together
through intersecting networks, a world in which who we are, what we do, and what
we will become are inescapably bound together in perpetual motion (Suchocki 1985);
this is a world of cocreation. We are socially, economically, and environmentally inter-
dependent and our governance theories have yet to catch up. We must grapple with
“the fundamental challenge” of working out “what is involved in construing the world
as a world of processes rather than things and then reformulate both the natural and
the human sciences on this foundation” (Gare 2000, 5). To do so, we must turn to the
ontological rationales for a different grounding for governance in the contemporary
global context.

Ontological rationales
Catlaw (2007a) suggests we seek a “politics of the subject” in which we “theorize a

government that does not exist to represent and replicate the division between those
who rule and those who are ruled” (189). To prefigure this radical democracy, he calls
for a political ontology that does not force unique individuals into the oppressive and
exclusionary model-copy condition of representation. However, his proposition does
not provide much in the way of explanation, so we must go further. Indeed, reflecting
on the Arab Spring and similar social movements, Tugal (2014) argues, “If we do
not develop solid alternatives (and organizations and institutions that will implement
them), the downfall of the system will not mean the making of a better world” (3).
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Like a hologram, regime values are reflected in the smallest acts of administrative
behavior; to transform that regime, we must all become Part of the solution (Thorne
and Kouzmin 2012). This will require altering the very managerial logic that infuses
everything we do.
The challenge is to make effective criticism through resistance and refusal while

also taking purposeful action toward effective systemic social change. This has been
described as an affirmative, as opposed to a skeptical, postmodern philosophy (Rosenau
1992). Queer anarchist Jamie Heckert (2012) suggests that we must ask, “What ways
of living and relating can we practice that are even more effective at meeting the
needs of everyone for life, love, and freedom?” (71). While we must continue critique,
refusal, and resistance of unsustainable philosophies and practices, we must also affirm
alternatives that will not be colonizing through domination or shallow compromise,
but are rather malleable and integrative: “The way to create a new world is to take
steps to create it, to live the life we want to live” (Ackelsberg 2012, 3).
It may be that the movements described in the Arcs of Reform and Reification

believe they are in this pursuit. But as shown inTable 12.1, from the perspective of
one or more of the others, each primary approach to governance and its associated
hybrid yields a dystopian social condition that binds us or absorbs us (Hierarchical,
Reified State, and Holographic), isolates us or alienates us (Atomistic, Reified Market,
and Fragmented), or calcifies us (Reified Community). Regardless of where one is along
the ontological continuum of the Governance Arc, the individual ends up with some
sense of alienation from either authentic self or relation.
We argue these pathological conditions are the result of the dialectical imbalances

in collectivist and individualist ontological assumptions. All positions on the Gover-
nance Arc perpetuate the One/Many dialectic. When group role is emphasized, the
individual is alienated from self as group identity crowds out individual identity in the
pathologies of bondage (Hierarchical) and eventually absorption (Holographic). Simi-
larly, when the individual is emphasized, the person is separated from others as a re-
sult of the pathologies of isolation (Atomistic) and eventually alienation (Fragmented).
Communitarian attempts

Table 12.1Dystopian pathologies

Collectivist/Reified
State

Reified Community Individualist/
Reified Market

Static state Bondage Calcification Isolation
Dynamic state Absorption Alienation

to resolve this dialectic between the group and the individual are based on static
ontological ground, and any stable balance comes at the cost of rigidity, which cal-
cifies group identity. Taken together, we argue that all positions on the Governance
Arc remain in dialectical tension and imbalance, in terms of both the collectivist and
individualist divide and the static and dynamic divide—all of which produce patholo-
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gies. Considering the movements down and up the Arcs of Reform and Reification, we
can see that the pathologies spur perpetual movement among the ideological positions
without ever resolving the communityindividual dialectic. We cannot remain trapped
in ontological tension that leads to doubt, suspicion, and fear. We must figure out how
we can effectively and democratically constitute community (Braidotti 2013).
From our critique, we conclude that all approaches on the Governance Arc fail

to offer a sustainable and satisfactory response to the contemporary global context.
However, taken together, each has valuable insight to provide. As cogently argued by
Coles (2005),

Both lack and abundance provide rich insight into contemporary problems and
alternative possibilities. Yet this richness hinges significantly on articulating their in-
tertwinement in ways that better illuminate each concept: checking the dangers of their
reification and sharpening their ethical and political suggestiveness.
(68)
We add resolution of the paradox of stasis (being) versus process (becoming) to this

challenge.
In crafting an alternative, we must also avoid the pitfalls of what White (2000)

calls strong ontological positions. Both the Holographic and Fragmented ontologies
are strong in that they are not open to contestation—the Holographic ontology of
abundance denies the Many, while the Fragmented ontology of lack denies the One.
These issues remain true in their respective hybrids of the Reified State and the Reified
Market. Even the relatively moderate Hierarchical, Atomistic, and Reified Community
positions are still strong because they are static in their understanding of existence,
leaving no possibility for malleability. Thus, as it stands, should any of the approaches
on the Governance Arc be employed in the global context, we can anticipate ontological
colonization and resulting resistance and refusal.
We believe that in a dynamic, globalizing, pluralistic context that has become deeply

fragmented and competitive, and in which claims to truth and legitimacy are regu-
larly contested, we must disregard ontologies that claim either a bounded Whole or a
static Is. This eliminates all but one ideal-type: Fragmented Governance. However, a
fiercely held ontology of lack disables any sort of stable identity or social bond beyond
recognition of our common plight in the face of ontological blindness and psychosocial
domination. In other words, all positions on the Governance Arc are strong in ways
that undermine collective action through radical democracy.
In a global context, the challenge is to provide critique paired with pragmatic affir-

mation that is not dominating in its prescriptions, but rather tentative and inclusive—
in other words, a weak ontology (White 2000) or an unstable ontology (Marchart 2005).
We must find a universalism that will not produce particular substantive content that
can become hegemonic or totalizing (Prozorov 2014a). Instead, we must seek to affirm
an ontology grounded in “fluid, transcultural universals” (Keating 2013, 117).
It is this need for the in-between that drives some scholars to search for an integra-

tive position drawing from apparently opposing theories of abundance and lack (see for
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example, Patton and Protevi 2003, T0nder and Thomassen 2005b). As Laclau (2005)
argues, we must reconsider these concepts as “two necessary moments of a unique
ontological condition” (256):
Each illuminates something vital about the human condition and modes of power

that damage this vitality. Yet in isolation, they greatly misconstrue our condition and
the ethical and political contours of radical democracy. Hence, when lack is fundamen-
talised in ways that ultimately diminish or deny the corporeal abundance of others and
world, it tends to misconstrue negativity and the protean character of otherness, and
replicate the leastdesirable aspects of modern subjectivity, ethics and politics. Simi-
lar dangers appear among those who would theorise abundance “beyond negativity”
in ways that tend to diminish the ongoing need to attend to the tragic elements of
political life, the importance of contestation in thought, ethics and politics, and so on.
(Coles 2005, 68)
To avoid both monist and pluralist extremes and reifying hybrids, we propose that

it is possible to resolve these dialectical tensions through synthesis.
Following Follett’s lead, rather than attempting to hold approaches to governance

in an ostensibly creative tension with one another, we suggest that synthesis may offer
a better approach. Joining others, we argue that synthesis is the only way to resolve
paradoxes in ontological arguments over transcendence versus immanence (Wang 2012),
abundance versus lack (T0nder and Thomassen 2005b), and One versus Many—or in
more psychosocial terms, identity versus difference (T0nder and Thomassen 2005a).
However, dialectical synthesis is not a revolution that leaps from one known position
to another. It is an open-ended transformation that pursues the imaginable through
co-creation of an entirely new alternative. This requires a willingness to jump off the
Governance Arc into the abyss of the unknown.
Thus, we must take a leap of faith (not fear) and move toward a wholly different

approach—a radical democracy, which we call Integrative Governance. The “relational
process ontology” (Stout and Love 2015c) grounding this approach does not fall any-
where along the Governance Arc. Instead, we will demonstrate that Integrative Gover-
nance generates new ontological territory through the dialectical synthesis of concepts
found on the Governance Arc. We will also show that as a synthesis, Integrative Gov-
ernance provides transformational pathways from each position on the Governance
Arc to its ontological terrain. Due to its relational character, Integrative Governance
prevents the hegemony of either collectivism or individualism and its grounding in
process prevents reification.

Employing dialectical synthesis
To avoid the traps of liberalism, monist and pluralist extremes, and the reification

of hybrids, we must identify a wholly different position which “dissolves” the dualisms
(Harmon 2006) that create the Governance Arc. If we imagine folding the Governance
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Arc down on itself, or folding the four corners of the two-by-two Governance Typol-
ogy matrix inward like an origami fortune teller, we might be able to identify the
characteristics of a synthesis of each dialectic in operation. Donati (2014) notes that
etymologically, the term synthesis implies composition. It is formed by syn (with, to-
gether) and thesis (action of placing something). Thus, to synthesize means to actively
put together—in this case overlaying ontological assumptions in dialectical opposition
to create a new assumption.
As discussed in Chapter 9, an awareness of conceptual differences and the whole

they create can produce a synthesis that transcends both elements of the originating
unity, thus establishing a new thesis. In this way, dialectic is useful in catalyzing both
enlightenment and emancipatory change (Carr 2000a). One need only think of the
Socratic method of questioning a proposition as well as its opposite to arrive at a
new conclusion, or the notion of a “third way” out of ethical dilemmas (Kidder 1995),
to grasp the meaning of dialectical synthesis and its value in transcending binary
oppositional thinking. Wang (2012) suggests that synthesis is similar to the Chinese
notion of harmonism, which seeks to escape “essentialist universalism and isolating
particularism [that] both rely on dualistic or either/or thinking” (7).
As Follett (1998, 2013b) explains Hegelian synthesis and her own concept of inte-

gration, synthesis/integration represents an authentically third position that resolves
the problems created by both domination (what we call ontological colonization) and
compromise (what we call ontological hybridization) between two concepts in dialecti-
cal tension. This is valuable because as social theorist Gloria Anzaldua (2015) notes, “I
need a different mode of telling stories, one that can simultaneously hold the different
models of what I think reality is. I need a new way of organizing reality” (43). Relating
integrative process to formative dialectical assumptions, Follett (2013b) explains,
The full acceptance of life as process gets us further and further away from the

old controversies. The thought I have been trying to indicate is neither conventional
idealism nor realism. It is neither mechanism nor vitalism: we see mechanism as true
within its own barriers; we see the elan vitale (still a thing-in-itself) as a somewhat
crude foreshadowing of a profound truth.
It is now possible to rid ourselves of the limitations of these more partial points of

view; we have now given to us new modes of thinking, new ways of acting.
(91)
This argument is not far from Hegel’s synthesis of being and nothing as becoming,

the synthesis of essence and appearance as actuality, and the synthesis of the universal
and particular as the singular. However, rather than imagining synthesis as a static
Unity or an end to history—a predetermined point of ultimate development—we follow
Bookchin’s (1994) open-ended dialectical naturalism, which “advances the vision of
an ever-increasing wholeness, fullness and richness of differentiation and subjectivity”
(20). This view matches the contemporary understanding of assemblage (Deleuze and
Guattari 1983, 1987).
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As shown inFigure 12.1, as the dialectical cycle of thesis-antithesis-synthesis repeats,
developmental progression is anticipated:
The struggle between the thesis and the anti-thesis goes on until some solution

develops which will, in a certain sense, go beyond both thesis and antithesis by recog-
nizing the relative value of both, i.e., by trying to preserve the merits and to avoid the
limitations of both Once attained, the syn
thesis may in turn become the first step of a new dialectic triad.
(Popper 1940, 404)
Figure 12.1Dialectical progression.
Indeed, many feel that progressive development is the true purpose of dialectic: “It

implies interaction leading to an improved synthesis” (Stever 1988, 82). This is how
Hegel imagined dialectic playing out historically: “It is a process that develops from
lower to higher, from simpler to more complex, from abstract to concrete. In other
words, it is an organic process of unfolding and progressing” (Wang 2012, 23).
We agree that there is developmental value to synthesis and seek to identify and

explain the various syntheses needed to resolve dialectical tensions on the Governance
Arc. A fifth ideal-type, Integrative Governance, can be developed through (1) dialec-
tical analysis of opposing pairs of concepts within the four primary governance ap-
proaches, and (2) identification of the synthesis concepts in a diverse array of philo-
sophical, spiritual, scientific, and theoretical sources, albeit those which have been
marginalized by dominant perspectives (see Stout and Love 2017). To accomplish the
first task here, we apply the same theoretical framework used to explain the primary ap-
proaches to governance, providing a conceptual map for comparison across competing
prescriptions.

Seeking synthesis
A framework for Integrative Governance can be crafted by examining the possibility

of dialectical synthesis in each element of the Governance Typology. Each synthesis
must include important characteristics of the thesis and antithesis while presenting
a wholly unique position of its own, as explained in the sections that follow. It is
important to note, however, that because of process assumptions, none of the resulting
concepts holds to “any absolute truth, or . . . definite goals”; each synthesis is “always
straining after higher forms of expression” with “no definite terminus nor . . . fixed
goal” (Rocker 2004, 15).
Like many “post” theoretical positions (i.e., post-humanism, post-colonialism, and

post-communism) that resolve dialectic through synthesis (Braidotti 2013), the rela-
tional process ontology assumptions of Integrative Governance resolve the collectivist/
individualist (One/Many) dialectic through a relational perspective that accommo-
dates both without privileging either the group or the individual. Its process assump-
tions also resolve the static/dynamic dialectic through an ongoing dynamic state punc-
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tuated by moments of stability. In so doing, this integrative position introduces ontolog-
ical dynamism to many communitarian assumptions in order to prevent the reification
of community (Stout and Love 2014a). We argue that these relational process syntheses
may provide conceptual grounding for more effective social action—without becoming
a reified, static unity.
We agree that this alternative “relationship approach” as described by Harmon and

McSwite (2011) “does not fall anywhere along the continuum from principle on the
one hand to discourse on the other” (226)—what we refer to as the Governance Arc.
We assume that “principle” connotes the rationalism and idealism of Hierarchical and
Holographic Governance and their hybrids, while “discourse” connotes the empiricism
and constructivism of Atomistic and Fragmented Governance and their hybrids. How-
ever, we argue that the “relationship-based” approach, as described by Harmon and
McSwite (2011), is grounded in an “ontology of relational consciousness” (McSwite
2011, 38) that is static.1 As such, it goes no further than the Reified Community. We
must add the dynamism of process to relation—relational process ontology—in order
to avoid reification. Therefore, as shown inFigure 12.2, Integrative Governance creates
ontological terrain in the space encompassed by the Governance Arc, but not on the
Arc itself.
To develop this new governance approach, we must first determine the concepts that

resolve dialectical tensions in every element of the Governance Typology. We will begin
with the deconstruction of those concepts herein and carefully explicate the meaning
of synthesis based on relational process at each conceptual level.

Ontological assumptions and associated language
From First Peoples to the newest scientific discoveries, the call is ringing out to

adopt an understanding of existence that ensures social, economic, and environmental
sustainability. At the ontological level, the dialectic of static versus dynamic state of
being must be resolved. The notion of process accommodates both stable and chang-
ing characteristics because the process of becoming is punctuated with moments of
full expression. The dialectic of transcendent versus immanent source of being is re-
solved by accommodating a nontheistic potentiality similar to transcendence because
it accepts the nonmaterial as “real,” but imagines an embodied creation similar to
immanence. Within all that exists, there is the capacity to create from nontemporal,
nonmaterial potentiality. This radical form of immanence includes the material and
nonmaterial within an open-ended whole. Thus, it can be understood as a “space in
between immanence and transcendence” (T0nder 2005, 204).

Figure 12.2The ontological terrain of Integrative Governance.

1 We make this observation based on their employment of Heidegger’s beingwith, which does not
assume process ontology (Shaviro 2009).
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Finally, the dialectic of unified versus plural expression of being is resolved through
relational expression in which unique entities co-create themselves and co-compose an
open-ended whole from a combination of potentiality, prior states, and environmental
influences (Whitehead 1979). Each and every instance of becoming is happening in a
relational context of assemblage that interconnects everything from quantum particles
to the universe as a whole (Bohm 1980). There is no “beyond” that transcends the
universe.
Thus, in relational process ontology, becoming is a seamless emergent process of

creative, relational assemblage from embodied potentiality to actuality. Cultural the-
orist Stuart Hall (1998) describes this as an ontological point between the dialectic of
“pure ‘autonomy or total encapsulation’ ” (447). It is this relational, generative quality
that uniquely synthesizes ontologies of abundance and lack by assuming a foundational
void—but one that is filled with the creative potential of each entity. From this per-
spective, difference is “the constant play between presence and absence which simply
renders impossible the attainment of either full presence (totality) or full absence (rad-
ical lack)” (Marchart 2005, 26). It is this dynamic quality that avoids the reification of
stability found in the hybrid attempts at ontological compromise.
As explained in Chapter 3, ontological assumptions are encoded within language

that serves to reinforce those assumptions through the shaping of consciousness, iden-
tity, belief, and knowledge (Gadamer 2004, Heidegger 1996, Lakoff 2003, Saussure
1960). Western languages are imbued with atomism and rank ordering in their use of
binaries in meaning making (Derrida 1976). Discrete binaries not only reflect a static,
isolated ontology, they establish the opportunity for one of the halves to be domi-
nant. Even Alfred North Whitehead (1979), the founder of process philosophy, could
not escape this problem in his use of terminology such as hierarchy, dominance, and
importance when referring to the manner in which inanimate and animate entities ex-
perience and assemble. Perpetuating categorical differentiation based on complexity or
sentience enables destruction of the physical planet in the same way that hierarchical
differentiation between races of humans or humans and animals enables their use as
commodities.
To express the relational process understanding of “ ‘a world in motion’ ” where

“everything is moving, even if some things are (temporarily) at rest” (Holm et al. 2003,
32), the dialectics in language itself must be resolved. Nounbased and verbbased as
well as holistic and binary languages must be synthesized through concepts that are
gerundial (dynamic), non-discrete (holistic or relational), and nonbinary (nonhierarchi-
cal) in character. Gerundial language takes the verb rather than the noun as primary,
reflecting dynamism and synthesizing the subject-object relationship into a relational
subject-subject shared experience. Verb-based languages are “full of potentiality, that
which can be” (Maryboy 2004, 12). Furthermore, these languages are nonhierarchical;
therefore, they are non-colonizing in nature.
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Psychosocial theory
The ongoing proliferation of social crises around the world indicates that our very

survival demands a transformation of psychosocial theory in order to discover “new
ways of perceiving each other” (Carlsson and Ramphal 1995, 46). In response, criti-
cal social theorists are “analyzing current events and development in a way that is
congruent with the pluralist, contingent rhythms of materialization” (Coole and Frost
2010, 25)—what we describe as relational process ontology. Human existence cannot
be fully explained physically, nor can it be limited simply to phenomenological subjec-
tivity. Human potential is located in an “intercorporeal depth” that is an “intertwining
between self and world” (Coles 2005, 76-78). Thus, the processes of becoming can create
new forms of both individuality and collective life (Patton 2005). Identity formation
is a complex process of relational becoming in which unique individuals are permeable
and interconnected within themselves, with others, and with their environments in a
“nested relatedness” (Bird-David 1999, S78). Process synthesizes the dialectic of uni-
tary and decentered identity while relation synthesizes the dialectic of embedded and
independent social condition. Because the individual is both socially embedded and co-
creative of that society, the social bond is innate and socially constructed, demanding
neither complete unity nor pure autonomy. This psychosocial state enables both an
authentic sense of self and community, resolving many of the existential crises found
in the positions on the Governance Arc.

Epistemological concepts
To resolve social, economic, and environmental crises, how knowledge is constructed

must change. Epistemologies have been a principal focus in governance scholarship be-
cause, as leading social theorists Michel Foucault and Bent Flyvbjerg argue, “power
defines what constitutes knowledge and rationality; indeed, power ultimately defines
‘what counts as reality’ ” (Brooks 2002, 91). Distinctive patterns of political deci-
sion making are based on “embedded assumptions and social constructions of reality”
(Schneider and Ingram 1997, x). Thus, some argue that global citizens must “see with
new eyes and understand with new minds before they can truly turn to new ways of
living” (Carlsson and Ramphal 1995, 47).
The bifurcation of mind and matter, philosophy and science, enables the splitting

of the why of phenomena from the how. We must use methods that enable us to con-
sider both simultaneously (Stengers 2011). This suggests that traditional approaches
to knowing and understanding are not working; rationalism, empiricism, idealism, and
constructivism are not producing the knowledge needed to live sustainably. An inte-
grative approach resolves the dialectic between internal and external justification by
using multiple sources of information that are accessed in a variety of ways. It syn-
thesizes the dialectic of knowledge structuration between foundations and coherence
by enabling both in a participatory process. Such a pragmatist approach eliminates
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the “epistemological gap” (Ferre 1998) between the internal (mind) and the external
(empirical world) because thought (hypothesis and analysis) and action (experience
and observation) are intertwined in an ongoing process of co-creating knowledge. This
synthesis empowers all forms of knowing and all participants in knowledge production,
making truth flexible and non-dominating.

Belief systems
Competing belief systems are often the identified source of global and civil conflict. If

ontology is the understanding of existence, belief systems are the translators of those
understandings into action. In other words, what are the implications of seeing the
universe, the world, and the people in it in a particular way? Connolly (2011) notes that
faith disciplines perception by establishing anticipation. If one is raised to believe in a
world that operates in a particular way, one anticipates and measures one’s experience
against that assumption, always seeking to restore experience to one’s expectation
when it is not met. Therefore, how one responds to the increasingly problematic human
predicament has much to do with one’s belief system.
An integrative approach would synthesize the dialectic of unitary transcendent and

plural immanent sources of existence through a type of materiality imbued with a meta-
physical quality within a relational whole. The dialectic of static and dynamic states of
existence would be synthesized through the ongoing process of becoming punctuated
with moments of completion. For the purposes of illustration, in understanding the
source of existence as a transcendent One, static state monotheism asserts a divine
being that is separate from and hierarchically above the physical universe, establishing
a fundamental dualism. As a dynamic alternative, pantheism asserts a transcendent
divinity that expresses itself through the parts of the whole, thus denying autonomy
within differentiated parts through non-duality. A synthesis would need to accommo-
date the nonmaterial aspect of existence as well as some understanding of wholeness.
In understanding the source of existence as an immanent Many, static state naturalism
denies any form of noumena and asserts a material world made up of many individual
phenomena. Its belief systems include both atheistic science and secular humanism.
The dynamic alternative, anti-essentialism, simply refutes all belief systems as grand
narratives that a radical plural must refuse. Thus, a synthesis would have to accom-
modate material phenomena as a core feature of existence, as well as plurality and
difference. A belief system grounded in these assumptions would provide sufficient
common ground for mutually respectful dialogue among faiths.

Ethical concepts
As the philosophical assumptions come together, they prefigure particular attitudes

and norms of behavior in practice. Therefore, faulty ethics are often assumed to be
the culprit in social, economic, environmental, and governance crises. An integrative
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approach to ethics would synthesize the dialectic in sources of ethical guidance between
internal motivation and external criteria through a collaborative determining process.
Both what motivates each participant and the criteria upon which they agree are con-
sidered in developing an ethic. The synthesis lies between norms and facts (Habermas
1998). The dialectic that demands prioritizing Right or Good as a normative structure
is resolved through intersubjective agreement.
This participatory, relational approach resolves the dialectic between manthe-

citizen and manthe-maker in manthe-answerer, who is mutually obligated with
others (Niebuhr 1963). There is no transcendent source providing the substantive
content of an ethic; there are no predetermined moral mandates. Instead, we generate
together our shared moral guidance. This suggests a universal ethic that is relationally
respectful, mutually caring, and mutually answerable, while its dynamic relativity is
constrained by nesting, interconnected groups. These characteristics support what we
currently pursue through international law: a public morality that is at once local and
global, democratic in process, and voluntary in adoption.

Political theory
Similar to ethics, political ideologies and governance practices are often blamed

for crises of sustainability. Contemporary crises of both governance and sustainability
demand “a redefinition of people’s relationship with their society” (Lemus and Barkin
2013, 6). Based on this relationship, the primary dialectic in political theory is in
regard to the structure of authority through hierarchy or competition, and the relative
strength of that authority as moderate or strong. An integrative approach would need
to structure authority in a manner that synthesizes hierarchy and competition. This
would demand new organization forms and institutional rules of engagement: a different
mode of human coexistence (Buber 1971). A type of confederation that enables deeply
nesting and broadly inclusive interlocking networks, from the neighborhood to the
global level of analysis, would achieve such a synthesis (Follett 1998).
To resolve the problem of the relative strength of authority, we must dismantle

dominating power relations and prevent their recurrence in politics. To do so, radical
democracy often demands a return of authority to the individual. However, this would
not eliminate the system of power in play. Instead, Follett (1998) calls for a “cooper-
ative sovereignty” (316) that reformulates power-over as power-with (Follett 2003d).
Rather than eliminating authority assigned to particular roles, participatory practice
transforms authority by shifting it from individuals or institutions to the process it-
self. Government becomes a convener—an institution that provides “the space and the
process for working out understanding across lines of difference” (McSwite 2002, 113).
Participation resolves the paradox of freedom and control between the individual and
the group because restraint is not domination when it is authentically self-generated
and self-imposed as an active member of the whole. Interlocking networks build the
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whole in an inclusive and dynamic manner. We believe this approach to radical democ-
racy will be most fruitful.

Economic theory
In response to the various crises of sustainability, there is a growing movement to

find the “next system” (Alperovitz et al. 2015)—one that supports an Earth community
as opposed to an empire (Korten 2006). This movement emphasizes the centrality of
economics in social life. Radical democracy asserts that “democratic control of the
economy is both desirable and possible” (Simons 2005, 151). For a radically democratic
approach to resource use, production, distribution, and consumption, “We need another
economic logic” (Donati 2014, 50). A relational process approach would synthesize the
dialectic of external and internal regulation of the market through the practices of
participatory democracy. A global economy of this nature would look more like an
interlocking network.
Similar to authority in political theory, the intensity of that regulation (weak or

strong) would be transformed through self-governance. Such an economy understands
economic actors as interdependent rather than competitively independent or depen-
dent on the state, reflecting an “intersubjectivist economics” in which “agents and
structures influence one another” (Davis 2003, 125). These agents pursue a combina-
tion of self-development and expression, mutual interest, and cooperation in production
and consumption. These complex motivations would enable multiple bottom lines to
guide action on the Part of both firms and households, production and consumption.
Considering the implications for people, place, and profits would result in greater sus-
tainability across social, economic, and environmental domains.

Administrative theory
In order to resolve the crises of governance that have fostered or allowed social, eco-

nomic, and environmental crises to emerge, both political and economic life must be
administered in a different manner. An integrative approach to administration would
transform authority, leadership, management, and procedures. The primary dialectic
in administrative theory is organizing via hierarchy versus competition, with the rel-
ative strength of administrative authority (weak or strong) within governance being
secondary. As noted in political theory, an integrative approach would resolve the di-
alectic between hierarchy and competition through confederation. But rather than em-
powering administrators to manage interlocking networks, they would instead adopt a
facilitative coordinating role without command authority. Once again, this transforms
authority by placing it in the process, while enabling the facilitation of that process.
Coordination is an ongoing process through which the perspectives, expertise, and

functions of all parties are interwoven. In a radically democratic approach, procedures
become emergent and open-ended processes. Coordination requires identifying shared
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concerns, analyzing possible responses, coming to decisions about what to do, acting
collectively, and then considering how things went. Facilitative leaders can help groups
coordinate action in each phase, while consensus-oriented decision making enables
collective choice. These participatory practices foster a sense of collective responsibility
and experientially founded commitment to shared implementation. We believe this
approach will foster more sustainable outcomes.
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13 Pursuing Integrative
Governance
Based on the syntheses proposed in Chapter 12, we agree with others who argue,

“The abundant version of radical democratic theory offers the better hope of fulfilling
democratic ideals on condition that it is articulated with a theory of hegemony to give
it a political strategy” (Simons 2005, 151). In other words, we must affirm an approach
grounded in relational process ontology while maintaining critique—both of other gov-
ernance approaches and the one we pursue. Furthermore, while radical democracy
requires a revolution in ontological perspective and engagement for many, we don’t
believe it demands a structural revolution. As Stavrakakis (2005) argues, “most forms
of democracy—liberal democracy included—still contain a kernel of that potential—
often repressed and marginalised and certainly in need of radical revitalisation and
re-activation” (192). We can nurture this revitalization through a shift that allows for
authentic participation and interrelation through what Keating (2013) refers to as
post-oppositional politics within existing institutions.
In this sense, Integrative Governance is a prefigurative approach. Its purpose is

to facilitate a radically democratic, ongoing process of integrating that interconnects
all levels of experience (material, intrapersonal, and interpersonal) within all social
groups (family and friendships, community, politics, work, and economic exchange) at
all levels of analysis (neighborhood, city, region, nation, the world). In other words, it
is radical democracy as a way of life.
Integrative Governance is grounded in relational process ontology, which makes a

commitment to a notion of life as an ongoing process of becoming among interdepen-
dent beings, things, and places—each of which is a unique expression of existence. We
are a dynamic, mutually influencing multitude of unique but interrelating parts. Our co-
creative potential is infinite and bounded only by our interdependent choices. Such an
ontology provides a logically coherent basis for political, economic, and administrative
practices that consider the entire situation, allowing for mutual influence and change
in an ongoing integrative group process: one that accommodates both disrupting and
unifying, disintegration and integration, change and stability. It is, by definition and
practice, a radical approach that transforms democracy.
To address misunderstandings in responses to our preliminary work, we feel it is

important to make clear that due to its radical grounding and relational process as-
sumptions, integration is definitively non-Hegelian; we seek a unifying process, not
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static unity. To defend this claim, we turn to Follett’s (1998) explanation of the differ-
entiating features:
I have said that the political pluralists are fighting a misunderstood Hegelianism.

Do they adopt the crudely popular conception of the Hegelian state as something
‘above and beyond’ men, as a separate entity virtually independent of men? Such a
conception is fundamentally wrong and wholly against the spirit of Hegel. As James
found collective experience not independent of distributive experience, as he reconciled
the two through the ‘compounding consciousness,’ so Hegel’s related parts received
their meaning only in the conception of total relativity. The soul of Hegelianism is
total relativity, but this is the essence of the compounding of consciousness. As for
James the related parts and their relations appear simultaneously and with equal
reality, so in Hegel’s total relativity.
(266)
From a relational process understanding, “true Hegelianism finds its actualized form

in federalism” (Follett 1998, 267)—Follett’s way of describing organic wholes amaking
in evolving situations. Because each person is a co-creator in this process, this type of
open-ended whole is democratically acceptable. In interlocking networks of radically
democratic communities, “our loyalty is neither to imaginary wholes nor to chosen
wholes, but is an integral Part of that activity which is at the same time creating me”
(Follett 1919, 579).
Any synthesis position must successfully integrate the driving concerns within the

thesis and antithesis. Follett (2013b) calls this process integration, explaining that it is
an intentional process of creating “functional unity” (256) among individuals actively
engaging in collective action in any sector of society. As she understands it, “the method
of integration” (178) is composed of a number of processual elements that are iterative
rather than linear in nature. These elements include a disposition, a style of relating,
a mode of association, and an approach to action.
Integrating begins with an attitude—a disposition that she describes as “the will

to will the common will” (Follett 1998, 49). This relational disposition generates a
cooperative style of relating and enables participatory interactions— or “modes of
association” (147)—in which we feel an obligation to engage in public life and to
consider others in all we do. Thus, the second characteristic of integrating is genuine
participation: “You have to have participation before you can get co-operation” (Follett
2003c, 171).
In this participatory cooperation, the group co-produces knowledge, shared desire,

purpose, choice of method, and so forth—in short, all activities common to the group
decision-making process. In these activities, integrating seeks “the interpenetration of
the ideas of the parties concerned” (Follett 2003e, 212). This requires a dialogic “inter-
permeation” (Follett 1998, 209) that includes “a cooperative gathering of facts” (Follett
2013b, 17), and “genuine discussion” that “is truth-seeking” (Follett 1998, 210) in the
situation. Its synergistic effect produces more creative and effective methods because
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nothing is lost through domination or compromise: “By integrating these interests you
get the increment of the unifying” (Follett 2013b, 45-46).
It “often takes ingenuity, a ‘creative intelligence,’ to find the integration” (163).

But from the perspective of constructive conflict (Follett 2003a), differing interests
are more easily integrated through the techniques of disintegration and revaluation.
Disintegration is necessary in order to move from fully formulated a priori positions to
the nuanced driving desires underneath. Interests are typically composed of a desire,
an idea about how to get the desire met, and a passion to make it happen. To enable
integration, desire must be split from method, which may be achieved either through
change in the desire or change in the preferred method of fulfillment. Once divided,
“revaluation is the flower of comparison” (38) that precipitates an organic change of
opinion through dialogue and value comparison.
However, Follett (2013b) also notes that such revaluation occurs in response to

changes in the situation, changes in oneself, and new sources of knowledge. Regardless
of the relational source, “through an interpenetrating of understanding, the quality of
one’s own thinking is changed” (163). “The course of action decided upon is what we
all together want, and I see that it is better than what I had wanted alone. It is what
I now want” (Follett 1998, 25). Today, we would call this a consensus building process
(Susskind et al. 1999) or a conflict resolution process (Forester 2009) that addresses
both normative and causal beliefs (Sabatier 1988).
Because of this integration of desires and/or preferred methods, commitment to

what is co-created is ensured not through consent or the binding authority of law
or contract, “but in the fact that it has been produced by the community” (Follett
1998, 130); loyalty is experientially founded. Similarly, a sense of mutual responsibility
is engendered by this shared ownership: “collective responsibility is not a matter of
adding but of interweaving” (Follett 2013a, 75).
Following the method of integration, Integrative Governance must answer the de-

sire for order sought by Hierarchical Governance, the liberty sought by Atomistic
Governance, the unity sought by Holographic Governance, the autonomy sought by
Fragmented Governance, and the sense of belonging sought by the communitarian hy-
brid. If these fundamental characteristics are not accommodated in the governance
approach, integration will not be successful.
As suggested inFigure 13.1, Integrative Governance accomplishes integration be-

cause it is placed at the pivot of the metronome’s pendulum in the Governance Arc.
In dialogue with Hierarchical and Atomistic Governance, it accommodates both order
and liberty through moments of harmony and stability amidst ongoing contestation
and change. In dialogue with Holographic and Fragmented Governance, it enables us
to achieve both unity and autonomy through respect for difference within a social
condition of interdependence. Taken together, these characteristics enable the sense of
belonging sought in the

Figure 13.1Pathways for discourse.
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Reified Community, but one that resists reification through openness and ongoing
process.
Delving below these desires, Integrative Governance also addresses the fears held at

the various positions on the Governance Arc. The shared fear of conflict held by Hier-
archical and Holographic Governance is mitigated by transforming the understanding
of conflict as constructive conflict, a creative opportunity that enables the progress
of both the individual and society. The shared fear of control held by Atomistic and
Fragmented Governance is abated through selforganizing participation. Because agree-
ments are co-created and experientially founded, mutual consent is not dominating.
The fear of exclusion felt in the Reified Community is relieved through open-ended
inclusion in ongoing integration—the substantively undefined and changing we.
In accommodating these desires and relieving these fears, Integrative Governance

heals the pathologies generated by the positions on the Governance Arc. The expe-
rience of bondage or absorption created by Hierarchical and Holographic Governance
is averted by self-organizing confederation. Because all are involved in composing the
assemblage, its identity is not externally imposed but rather co-created—the People
is “a-making” (Follett 2013b, 102). The experience of isolation or alienation felt in
Atomistic and Fragmented Governance is prevented through relationality. Intercon-
nectedness enables a sense of belonging that is not dominating. The pathology of calci-
fication generated by the Reified Community is precluded through process punctuated
with moments of stability—becoming a group-self is emergent and evolutionary.
Considering these analyses, Integrative Governance meets the tenets of radical

democracy because it assumes the possibility of an accessible authentic self and an
ontological relation that encourages social connection while being sufficiently dynamic
and open-ended as to be non-colonizing and nonfundamentalist in terms of substantive
meanings. In other words, its relational process ontology is sufficiently weak (see White
2000) for radical democracy. Its embrace of both disintegration and integration, like
a synthesis of lack and abundance, is “unsurpassed in its potential fecundity” (Norval
2005, 99).1
Therefore, while we wish to establish pathways for discourse that proponents of the

other approaches to governance may travel—a conceptual starting point for the inte-
grative process—we unabashedly affirm Integrative Governance. We believe it provides
a more fruitful grounding for global governance and our ability to co-create a more
sustainable, flourishing future. It can help in the project of transforming governance
in all areas of life because progress of the individual and society is understood in both
substantive and process terms.
Substantively, enabling a greater emphasis of social bottom lines while considering

more traditional economic and environmental outcomes contributes to sustainability.
In terms of process, Integrative Governance provides an open approach to dialogue

1 This is Norval’s assessment of Laclau’s unique approach to ontological abundance working in
concert with psychosocial lack in hegemony and counter-hegemony.
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that can support ever-widening circles of agreement. This approach does not seek to
persuade those holding a different perspective to simply give it up, as this would merely
replace one form of ontological colonization with another. Instead, the method of inte-
gration invites the “emergence of another, even if it, too, is punctuated by ambivalence
and hesitation” (Connolly 2005, 242). In this invitation, Integrative Governance fol-
lows what Nietzsche calls a “spiritualization of enmity,” by which he means that those
of different creeds “come to terms with each other by weaving reciprocal forbearance,
hesitation and presumptive generosity into their relations” (245).

Next steps
As a research agenda, exploring the relationship between the individual and society

is a project that is not likely to end soon. Indeed, it is a question that Integrative
Governance would say should never be “answered” due to the problem of reification.
We undertook an exploration of the theoretical barriers to global governance because
existing approaches have not managed to negotiate the dialectic between collectivism
and individualism at state levels of action, let alone globally. We are experiencing a
global crisis of sustainability that can be seen in social, economic, and environmental
predicaments, as well as a loss of legitimacy in governments of all forms. To sustain
our collective life, we must sort out how we live together on this planet. This requires
some type of approach to global governance. We feel Integrative Governance holds the
most promise.
However, to support our affirmation of Integrative Governance, we must continue to

develop it theoretically. A full explication of each conceptual element in the Governance
Typology will require more in-depth analysis than can be presented herein. To flesh
out a robust explication, we will delve more deeply into sources describing concepts
aligned with relational process ontology. Specifically, we will more fully explore the
theories and practices of perspectives and cultures beyond mainstream societies—the
minoritarian understandings that can be found around the world.
From there, empirical research will be used in an iterative fashion to fine-tune both

theory and practice. As noted in Chapter 4, typologies are used in empirical study to
analyze a particular situation and identify what is similar to and different from the
various ideal-types in order to make recommendations. We will use the Governance
Typology in case assessment, the formation of recommendations, and implementation
of change efforts—the results of which will feed back into theoretical development and
refinement.
We will focus our empirical research on groups already expressing characteristics of

Integrative Governance. Increasingly, people the world over are demanding more direct
participation in the processes of governance—a key characteristic of radical democracy.
Giving us a clue for where to begin, Follett (2013b) looked to the social movements of
her time for nascent examples:
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The community centre movements, the workmen’s education movement, the coop-
erative movement, to mention only two or three The central
aim of these, the most democratic movements we have, is to train ourselves, to learn

how to use the work of experts, to find our will, to educate our will, to integrate our
wills.
(5)
Of particular interest to us today are the indications we see of Integrative Gover-

nance in various social and economic movements: large-scale cooperatives (Mondragon,
Evergreen), indigenous land rights (the Zapatista Army of National Liberation, Aus-
tralian Aboriginal Sovereignty), food sovereignty (the Coalition of Immokalee Workers,
La Via Campesina), community building (Blacks in Green), social and racial justice
(Showing Up for Racial Justice, Black Lives Matter, embodied solidarity), political
accountability (the Arab Spring), and economic accountability (Occupy, Next System
Project).
We believe these types of collective action have much to teach us about Integra-

tive Governance. While post-anarchist and radical democratic theory look to these
sources for a prefigurative politics, we look toward a prefigurative administration as
well. Specifically, we seek to assess the degree to which participants and groups in
these movements exhibit characteristics in the Governance Typology: to what degree
do their practices reflect Integrative Governance from administration to ontology? If
we delve all the way in to philosophical assumptions, do we find consistency? Why, or
why not? Does our premise that inconsistent ontological assumptions will eventually
pull practice out of alignment hold? The potential answers to these research questions
spur us onward in our pursuit of Integrative Governance.
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